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SERMONS.

(CONTINUED.)

VOL. VIII. A





SERMON IX.

ON THE CAUSES OF THE

WRETCHED CONDITION OF IRELAND.*

PSALM CXLIV. 13, 14.

That there be no complaining in our streets. Happy is the

people that is in such a case*

IT is a very melancholy reflection, that such a country
as ours, which is capable of producing all things neces

sary, and most things convenient for life, sufficient for

the support of four times the number of its inhabitants,

should yet lie under the heaviest load of misery and

want ; our streets crowded with beggars, so many of

* This is not very properly styled a sermon ;, but, considered as a

political dissertation, it has great merit, and it is highly worthy of

the subject, and the author. Most of the circumstances here foucd-

ed upon, as the causes of national distress, are the subject of sep
rate disquisitions in those political writings connected with Ireland.

But they are here summed up, and brought into one view ; and the

opinions expressed form a sort of index to the Dean's tenets upon
the state of that country.
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our lower sort of tradesmen, labourers, and artificers,

not able to find clothes and food for their families.

I think it may therefore be of some use to lay before

you the chief causes of this wretched condition we are

in, and then it will be easier to assign what remedies

are in our power, toward removing at least some part

of these evils.

For, it is ever to be lamented, that we lie under many
disadvantages, not by our own faults, which are pecu
liar to ourselves, and of which no other nation under

heaven hath any reason to complain.

I shall, therefore, first mention some causes of our

miseries, which I doubt are not to be remedied, until

God shall put it into the hearts of those who are the

stronger, to allow us the common rights and privileges

of brethren, fellow-subjects, and even of mankind.

The first cause of our misery is, the intolerable hard

ships we lie under in every branch of trade, by which

we are become as hewers of wood and drawers of wa

ter, to our rigorous neighbours.
The second cause of our miserable state is, the folly,

the vanity, and ingratitude, of those vast numbers, who
think themselves too good to live in the country which

gave them birth, and still gives them bread ; and ra

ther choose to pass their days, and consume their wealth,

and draw out the very vitals of their mother kingdom,

among those who heartily despise them.

These I have but lightly touched on, because I fear

they are not to be redressed ; and besides, I am very

sensible how ready some people are to take offence at

the honest truth ; and for that reason, I shall omit se

veral other grievances, under which we are long likely

to groan.
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I shall therefore go on to relate some other causes of

this nation's poverty, by which, if they continue much

longer, it must infallibly sink to utter ruin.

The first is, that monstrous pride and vanity in both

sexes, especially the weaker sex, who, in the midst of

poverty, are suffered to run into all kind of expense,

and extravagance in dress ; and particularly priding

themselves to wear nothing but what cometh from

abroad, disdaining the growth or manufacture of their

own country, in those articles with which they can be

better served at home at half the expense ; and this is

grown to such a height, that they will carry the whole

yearly rent of a good estate at once on their body. And
as there is in that sex a spirit of envy, by which they
cannot endure to see others in a better habit than them

selves, so those, whose fortunes can hardly support
their families in the necessaries of life, will needs vie

with the richest and greatest among us, to the ruin of

themselves and their posterity.

Neither are the men less guilty of this pernicious

folly, who, in imitation of a gaudiness and foppery of

flress, introduced of late years into our neighbouring

kingdom, (as fools are apt to imitate only the defects of

their betters,) cannot find materials in their own coun

try worthy to adorn their bodies of clay, while their

minds are naked of every valuable quality.

Thus our tradesmen and shopkeepers, who deal in

home goods, are left in a starving condition, and only
those encouraged who ruin the kingdom by importing

among us foreign vanities.

Another cause of our low condition is, our great

luxury ; the chief support of which is, the materials of

it brought to the nation in exchange for the few valu-
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able things left us, whereby so many thousand families

want the very necessaries of life.

Thirdly
r

, In most parts of this kingdom the natives

are, from their infancy, so given up to idleness and

sloth, that they often choose to beg or steal, rather

than support themselves with their own labour ; they

marry without the least view or thought of being able

to make any provision for their families : and whereas,

in all industrious nations, children are looked on as a

help to their .parents ; with us, for want of being early

trained to work, they are an intolerable burden at home,

and a grievous charge -upon the public : as appeareth
from the vast number of ragged and naked children in

town and country, led about by strolling women, train

ed up in ignorance, and all manner of vice.

Lastly, A great cause of this nation's misery is, that

Egyptian bondage of cruel, oppressing, covetous land

lords ; expecting that all who live under them should

make bricks without straw ; who grieve and envy when

they see a tenant of their own in a whole coat, or able

to afford one comfortable meal in a month ; by which

the spirits of the people are broken, and made fit for

slavery : the farmers and cottagers, almost.through the

whole kingdom, being, to all intents and purposes, as

real beggars, as any of those to whom we give our cha

rity in the streets. And these cruel landlords are every

day unpeopling the kingdom, by forbidding their mi

serable tenants to till the earth, against common reason

and justice, and contrary to the practice and prudence
of all other nations ; by which, numberless families

have been forced either to leave the kingdom, or stroll

about, arid increase the number of our thieves and

beggars.
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Such, and much worse, is our condition at present,

if I had leisure or liberty to lay it before you ; and,

therefore, the next thing which might be considered is,

whether there may be any probable remedy found, at

least against some part of these evils ; for most of them

are wholly desperate.

But this being too large a subject to be now handled,

and the intent of my discourse confining me to give

some directions concerning the poor of the city, I shall

keep myself within those limits. It is, indeed, in the

power of the lawgivers to found a school in every pa
rish of the kingdom, for teaching the meaner and<poorer

sort of children to speak and to read the English tongue,
and to provide a reasonable maintenance for the teachers.

This would, in time, abolish that part of barbarity and

ignorance, for which our natives are so despised by all

foreigners : this would bring them to think and act ac

cording to the rules of reason, by which a spirit of in

dustry, and thrift, and honesty, would be introduced

among them. And, indeed, considering how small a

tax would suffice for such a work, it is a public scandal

that such a thing should never have been endeavoured,

or perhaps so much as thought on.

To supply the want of such a law, several pious per

sons, in many parts of this kingdom, have been prevail

ed on, by the great endeavours and good example set

them by the clergy, to erect charity-schools in several

parishes, to which very often the richest parishioners

contribute the least. In those schools, children are, or

ought to be, trained up to read and write, and cast ac

counts ; and these children should, if possible, be of

honest parents, gone to decay through age, sickness, or

other unavoidable calamity, by the hand of God ; not
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the brood of wicked strollers ; for it is by no means
reasonable that the charity of well-inclined people should

be applied to encourage the lewdness of those profligate,

abandoned women, who crowd our streets with their

borrowed or spurious issue.

In those hospitals which have good foundations and
rents to support them, whereof, to the scandal of Chris

tianity, there are very few in this kingdom ; I say, in

such hospitals, the children maintained ought to be

only of decayed citizens and freemen, and be bred up
to good trades. But in these small parish charity-

schools, which have no support but the casual good
will of charitable people, I do altogether disapprove the

custom of putting the children apprentice, except to the

very meanest trades ; otherwise the poor honest citizen,

who is just able to bring up his child, and pay a small

sum of money with him to a good master, is wholly

defeated, and the bastard issue, perhaps of some beg

gar, preferred before him. And hence we come to be

so overstocked with apprentices and journeymen, more

than our discouraged country can employ ; and, I fear,

the greatest part of our thieves, pickpockets, and other

vagabonds, are of this number.

Therefore, in order to make these parish charity-

schools of great and universal use, I agree with the

opinion of many wise persons, that a new turn should

be given to this whole matter.

I think there is no complaint more just than what

we find in almost every family, of the folly and igno

rance, the fraud and knavery, the idleness and vicious-

ness, the wasteful squandering temper of servants ; who

are, indeed, become one of the many public grievances

of the kingdom ; whereof, I believe, there are few mas-
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ters that now hear me, who are not convinced by their

own experience. And I am very confident, that more

families, of all degrees, have been ruined by the corrup
tion of servants, than by all other causes put together.

Neither is this to be wondered at, when we consider

from what nurseries so many of them are received into

our houses. The first is the tribe of wicked boys,

wherewith most corners of this town are pestered, who
haunt public doors. These, having been born of beg

gars, and bred to pilfer as soon as they can go or speak,

as years come on, are employed in the lowest offices to

get themselves bread, are practised in all manner of

villainy, and when they are grown up, if they are not

entertained in a gang of thieves, are forced to seek for

a service. The other nursery is the barbarous and de

sert part of the country, from whence such lads come

up hither to seek their fortunes, who are bred up from

the dunghill in idleness, ignorance, lying, and thieving.
From these two nurseries, I say, a great number of our

servants come to us, sufficient to corrupt all the rest.

Thus the whole race of servants in this kingdom have

gotten so ill a reputation, that some persons from Eng
land, come over hither into great stations, are said to

have absolutely refused admitting any servant born

among us into their families. Neither can they be

justly blamed : for, although it is not impossible to find

an honest native fit for a good service, yet the inquiry
is too troublesome, and the hazard too great, for a

stranger to attempt.

If we consider the many misfortunes that befal pri

vate families, it will be found that servants are the

causes and instruments of them all. Are our goods

embezzled, wasted, and destroyed ? is our house burnt
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to the ground ? it is by the sloth, the drunkenness, or

the villainy of servants. Are we robbed and murdered

in our beds? it is by confederacy with our servants.

Are we engaged in quarrels and misunderstandings
with our neighbours ? these were all begun and infla

med by the false, malicious tongues of our servants.

Are the secrets of our families betrayed, and evil re

pute spread of us ? our servants were the authors. Do
false accusers rise up against us ? (an evil too frequent

in this country) they have been tampering with our

servants. Do our children discover folly, malice, pride,

cruelty, revenge, undutifulness in their words and ac

tions ? are they seduced to lewdness or scandalous mar

riages ? it is all by our servants. Nay, the very mis

takes, follies, blunders, and absurdities of those in our

service, are able to ruffle and discompose the mildest

nature, and are often of such consequence as to put

whole families into confusion.

Since, therefore, not only our domestic peace and

quiet, and the welfare of our children, but even the very

safety of our lives, reputations, and fortunes, have so

great a dependence upon the choice of our servants, I

think it would well become the wisdom of the nation

to make some provision in so important an affair. But

in the meantime, and perhaps to better purpose, it were

to be wished, that the children of both sexes, entertain

ed in the parish charity-schools, were bred up in such

a manner, as would give them a teachable disposition,

and qualify them to learn whatever is required in any
sort of service. For instance, they should be taught to

read and write, to know somewhat in casting accounts,

to understand the principles of religion, to practise

cleanliness, to get a spirit of honesty, industry, and
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thrift, and be severely punished for every neglect in any
of these particulars. For it is the misfortune of man
kind, that if they are not used to be taught in their

early childhood, whereby to acquire what I call a teach

able disposition, they cannot, without great difficulty,

learn the easiest thing in the course of their lives, but

are always awkward and unhandy ; their minds, as well

as bodies, for want of early practice, growing stiff and

unmanageable ; as we observe in the sort of gentlemen,

who, kept from school by the indulgence of their pa
rents but a few years, are never able to recover the time

they have lost, and grow up in ignorance and all man
ner of vice, whereof we have too many examples all

over the nation. But to return to what I was saying :

If these charity children were trained up in the manner
I mentioned, and then bound apprentices in the families

of gentlemen and citizens (for which a late law giveth

great encouragement), being accustomed from their first

entrance to be always learning some useful thing, they
would learn, in a month, more than another, without

those advantages, can do in a year ; and in the mean

time, be very useful in a family, as far as their age and

strength would allow. And when such children come to

years of discretion, they will probably be a useful ex

ample to their fellow-servants ; at least they will prove
a strong check upon the rest ; for I suppose everybody
will allow, that one good, honest, diligent servant in a

house, may prevent abundance of mischief in the family.
These are the reasons for which I urge this matter so

strongly, and I hope those who listen to me will consi

der them.

I shall now say something about that great number
of poor, who, under the name of common beggars, infest
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our streets, and fill our ears with their continual cries,

and craving importunity. This I shall venture to call

an unnecessary evil, brought upon us from the gross ne

glect, and want of proper management in those whose

duty it is to prevent it. But, before I proceed farther,

let me humbly presume to vindicate the justice and

mercy of God, and his dealings with mankind. Upon
this particular he hath not dealt so hardly with his crea

tures as some would imagine, when they see so many
miserable objects ready to perish for want ; for, it would

infallibly be found, upon strict inquiry, that there is

hardly one in twenty of those miserable objects, who do

not owe their present poverty to their own faults, to

their present sloth and negligence, to their indiscreet

marriage, without the least prospect of supporting a fa

mily, to their foolish expensiveness, to their drunken

ness and other vices, by which they have squandered
their gettings, and contracted diseases in 'their old age.

And, to speak freely, is it any way reasonable or just,

that those who have denied themselves many lawful sa

tisfactions and conveniencies of life, from a principle of

conscience as well as prudence, that they might not be

a burden to the public, should be charged with support

ing others, who have brought themselves to less than a

morsel of bread, by their idleness, extravagance, and

vice ? Yet such, and no other, are far the greatest num
ber not only of those who beg in our streets, but even

ofwhat we call poor decayed housekeepers, whom we are

apt to pity as real objects of charity, and distinguish
them from common beggars, although, in truth, they
both owe their undoing to the same causes ; only the

former are too nicely bred to endure walking half naked

in the streets, or too proud to own their wants. For th
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artificer, or other tradesman, who pleadeth he is grown
too old to work or look after business, and therefore ex-

pecteth assistance as a decayed housekeeper ; may we
not ask him, why he did not take care, in his youth and

strength of days, to make some provision against old age,

when he saw so many examples before him of people
undone by their idleness and vicious extravagance? And
to go a little higher, whence cometh it that so many ci

tizens and shopkeepers, of the most creditable trade,

who once made a good figure, go to decay by their ex

pensive pride and vanity, affecting to- educate and dress

their children above their abilities, or the state of life

they ought to expect ?

However, since the best of us have too many infirmi

ties to answer for, we ought not to be severe upon those

of others ; and, therefore, if our brother, through grief,

or sickness, or other incapacity, is not in a condition to

preserve his being, we ought to support him to the best

of our power, without reflecting over seriously on the

causes that brought him to his misery. But in order

to this, and to turn our charity into its proper channel,

we ought to consider who and where those objects are,

whom it is chiefly incumbent upon us to support.

By the ancient law of this realm, still in force, every

parish is obliged to maintain its own poor ; which, al

though some may think to be not very equal, because

many parishes are very rich, and have few poor among
them, and others the contrary ; yet, I think, may be

justly defended : for, as to remote country parishes, in

the desert part of the kingdom, the necessaries of life

are there so cheap, that the infirm poor may be provi
ded for with little burden to the inhabitants. But in

what I am going to say, I shall confine myself only to
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this city ; where we are overrun not only with our own

poor, but with a far greater number from every part of

the nation. Now, I say, this evil of being encumbered

with so many foreign beggars, who have not the least

title to our charity, and whom it is impossible for us to

support, may be easily remedied, if the government of

this city, in conjunction with the clergy and parish of

ficers, would think it worth their care ; and I am sure

few things deserve it better. For if every parish would

take a list of those begging poor which properly belong

to it, and compel each of them to wear a badge, marked

and numbered, so as to be seen and known by all they

meet, and confine them to beg within the limits of their

own parish, severely punishing them when they offend,

and driving out all interlopers from other parishes, we
could then make a computation of their numbers ; and

the strollers from the country being driven away, the

remainder would not be too many for the charity of

those who pass by to maintain ; neither would any beg

gar, although confined to his own parish, be hindered

from receiving the charity of the whole town ; because,

in this case, those well-disposed persons who walk the

streets will give their charity to such whom they think

proper objects, wherever they meet them, provided they

are found in their own parishes, and wearing their

badges of distinction. And, as to those parishes which

border upon the skirts and suburbs of the town, where

country strollers are used to harbour themselves, they
must be forced to go back to their homes, when they find

nobody to relieve them, because they want that mark

which only gives them licence to beg. Upon this point,

it were to be wished that inferior parish officers had bet

ter encouragement given them to perform their duty in

19
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driving away all beggars, who do not belong to the pa

rish, instead of conniving at them, as it is said they do,

for some small contribution ; for the whole city would

save much more by ridding themselves ofmany hundred

beggars, than they would lose by giving parish officers

a reasonable support.

It should seem a strange, unaccountable thing, that

those who have probably been reduced to want by riot,

lewdness and idleness, although they have assurance

enough to beg alms publicly from all they meet, should

yet be too proud to wear the parish badge, which would

turn so much to their own- advantage, by ridding them

of such great numbers, wha now intercept the greatest

part of what belongeth to them ; yet it is certain, that

there are very many who publicly declare they will

never wear those badges, and many others who either

hide or throw them away ; but the remedy for this is

very short, easy, and just, by trying them like vaga
bonds and sturdy beggars, and forcibly driving them

out of the town.

Therefore, as soon as this expedient ofwearing badges
shall be put in practice, I do earnestly exhort all those

who hear me, never to give their alms to any public

beggar, who doth not fully comply with this order ; by
which our number of poor will be so reduced, that it

will be much easier to provide for the rest. Our shop-
doors will be no longer crowded with so many thieves

and pickpockets, in beggars' habits, nor our streets so

dangerous to those who are forced to walk in the night.

Thus I have, with great freedom, delivered my
thoughts upon this subject, which so nearly concerneth

us. It is certainly a bad scheme, to any Christian coun

try, whichGod hath blessed with fruitfulness, and where
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the people enjoy the just rights and privileges of man
kind, that there should be any beggars at all. But,
alas ! among us, where the whole nation itself is almost

reduced to beggary, by the disadvantages we lie under,

and the hardships we are forced to bear ; the laziness,

ignorance, thoughtlessness, squandering temper, slavish

nature, and uncleanly manner of living in the poor

Popish natives, together with the cruel oppressions of

their landlords, who delight to see their vassals in the

dust ; I say, that in such a nation, how can we other

wise expect than to be over-run with objects of misery
and want ? Therefore, there can be no other method

to free this 'city from so intolerable a grievance, than

by endeavouring, as far as in us lies, that the burden

may be more equally divided, by contributing to main

tain our own poor, and forcing the strollers and vaga
bonds to return to their several homes in the country,

there to smite the conscience of those oppressors who
first stripped them of all their substance.

I might here, if the time would permit, offer many
arguments to persuade to works of charity ; but you
hear them so often from the pulpit, that I am willing
to hope you may not now want them. Besides, my pre
sent design was only to shew where your alms would

be best bestowed, to the honour of God, your own ease

and advantage, the service of your country, and the be

nefit of the poor. I desire you will weigh and consider

what I have spoken, and according to your several sta

tions and abilities, endeavour to put it in practice ; and

God give you good success. To whom, with the Son

and Holy Ghost, be all honour, &c.

The grace of our Lord Jesus Clirist, &c.



SERMON X.

ON

SLEEPING IN CHURCH*

ACTS, XX. 9-

And there sat in the window a certain young man, named

Eutychus, being fallen into a deep sleep ; and while Paul

was long preaching, he sunk down with sleep, andfell down

from the third loft, and was taken up dead.

I HAVE chosen these words with design, if possible, to

disturb some part in this audience of half an hour's

sleep, for the convenience and exercise whereof, this

place, at this season of the day, is very much celebrated.

There is, indeed, one mortal disadvantage to which

all preaching is subject ; that those who, by the wick

edness of their lives, stand in greatest need, have usu-

* If the following discourse did not prove a lasting and effectual

cure of the malady referred to in the Dean's congregation, it must

be allowed at least to have possessed the merit of a temporary reme

dy ; since it is hardly possible to conceive that any one should in

dulge in slumber during the delivery.

VOL. VIII. B
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ally the smallest share ; for either they are absent upon
the account of idleness, or spleen, or hatred to religion,

or in order to doze away the intemperance of the week :

or, if they do coine, they are sure to employ their minds

rather any other way, than regarding or attending to

the business of the place.

The accident which happened to this young man in

the text, hath not been sufficient to discourage his suc

cessors ; but, because the preachers now in the world,

however they may exceed St Paul in the art of setting

men to sleep, do extremely fall short of him in the work

ing of miracles ; therefore men are become so cautious,

as to choose more safe and convenient stations and pos
tures for taking their repose, without hazard of their

persons ; and, upon the whole matter, choose rather to

trust their destruction to a miracle, than their safety.

However, this being not the only way by which the

lukewarm Christians and scorners of the age discover

their neglect and contempt of preaching, I shall enter

expressly into consideration of this matter, and order

my discourse in the following method :

First, I shall produce several instances to shew the

great neglect of preaching now among us.

Secondly, I shall reckon up some of the usual quarrels

men have against preaching.

Thirdly, I shall set forth the great evil of this neglect

and contempt of preaching, and discover the real

causes .whence iUproceedeth.

Lastly, I shall offer some remedies against this great
and spreading evil.

First, I shall produce certain instances, to shew the

great neglect of preaching now among us.
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These may be reduced under two heads. First, men's

absence from the service of the church ; and secondly,

their misbehaviour when they are here.

The first instance of men's neglect, is in their fre

quent absence from the church.

There is no excuse so trivial, that will not pass upon
some men's consciences to excuse their attendance at the

public worship of God. Some are so unfortunate as to

be always indisposed on the Lord's-day, and think no

thing so unwholesome as the air of a church. Others

have their affairs so oddly contrived, as to be always

unluckily prevented by business. With some it is a

great mark of wit and deep understanding, to stay at

home on Sundays. Others, again, discover strange fits

of laziness, that seize them particularly on that day,
and confine them to their beds. Others are absent out

of mere contempt of religion. And, lastly, there are not

a few who look upon it as a day of rest, and therefore

claim the privilege of their cattle, to keep the Sabbath

by eating, drinking, and sleeping, after the toil and la

bour of the week. Now in all this, the Worst circum

stance is, that these persons are such, whose companies
are most required, and who stand most in need of a

physician.

Secondly, Men's great neglect and contempt ofpreach

ing appear by their misbehaviour when at church.
' If the audience were to be ranked under several

heads, according to their behaviour when the word of

God is delivered, how small a number would appear of

those who receive it as they ought f How much of the

seed then sown would be found to fall by the way-side

upon stony ground, or among thorns ; and how little

good ground there would be to take it ! A preacher can-
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not look round from the pulpit, without observing that

some are in a perpetual whisper, and, by their air and

gesture, give occasion to suspect that they are in those

very minutes defaming their neighbour. Others have

their eyes and imagination constantly engaged in such

a circle of objects, perhaps to gratify the most unwar

rantable desires, that they never once attend to the bu

siness of the place ; the sound of the preacher's words

does not so much as once interrupt them. Some have

their minds wandering among idle, worldly, or vicious

thoughts. Some lie at catch to ridicule whatever they

hear, and with much wit and humour provide a stock

of laughter, by furnishing themselves from the pulpit.

But, of all misbehaviour, none is comparable to that of

those who come here to sleep. Opium is not so stupi-

fying to many persons as an afternoon sermon. Perpe
tual custom hath so brought it about, that the words of

whatever preacher, become only a sort of uniform sound

at a distance, than which nothing is more effectual to

lull the senses. For that it is the very sound of the

sermon which bindeth up their faculties, is manifest

from hence, because they all awake so very regularly
as soon as it ceaseth, and with much devotion receive

the blessing, dozed and besotted with indecencies I am
ashamed to repeat.

I proceed, secondly, to reckon up some of the usual

quarrels men have against preaching, and to shew the

unreasonableness of them.

Such unwarrantable behaviour as I have described

among Christians, in the house of God, in a solemn as

sembly, while their faith and duty are explained and de

livered, have put those who are guilty upon inventing
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some excuses to extenuate their fault : this they do by

turning the blame either upon the particular preacher,

or upon preaching in general. First, they object against

the particular preacher ; his manner, his delivery, his

voice, are disagreeable ; his style and expression are flat

and low; sometimes improper and absurd; the mat

ter is heavy, trivial, and insipid ; sometimes despicable

and perfectly ridiculous ; or else, on the other side, he

runs up into unintelligible speculation, empty notions,

and abstracted flights, all clad in words above usual un

derstandings.

Secondly, They object against preaching in general ;

it is a perfect road of talk ; they know already what

ever can be said ; they have heard the same a hundred

times over. They quarrel that preachers do not relieve

an old beaten subject with wit and invention ; and that

now the art is lost of moving men's passions, so com
mon among the ancient orators of Greece and Rome.

These, and the like objections, are frequently in the

mouths of men who despise the foolishness of preach

ing. But let us examine the reasonableness of them.

The doctrine delivered by all preachers is the same :

" So we preach, and so ye believe :" But the manner of

delivering is suited to the skill and abilities of each,

which differ in preachers, just as in the rest of man
kind. However, in personal dislikes of a particular

preacher, are these men sure they are always in the

right ? Do they consider how mixed a thing is every
audience, whose taste and judgment differ, perhaps every

day, not only from each other, but themselves ? and how
to calculate a discourse that shall exactly suit them all,

is beyond the force and reach of human^'reason, know

ledge, or invention. Wit and eloquence are shining
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qualities, that God hath imparted, in great degrees, to

very few ; nor any more to be expected, in the genera

lity of any rank among men, than riches and honour.

But farther : if preaching in general be all oldand beaten,
and that they are already so well acquainted with it,

more shame and guilt to them who so little edify by it.

But these men, whose ears are so delicate as not to en

dure a plain discourse of religion, who expect a constant

supply of wit and eloquence on a subject handled so

many thousand times ; what will they say when we
turn the objection upon themselves, who, with all the

rude and profane liberty of discourse they take, upon so

many thousand subjects, are so dull as to furnish no-r

thing but tedious repetitions, and little paltry, nauseous

common-places, so vulgar, so worn, or so obvious, as,

upon any other occasion but that of advancing vice,

would be hooted off the stage ? Nor, lastly, are preach
ers justly blamed for neglecting human oratory to move
the passions, which is not the business of a Christian

orator, whose office it is only to work uponjBith_and

reason.. All other eloquence hath been a perfect cheat,

to stir up men's passions against truth and justice, for

the service of a faction ; to put false colours upon things,
and by an amusement of agreeable words, make the

worst reason appear to be the better. This is certainly

not to be allowed in Christian eloquence, and, therefore,

St Paul took quite the other course ; he " came not

with the excellency of words, or enticing speech of men's

wisdom, but in plain evidence of the Spirit and power."
And perhaps it was for that reason the young man,

Eutychus, used to the Grecian eloquence, grew tired,

and fell so fast asleep.
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I go on, Thirdly, to set forth the great evil of this

neglect and scorn of preaching, and to discover the real

causes whence it proceedeth.

I think it is obvious, that this neglect of preaching
hath very much occasioned the great decay of religion

among us. To this may be imputed no small part of

that contempt some men bestow on the clergy ; for,

whoever talketh without being regarded, is sure to be

despised. To this we owe, in a great measure, the

spreading of atheism and infidelity among us ; for reli

gion, like all other things, is soonest put out of counte

nance by being ridiculed. The scorn of preaching might

perhaps have been at first introduced by men of nice

ears and refined taste ; but it is now become a spread

ing evil, through all degrees, and both sexes ; for, since

sleeping, talking, and laughing, are qualities sufficient

to furnish out a critic, the meanest and most ignorant
have set up a title, and succeeded in it as well as their

betters. Thus are the last efforts of reforming mankind

rendered wholly useless.
" How shall they hear," saith

the apostle,
" without a preacher ?" But, if they have a

preacher, and make it a point of wit or breeding not to

hear him, what remedy is left ? To this neglect of

preaching we may also entirely impute that gross igno
rance among us in the very principles of religion, which
it is amazing to find in persons who very much value

their own knowledge and understanding in other things :

yet it is a visible, inexcusable ignorance, even in the

meanest among us, considering the many advantages

they have of learning their duty. And it hath fieen the

great encouragement to all manner of vice : for in vain

we preach down sin to a people
" whose hearts are wax

ed gross, whose ears are dull of hearing, and whose eyes
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are closed." Therefore Christ himself, in his discourses,

frequently rouseth up the attention of the multitude,

and of his disciples themselves, with this expression,
" He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." But, among
all neglects of preaching, none is so fatal as that of

sleeping in the house of God. A scorner may listen to

truth and reason, and in time grow serious ; an unbe

liever may feel the pangs of a guilty conscience ; one

whose thoughts or eyes wander among other objects,

may, by a lucky word, be called back to attention ; but

the sleeper shuts up all avenues to his soul ; he is
"
like

the deaf adder that hearkeneth not to the voice of the

charmer, charm he never so wisely." And we may
preach with as good success to the grave that is under

his feet.

But the great evil of this neglect will farther yet ap

pear, from considering the real causes whence it pro-

ceedeth ; whereof, the first I take to be an evil con

science. Many men come to church to save or gain a

reputation, or because they will not be singular, but

comply with an established custom ; yet, all the while,

they are loaded with the guilt of old rooted sins. These

men can expect to hear of nothing but terrors and

threatenings, their sins laid open in true colours, and

eternal misery the reward of them ; therefore no won
der they stop their ears, and divert their thoughts, and

seek any amusement rather than stir the hell within

them.

Another cause of this neglect is, a heart set upon

worldly things. Men whose minds are much enslaved

to earthly affairs all the week, cannot disengage or break

the chain of their thoughts so suddenly, as to apply to a

discourse that is wholly foreign to what they have most
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at heart. Tell a usurer of charity, and mercy, and re

stitution, you talk to the deaf : his heart and soul, with

all his senses, are got among his bags, or he is gravely

asleep, and dreaming of a mortgage. Tell a man of bu
siness that the cares of the world choke the good seed ;

that we must not encumber ourselves with much ser

ving ; that the salvation of his soul is the one thing ne

cessary : you see, indeed, the shape of a man before you,
but his faculties are all gone off among clients and pa

pers, thinking how to defend a bad cause, or find flaws

in a good one ; or he weareth out the time in drowsy
nods.

A third cause of the great neglect and scorn of preach

ing, ariseth from the practice of men who set up to de

cry and disparage religion ; these, being zealous to pro
mote infidelity and vice, learn a rote of buffoonery, that

serveth all occasions, and refutes the strongest argu
ments for piety and good manners. These have a set of

ridicule calculated for all sermons, and all preachers,
and can be extremely witty as often as they please upon
the same fund.

Let me now, in the last place, offer some remedies

against this great evil.

It will be one remedy against the contempt of preach

ing, rightly to consider the end for which it was de

signed. There are many who place abundance of me
rit in going to church, although it be with no other

prospect but that of being well entertained, wherein if

they happen to fail, they return wholly disappointed.

Hence it is become an impertinent vein among people
of all sorts to hunt after what they call a good sermon,
as if it were a matter of pastime and diversion. Our

business, alas ! is quite another thing ; either to learn,
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or, at least, be reminded of our duty ; to apply the doc

trines delivered, compare the rules we hear with our

lives and actions, and find wherein we have transgress

ed. These are the dispositions men should bring into

the house of God, and then they will be little concern

ed about the preacher's wit or eloquence, nor be curious

to inquire out his faults and infirmities, but consider

how to correct their own.

Another remedy against the contempt of preaching

is, that men would consider, whether it be not reason

able to give more allowance for the different abilities of

preachers than they usually do. Refinements of style,

and flights of wit, as they are not properly the business

of any preacher, so they cannot possibly be the talents

of all. In most other discourses, men are satisfied with

sober sense and plain reason ; and, as understandings

usually go, even that is not over frequent. Then why
they should be so over nice in expectation of eloquence,

where it is neither necessary nor convenient, is hard to

imagine.

Lastly, The scorners of preaching would do well to

consider, that this talent of ridicule they value so much,
is a perfection very easily acquired, and applied to all

things whatsoever ; neither is anything at all the worse,

because it is capable of being perverted to burlesque :

perhaps it may be the more perfect upon that score ;

since we know, the most celebrated pieces have been

thus treated with greatest success. It is in any man's

power to suppose a fool's cap on the wisest head,

and then laugh at his own supposition. I think there

are not many things cheaper than supposing and laugh

ing ; and if the uniting these two talent*? can bring a

tiling into contempt, it is hard to know where it may
end.
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To conclude. These considerations may, perhaps,
have some effect while men are awake ; but what argu
ments shall we use to the sleeper ? what methods shall

we take to hold open his eyes ? Will he be moved by
considerations of common civility ? We know it is reck

oned a point of very bad manners to sleep in private

company, when, perhaps, the tedious impertinence of

many talkers would render it at least as excusable as

the dullest sermon. Do they think it a small thing to

watch four hours at a play, where all virtue and reli

gion are openly reviled ; and can they not watch one

half hour to hear them defended ? Is this to deal like

a judge, (I mean like a good judge,) to listen on one side

of the cause, and sleep on the other ? I shall add but

one word more : That this indecent sloth is very much

owing to that luxury and excess men usually practise

upon this day, by which half the service thereof is turn

ed to sin ; men dividing their time between God and

their bellies, when, after a gluttonous meal, their senses

dozed and stupified, they retire to God's house to sleep

out the afternoon. Surely, brethren, these things ought
not so to be.

" He that hath ears to hear, let him hear." And God

give us all grace to hear and receive his holy word to

the salvation of our own souls !



SERMON XL

THE WISDOM OF THIS WORLD.

i COB. iii. 19.

The wisdom of this world isfoolishness with God.

It is remarkable, that about the time of our Saviour's

coming into the world, all kinds of learning flourished

to a very great degree ; insomuch, that nothing is more

frequent in the mouths of many men, even such who

pretend to read and to know, than an extravagant praise

and opinion of the wisdom and virtue of the Gentile

sages of those days, and likewise of those ancient phi

losophers who went before them, whose doctrines are

left upon record, either by themselves or other writers.

As far as this may be taken for granted, it may be said,

that the providence of God brought this about for se

veral very wise ends and purposes : for it is certain,

that these philosophers had been a long time before

searching out where to fix the true happiness of man ;

and not being able to agree upon any certainty about
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it, they could not possibly but conclude, if they judged

impartially, that all their inquiries were, in the end, but

vain and fruitless ; the consequence of which must be,

not only an acknowledgment of the weakness of all hu

man wisdom, but likewise an open passage hereby made,
for letting in those beams of light, which the glorious

sunshine of the gospel then brought into the world, by

revealing those hidden truths which they had so long
before been labouring to discover, and fixing the gene
ral happiness of mankind beyond all controversy and

dispute. And therefore the providence of God wisely

suffered men of deep genius and learning then to arise,

who should search into the truth of the gospel now
made known, and canvass its doctrines with all the sub-

tilty and knowledge they were masters of, and in the

end freely acknowledge that to be the true wisdom only,
" which cometh from above."

However, to make a farther inquiry into the truth

of this observation, I doubt not but there is reason to

think, that a great many of those encomiums given to

ancient philosophers are taken upon trust, and by a

sort of men who are not very likely to be at the pains
of an inquiry that would employ so much time and

thinking. For, the usual ends why men affect this kind

of discourse, appear generally to be either out of osten

tation, that they may pass upon the world for persons
of great knowledge and observation ; or, what is worse,

there are some who highly exalt the wisdom of those

Gentile sages, thereby obliquely to glance at and traduce

divine revelation, and more especially that of the gos

pel ; for the consequence they would have us draw is

this : that since those ancient philosophers rose to a

greater pitch of wisdom and virtue than was ever
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known among Christians, and all this purely upon the

strength of their own reason, and liberty of thinking,

therefore it must follow, that either all revelation is

false, or, what is worse, that it has depraved the nature

of man, and left him worse than it found him.

But this high opinion of heathen wisdom is not very
ancient in the world, nor at all countenanced from pri

mitive times. Our Saviour had but a low esteem of it,

as appears by his treatment of the Pharisees and Sad-

ducees, who followed the doctrines of Plato and Epicu
rus. St Paul likewise, who was well versed in all the

Grecian literature, seems very much to despise their

philosophy, as we find in his writings ; cautioning the

Colossians to " beware lest any man spoil them through

philosophy and vain deceit." And in another place, he

advises Timothy to
" avoid prophane and vain bab

blings, and oppositions of science falsely so called ;" that

is, not to introduce into the Christian doctrine the jang-

lings of those vain philosophers, which they would pass

upon the world for science. And the reasons he gives

are, first, That those who professed them did err con

cerning the faith ; secondly, because the knowledge of

them did increase ungodliness, vain babblings being
otherwise expounded vanities, or empty sounds ; that

is, tedious disputes about words, which the philosophers
were always so full of, and which were the natural pro
duct of disputes and dissensions between several sects.

Neither had the primitive fathers any great or good

opinion of the heathen philosophy, as it is manifest

from several passages in their writings : so that this

vein of affecting to raise the reputation of those sages

so high, is a mode and a vice but of yesterday, assumed

chiefly, as I have said, to disparage revealed knowledge,
and the consequences of it among us.
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Now, because this is a prejudice which may prevail

with some persons, so far as to lessen the influence of

the gospel ; and whereas, therefore, this is an opinion

which men of education are likely to be encountered

with, when they have produced themselves into the

world ; I shall endeavour to shew that their preference

of heathen wisdom and virtue before that of the Chris

tian is every way unjust, and grounded upon ignorance

or mistake ; in order to which, I shall consider four

things :

First, I shall produce certain points, wherein the wis

dom and virtue of all unrevealed philosophy in gene*
ral fell short, and was very imperfect.

Secondly, I shall shew, in several instances, where some

of the most renowned philosophers have been gross

ly defective in their lessons of morality.

Thirdly., I shall prove the perfection of Christian wis

dom, from the proper characters arid marks of it.

Lastly, I shall shew that the great examples of wisdom

and virtue, among the heathen wise men, were pro
duced by personal merit, and not influenced by the

doctrine of any sect ; whereas, in Christianity, it is

quite the contrary.

First, I shall produce certain points, wherein the

wisdom and virtue of all unrevealed philosophy in ge
neral fell short, and was very imperfect.

My design is, to persuade men, that Christian philo

sophy is in all things preferable to heathen wisdom ;

from which, or its professors, I shall, however, have

no occasion to detract. They were as wise, and as

good, as it was possible for them to be under such dis-
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advantages ; and would have probably been infinitely

more so, with such aids as we enjoy : but our lessons

are certainly much better, however our practices may
fall short.

The first point I shall mention is, that universal de

fect which was in all their schemes, that they could not

agree about their chief good, or wherein to place the

happiness of mankind ; nor had any of them a toler

able answer upon this difficulty, to satisfy a reasonable

person. For, to say, as the most plausible of them did,
" that happiness consisted in virtue," was but vain bab

bling, and a mere sound of words, to amuse others and

themselves ; because they were not agreed what this

virtue was, or wherein it did consist ; and likewise, be

cause several among the best of them taught quite dif

ferent things, placing happiness in health or good for

tune, in riches or in honour, where all were agreed that

virtue was not, as I shall have occasion to shew, when
I speak of their particular tenets.

The second great defect in the Gentile philosophy,

was, that it wanted some suitable reward, proportioned
to the better part of man, his mind, as an encourage
ment for his progress in virtue. The difficulties they
met with upon the score of this default were great, and

not to be accounted for : bodily goods being only suit

able to bodily wants, are no rest at all for the mind ;

and if they were, yet are they not the proper fruits of

wisdom and virtue, being equally attainable by the ig
norant and wicked. Now, human nature is so consti

tuted, that we can never pursue anything heartily, but

upon hopes of a reward. If we run a race, it is in ex

pectation of a prize ; and the greater the prize, the

faster we run ; for an incorruptible crown, if we un-

19
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del-stand it, and believe it to be such, more than a cor

ruptible one. But some of the philosophers gave all

this quite another turn, and pretended to refine so far

as to call virtue its own reward, and worthy to be fol

lowed only for itself ; whereas, if there be anything in

this more than the sound of the words, it is at least too

abstracted to become a universal influencing principle

in the world, and therefore could not be of general use.

It was the want of assigning some happiness propor

tioned to the soul of man, that caused many of them,

either, on the one hand, to be sour and morose, super

cilious and untreatable ; or, on the other, to fall into

the vulgar pursuits of common men, to hunt after great

ness and riches, to make their, court, and to serve occa

sions ; as Plato did to the younger Dionysius, and Aris

totle to Alexander the Great. So impossible it is for

a man, who looks no farther than the present world, to

fix himself long in a contemplation where the present

world has no part : he has no sure hold, no firm foot

ing : he can never expect to remove the earth he rests

upon, while he has no support besides for his feet, but

wants, like Archimedes, some other place whereon to

stand. To talk of bearing pain and grief, without any
sort of present or future hope, cannot be purely great

ness of spirit ; there must be a mixture in it of affec

tation, and an allay of pride ; or perhaps is wholly
counterfeit.

It is true, there has been all along in the world a no

tion of rewards and punishments in another life : but

it seems to have rather served as an entertainment to

poets, or as a terror of children, than a settled principle

by which men pretended to govern any of their actions.

The last celebrated words of Socrates, a little before

VOL. vni. c
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his death, do not seem to reckon or build much upon
any such opinion ; and Caesar made no scruple to dis

own it, and ridicule it in open senate.

Thirdly, The greatest and wisest of all their philo

sophers were never able to give any satisfaction to others

and themselves, in their notions of a Deity. They were

often extremely gross and absurd in their conceptions ;

and those who made the fairest conjectures, are such as

were generally allowed by the learned, to have seen the

system of Moses, if I may so call it, who was in great

reputation at that time in the heathen world, as we find

by Diodorus, Justin, Longinus, and other authors ; for

the rest, the wisest among them laid aside all notions

after a Deity, as a disquisition vain and fruitless, which

indeed it was, upon unrevealed principles ; and those

who ventured to engage too far, fell into incoherence

and confusion.

Fourthly, Those among them who had the justest

conceptions of a Divine Power, and did also admit a

Providence, had no notion at all of entirely relying and

depending upon either ; they trusted in themselves for

all things ; but as for a trust or dependence upon God,

they would not have understood the phrase ; it made no

part of the profane style.

Therefore it was, that in all issues and events which

they could not reconcile to their own sentiments of rea

son and justice, they were quite disconcerted : they had

no retreat ; but upon every blow of adverse fortune,

either affected to be indifferent, or grew sullen and se

vere, or else yielded and sunk like other men.

Having now produced certain points, wherein the

wisdom and virtue of all unrevealed philosophy fell

short, and was very imperfect ; I go on, in the second
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place, to shew, in several instances, where some of the

most renowned philosophers have been grossly defect

ive in their lessons of morality.

Thales, the founder of the Ionic sect, so celebrated for

morality, being asked how a man might bear ill-fortune

with greatest ease, answered,
"
By seeing his enemies

in a worse condition." An answer truly barbarous, un

worthy of human nature, and which included such con

sequences, as must destroy all society from the world.

Solon lamenting the death of a son, one told him,
" You lament in vain."

"
Therefore," said he,

"
I lament,

because it is in vain." This was a plain confession how

imperfect all his philosophy was, and that something
was still wanting. He owned that all his wisdom and

morals were useless, and this upon one of the most fre

quent accidents in life. How much better could he have

learned to support himself even from David, by his en

tire dependence upon God ; and that, before our Saviour

had advanced the notions of religion to the height and

perfection wherewith he hath instructed his disciples !

Plato himself, with all his refinements, placed happi
ness inwisdom, health, good fortune, honour, and riches;

and held that they who enjoyed all these were perfectly

happy : which opinion was indeed unworthy its owner,

leaving the wise and good man wholly at the mercy of

uncertain chance, and to be miserable without resource.

His scholar Aristotle fell more grossly into the same

notion, and plainly affirmed,
" That virtue, without the

goods of fortune, was not sufficient for happiness, but

that a wise man must be miserable in poverty and sick

ness." Nay, Diogenes himself, from whose pride arid

singularity one would have looked for other notions, de

livered it as his opinion,
" That a poor old man was the

most miserable thing in life."
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Zeno also and his followers fell into many absurdi

ties, among which nothing could be greater than that of

maintaining all crimes to be equal ; which, instead of

making vice hateful, rendered it as a thing indifferent

and familiar to all men.

'Lafitfy, Epicurus had no notion of justice, but as it

was profitable ; and his placing happiness in pleasure,

with all the advantages he could expound it by, was li

able to very great exception : for, although he taught
that pleasure did consist in virtue, yet he did not any

way fix or ascertain the boundaries of virtue, as he ought
to have done ; by which means he misled his followers

into the greatest vices, making their names to become

odious and scandalous, even in the heathen world.

I have produced these few instances from a great

many others, to shew the imperfection of heathen phi

losophy, wherein I have confined myself wholly to their

morality. And surely we may pronounce upon it, in the

words of St James, that " This wisdom descended not

from above, but was earthly and sensual." What if I

had produced their absurd notions about God and the

soul ? it would then have completed the character given
it by that apostle, and appeared to have been devilish

too. But it is easy to observe, from the nature of these

few particulars, that their defects in morals were purely
the flagging and fainting of the mind, for want of a sup

port by revelation from God.

I proceed, therefore, in the third place, to shew the

perfection of Christian wisdom from above ; and I shall

endeavour to make it appear, from those proper charac

ters and marks of it, by the apostle before mentioned,

in the third chapter, and 15th, 16th, and 17th verses.

The words run thus :
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" This wisdom descendeth not from above ; but is

earthly, sensual, devilish.

" For where envying and strife is, there is confusion

and every evil work.
" But the wisdom that is from above, is first pure,

then peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of

mercy and good fruits, without partiality, and without

hypocrisy."
" The wisdom from above is first pure." This purity

of the mind and spirit is peculiar to the gospel. Our

Saviour says,
" Blessed are the pure in heart, for they

shall see God." A mind free from all pollution of lusts

shall have a daily vision of God, whereof unrevealed re

ligion can form no notion. This it is that keeps us un

spotted from the world ; and hereby many have been

prevailed upon to live in the practice of all purity, ho

liness, and righteousness, far beyond the examples of the

most celebrated philosophers.

It is
"

peaceable, gentle, and easy to be entreated."

The Christian doctrine teacheth us all those dispositions

that make us affable and courteous, gentle, and kind,

without any morose leaven of pride or vanity, which

entered into the composition of most heathen schemes ;

so we are taught to be meek and lowly. Our Saviour's

last legacy was peace ; and he commands us to forgive
our offending brother unto seventy times seven. Chris

tian wisdom is full of mercy and good works, teaching
the height of all moral virtues, of which the heathens

fell infinitely short. Plato, indeed, (and it is worth ob

serving) has somewhere a dialogue, or part of one, about

forgiving our enemies, which was perhaps the highest
strain ever reached by man, without divine assistance ;

yet how little is that to what our Saviour commands
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us !

" To love them that hate us ; to bless them that

curse us ; and to do good to them that despitefully use

us."

Christian wisdom is
" without partiality ;" it is not

calculated for this or that nation of people, but the whole

race of mankind : not so the philosophical schemes,

which were narrow and confined, adapted to their pecu
liar towns, governments, or sects ; but,

" in every na

tion, he that feareth God, and worketh righteousness,

is accepted with him."

Lastly, It is
" without hypocrisy ;" it appears to be

what it really is ; it is all of a piece. By the doctrines

of the gospel, we are so far from being allowed to pub
lish to the world those virtues we have not, that we are

commanded to hide even from ourselves those we really

have, and not to let our right hand know what our left

hand does ; unlike several branches of the heathen wis

dom, which pretended to teach insensibility and indiffer

ence, magnanimity and contempt of life, while, at the

same time, in other parts, it belied its own doctrines.

I come now, in the last place, to shew that the great

examples of wisdom and virtue, among the Grecian

sages, were produced by personal merit, and not influ

enced by the doctrine of any particular sect ; whereas,

in Christianity, it is quite the contrary.

The two virtues most celebrated by ancient moralists,

were Fortitude and Temperance, as relating to the go
vernment of man in his private capacity, to which their

schemes were generally addressed and confined ; and

the two instances wherein those virtues arrived at the

greatest height, were Socrates and Cato. But neither

those, nor any other virtues possessed by these two,
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were at all owing to any lessons or doctrines of a sect.

For Socrates himself was of none at all ; and although

Cato was called a stoic, it was more from a resemblance

of manners in his worst qualities, than that he avowed

himself one of their disciples. The same may be affirm

ed of many other great men of antiquity. Whence I in

fer, that those who were renowned for virtue among
them, were more obliged to the good natural dispositions

of their own minds, than to the doctrines of any sect

they pretended to follow.

On the other side, as the examples of fortitude and

patience among the primitive Christians, have been in

finitely greater and more numerous, so they were alto

gether the product of their principles and doctrine ;

and were such as the same persons, without those aids,

would never have arrived to. Of this truth most of the

apostles, with many thousand martyrs, are a cloud of

witnesses beyond exception. Having therefore spoken
so largely upon the former heads, I shall dwell no longer

upon this.

And, if it should here be objected, Why does not

Christianity still produce the same effects ? it is easy to

answer, First, That although the number of pretended
Christians be great, yet that of true believers, in pro

portion to the other, was never so small ; and it is a

true lively faith alone, that, by the assistance of God's

grace, can influence our practice.

Secondly, We may answer, that Christianity itself

has very much suffered, by being blended up with Gen
tile philosophy. The Platonic system, first taken into

religion, was thought to have given matter for some

early heresies in the church. When disputes began to

arise, the Peripatetic forms were introduced by Scotus,
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as best fitted for controversy. And however, this may
now have become necessary, it was surely the author of

a litigious vein, which has since occasioned very perni

cious consequences, stopped the progress of Christianity,

and been a great promoter of vice ; verifying that sen

tence given by St James, and mentioned before,
" Where

envying and strife is, there is confusion and every evil

work." This was the fatal stop to the Grecians, in their

progress both of arts and arms ; their wise men' were

divided under several sects, and their governments un

der several commonwealths, all in opposition to each

other ; which engaged them in eternal quarrels among
themselves, while they should have been armed against
the common enemy. And I wish we had no other ex

amples, from the like causes, less foreign or ancient than

that. Diogenes said Socrates was a madman ; the dis

ciples of Zeno and Epicurus, nay of Plato and Aristotle,

were engaged in fierce disputes about the most insigni

ficant trifles. And if this be the present language and

practice among us Christians, no wonder that Christi

anity does not still produce the same effects which it did

at first, when it was received and embraced in its utmost

purity and perfection : for such wisdom as this cannot
" descend from above ;" but must be "

earthly, sensual,

devilish ; full of confusion and every evil work ;" where

as,
" the wisdom from above, is first pure, then peace

able, gentle, and easy to be entreated, full of mercy and

good fruits, without partiality, and without hypocrisy."
This is the true heavenly wisdom, which Christianity

only can boast of, and which the greatest of the heathen

wise men could never arrive at.

Now to God the Father, &c.



SEKMON XII.

ON DOING GOOD :

A SERMON ON THE OCCASION OF WOOD^S PROJECT.*

(WRITTEN IN 1721.)

GALATIANS, VI. 10.

As we have therefore opportunity9 let us do good unto all men.

directs every one of us, and God permits us,

to consult our own private good, before the private good
of any other person whatsoever. We are, indeed, com
manded to love our neighbour as ourselves, but not as

* "
I did very lately, as I thought it my duty, preach to the people

under my inspection, upon the subject of Mr Wood's coin ; and al

though I never heard that my sermon gave the least offence, as I am
sure none was intended, yet, if it were now printed and published, I

cannot say I would insure it from the hands of the common hang
man, or my person from those of a messenger." See The Drapier's

Letters, No. VI.
"

I never," said the Dean some time after in a jocular conversation,
"

preached but twice in my life, and they were not sermons, but

pamphlets." Being asked on what subject, he replied,
"
They were

against Wood's halfpence." See Pilkington, vol. I. p. 56.
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well as ourselves. The love we have for ourselves, is to

be the pattern of that love we ought to have toward our

neighbour ; but, as the copy doth not equal the original,

so my neighbour cannot think it hard, if I prefer my
self, who am the original, before him, who is only the

copy. Thus, if any matter equally concern the life, the

reputation, the profit of my neighbour and my own ;

the law of nature, which is the law of God, obligeth me
to take care of myself first, and afterward of him. And
this I need not be at much pains in persuading you to ;

for the want of self-love, with regard to things of this

world, is not among the faults of mankind. But then,

on the other side, if, by a small hurt and loss to myself,

I can procure a great good to my neighbour, in that

case his interest is to be preferred. For example, if I

can be sure of saving his life, without great danger to

my own ; if I can preserve him from being undone,

without ruining myself; or recover his reputation,

without blasting mine ; all this I am obliged to do : and

if I sincerely perform it, I do then obey the command
of God, in loving my neighbour as myself.

But, besides this love we owe to every man in his

particular capacity, under the title of our neighbour,
there is yet a duty of a more large extensive nature in-

The pieces relating to Ireland are those of a public nature ; in

which the Dean appears, as usual, in the best light, because they do

honour to his heart as well as to his head ; furnishing some additional

proofs, that, though he was very free in his abuse of the inhabitants

of that country, as well natives as foreigners, he had their interest sin

cerely at heart, and perfectly understood it. His sermon upon Doing
Good, though peculiarly adapted to Ireland and Wood's designs up
on it, contains perhaps the- l>cst motives to patriotism that were ever

delivered within so small a compass.
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cumbent on us ; which is, our love to our neighbour in

his public capacity, as he is a member of that great body
the commonwealth, under the same government with

ourselves ; and this is usually called love of the public,

and is a duty to which we are more strictly obliged than

even that of loving ourselves ; because therein ourselves

are also contained, as well as all our neighbours, in one

great body. This love of the public, or of the common

wealth, or love of our country, was in ancient times

properly known by the name of virtue, because it was

the greatest of all virtues,/and was supposed to contain

all virtues in it ; and many great examples of this vir

tue are left us on record, scarcely to be believed, or even

conceived, in such a base, corrupted, wicked age as this

we live in. In those times, it was common for men to

sacrifice their lives for the good of their country, although

they had neither hope nor belief of future rewards ;

whereas, in our days, very few make the least scruple of

sacrificing a whole nation, as well as their own souls,

for a little present gain ; which often hath been known
to end in their own ruin in this world, as it certainly

must in that to come.

Have we not seen men, for the sake of some petty em

ployment, give up the very natural rights and liberties

of their country, and of mankind, in the ruin of which

themselves must at last be involved ? Are not these cor

ruptions gotten among the meanest of our people, who,
for a piece of money, will give their votes at a venture,

for the disposal of their own lives and fortunes, with

out considering whether it be to those who are most

likely to betray or defend them ? But, if I were to pro
duce only one instance of a hundred, wherein we fail
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in this duty of loving our country, it would be an end

less labour ; and therefore I shall not attempt it.

But here I would not be misunderstood : by the love

of our country, I do not mean loyalty to our king, for

that is a duty of another nature ; and a man may be

very loyal, in the common sense of the word, without

one grain of public good at his heart. Witness this very

kingdom we live in. I verily believe, that since the be

ginning of the world, no nation upon earth ever shew

ed (all circumstances considered) such high constant

marks of loyalty, in all their actions and behaviour, as

we have done ; and, at the same time, no people ever :ip-

peared more utterly void of what is called a public spi

rit. When I say the people, I mean the bulk or mass

of the people ; for I have nothing to do with those in

power.
Therefore I shall think my time not ill spent, if I can

persuade most or all ofyouwho hear me, to shew the love

you have for your country, by endeavouring, in your se

veral situations, to do all the public good you are able.

For I am certainly persuaded, that all our misfortunes

arise from no other original cause than that general dis

regard among us to the public welfare.

I therefore undertake to shew you three things :

First, That there are few people so weak or mean, who
have it not sometimes in their power to be useful to

the public.

Secondly, That it is often in the power of the meaiu-st

among mankind to do mischief to the public.

And, lastly, That all wilful injuries done to the pub

lic, are very great and aggravated sins in the sight

of God.
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First, There are few people so weak or mean, who
have it not sometimes in their power to be useful to

the public.

Solomon tells us of a poor wise man, who saved a

city by his counsel. It hath often happened that a pri

vate soldier, by some unexpected brave attempt, hath

been instrumental in obtaining a great victory. How
many obscure men have been authors of very useful in

ventions, whereof the world now reaps the benefit ! The

very example of honesty and industry in a poor trades

man, will sometimes spread through a neighbourhood,
when others see how successful he is

; and thus so many
useful members are gained, for which the whole body
of the public is the better. Whoever is blessed with a

true public spirit, God will certainly put it into his way
to make use of that blessing, for the ends it was given

him, by some means or other : and therefore it hath

been observed, in most ages, that the greatest actions

for the benefit of the commonwealth, have been per
formed by the wisdom or courage, the contrivance or

industry, of particular men, and not of numbers : and

that the safety of a kingdom hath often been owing to

those hands whence it was least expected.

But, secondly, It is often in the power of the mean
est among mankind to do mischief to the public : and

hence arise most of those miseries with which the states

and kingdoms of the earth are infested. How many
great princes have been murdered by the meanest ruf

fians ! The weakest hand can open a flood-gate to drown
a country, which a thousand of the strongest cannot

stop. Those who have thrown off all regard for public

good, will often have it in their way to do public evil,

and will not fail to exercise that power whenever they
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can. The greatest blow given of late to this kingdom,
was by the dishonesty of a few manufacturers ; who,

by imposing bad ware at foreign markets, in almost the

only traffic permitted to us, did half ruin that trade ;

by which this poor unhappy kingdom now suffers in

the midst of sufferings. I speak not here of persons in

high stations, who ought to be free from all reflection,

and are supposed always to intend the welfare of the

community : but we now find by experience, that the

meanest instrument may, by the concurrence of acci

dents, have it in his power to bring a whole kingdom
to the very brink of destruction, and is at this present

endeavouring to finish his work ; and hath agents

among ourselves, who are contented to see their own

country undone, to be small sharers in that iniquitous

gain, which at last must end in their own ruin, as well

as ours. I confess it was chiefly the consideration of

that great danger we are in, which engaged me to dis

course to you on this subject, to exhort you to a love

of your country, and a public spirit, when all you have

is at stake ; to prefer the interest of your prince and

your fellow-subjects, before that of one destructive im

postor, and a few of his adherents.

Perhaps it may be thought by some, that this way
of discoursing is not so proper from the pulpit. But,

surely, when an open attempt is made, and far carried

on, to make a great kingdom one large poorhouse, to

deprive us of all means to exercise hospitality or cha

rity, to turn our cities and churches into ruins, to make
the country a desert for wild beasts and robbers, to de

stroy all arts and sciences, all trades and manufactures,
and the very tillage of the ground, only to enrich one

obscure, ill-designing projector and his followers ; it is
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time for the pastor to cry out,
" that the wolf is get

ting into his flock," to warn them to stand together,

and all to consult the common safety. And God be

praised for his infinite goodness in raising such a spirit

of union among us, at least in this point, in the midst

of all our former divisions ; which union, if it continue,

will in all probability defeat the pernicious design of

this pestilent enemy to the nation ^

But hence it clearly follows how necessary the love

of our country, or a public spirit, is, in every particular

man, since the wicked have so many opportunities of

doing public mischief. Every man is upon his guard
for his private advantage ; but, where the public is con

cerned, he is apt to be negligent, considering himself

only as one among two or three millions, among whom
the loss is equally shared ; and thus, he thinks, he can

be no great sufferer. Meanwhile the trader, the farm

er, and the shopkeeper, complain of the hardness and

deadness of the times, and wonder whence it comes ;

while it is in a great measure owing to their own folly,

for want of that love of their country, and public spirit

and firm union among themselves, which are so neces

sary to the prosperity of every nation.

Another method, by which the meanest wicked man

may have it in his power to injure the public, is false

accusation ; whereof this kingdom hath afforded too

many examples : neither is it long since no man, whose

opinions were thought to differ from those in fashion,

could safely converse beyond his nearest friends, for

fear of being sworn against, as a traitor, by those who
made a traffic of perjury and subornation ; by which
the very peace of the nation was disturbed, and men
fled from each other as they would from a lion or a
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bear got loose. And it is very remarkable, that tlu-

pernicious project now in hand, to reduce us to beg

gary, was forwarded by one of these false accusers, who
had been convicted of endeavouring, by perjury and

subornation, to take away the lives of several innocent

persons here among us : and, indeed, there could not

be a more proper instrument for such a work.

Another method, by which the meanest people may
do injury to the public, is the spreading of lies and false

rumours : thus raising a distrust among the people of

a nation, causing them to jnistake their true interest,

and their enemies for their friends : and this hath been

likewise too successful a practice among us, where we
have known the whole kingdom misled by the grossest

lies, raised upon occasion to serve some particular turn.

As it hath also happened in the case I lately mention

ed, where one obscure man, by representing our wants

where they were least, and concealing them where they
were greatest, had almost succeeded in a project of ut

terly ruining this whole kingdom ; and may still suc

ceed, if God doth not continue that public spirit, which

he hath almost miraculously kindled in us upon this

occasion.

Thus .we see the public is many times, as it were, at

the mercy of the meanest instrument, who can be wicked

enough to watch opportunities of doing it mischief, upon
the principles of, avarice or malice, which, I am afraid,

are deeply rooted in too many breasts, and against
which there can be no defence, but a jinn resolution in

all honest men, to be closely united and activelnTsnew-

ing their love to their country, by preferring the public

interest to their present private advantage. If a pas

senger, in a great storm at sea, should hide his goods.
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that they might not be thrown overboard to lighten the

ship, what would be the consequence ? The ship is cast

away, and he loses his life and goods together.

We have heard of men, who, through greediness of

gain, have brought infected goods into a nation ; which

bred a plague, whereof the owners and their families

perished first. Let those among us consider this and

tremble, whose houses are privately stored with those

materials of beggary and desolation, lately brought over

to be scattered like a pestilence among their country

men, which may probably first seize upon themselves

and their families, until their houses shall be made a

dunghill.

I shall mention one practice more, by which the

meanest instruments often succeed in doing public mis

chief ; and this is, by deceiving us with plausible argu
ments, to make us believe that the most ruinous project

they can offer is intended for our good, as it happened
in the case so often mentioned. For the poor ignorant

people, allured by the appearing convenience in their

small dealings, did not discover the serpent in the brass,

but were ready, like the Israelites, to offer incense to

it ; neither could the wisdom of the nation convince

them, until some, of good intentions, made the cheat so

plain to their sight, that those who run may read. And
thus the design was to treat us, in every point, as the

Philistines treated Samson (I mean when he was be

trayed by Delilah,) first to put out our eyes, and then

to bind us with fetters of brass.

I proceed to the last thing I proposed, which was to

shew you that all wilful injuries done to the public, are

very great and aggravating sins in the sight of God.

VOL. VIII. D
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First, It is apparent from scripture, and most agree
able to reason, that the safety and welfare of nations

are under the most peculiar care of God's providence.

Thus he promised Abraham to save Sodom, if only ten

righteous men could be found in it. Thus the reason

which God gave to Jonas for not destroying Nineveh

was, because there were six score thousand men in that

city.

All government is from God, who is the God of or

der ; and therefore whoever attempts to breed confu

sion or disturbance among a people, doth his utmost to

take the government of the world out of God's hands,

and to put it into the hands of the devil, who is the

author of confusion. By which it is plain, that no

crime, how heinous soever, committed against particu

lar persons, can equal the guilt of him who does injury
to the public.

Secondly, All offenders against their country lie un

der this grievous difficulty, that it is impossible to ob

tain a pardon or make restitution. The bulk of man
kind are very quick at resenting injuries, and very slow

in forgiving them : and how shall one man be able to

obtain the pardon of millions, or repair the injury he

hath done to millions ? How shall those, who, by a

most destructive fraud, got the whole wealth of our

neighbouring kingdom into their hands, be ever able

to make a recompence ? How will the authors and pro

moters of that villainous project, for the ruin of this

poor country, be able to account with us for the inju

ries they have already done, although they should no

farther succeed ? The deplorable case of such wretches

must entirely be left to the unfathomable mercies of

God : for those who know the least in religion are not
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ignorant, that without our utmost endeavours to make
restitution to the person injured, and to obtain his par

don, added to a sincere repentance, there is no hope of

salvation given in the gospel.

Lastly, All offences against our own country have

this aggravation, that they are ungrateful and unnatu

ral. It is to our country we owe those laws, which

protect us in our lives, our liberties, our properties, and

our religion. Our country produced us into the world,

and continues to nourish us, so that it is usually called

our mother ; and there have been examples of great

magistrates, who have put their own children to death

for endeavouring to betray their country, as if they had

attempted the life of their natural parent.

Thus I have briefly shewn you how terrible a sin it

is to be an enemy to our country, in order to incite you
to the contrary virtue, which at this juncture is so

highly necessary, when every man's endeavour will be

of use. We have hitherto been just able to support
ourselves under many hardships ; but now the axe is

laid to the root of the tree, and nothing but a firm union

among us can prevent our utter undoing. This we are

obliged to, in duty to our gracious king, as well as to

ourselves. Let us therefore preserve that public spirit,

which God hath raised in us, for our own temporal in

terest. For, if this wicked project should succeed, which

it cannot do but by our own folly ; if we sell ourselves

for nought, the merchant, the shopkeeper, the artificer,

must fly to the desert with their miserable families,

there to starve, or live upon rapine, or at least exchange
their country for one more hospitable than that where

they were born.
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Thus much I thought it my duty to say to you who
are under my care, to warn you against those temporal
evils which may draw the worst of spiritual evils after

them ; such as heart-burnings, murmurings, discon

tents, and all manner of wickedness, which a desperate

condition of life may tempt men to.

I am sensible that what I have now svid will not go

very far, being confined to this assembly : but I hope
it may stir up others of my brethren to exhort their

several congregations, after a more effectual manner, to

shew their love for their country on this important oc

casion. And this, I am sure, cannot be called meddling
in affairs of state.

I pray God protect his most gracious Majesty, and

his kingdom long under his government ; and defend

us from all ruinous projectors, deceivers, suborners,

perjurers, false accusers, and oppressors ; from the vi

rulence of party and faction ; and unite us in loyalty

to our king, love to our country, and charity to each

other.

And this we beg, for Jesus Christ's sake : to whom,
&c.
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I AM in all opinions to believe according to my own im

partial reason ; which I am bound to inform and im

prove, as far as my capacities and opportunities will

permit.

It may be prudent in me to act sometimes by other

men's reason ; but I can think only by my own.

If another man's reason fully convinces me, it be

comes my own reason. -

To say a man is bound to believe, is neither truth

nor sense.

You may force men, by interest or punishment, to

say or swear they believe, and to act as if they believed ;

you can go no farther.

Every man, as a member of the commonwealth,

ought to be content with the possession of his own opi
nion in private, without perplexing his neighbour, or

disturbing the public.

Violent zeal for truth, has a hundred to one odds, to

be either petulancy, ambition, or pride.

There is a degree of corruption, wherein some nations,

* See remarks on this treatise, Gent. Mag, vol. xxxv. p. 372.
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as bad as the world is, will proceed to an amendment ;

till which time, particular men should be quiet.

To remove opinions fundamental in religion, is im

possible, and the attempt wicked, whether those opi
nions be true or false ; unless your avowed design be to

abolish that religion altogether. So, for instance, in the

famous doctrine of Christ's divinity, which has been

universally received by all bodies of Christians, since

the condemnation of Ariauism under Constantino and

his successors ; wherefore the proceedings of the Soci-

nians are both vain and unwarrantable ; because they
will be never able to advance their own opinion, or meet

any other success than breeding doubts and disturban

ces in the world Qui ratione sud disturbant mcenia

mundi.

The want of belief is a defect that ought to be con

cealed, when it cannot be overcome.

The Christian religion, in the most early times, was

proposed to the Jews and heathens without the article

of Christ's divinity ; which, I remember, Erasmus ac

counts for, by its being too strong a meat for babes.

Perhaps, if it were now softened -by the Chinese mis

sionaries, the conversion of those infidels would be less

difficult ; and we find, by the Alcoran, it is the great

stumbling-block of the Mahometans. But, in a country

already Christian, to bring so fundamental a point of

faith into debate, can have no consequences that are not

pernicious to morals and public peace.

I have been often offended to find St Paul's allegories,

and other figures of Grecian eloquence, converted by di

vines into articles of faith.

God's mercy is over all his works ; but divines of all

sorts lessen that mercy too much.
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I look upon myself, in the capacity of a clergyman,
to be one appointed by Providence for defending a post

assigned me, and for gaining over as many enemies as

I can. Although I think my cause is just, yet one great
motive is my submitting to the pleasure of Providence,

and to the laws of my country.

I am not answerable to God for the doubts that arise

in my own breast, since they are the consequence of

that reason which he has planted in me ; if I take care

to conceal those doubts from others, if I use my best en

deavours to subdue them, and if they have no influence

on the conduct of my life.

I believe that thousands of men would be orthodox

enough in certain points, if divines had not been too

curious, or too narrow, in reducing orthodoxy within

the compass of subtleties, niceties, and distinctions, with

little warrant from Scripture, and less from reason or

good policy.

I never saw, heard, nor read, that the clergy were

beloved in any nation where Christianity was the reli

gion of the country. Nothing can render them popu
lar, but some degree of persecution.

Those fine gentlemen, who affect the humour of rail

ing at the clergy, are, I think, bound in honour to turn

parsons themselves, and shew us better examples.
Miserable mortals ! can we contribute to the honour

and glory of God ? I could wish that expression were

struck out of our Prayer-books.

Liberty of conscience, properly speaking, is no more
than the liberty of possessing our own thoughts and

opinions, which every man enjoys, without fear of the

magistrate ; but how far he shall publicly act in pur
suance of those opinions, is to be regulated by the laws

of the country. Perhaps, in my own thoughts, I prefer
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a well-instituted commonwealth before a monarchy;
and I know several others of the same opinion. Now,
if, upon this pretence, I should insist upon liberty of

conscience, form conventicles of republicans, and print

books preferring that government, and condemningwhat
is established, the magistrate would, with great justice,

hang me and my disciples. It is the same case in reli

gion, although not so avowed ; where liberty of con

science, under the present acceptation, equally produces

revolutions, or at least convulsions and disturbances, in

a state ; which politicians would see well enough, if

their eyes were not blinded by faction, and of which

these kingdoms, as well as France, Sweden, and other

countries, are flaming instances. Cromwell's notion upon
that article was natural and right ; when, upon the sur

render of a town in Ireland, the Popish governor insist

ed upon an article for liberty of conscience. Cromwell

said,
" He meddled with no man's conscience ; but if,

by liberty of conscience, the governor meant the liberty

of the mass, he had express orders from the Parliament

of England against admitting any such liberty at all."

It is impossible that anything so natural, so neces

sary, and so universal as death, should ever have been

designed by Providence as an evil to mankind.

Although reason were intended by Providence to go
vern our passions, yet it seems that in two points of the

greatest moment to the being and continuance of the

world, God has intended our passions to prevail over

reason. The first is, the propagation of our species ;

since no wise man ever married from the dictates of

reason. The other is, the love of life ; which, from tha

dictates of reason, every man would despise, and wish

it at an end, or that it never had a beginning.
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THE Scripture system of man's creation is what Chris

tians are bound to believe, and seems most agreeable of

all others to probability and reason. Adam was formed

from a piece of clay, arid Eve from one of his ribs. The
text mentioneth nothing of his Maker's intending him

for, except to rule over the beasts of the field and birds

of the air. As to Eve, it doth not appear that her hus

band was her monarch ; only she was to be his help

mate, and placed in some degree of subjection. How
ever, before his fall, the beasts were his most obedient

subjects, whom he governed by absolute power. After

his eating the forbidden fruit, the course of nature was

changed ; the animals began to reject his government ;

some were able to escape by flight, and others were too

fierce to be attacked. The Scripture mentioneth no

particular acts of royalty in Adam over his posterity

who were contemporary with him, or of any monarch

until after the flood; whereof the first was Nimrod,
the mighty hunter, who, as Milton expresseth it, made

men, and not beasts, his prey; for men were easier

caught by promises, and subdued by the folly or treach

ery of their own species ; whereas the brutes prevailed

only by their courage or strength, which, among them,

are peculiar to certain kinds. Lions, bears, elephants,
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and some other animals, are strong or valiant ; and their

species never degenerates in their native soil, except

they happen to be enslaved or destroyed by human

fraud ; but men degenerate every day, merely by the

folly, the perverseness, the avarice, the tyranny, the

pride, the treachery, or inhumanity, of their own kind.
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TO PROVE THAT THE ABOLISHING OP

CHRISTIANITY IN ENGLAND

MAY, AS THINGS NOW STAND,

BE ATTENDED WITH SOME INCONVENIENCES, AND

PERHAPS NOT PRODUCE THOSE MANY GOOD

EFFECTS PROPOSED THEREBY.*

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1 708.

I am very sensible, what a weakness and presumption
it is, to reason against the general humour and dispo
sition of the world. I remember it was, with great jus

tice, and due regard to the freedom both of the public
and the press, forbidden,upon several penalties, to write,

* This admirable specimen of Swift's peculiar humour, is one of the

most felicitous efforts in our language, to engage wit and humour on

the side of religion. The author himself considered it as particularly
levelled against the latitudinarian principles adopted by the Low
Church party, with whom he was himself at that time united in tem

poral politics. But there is no occasion, nor, perhaps, much pro

priety, in narrowing the application of a satire, which too faithfully

embraces the greater part of all parties, in all ages.
7
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or discourse, or lay wagers against the Union, even be

fore it was confirmed by parliament ; because that was

looked upon as a design to oppose the current of the

people, which, beside the folly of it, is a manifest breach

of the fundamental law, that makes this majority of

opinion the voice of God. In like manner, and for the

very same reasons, it may perhaps be neither safe nor

prudent, to argue against the abolishing of Christianity,

at a juncture when all parties appear so unanimously
determined upon the point, as we cannot but allow from

their actions, their discourses, and their writings. How
ever, I know not how, whether from the affectation of

singularity, or the perverseness of human nature, but

so it unhappily falls out, that I cannot be entirely of

this opinion. Nay, though I were sure an order were

issued for my immediate prosecution by the attorney-

general, I should still confess, that in the present pos
ture of our affairs, at home or abroad, I do not yet see

the absolute necessity of extirpating the Christian reli

gion among us.

This perhaps may appear too great a paradox, even

for our wise and paradoxical age to endure ; therefore

I shall handle it with all tenderness, and with the ut

most deference to that great and profound majority
which is of another sentiment.

And yet the curious may please to observe, how much
the genius of a nation is liable to alter in half an age :

I have heard it affirmed for certain, by some very old

people, that the contrary opinion was, even in their me
mories, as much in vogue as the other is now ; and that

a project for the abolishing of Christianity, would then

have appeared as singular, and been thought as absurd,

as it would be, at this time, to write or discourse in its

defence.
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Therefore I freely own, that all appearances are

against me. The system of the gospel, after the fate of

other systems, is generally antiquated and exploded ;

and the mass or body of the common people, among
whom it seems to have had its latest credit, are now

grown as much ashamed of it as their betters ; opinions,

like fashions, always descending from those of quality

to the middle sort, and thence to the vulgar, where at

length they are dropped and vanish.

But here I would not be mistaken, and must there

fore be so bold as to borrow a distinction from the wri

ters on the other side, when they make a difference be

tween nominal and real Trinitarians. I hope no read

er imagines me so weak to stand up in the defence of

real Christianity, such as used, in primitive times, (if

we may believe the authors of those ages) to have an

influence upon men's belief and actions : to offer at the

restoring of that, would indeed be a wild project ; it

would be to dig up foundations ; to destroy, at one

blow, all the wit, and half the learning, of the king
dom ; to break the entire frame and constitution of

things ; to ruin trade, extinguish arts and sciences, with

the professors of them ; in short, to turn our courts,

exchanges, and shops, into deserts ; and would be full

as absurd as the proposal of Horace, where he advises

the Romans, all in a body, to leave their city, and seek

a new seat in some remote part of the world, by way
of cure for the corruption of their manners.

Therefore I think this caution was in itself altoge
ther unnecessary, (which I have inserted only to pre
vent all possibility of cavilling) since every candid read

er will easily understand my discourse to be intended

only in defence of nominal Christianity ; the other ha-
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ving been for some time wholly laid aside by general

consent, as utterly inconsistent with our present schemes

of wealth and power.
But why we should therefore cast off the name and

title of Christians, although the general opinion and

resolution be so violent for it, I confess I cannot (with

submission) apprehend, nor is the consequence neces

sary. However, since the undertakers propose such won
derful advantages to the nation by this project, and

advance many plausible objections against the system
of Christianity, I shall briefly consider the strength of

both, fairly allow them their greatest weight, and offer

such answers as I think most reasonable. After which

I will beg leave to shew, what inconveniences may pos

sibly happen by such an innovation, in the present pos
ture of our affairs.

First, one great advantage proposed by the abolish

ing of Christianity, is, that it would very much enlarge
and establish liberty of conscience, that great bulwark

of our nation, and of the protestant religion ; which is

still too much limited by priestcraft, notwithstanding
all the good intentions of the legislature, as we have

lately found by a severe instance. For it is confidently

reported, that two young gentlemen of real hopes, bright

wit, and profound judgment, who, upon a thorough ex

amination of causes and effects, and by the mere force

of natural abilities, without the least tincture of learn

ing, having made a discovery that there was no God,
and generously communicating their thoughts for the

good of the public, were some time ago, by an unparal
leled severity, and upon I know not what obsolete law,

broke for blasphemy. And as it has been wisely ob

served, if persecution once begins, no man alive knows

how far it may reach, or where it will end.
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In answer to all which, with deference to wiser judg
ments, I think this rather shews the necessity of a no

minal religion among us. Great wits love to be free

with the highest objects ; and if they cannot be allowed

a God to revile or renounce, they will speak evil of dig

nities, abuse the government, and reflect upon the mi

nistry ; which I am sure few will deny to be of much
more pernicious consequence, according to the saying
of Tiberius, deorum offensa diis cures. As to the par
ticular fact related, I think it is not fair to argue from

one instance, perhaps another cannot be produced : yet

(to the comfort of all those who may be apprehensive
of persecution) blasphemy, we know, is freely spoken
a million of times in every coffeehouse and tavern, or

Wherever else good company meet. It must be allowed,

indeed, that to break an English free-born officer, only
for blasphemy, was, to speak the gentlest of such an

action, a very high strain of absolute power. Little can

be said in excuse for the general ; perhaps he was afraid

it might give offence to the allies, among whom, for

aught we know, it may be the custom of the country to

believe a God. But if he argued, as some have done,

upon a mistaken principle, that an officer who is guilty
of speaking blasphemy, may some time or other proceed
so far as to raise a mutiny, the consequence is by no

means to be admitted ; for surely the commander of an

English army is likely to be but ill obeyed, whose sol

diers fear and reverence him as little as they do a Deity.

It is farther objected against the gospel system, that it

obliges men to the belief of things too difficult for free

thinkers, and such who have shaken off the prejudices
that usually cling to a confined education. To which I

VOL. VIII. E
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answer, that men should be cautious how they rai.-e ob

jections, which reflect upon the wisdom of the nation*.

Is not every body freely allowed to believe whatever he

pleases, and to publish his belief to the world whenever

he thinks fit, especially if it serves to strengthen the

party which is in the right ? Would any indifferent fo

reigner, who should read the trumpery lately written by

Asgil, Tindal, Toland, Coward, and forty more, ima

gine the gospel to be our rule of faith, and confirmed by

parliaments ? Does any man either believe, or say he

believes, or desire to have it thought that he says he be

lieves, one syllable of the matter ? And is any man worse

peeeived upon that score, or does he find his want of no

minal faith a disadvantage to him, in the pursuit ofany
civil or military employment ? What if there be an old

dormant statute or two against him, are they not now
obsolete to a degree, that Epsom and Dudley themselves,

if they were now alive, would find it impossible to put
them in execution ?

It is likewise urged, that there are, by computation,
in this kingdom, above ten thousand parsons, whose re

venues added to those of my lords the bishops, would

suffice to maintain at least two hundred young gentle

men of wit and pleasure, and freethinking, enemies to

priestcraft, narrow principles, pedantry, and prejudices ;

who might be an ornament to the court and town : and

then again, so great a number of able (bodied) divines,

might be a recruit to our fleet and armies. This indeed

appears to be a consideration of some weight : but then,

on the other side, several things deserve to be consider^

ed likewise : as first, whether it may not be thought

necessary, that in certain tracts of country, like what

we call parishes, there shall be one man at least of abi-
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lities to read and write. Then it seems a wrong com

putation, that the revenues of the church throughout
this island, would be large enough to maintain two

hundred young gentlemen, or even half that number,
after the present refined way of living ; that is, to al

low each of them such a rent, as, in the modern form

of speech, would make them easy. But still there is in

this project a greater mischief behind ; and we ought to

beware of the woman's folly, who killed the hen, that

every morning laid her a golden egg. For, pray what

would become of the race of men in the next age, if we
had nothing to trust to beside the scrofulous, consump
tive productions, furnished by our men of wit and plea

sure,when, having squandered away theirvigour, health,

and estates, they are forced, by some disagreeable mar

riage, to piece up their broken fortunes, and entail rot

tenness and politeness on their posterity? Now, here

are ten thousand persons reduced, by the wise regula
tions of Henry the Eighth, to the necessity of a low

diet, and moderate exercise, who are the only great re

storers of our breed, without which the nation would,

in an age or two, become one great hospital.

Another advantage proposed by the abolishing of

Christianity, is, the clear gain of one day in seven, which

is now entirely lost, and consequently the kingdom one

seventh less considerable in trade, business* and plea

sure ; beside the loss to the public of so many stately

structures, now in the hands of the clergy, which might
be converted into play-houses, market-houses, exchanges,

common dormitories, and other public edifices.

I hope I shall be forgiven a hard word, if I call thi*

a perfect cavil. I readily own there has been an old

custom, time out of rnind, for people to assemble in
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churches every Sunday, and that shops are still frequent

ly shut, in order, as it is conceived, to preserve the me

mory of that ancient practice ; but how this can prove

a hindrance to business or pleasure, is hard to ima

gine. What if the men of pleasure are forced, one day
in the week, to game at home instead of the chocolate-

houses ? are not the taverns and coffeehouses open ?

can there be a more convenient season for taking a dose

of physic ; are fewer claps got upon Sundays, than other

days ? is not that the chief day for traders to sum up
the accounts of the week, and for lawyers to prepare
their briefs ? But I would fain know, how it can be pre

tended, that the churches are misapplied ? where are

more appointments and rendezvouses of gallantry ?

where more care to appear in the foremost box, with

greater advantage of dress ? where more meetings for

business ? where more bargains driven of all sorts ? and

where so many conveniences or enticements to sleep ?

There is one advantage, greater than any of the fore

going, proposed by the'abolishing of Christianity ; that

it will utterly extinguish parties among us, by remo

ving those factious distinctions of high and low church,

of whig and tory, presbyterian and church of England,
which are now so many grievous clogs upon public pro

ceedings, and are apt to dispose men to prefer the gra

tifying of themselves, or depressing of their adversaries
before the most important interest of the state.

I confess, if it were certain, that so great an advan

tage would redound to the nation by this expedient, I

would submit, and be silent ; but will any man say, that

if the words whoring, drinking, cheating li/ing, steal-

ingy were, by act of parliament, ejected out of the Eng
lish tongue and dictionaries, we should all awake next
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morning chaste and temperate, honest and just, and lo

vers of truth ? Is this a fair consequence ? or, if the

physicians would forbid us to pronounce the wordspox,
gout, rheumatism, and stone, would that expedient serve,

like so many talismans, to destroy the diseases them
selves ? are party and faction rooted in men's hearts

no deeperthan phrases borrowed from religion, or found

ed upon no firmer principles ? and is our language so

poor, that we cannot find other terms to express them ?

are envy, pride, avarice, and ambition such ill nomen-

clators, that they cannot furnish appellations for their

owners ? will not heydukes and mamalukes, mandar

ins, and patehaws, or any other words formed at plea

sure, serve to distinguish those who are in the ministry,
from others, who would be in it if they could ? what,
for instance, is easier than to vary the form of speech,

and instead of the word church, make it a question in

politics, whether the Monument be in danger ? because

religion was nearest at hand to furnish a few convenient

phrases, is our invention so barren, we can find no other?

suppose, for argument sake, that the tories favoured

Margarita,* the whigs Mrs Tofts, and the trimmers Va-

lentini ; would not Margaritians, Tqftians, and Va-

lentinians be very tolerable marks of distinction ? the

Prasini and Veniti, two most virulent factions in Italy,,

began (if I remember right) by a distinction of colours

in ribbons ; and we might contend with as good a grace
about the dignity of the blue and the green, which

would serve as properly to divide the court, the parlia

ment, and the kingdom, between them, as any terms of

Italian singers then in vogue.
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art whatsoever, borrowed from religion. And there

fore, I think, there is little force in this objection against

Christianity, or prosjrect of so great an advantage, as is

proposed in the abolishing of it.

It is again objected, as a very absurd, ridiculous cus

tom, that a set of men should be suffered, much less

employed and hired, to bawl one day in seven against

the lawfulness of those methods most in use, toward the

pursuit of greatness, riches, and pleasure, which are the

constant practice of all men alive on the other six. But

this objection is, I think, a little unworthy of so refined

an age as ours. Let us argue this matter calmly : I

appeal to the breast of any polite freethinker, whether,

in the pursuit of gratifying a predominant passion, he

has not always felt a wonderful incitement, by reflect

ing it was a thing forbidden : and, therefore, we see, in

order to cultivate this taste, the wisdom of the nation

has taken special care, that the ladies should be furnish

ed with prohibited silks, and the men with prohibited

wine. And, indeed, it were to be wished, that some
other prohibitions were promoted, in order to improve
the pleasures of the town ; which, for want of such ex

pedients, begin already, as I am told, to flag and grow
languid, giving way daily to cruel inroads from the

spleen.

It is likewise proposed as a great advantage to the

public, that if we once discard the system of the gospel,
all religion will of course be banished for ever; and

consequently, along with it, those grievous prejudices
of education, which, under the names of virtue, con

science, honour,justice, and the like, are so apt to dis

turb the peace of human minds, and the notions whereof

.are so hard to be eradicated, by right reason, or free-
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thinking, sometimes during the whole course of our

lives.

Here first I observe, how difficult it is to get rid of a

phrase, which the world is once grown fond of, though
the occasion that first produced it, be entirely taken

away. For several years past, if a man had but an ill-

favoured nose, the deep-thinkers of the age would, some

way or other, contrive to impute the cause to the pre

judice of his education. From this fountain were said

to be derived all our foolish notions of justice, piety,

love of our country ; all our opinions of God, or a fu

ture state, Heaven, Hell, and the like : and there might

formerly perhaps have been some pretence for this

charge. But so effectual care has been taken to re

move those prejudices, by an entire change in the me
thods of education, that (with honour I mention it to

our polite innovators) the young gentlemen, who are

now on the scene, seem to have not the least tincture

of those infusions, or string of those weeds : and, by

consequence, the reason for abolishing nominal Chris

tianity upon that pretext, is wholly ceased.

For the rest, it may perhaps admit a controversy,

whether the banishing of all notions of religion what

soever, would be convenient for the vulgar. Not that

I am in the least of opinion with those, who hold reli

gion to have been the invention of politicians, to keep
the lower part of the world in awe, by the fear of invi

sible powers; unless mankind were then very different

to what it is now : for I look upon the mass or body
of our people here in England, to be as free-thinkers,

that is to say, as staunch unbelievers, as any of the

highest rank. But I conceive some scattered notions

about a superior power, to be of singular use for the
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common people, as furnishing excellent materials to

keep children quiet when they grow peevish, and pro

viding topics of amusement, in a tedious winter-night.

Lastly, it is proposed, as a singular advantage, that

the abolishing of Christianity will very much contri

bute to the uniting of protestants, by enlarging the

terms of communion, so as to take in all sorts of dis

senters, who are now shut out of the pale, upon ac

count of a few ceremonies, which all sides confess to be

things indifferent ; that this alone will effectually an

swer the great ends of a scheme for comprehension, by

opening a large noble gate, at which all bodies may
enter ; whereas the chaffering with dissenters, and

dodging about this or the other ceremony, is but like

opening a few wickets, and leaving them at jar, by
which no more than one can get in at a time, and that,

not without stooping, and sideling, and squeezing his

body.*
To all this I answer, that there is one darling incli

nation of mankind, which usually affects to be a re

tainer to
religion, though she be neither its parent, its

godmother, or its friend ; I mean the spirit of opposi

tion, that lived long before Christianity, and can easi

ly subsist without it Let us, for instance, examine
wherein the opposition of sectaries among us consists ;

we shall find Christianity to have no share in it at all.

Does the gospel any where prescribe a starched, squeez-

1 11 this passage the author's high church principles, and jealousy
of the Dissenters, plainly shew themselves ; and it is, perhaps, in spe
cial reference to what is here said, that he ranks it among the pamph
lets which he wrote in opposition to the party then in power.
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ed countenance, a stiff, formal gait, a singularity of

manners and habit, or any affected modes of speech,

different from the reasonable part of mankind? Yet, if

Christianity did not lend its name to stand in the gap,
and to employ or divert these humours, they must of

necessity be spent in contraventions to the laws of the

land, and disturbance of the public peace. There is a

portion of enthusiasm assigned to every nation, which,

if it has not proper objects to work on, will burst out,

and set all in a flame. If the quiet of a state can be

bought, by only flinging men a few ceremonies to de

vour, it is a purchase no wise man would refuse. Let

the mastiffs amuse themselves about a sheep's skin stuff

ed with hay, provided it will keep them from worry

ing the flock. The institution of convents abroad,

seems, in one point, a strain of great wisdom ; there

being few irregularities in human passions, that may
not have recourse to vent themselves in some of those

orders, which are so many retreats for the speculative,

the melancholy, the proud, the silent, the politic, and

the morose, to spend themselves, and evaporate the

noxious particles; for each of whom, we, in this island,

are forced to provide a several sect of religion, to keep
them quiet: and whenever Christianity shall be abo

lished, the legislature must find some other expedient
to employ and entertain them. For what imports it

how large a gate you open, if there will be always left

a number, who place a pride and a merit in refusing
to enter ?

Having thus considered the most important objec
tions against Christianity, and the chief advantages

proposed by the abolishing thereof, I shall now, with

equal deference and submission to wiser judgments, as
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tefore, proceed to mention a few inconveniencies that

may happen, if the gospel should be repealed, which

perhaps the projectors may not have sufficiently consi

dered.

And first, I am very sensible how much the gentle

men of wit and pleasure are apt to murmur, and be

choked at the sight of so many daggled-tail parsons,

who happen to fall in their way, and offend their eyes;

but, at the same time, these wise reformers do not con

sider, what an advantage and felicity it is, for great

wits to be always provided with objects of scorn and

contempt, in order to exercise and improve their ta

lents, and divert their spleen from falling on each other,

or on themselves ; especially when all this may be done,

without the least imaginable danger to their persons.

And to urge another argument of a parallel nature:

if Christianity were once abolished, how could the free

thinkers, the strong reasoners, and the men of pro
found learning, be able to find another subject, so cal

culated in all points, whereon to display their abilities ?

what wonderful productions of wit should we be de

prived of, from those, whose genius, by continual prac

tice, has been wholly turned upon raillery and invec

tives against religion, and would therefore never be

able to shine or distinguish themselves, upon any other

subject ! we are daily complaining of the great decline

of wit among us, and would we take away the great
est, perhaps the only, topic we have left? who would
ever have suspected Asgil for a wit, or Toland for a

philosopher, if the inexhaustible stock of Christianity
had not been at hand, to provide them with materials ?

what other subject, through all art or nature, could

ha vi- produced Tindal for a profound author, or fur-
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nished him with readers ? it is the wise choice of the

subject, that alone adorns and distinguishes the writer.

For, had a hundred such pens as these been employed
on the side of religion, they would have immediately
sunk into silence and oblivion.

Nor do I think it wholly groundless, or my fears

altogether imaginary, that the abolishing Christianity

may perhaps bring the church into danger, or at least

put the senate to the trouble of another securing vote.

I desire I may not be mistaken ; I am far from presu

ming to affirm, or think, that the church is in danger at

present, or as things now stand ; but we know not how
soon it may be so, when the Christian religion is re

pealed. As plausible as this project seems, there may
be a dangerous design lurking under it. Nothing can

be more notorious, than that the Atheists, Deists, Soci-

nians, Anti-trinitarians, and other subdivisions of free

thinkers, are persons of little zeal for the pfesent eccle

siastical establishment : their declared opinion is for re

pealing the sacramental test ; they are very indifferent

with regard to ceremonies ; nor do they hold the jus
divinum of episcopacy ; therefore this may be intended

as one politic step toward altering the constitution of

the church established, and setting up presbytery in

the stead, which I leave to be farther considered by
those at the helm.

In the last place, I think nothing can be more plain,

than that, by this expedient, we shall run into the evil

we chiefly pretend to avoid : and that the abolishment

of the Christian religion will be the readiest course we
can take to introduce popery. And I am the more in

clined to this opinion, because we know it has been the

constant practice of the Jesuits, to send over eniissar-
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ies, with instructions to personate themselves members

of the several prevailing sects among us. So it is re

corded, that they have at sundry times appeared in the

disguise of Presbyterians, Anabaptists, Independents,

and Quakers, according as any of these were most in

credit ; so, since the fashion has been taken up of ex

ploding religion, the popish missionaries have not been

wanting to mix with the freethinkers ; among whom
Toland, the great oracle of the Antichristians, is an

Irish priest, the son of an Irish priest ; and the most

learned and ingenious author of a book, called " The

Rights of the Christian Church," was in a proper junc
ture reconciled to the Romish faith, whose true son, as

appears by a hundred passages in his treatise, he still

continues. Perhaps I could add some others to the

number ; but the fact is beyond dispute, and the rea

soning they proceed by is right : for, supposing Chris

tianity to be extinguished, the people will never be at

ease till they find out some other method of worship;
which will as infallibly produce superstition, as super
stition will end in popery.
And therefore, if, notwithstanding all I have said, it

still be thought necessary to have a bill brought in for

repealing Christianity, I would humbly offer an amend
ment, that instead of the word Christianity, may be put
religion in general ; which, I conceive, will much better

answer all the good ends proposed by the projectors of

it. For, as long as we leave in being a God and his pro
vidence, with all the necessary consequences which cu

rious and inquisitive men will be apt to draw from such

premises, we do not strike at the root of the evil, though
we should ever so effectually annihilate the present

of the gospel: for, of what use is freedom of
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thought, if it will not produce freedom of action? which

is the sole end, how remote soever in appearance, of all

objections against Christianity; and therefore, the free

thinkers consider it as a sort of edifice, wherein all the

parts have such a mutual dependence on each other, that

if you happen to pull out one single nail, the whole fa-

hric must fall to the ground. This was happily ex

pressed by him, who had heard of a text brought for

proof of the Trinity, which in an ancient manuscript
was differently read; he thereupon immediately took

the hint, and by a sudden deduction of a long sorites,

most logically concluded ;

"
Why, if it be as you say, I

may safely whore and drink on, and defy the parson.'*

From which, and many the like instances easy to be

produced, I think nothing can be more manifest, than

that the quarrel is not against any particular points of

hard digestion in the Christian system, but against re

ligion in general ; which, by laying restraints on hu
man nature, is supposed the great enemy to the free

dom of thought and action.

Upon the whole, if it shall still be thought for the

benefit of church and state, that Christianity be abo

lished, I conceive, however, it may be more convenient

to defer the execution to a time of peace ; and not ven

ture, in this conjuncture, to disoblige our allies, who,
as it falls out, are all Christians, and many of them, by
the prejudices of their education, so bigoted, as to place
a sort of pride in the appellation. If upon being re

jected by them, we are to trust an alliance with the

Turk, we shall find ourselves much deceived : for, as

he is too remote, and generally engaged in war with

the Persian emperor, so his people would be more scan

dalized at our infidelity, than our Christian neighbours.
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For the Turks are not only strict observers of religious

worship, but, what is worse, believe a God ; which is

more than is required of us, even while we preserve

the name of Christians.

To conclude : whatever some may think of the great

advantages to trade by this favourite scheme, I do very

much apprehend, that in six months time after the act

is passed for the extirpation of the gospel, the Bank and

East-India stock may fall at least one per cent. And
since that is fifty times more than ever the wisdom of

our age thought fit to venture, for the preservation of

Christianity, there is no reason we should be at so. great

a loss, merely for the sake of destroying it.
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O siquis volet impias

Cades, et rabiem tollere civicam:

Si quceret pater urbium

Subscribi statuis, indomitam audeat

Befrcenare licentiam.

HOR. Lib. III. Od. 24.

BY A PERSON OF QUALITY.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1709.

TO THE COUNTESS OF BERKELEY.

MADAM,
-M.Y intention of prefixing your ladyship's name, is

not, after the common form, to desire your protection
of the following papers ; which I take to be a very un-

* This treatise was written about 1709, when Swift was chaplain
in the family of Lord Berkeley. The praises bestowed upon his

Countess, to whom it is inscribed, are said to have been as well me
rited as happily and elegantly expressed. Swift continued to enter-
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reasonable request ; since, by being inscribed to your

ladyship, though without your knowledge, and from a

concealed hand, you cannot recommend them without

some suspicion of partiality. My real design is, I con

fess, the very same I have often detested in most dedi

cations ; that of publishing your praises to the world ;

tain a profound respect for Lady Berkeley, long after he had quar

relled with the Earl. In after-life our author loved to have this tract

accounted a strong, hut covered attack, upon the Whig administra

tion, and accordingly his biographer, Mr Sheridan, contends at great

length, that, by recommending to the Queen a reformation of man

ners, Swift chiefly meant to insinuate a change of administration ;

and by advising, that she should call around her person, and to her

councils, those who had the cause of religion at heart, he meant that

she should choose her officers and ministers from the Tories and

High-Church men. It is, no doubt, true, that Swift, while he was

disposed to be a Whig in politics, considered himself always as a

High-Church man in religion ; and many passages of this treatise

may be considered as particularly affecting that party by whom the

clergy were held in general and almost systematic contempt. But in

this, as in the preceding treatise, the evils pointed out are too gene
ral to be imputed as the exclusive attributes of any one party, and I

cannot be easily convinced, that so excellent a moral essay was writ

ten with a view merely political ; or that Swift, who at this time had

no connection with the Tories, was endeavouring, without motive, to

undermine the administration of Halifax, Somers, and Godolphin,
with whom he was living on terms of friendship, at least, if not of

expectancy and dependence.
As to the merits of the Project, it must be allowed, that the au

thor has been more successful in pointing out the extent of the evil,

than in suggesting remedies. The idea of a religious administration

and court borders on the visionary ; and the plan of censors and ite

nerant commissioners for the inspection of morals, could hardly be

tolerated in a free country. Yet the minor branches of the Project

mijjht be successfully adopted, The reformation of the stage, (since

happily perfected,) the exclusion of openly vicious characters from

the presence of the sovereign, the more selected choice of justices of

16
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not upon the subject of your noble birth, for I know
others as noble ; or of the greatness of your fortune, for

I know others far greater ; or of that beautiful race

(the images of their parents) which call you mother ;

for even this may perhaps have been equalled in some

other age or country. Besides, none of these advanta

ges do derive any accomplishments to the owners, but

serve at best only to adorn what they really possess.

What I intend is, your piety, truth, good sense, and

good nature, affability, and charity ; wherein I wish

your ladyship had many equals, or any superiors ; and

I wish I could say, I knew them too, for then your la

dyship might have had a chance to escape this address.

In the meantime, I think it highly necessary, for the

interest of virtue and religion, that the whole kingdom
should be informed in some parts of your character : for

peace, the reviving discipline in schools, colleges, and inns of court,

above all, the exertions of the clergy in a cause peculiarly their own,
are sound practical remedies in an age of prevailing and general de

pravity.

Steele, then an intimate friend of the author, thus distinguished
the treatise in the fifth number of the Tatler. " The title was so un

common, and promised so peculiar a way of thinking, that every man
here has read it, and as many as have done so have approved it. It

is written with the spirit of one who has seen the world enough to

undervalue it with good-breeding. The author must certainly be a

man of wisdom as well as piety, and have spent much time in the ex

ercise of both. The real causes of the decay of the interest of reli

gion are set forth in a clear and lively manner, without unseasonable

passions ; and the whole air of the book, as to the language, the sen

timents, and the reasonings, shews" it was written by one whose vir

tue sits easy about him, and to whom vice is thoroughly contempti
ble. It was said by one in company, alluding to that knowledge of

the world this author seems to have,
' The man writes much like a

gentleman, and goes to Heaven with a very good mien.'
"

VOL. VIII. F
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instance, that the easiest and politest conversation, join

ed with the truest piety, may be observed in your la

dyship, in as great perfection, as they were ever seen

apart, in any other persons. That by your prudence
and management under several disadvantages, you have

preserved the lustre of that most noble family into

which you are grafted, and which the unmeasurable

profusion of ancestors, for many generations, had too

much eclipsed. Then, how happily you perform every
office of life to which Providence has called you : in the

education of those two incomparable daughters, whose

conduct is so universally admired ; in every duty of a

prudent, complying, affectionate wife; in that care

which descends to the meanest of your domestics ; and,

lastly, in that endless bounty to the poor, and discretion

where to distribute it. I insist on my opinion, that it

is of importance for the public to know this and a great
deal more of your ladyship ; yet whoever goes about to

inform them, shall, instead of finding credit, perhaps
be censured for a flatterer. To avoid so usual a re

proach, I declare this to be no dedication, but merely
an introduction to a proposal for the advancement of

religion and morals, by tracing, however imperfectly,
some few lineaments in the character of a lady, who has

spent all her life in the practice and promotion of both.

AMONG all the schemes offered to the public in this

>^rojectingage7sl have observed with some displeasure,

that thereliave never been any for the improvement of

religion and morals ; which, beside the piety of the de-
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sign, from the consequence of such a reformation in a

future life, would be the best natural means ^(^advan

cing the public felicity of the state, as well as the pre

sent happiness of every individual. For, as much as

faith and morality are declined among us, I am altoge

ther confident, they might in a short time, and with no

very great trouble, be raised to as high a perfection as

numbers are capable of receiving. Indeed, the method

is so easy and obvious, and some present opportunities

so good, that, in order to have this project reduced to

practice, there seems to want nothing more than to put
those in mind, who by their honour, duty, and interest,

are chiefly concerned.

But because it is idle to propose remedies, before we
are assured of the disease, or to be in fear, till we are

convinced of the danger, I shall first shew in general,

that the nation is extremely corrupted in religion and

morals ; and then I will offer a short scheme for the

reformation of both.

As to the first, I know it is reckoned but a form of

speech, when divines complain of the wickedness of the

age : however, I believe, upon a fair_comparison with

other times and^countries. it would be found an un
doubted truth.

For, first, to deliver nothing but plain matter of fact

without exaggeration or satire, I suppose it will be

granted, that hardly one in a hundred among our people
of <Juj]ity_Qr_gentry, appears to act by any principle of

religion ; that great numbers of them do entirely dis

card it, and are ready to own their disbelief of all reve

lation in ordinary discourse. Nor is the case much bet

ter among the vulgar, especially in great towns, where

the profaneness and ignorance of handicraftsmen, small
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traders, servants, and the like, are to a degree very

hard to be imagined greater. Then, it is observed

abroad, that no race of mortals have so little sense of

religion, as the English soldiers ; to confirm which, I

have been often told by great officers of the army, that

in the whole compass of their acquaintance, they could

not recollect three of their profession, who seemed to

regard, or believe, one syllable of the gospel : and the

same, at least, may be affirmed of the fleet. The con

sequences of all which upon the actions of men are

equally manifest. Thgyjoever_go about, as in former

times, to hide or palliate their vices, but expose them

freely to view, like any other common occurrences of

life, without the least reproach from the world, or them

selves. For instance, any man will tell you he intends

to be drunk this evening, or was so last night, with as

little ceremony or scruple, as he would tell you the time

of the day. He will let you know he is going to a

wench, or that he has got the venereal disease, with as

much indifferency, as he would a piece of public news.

He will swear, curse, or blaspheme, without the least

passion or provocation. And though all regard for re

putation is not quite laid aside in the other sex, it is,

however, at so low an ebb, that very few among them
seem to think virtue and conduct of absolute necessity
for preserving it. If this be not so, how comes it to

pass, that women of tainted reputations find the same

countenance and reception in all public places, with

those of the nicest virtue, who pay and receive visits

from them, without any manner of scruple ? which pro

ceeding, as it is not very old among us, so I take it

to be of most pernicious consequence : it looks like a

of.compounding between virtue and vice, as if a
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woman werejdJxDwed to
Jbe vicious, provided she be not

a profligate ; as if there were a certain point, where

gallantry ends, and infamy begins ; or that a hundred

criminal amours were not as pardonable as half a score.

Besides those corruptions already mentioned, it would

be endless to enumerate such as arise from the excess of

play or gaming: the cheats, the quarrels, the oaths,

and blasphemies, among the men ; among the women,
the neglect of household affairs, the unlimited freedoms,

the indecent passion, and lastly, the known inlet to all

lewdness, when, after an ill run, the person must answer

the defects of the purse ; the rule on such occasions

holding true in play, as it does in law, quod non habet

in crumena, luat in corpore. *>^z\ yax/con'-f ^7 ** <- o

But all these are trifles in comparison, if we step into

other scenes, and consider the fraud and cozenage of

trading men and shopkeepers ; that insatiable gulf of

injustice and oppression, the law ; the open traffic for

all civil and military employments, (I wish it rested

there) without the least regard to merit or qualifica

tions ; the corrupt management of men in office ; the

many detestable abuses in choosing those who repre

sent the people ; with the management of interest and

factions among the representatives : to which I must be

bold to add, the ignorance of some of the lower clergy ;

the mean servile temper of others ; the pert pragmati
cal demeanour of several young stagers in divinity,

upon their first producing themselves into the world ;

with many other circumstances, needless, or rather in

vidious, to mention ; which falling in with the corrup
tions already related, have, however unjustly, almost

rendered the whole order contemptible.
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This is a short view of the general depravities among
us, without entering into particulars, which would be

an endless labour. Now, as universal and deep-rooted

as these appear to be, I am utterly deceived, if an effec

tual remedy might not be applied to most of them ;

neither am I at present upon a wild speculative project,

but such a one as may be easily put in execution.

For, while the prerogative of giving all employments
continues in the Crown, either immediately, or by sub

ordination, it is in the power of the Prince to make

piety and virtue become the fashion of the age, if, at

the same time, he would make them necessary qualifi

cations for favour and preferment.
It is clear, from present experience, that the bare ex

ample of the best prince will not have any mighty in

fluence, where the age is very corrupt. For, when was
there ever a better prince on the throne than the pre
sent Queen ? I do not talk of her talent for govern
ment, her love of the people, or any other qualities that

are purely regal ; but her piety, charity, temperance,

conjugal love, and whatever other virtues do best adorn
a private life ; wherein, without question or flattery,

she has no superior : yet, neither will it be satire or

peevish invective to affirm, that infidelity and vice are

not much diminished since her coming to the crown,
nor will, in all probability, till more effectual remedies
be provided.

Thus human nature seems to lie under the disadvan

tage, that the example alone of a vicious prince, will, in

time, corrupt an age ; but the example of a good one,
will not be sufficient to reform it without farther endea

vours. Princes must therefore supply this defect by a
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which the law has

left_them, by making it every m,an's interest and ho

nour, to cultivate religion and virtue ; by rendering
vice a disgrace, and the certain ruin to preferment or

pretensions : all which they should first attempt in their

owjnjxmrts and families. For instance, might not the

Queen's domestics of the middle arid lower sort, be obli

ged, upon penalty of suspension, or loss of their employ
ments, to a constant weekly attendance, at least, on the

service of the church ; to a decent behaviour in it ; to

receive the sacrament four times in the year ; to avoid

swearing and irreligious profane discourses ; and, to the

at least, of temperance and chastity B^Might

not^ the care of all this be committed to theristrict in

spection of proper officers ? Might not those of higher

rank, and nearer access to her Majesty's person, receive

her own commands to the same purpose, and be counte

nanced, or disfavoured, according as they obey ? Might
not the Queen lay her injunctions on the Bishops, and

other great men of undoubted piety, to make diligent

inquiry, and give her notice, if any person about her

should happen to be of libertine principles or morals ?

Might not all those who enter upon any office in her

Majesty's family, be obliged to take an oath parallel

with that against simony, which is administered to

the clergy ? It is not to be doubted, but that if these,

or the like proceedings, were duly observed, morality
and religion would soon become fashionable court vir-

' **1 '

.^
**^^

tues, and be taken up as the only methods to get or keep

employments there ; which alone would have mighty in

fluence upon many of the nobility and principal gentry.

But, if the like methods were pursued as far as pos

sible, with regard to those who are in the great em-

Vi
TU ft &0<
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ployments of state, it is hard to conceive how general a

reformation they might in time produce among us. For,

if piety and virtue were once reckoned qualifications ne

cessary to preferment, every man thus endowed, when

put into great stations, would readily imitate the Queen's

example, in the distribution of all offices in his disposal ;

especially if any apparent transgression, through favour

or partiality, would be imputed to him for a misde

meanour, by which he must certainly forfeit his favour

and station : and there being such great numbers in em

ployment, scattered through every town and county in

this kingdom, if all these were exemplary in the conduct

of their lives, things would soon take a new face, and

religion receive a mighty encouragement : nor would

the public weal be less advanced ; since, of nine offices

in ten that are ill executed, the defect is not in capacity

or understanding, but in common honesty. I knowJio

employment, for which piety disqualifies any man;
and if it did, I doubt the objection would not be very

seasonably offered at present ; because it is perhaps too

just a reflection, that in the disposal of places, the ques
tion whether a person be fit for what he is recommend
ed to, is generally the last that is thought on or regarded.

I have often imagined, that something parallel to the

office of censors anciently in Rome, would be of mighty
use among us, and could be easily limited from running
into any exorbitances. The Romans understood liberty
at least as well as we, were as jealous of it, and upon
every occasion as bold assertors. Yet I do not remem
ber to have read any great complaint of the abuses in

that office among them ; but many admirable effects of

it are left upon record. There are several pernicious
vices frequent and notorious among us, that escape or
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elude the punishment of any law we have yet invented,

or have had no law at all against them ; such as athe

ism, drunkenness, fraud, avarice, and several others;

which, by this institution, wisely regulated, might be

much reformed. Suppose, for instance, that itinerary

commissioners were appointed to inspect everywhere

throughout the kingdom, into the conduct, at least of

men in office, with respect to their morals and religion,

as well as their abilities ; to receive the complaints and

informations that should be offered against them, and

make their report here upon oath to the court, or the

ministry, who should reward or punish accordingly. I

avoid entering into the particulars of this, or any other

scheme, which, coming from a private hand, might be

liable" to many defects, but would soon be digested by
the wisdom of the nation ; and surely, six thousand

pounds a-year would not be ill laid out, among as many
commissioners duly qualified, who, in three divisions,

should be personally obliged to take their yearly circuits

for that purpose.
But this is beside my present design, which was only

to shew what degree of reformation is in the power of

the Queen, without the interposition of the legislature,

and which her Majesty is, without question, obliged in

conscience to endeavour by her authority, as much as

she does by her practice.

It will be easily granted, that the example of this

great town has a mighty influence over the whole king
dom ; and it is as manifest, that the town is equally in

fluenced by the court, and the ministry, and those who,

by their employments, or their hopes, depend upon them.

I Now, if under so excellent a princess as the present

Queen, we would suppose a family strictly regulated.
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as I have above proposed ; a ministry, where every

single person was of distinguished piety ; if we should

suppose all great offices of state and law filled after the

same manner, and with such as were equally diligent

in choosing persons, who, in their several subordina

tions, would be obliged to follow the examples of their

superiors, under the penalty of loss of favour andplace,

will not everybody grant, that the empire office and

irreligion would be soon destroyed in this great metro

polis, and receive a terrible blow through the whole

island, which has so great an intercourse with it, and

so much affects to follow its fashions ?

For, if religion were once understood to be the ne

cessary step to favour and preferment, can it be imagi
ned that any man would openly offend against it, who

y\
had the least regard for his reputation or his fortune ?

There is no quality so contrary to any nature, which

men cannot affect, and put on upon occasion, in order

to serve an interest, or gratify a prevailing passion.

The proudest man will personate humility, the moro-

sest learn to flatter, the laziest will be sedulous and ac

tive, where he is in pursuit of what he has much at

heart : How ready, therefore, would most men be to

step into the paths of virtue and piety, if they infallibly
led to favour and fortune !

If swearing and profaneness, scandalous and avowed
lewdness, excessive gaming and intemperance, were a
little discountenanced in the army, I cannot readily see

what ill consequences could be apprehended. If gentle
men of that profession were at least obliged to some
external decorum in their conduct, or even if a profli

gate life and character were not a means of advance

ment, and the apj>earance of piety a most infallible hin-
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drance, it is impossible the corruptions there should be

so universal and exorbitant. I have been assured by
several great officers, that no troops abroad are so ill

disciplined as the English ; which cannot well be other

wise, while the common soldiers have perpetually be

fore their eyes the vicious example of their leaders ; and

it is hardly possible for those to commit any crime,

whereof these are not infinitely more guilty, and with

less temptation.

It is commonly charged upon the gentlemen of the

army, that the beastly vice of drinking to excess, has

been lately, from their example, restored among us ;

which for some years before was almost dropped in

England. JBu^whoever the introducers were, they^

have succeeded to a miracle ; many of the young nobi-

and are under no manner of concern to hide their ta

lent, but are got beyond all sense of shame, orjear of

reproach.
This might soon be remedied, if the Queen would

think fit to declare, that no young person of quality

whatsoever, who was notoriously addicted to that, or

any other vice, should be capable of her favour, or

even admitted into her presence, with positive com

mand to her ministers, and others in great office, to

treat them in the same manner ; after which, all men,

who had any regard for their reputation, or any pro

spect of preferment, would avoid their commerce. This

would quickly make that vice so scandalous, that those

who could not subdue, would at least endeavour to dis-

guisejt.

By the like methods, a stop might be put to that

ruinous practice of deep gaming ; and the reason why
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it prevails so much is, because a treatment, directly op

posite in every point, is made use of to promote it ; by

which means the laws enacted against this abuse are

wholly eluded.

It cannot be denied, that the want of strict discipline

in the universities, has been of pernicious consequence

to the youth of this nation, who are there almost left

entirely to their own management, especially those

among them of better quality and fortune ; whq^Jjecause

they are not under a necessity of making learning their

maintenance, are easily allowed to pass their time, and

take their degrees, with little or no improvement ; than

which there cannot well be a greater absurdity. For,

if no advancement of knowledge can be had from those

places, the time there spent is at best utterly lost, be

cause every ornamental part of education is better

taught elsewhere : and as for keeping youths out of

harm's way, I doubt, where so many of them are got

together, at full liberty of doing what they please, it will

not answer the end. But, whatever abuses, corruptions,

or deviations from statutes, have crept into the univer

sities through neglect, or length of time, they might in

a great degree be reformed, by strict injunctions from

court (upon each particular) to the visitors and heads

of houses ; beside the peculiar authority the queen may
have in several colleges, whereof her predecessors were

the founders. And among other regulations, it would

be very convenient to prevent the excess of drinking ;

with that scurvy custom among the lads, and parent of

the former vice, the taking of tobacco, where it is not

absolutely necessary in point of health.

From the universities, the young nobility, and others

of great fortunes, are sent for early up to town, for fear
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of contracting any airs of pedantry, by a college educa

tion. Many of the younger gentry retire to the inns

of court, where they are wholly left to their own dis

cretion. And the consequence of this remissness in edu

cation appears, by observing that nine in ten of those,

who rise in the church or the court, the law, or the

army, are younger brothers, or new men, whose nar

row fortunes have forced them upon industry and ap

plication.

As for the inns of court, unless we suppose them to

be much degenerated, they must needs be the worst in

stituted seminaries in any Christian country ; but whi

ther they may be corrected without interposition of the

legislature, I have not skill enough to determine. How
ever, it is certain, that all wise nations have agreed
in the necessity of a strict education, which consisted,

among other things, in the observance of moral duties,

especially justice, temperance, and chastity, as well as

the knowledge of arts, and bodily exercises : but all

these among us are laughed out of doors.

Without theJteasJLJntentioii to offend the clergy^ I

cannot but think, that through L
a mistaken notion and

practice, they prevent themselves from doing much ser

vice, which otherwise might lie in their power, to reli

gion and virtue : I mean, by affecting so much to con

verse with each other, and, caring^sojittle to mingle with

Ihe laity. They have their particular clubs, and parti

cular coffee-hojLLSSr4*diej thj^^ clus

ters : a single divine dares hardly shew his person among
numbers of fine gentlemen ; or if he happens to fall

into such company, he is silent and suspicious, in con

tinual apprehension that some pert man of pleasure
should break an unmannerly jest, and render him ridi-
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culous. Now, I take this behaviour of the clergy to

be just as reasonable, as if the physicians should agree

to spend their time in visiting one another, or their se-

vrral apothecaries, and leave their patients to shift for

themselves. In my humble opinion, the clergy's busi

ness lies entirely among the laity ; neither is there,

perhaps, a more effectual way to forward the salvation

of men's souls, than for spiritual persons to make them

selves as agreeable as they can, in the conversations of

the world ; for which a learned education gives them

great advantage, if they would please to improve and

apply it. It so happens that the men of pleasure, who
never go to church, nor use themselves to read books of

devotion, form their ideas of the clergy from a few poor
strollers they often observe in the streets, or sneaking
out of some person of quality's house, where they are

hired by the lady at ten shillings a month : while those

of better figure and parts, do seldom appear to correct

these notions. And let some reasoners think what they

please, it is certain that menjnust be brought to esteem

and love the clergy, before they can be persuaded to be

in love with religion. No man values the best medi

cine, if administered by a physician, whose person he

hates or despises. If the clergy were as forward to

appear in all companies, as other gentlemen, and would
a little study the arts of conversation to make them
selves agreeable, they might be welcome at every party
where there was the least regard for politeness or good
sense : and consequently prevent a thousand vicious or

profane discourses, as well as actions ; neither would
men of understanding complain, that a clergyman was
a constraint upon the company, because they could not

speak blasphemy, or obscene jests before him. While
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the people are so jealous of the clergy's ambition, as to

abhor all thoughts of the return of ecclesiastic dis

cipline among them, I do not see any other method left I

for men of that function to take, in order to reform the

world, than by using allhonest arts to make themselves

accegtoble to the laitVj. This, no doubt, is part of that

Wisdom of the serpent, which the author of Christianity

directs, and is the very method used by St Paul, who
became all things to all men, to the Jews a 'Jew, and a

Greek to the Greeks. /

How to remedy these inconveniences, may be a mat
ter of some difficulty ; since the clergy seem to be of an

opinion, that this humour of sequestering themselves is

a part of their duty ; nay, as I remember, they have

been told so by some of their bishops in their pastoral

letters, particularly by one* among them of great merit

and distinction, who yet, in his own practice, has all his

lifetime taken a course directly contrary. But I am
deceived, if an awkward shame and fear of ill usage
from the laity, have not a greater share in this mis

taken conduct, than their own inclinations : however, if

the outward profession of religion and virtue, were once

in practice and countenance at court, as well as among
all men in office, or who have any hopes or dependence
for preferment, a good treatment of the clergy would be

the necessary consequence of such a reformation ; and

they would soon be wise enough to see their own duty
and interest in qualifying themselves for lay-conversa

tion, when once they were out of fear of being choked

by ribaldry or profaneness.

* Dr Burnet, bishop of Salisbury.
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There is one farther circumstance upon this occasion,

which I know not whether it will be very orthodox to

mention : the clergy are the only set of men among us,

who constantly wear a distinct habit from others ; the

consequence of which (not in reason but in fact) is this,

that as long as any scandalous persons appear in that

dress, it will continue in some degree a general mark

of contempt. Whoever happens to see a scoundrel in

a gown, reeling home at midnight, (a sight neither fre

quent nor miraculous) is apt to entertain an ill idea of

the whole order, and at the same time to be extremely

comforted in his own vices. Some remedy might be

put to this, if those straggling gentlemen, who come up
to town to seek their fortunes, were fairly dismissed to

the West Indies, where there is work enough, and where

some better provision should be made for them, than I

doubt there is at present. Or, what if no person were

allowed to wear the habit, who had not some prefer

ment in the church, or at least some temporal fortune

sufficient to keep him out of contempt ? though, in my
opinion, it were infinitely better, if all the clergy (except
the bishops) were permitted to appear like other men
of the graver sort, unless at those seasons when they
are doing the business of their function.

There is one abuse in this town, which wonderfully
contributes to the promotion of vice ; that sucli men
Are often put into the commission of the peace, whose
interest it is, that virtue should be utterly banished from

among us ; who maintain, or at least enrich themselves,

by encouraging the grossest immoralities ; to whom all

the bawds of the ward pay contribution, for shelter and

protection from the laws. Thus these worthy magis
trates, instead of lessening enormities, are the occasion

8
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of just twice as much debauchery as there would be

without them. For those infamous women are forced

upon doubling their work and industry, to answer dou

ble charges, of paying the justice, and supporting them
selves. Like thieves who escape the gallows, and are

let out to steal, in order to discharge the gaoler's fees.

It is not to be questioned, but the Queen and minis

try might easily redress this abominable grievance, by
enlarging the number of justices of the peace ; by en-
^*- ^P ^ " *^ ""* '"
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deavouring to choose men of virtuous principles ; by

admitting none who have not considerable fortunes ;

perhaps, by receiving into the numbgr_some of the most

eminent clergy : then, by forcing all of them, upon se

vere penalties, to act when there is occasion, arid not

permitting any who are offered to refuse the commis
sion ; but in these two last cases, which are very ma
terial, I doubt there will be need of the legislature.

The reformation of the stage is entirely in the power
of^thej^een ; and in the consequences it has upon the

minds of the younger people, does very well deserve the

strictest care. Besides the indecent and profane passages ;

besides the perpetual turning into ridicule the very func

tion of the priesthood, with other irregularities, in most

modern comedies, which have been often objected to

them ; it is worth observing the distributive justice of

the authors, which is constantly appliedJo the^punish-
ment of virtue, and the reward of vice ; directly oppo
site to the rules of their best critics, as well as to the

practice of dramatic poets, in all other ages and coun

tries. For example, a country squire, who is represent
ed with no other vice but that of being a clown, and ha

ving the provincial accent upon his tongue, which is

neither a fault, nor in his power to remedy, must be con-

VOL. VIII. G
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demned to marry a cast wench, or a cracked chamber

maid. On the other side, a rakehell of the town, whose

character is set off with no other accomplishment, but

excessive prodigality, profaneness, intemperance, and

lust, is rewarded with a lady of great fortune to repair

his own, which his vices had almost ruined. And as in

a tragedy, the hero is represented to have obtained many
victories in order to raise his character in the minds of

the spectators ; so the hero of a comedy is represented

to have been victorious in all his intrigues for the same

reason. I do not remember, thatjouivEnglish poets ever

suffered a criminal amour to succeed upon the stage, till

the reign of King Charlesjhe Second. Ever since that

time, the alderman is made a cuckold, the deluded vir

gin is debauched, and adultery and fornication are sup

posed to be committed behind the scenes, as part of the

action. These and many more corruptions of the theatre,

peculiar to our age and nation, need continue no longer,
than while the court is content to connive at or neglect
them. Surely a pension would not be ill employed on

some men of wit, learning, and virtue, who might have

power to strike out every offensive or unbecoming pas

sage, from plays already written, as well as those that

may be offered to the stage for the future. By which,
and other wise regulations, the theatre might become a

very innocent and useful diversion, instead of being a

scandal and reproach to our religion and country.
The proposals I have hitherto made for the advance

ment of religion and morality, are such as come within
reach of the administration ; such as a pious active

prince, with a steady resolution, might soon bring to ef

fect. Neither am I aware of any objections to be raised

against what I have advanced; unless it should be
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thought, that making reHgioi^ajigC(es.sa|-y,.^atep.-tQ in-

terest and favour might increase hypocrisy among us;

and I readily believe it would. But if one in twenty* -- j

should be brought over to true piety by this, or the like

methods, and the other nineteen be only hypocrites, the

advantage would still be great. Besides, hypocrisy is

much more eligible than open infidelity and vice ; it

wears the livery of religion ;
it acknowledges her au

thority, and is cautious of giving scandal. Nay, a long
continued disguise is too great a constraint upon human

nature, especially an English disposition : men would

leave off their vices out of mere weariness, rather than

undergo the toil and hazard, and perhaps the expense,

of practising them perpetually in private. And I believe

it is often with religion, as it is with love ; which, by
much dissembling, at last grows real.

All other projects to this great end have proved hi

therto ineffectual. Laws against immorality have not

been executed, and proclamations occasionally issued out

to enforce them are wholly unregarded, as things of

form. Religious societies, though begun with excellent

intention, and by persons of true piety, are said, I know
not whether truly or not, to have dwindled into factious

clubs, and grown a trade to enrich little knavish in

formers of the meanest rank, such as common constables,

and broken shopkeepers.
And that^omj^ffectu^l^temjpt^hpuld be made to

ward such-areformation, is perhaps more necessary than

people commonly apprehend ;
because the ruin of a state

is generally preceded by a universal degeneracy of man

ners, and contempt of religion ; which is entirely our

case at present.

Dili te minorem, quod geris, imperas. HOR.
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Neither is this a matter to be deferred till a more con

venient time of peace and leisure ; because a reforma-

tioii in men's faith and morals, is the best natural, as

well as religious means, to bring the war to a good con

clusion. For, if men in trust performed their duty for

^ conscience sake, affairs would not suffer through fraud,

falsehood, and neglect, as they now perpetually do. And
if they believed a God, and his providence, and acted

accordingly, they might reasonably hope for his divine

assistance, in so just a cause as ours.

Nor could the majesty of the English crown appear,

upon any occasion, in a greater lustre, either to foreign

ers or subjects, than by an administration, which, pro

ducing such great effects, would discover so much power.
\ And power being the natural appetite of princes, a li

mited monarch cannot so well gratify it in anything, as

l a strict execution of the laws.

Besides, all parties would be obliged to close with so

good a work as this, for their own reputation : neither

is any expedient more likely to unite them. For the

most violent party men, I have ever observed, are such,

as in the conduct of their lives have discovered least

sense of religion or morality ; and when all such are laid

aside, at least those among them as shall be found incor

rigible, it will be a matter perhaps of no great difficulty

to reconcile the rest.

The many corruptions at present in every branch of

business are almost inconceivable. I have heard it com

puted by skilful persons, that of six millions raised every

year for the service of the public, one third, at least, is

sunk and intercepted through the several classes and
subordinations of artful men in office, before the re

mainder is applied to the proper uses. This is an acci-
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dental ill effect of our freedom. And while such men
are in trust, who have no check from within, nor any
views but toward their interest, there is no other fence

against them, but the certainty of being hanged upon
the first discovery, by the arbitrary will of an unlimit

ed monarch, or his vizier. Among us, the only dagger

tobe^prehended is the loss of an employment ; and

that danger is to be eluded a thousand ways. Besides,

whenjraudjs great, it furnishes weapons to defend it

self : and at worst, if the crimes be so flagrant, that a

man is laid aside out of perfect shame, (which rarely

happens) he retires loaded with the spoils of the nation ;
-

etfruitur diis iratis. I could name a commission, where ,

several persons, out of a salary of five hundred pounds,
without other visible revenues, have always lived at the

rate of two thousand, and laid out forty or fifty thou

sand upon purchases of lands or annuities. A hundred

other instances of the same kind might easily be pro
duced. What remedy, therefore, canbe foundagainst such

grievances, in a constitution like ours, but to bring re

ligion into countenance, and encourage those, who, from

the hope of future reward, and dread of future punish

ment, will be moved to act .with justice and integrity ?

This is not to be accomplished any other way, than /

by introducing religion, as much as possible, to be the!

turn and fashion of the age ; which only lies in the\

power of the administration ; the prince with utmost

strictness regulating the court, the ministry, and other

persons in great employment ; and these, by their ex

ample and authority, reforming all who have depend
ence on them.

("it is certain, that a reformation successfully carried

Jon
in this great town, would in time spread itself over
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the whole kingdom : since most of the considerable

youth pass here that season of their lives, wherein the

strongest impressions are made, in order to improve

their education, or advance their fortune ; and those

among them, who return into their several counties, are

sure to be followed and imitated, as the greatest patterns

of wit and good breeding.

And if things were once in this train, that is, if vir

tue and religion were established as the necessary titles

to reputation and preferment ; and if vice and infidelity

were not only loaden with infamy, but made the infal

lible ruin of all men's pretensions ; our duty, by beco

ming our interest, would take root in our natures, and

mix with the very genius of our people ; so that it would

not be easy for the example of one wicked prince to

bring us back to our former corruptions.

I have confined myself (as it is before observed) to

those methods for the advancement of piety, which are

in the power of a prince, limited like ours, by a strict

execution of the laws already in force. And this is

enough for a project, that comes without any name or

recommendation ; I doubt, a great deal more than will

suddenly be reduced into practice. Though if any dis

position should appear toward so good a work, it is cer

tain, that the assistance of the legislative power would
be necessary to make it more complete. I will instance

only a few particulars.

In order to reform the vices of this town, which, as

we have said, has so mighty an influence on the whole

kingdom, it would be very instrumental to have a law

made, that all taverns and alehouses should be obliged
to dismiss their company at twelve at night, and shut

up their doors ; and that no woman should be suffered
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to enter any tavern or alehouse, upon any pretence what
soever. It is easy to conceive what a number of ill con

sequences such a law would prevent ; the mischiefs of

quarrels, and lewdness, and thefts, and midnight brawls,

the diseases of intemperance and venery, and a thousand

other evils needless to mention. Nor would it be amiss,

if the masters of those public-houses were obliged, upon
the severest penalties, to give only a proportioned quan

tity of drink to every company ; and when he found his

guests disordered with excess, to refuse them any more.

""I believe there is hardly a nation in Christendom,

where all kind of fraud is practised in so unmeasurable

a degree as with us. The lawyer, the tradesman, the

mechanic, have found so many arts to deceive in their

several callings, that they far outgrow the common pru
dence of mankind, which is in no sort able to fence

against them. Neither could the legislature in anything
more consult the public good, than by providing some

effectual remedy against this evil, which, in several

cases, deserves greater punishment than many crimes

that are capital among us. The vintner, who, by mix

ing poison with his wines, destroys more lives than any
one disease in the bill of mortality ; the lawyer, who

persuades you to a purchase which he knows is mort

gaged for more than the worth, to the ruin of you and

your family ; the goldsmith or scrivener, who takes all

your fortune to dispose of, when he has beforehand re

solved to break the following day, do surely deserve the

gallows much better than the wretch who is carried

thither for stealing a horse./ V
It cannot easily be answered to God or man, why a

law is not made for limitingthe press ; at least so far
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as to prevent the publishing of such pernicious books,

as, under pretence of freethinking, endeavour to over

throw those tenets in religion which have been held

inviolable, almost in all ages, by every sect that pretend

to be Christian ; and cannot, therefore, with any colour

of reason, be called points in controversy, or matters of

speculation, as some would pretend. The doctrine of

the Trinity, the divinity of Christ, the immortality of

the soul, and even the truth of all revelation, are daily

exploded and denied in books openly printed ; though
it is to be supposed neither party will avow such prin

ciples, or own the supporting of them to be any way
necessary to their service.

It would be endless to set down every corruption or

defect which requires a remedy from the legislative

power. Senates are likely to have little regard for any

proposals that come from without doors ; though, un

der a due sense of my own inabilities, I am fully CQU-

vinced, that the unbiassed thoughts of an honest andB
.

wise man, employed on the good of his country, may
be better digested than the results of a multitude, where

faction and interest too often prevail ; as a single guide

may direct the way better than five hundred, who have

contrary views, or look asquint, or shut their eyes.

I shall therefore mention but one more particular,
which I think the Parliament ought to take under con

sideration ; whether it be not a shame to our country,
and a scandaU^Christianity, that in many towns, where
there is a prodigious increase in the number of houses
and inhabitants, so little care should be taken for the

building of churches, that five parts in six of the people
are absolutely hindered from hearing divine service ?
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particularly here in London,* where a single minister,

with one or two sorry curates, has the care sometimes

of above twenty thousand souls incumbent on him ;

a neglect of religion so ignominious, in my opinion,

that it can hardly be equalled in any civilized age or

country.

But, to leave these airy imaginations of introducing
new laws for the amendment of mankind, what I prin

cipally insist on is, a due execution of the old, whichf W * --
__ -
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lies wholly in the crown, and in the authorityj^tence

derived ; I return, therefore, to my former assertion,

that if stations of power, trust, profit, and honour, were

constantly made the rewards of virtue and piety, such an

administration must needs have a mighty influence on

the faith and morals of the whole kingdom : and men
of great abilities would then endeavour to excel in the

duties of a religious life, in order to qualify themselves

forjmblic service. I may possibly be wrong in some of

the means I prescribe towards this end ; but that is no

material objection against the design itself. Let those

who are at the helm contrive it better, which, perhaps,

they may easily do. Everybody will agree that the

disease is manifest, as well as dangerous ; that some re

medy is necessary, and that none yet applied has been

effectual ; which is a sufficient_excuse for any man who
wishes well, tojiis country, to offer his thoughts, when
he can have no other end in view but the public good,

present Queen is a princess of as many and great

* This paragraph is known to have given the first hint to certain

bishops, particularly to Bishop Atterbury, in the Earl of Oxford's

ministry, to procure a fund for building fifty new churches in Lon

don.
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virtues as ever filled a throne : how would it brighten

her character to the present and after ages, if she would

exert her utmost authority to instil some share of those

virtues into her people, which they are too degenerate

to learn only from her example ! and, be it spoke with

all the veneration possible for so excellent a sovereign,

her best endeavours in this weighty affair are a most

important part of her duty, as well as of her interest

and her honour.

But it must be confessed, that as things are now,

every man thinks he has laid in a sufficient stock <>t'

merit, and may pretend to any employment, provided

he has been loud and frequent in declaring himself

hearty for the government. It is true, he is a man of

pleasure, and a freethinker ; that is, in other words, he

is profligate in his morals, and a despiser of religion ;

but in point of party, he is one to be confided in ; lie is

an assertor of liberty and property ; he rattles it out

against popery and arbitrary power, and priestcraft

and high church. It is enough : he is a person fully

qualified for any employment, in the court or the navy,
the law or the revenue ; where he will be sure to leave

no arts untried, of bribery, fraud, injustice, oppression,

that he can practise with any hope of impunity. No
wonder such men are true to a government where li

berty runs high, where property, however attained, is

so well secured, and where the administration is at least

so gentle : it is impossible they could choose any other

constitution, without changing to their loss.

Fidelity to a present establishment is indeed the prin

cipal means to defend it from a foreign enemy, but with

out other qualifications, will not prevent corruptions
from within ; and states are more often ruined by these

than the other.
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To conclude : whether the proposals I have offered

toward a reformation, be such as are most prudent and

convenient, may probably be a question ; but it is none

at all, whether some reformation be absolutelynecessary ;

because the nature of things is such, that if abuses be

not remedied, they will certainly increase, nor ever

stop, till they end in the subversion of a commonwealth.

As there must always of necessity be some corruptions,

so, in a well-instituted state, the executive power will

be always contending against them, by reducing things

(as Machiavel speaks) to their first principles ; never

letting abuses grow inveterate, or multiply so far, that

it will be hard to find remedies, and perhaps impossible

to apply them. As he that would keep his house in re

pair must attend every little breach or flaw, and supply
it immediately, else time alone will bring all to ruin ;

how much more the common accidents of storms and

rain ? he must live in perpetual danger of his house

falling about his ears ; and will find it cheaper to throw

it quite down, and hujjld it again from the ground, per

haps upon a new foundation, or at least in a new form,

which may neither be so safe, nor so convenient, as the

old. Wkitt fWDMn'*/ rtvulunwA in q<
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REMARKS
UPON

A BOOK,

ENTITLED,

" THE RIGHTS OF THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH,"

Sfc.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1708, BUT LEFT UNFINISHED.

IN the year 1 706, Dr Matthew Tindal, a civilian of some repu

tation, published a book, entitled,
" The Rights of the Christian

Church asserted, against the Romish and all other Priests, who claim

an independent Power over it: with a Preface concerning the Go
vernment of the Church of England, as by law established." This

singular treatise, under covert of an attack upon the Romish Church,
was

principally intended to sap the foundations of the national Church
of England. The alarm was speedily taken, and many champions
appeared in defence of the establishment. Among these, the most
remarkable was the learned Dr Hickes, of Oxford, who published
two treatises,

" Of the Christian Priesthood," and " Of the Dignity
of the Episcopal Order," and several other pieces, in answer to Tin-
dal's

"
Rights of the Christian Church." Dr William Wotton, chap

lain to the Earl of Nottingham, attacked the same work, in a sermon

preached at a visitation of the Bishop of Lincoln, and in another tract.

Samuel Hill, Conyers-Place, and finally Mr Oldisworth, entered also

into the controversy, which was maintained with equal zeal on both

sides, until it was swallowed up in the more furious and universal

disputes occasioned by Sacheverel's Sermon. Swift, it would seem,
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had prepared materials for entering vigorously into the contest with

Tindal, nor can there be a doubt of the powerful effect which his in

terference would have produced, if we judge what the work must
have been when completed, by the following unembodied hints.

We cannot better ascertain the tendency of Tindal's work, than

by quoting those passages upon which the grand jury of Middlesex

presented the author, printer, and publisher of " the Rights of the

Christian Church," as dangerous and disaffected persons, and pro
moters of sedition and profaneness. This charge they grounded upon
the following extracts :

*

" The church is a private society, and no more power belonging
to it than to other private companies and clubs, and, consequently,
all the right any one has to be an ecclesiastical officer, and the power
he is intrusted with, depends on the consent of the parties concern

ed, and is no greater than they can bestow." ( The Book, p. 104.)
" The scriptures no where make the receiving the Lord's Supper
from the hands of a priest necessary." (Page 105.)

" The remem
brance of Christ's sufferings a mere grace-cup delivered to be handed
about." (Page 108.)

"
Among Christians, one no more than an

other can be reckoned a priest from scripture."
" And the clerk has

as good a title to the priesthood as the parson. Every one, as well

as the minister, rightly consecrateth the elements to himself. Any
thing farther than this, may rather be called Conjuration than Con
secration." (Page 313.)

" The absurdities of bishops being, by di

vine appointment, governors of the Christian church, and others are

capable of being of that number, who derive not their right by an

uninterrupted succession of bishops in the Catholic church." (Page

255.)
" The supreme powers had no way to escape the heavier op

pressions, and more insupportable usurpations of their own clergy,
than by submitting to the Pope's milder yoke and gentler authority."

(Page 151.)
" One grand cause of mistake is, not considering

when God acts as governor of the universe, and when as prince of a

particular nation. The Jews, when they came out of the land of

bondage, were under no settled government, until God was pleased
to offer himself to be their king, to which all the people expressly
consented. God's laws bound no nation, except those that agreed
to the Horeb contract." (Page 47.)

" Not only an independent

power of excommunication, but of ordination in the clergy, is incon

sistent with the magistrate's right to protect the commonwealth."

(Page 118.)
"

Priests, no more than spiritual make-baits, baraters,
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iN.utefeux, and incendiaries, and who make churches serve to worse

purposes than bear-gardens." (Page 15.)
" It is a grand mistake

to suppose the magistrate's power extends to indifferent things.

Men have liberty as they please, and a right to form what clubs,

companies, or meetings, they think fit, either for business or plea-

tare, which the magistrates cannot hinder, without manifest injus

tice." (Page 312.)
" God interposed not amongst the Jews, until

they had chosen him for their king."

In 1710, Tindal's book, with some other of his pamphlets, were

ordered, by a vote of the House of Commons, to be burned along with

Sacheverel's Sermon an example of impartiality in assigning pu
nishment to latitudinarians, as well as to high-flyers, for which the

people gave the ministry very little credit.

.BEFORE I enter upon a particular examination of this

treatise, it will be convenient to do two things :

First, To give some account of the author, together
with the motives that might probably engage him in

such a work. And,

Secondly, To discover the nature and tendency in

general of the work itself.

The first of these, although it has been objected
against, seems highly reasonable, especially in books
that instil pernicious principles. For, although a book
is not

intrinsically much better or worse, according to
the stature or complexion of the author, yet when it

happens to make a noise, we are apt, and curious, as
in other noises, to look about from whence it comes.
But, however, there is something more in the matter.

If a theological subject be well handled by a layman,
it is better received than if it came from a divine : and
that for reasons obvious enough, which, although of
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little weight in themselves, will ever have a great deal

with mankind.

But when books are written with ill intentions, to

advance dangerous opinions, or destroy foundations, it

may be then of real use to know from what quarter

they come, and go a good way toward their confuta

tion. For instance, if any man should write a book

against the lawfulness of punishing felony with death ;

and upon inquiry, the author should be found in New

gate, under condemnation, for robbing a house ; his ar

guments would, not very unjustly, lose much of their

force, from the circumstances he lay under. So, when
Milton writ his book of divorces, it was presently re

jected as an occasional treatise ; because every body
knew he had a shrew for his wife. Neither can there

be any reason imagined, why he might not, after he

was blind, have writ another upon the danger and in

convenience of eyes. But it is a piece of logic which

will hardly pass on the world, that because one man
has a sore nose, therefore all the town should put plas

ters upon theirs. So, if this treatise about the rights

of the church, should prove to be the work of a man

steady in his principles, of exact morals, and profound

learning, a true lover of his country, and a hater of

Christianity, as what he really believes to be a cheat

upon mankind, whom he would undeceive purely for

their good ; it might be apt to check unwary men, even

of good dispositions toward religion. But, if it be

found the production of a man soured with age and

misfortunes, together with the consciousness of past

miscarriages ; of one, who, in hopes of preferment, was

reconciled to the Popish religion ; of one, wholly pro
stitute in life and principles, and only an enemy to re-
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ligion, because it condemns them:* in this case, and

this last I find is the universal opinion, he is likely to

have few proselytes, beside those, who, from a sense of

their vicious lives, require to be perpetually supplied

by such amusements as this ; which serve to flatter

their wishes, and debase their understandings.

I know there are some who would fain have it, that

this discourse was written by a club of freethinkers,

among whom the supposed author only came in for a

share. But, sure, we cann6t judge so meanly of any

party, without affronting the dignity of mankind. If

this be so, and if here be the product of all their quo
tas and contributions, we must needs allow, that free-

thinking is a most confined and limited talent. It is

true, indeed, the whole discourse seems to be a motley,

inconsistent composition, made up of various shreds of

equal fineness, although of different colours. It is a

bundle of incoherent maxims and assertions, that fre

quently destroy one another. But still there is the

same flatness of thought and style ; the same weak ad-

* Dr Matthew Tindal became a convert to the Romish religion,

during the reign of James II. What share interest had in his con

version may be easily imagined ; but it is uncertain whether it was
the disappointment of his expectations, or conviction, that, in 1687,
induced him to reconcile himself to the Church of England, and be

come a decided favourer of those doctrines which produced the Re
volution. He often sate as a judge in the Court of Delegates, but
did not practise much as an advocate in Doctor's Commons. His
chief means of support was a pension from government of 200/. Tin
dal died in 1733, three years after publication of his grand deistical

work,
"

Christianity as old as the Creation." His effects, amount

ing to 2000/. and upwards, were appropriated, by the noted Eustace

Budgell, to the prejudice of the heir at law, under a will attended
with circumstances of great suspicion.

8
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vances toward wit and raillery ; the same petulancy
and pertness of spirit ; the same train of superficial

reading ; the same threadbare quotation ; the same af

fectation of forming general rules upon false and scan

ty premises. And lastly, the same vapid venom sprink
led over the whole; which, like the dying impotent
bite of a trodden benumbed snake, may be nauseous

and offensive, but cannot be very dangerous.

And, indeed, I am so far from thinking this libel to

be born of several fathers, that it has been the wonder

of several others, as well as myself, how it was possible

for any man, who appears to have gone the common
circle of academical education ;* who has taken so uni

versal a liberty, and has so entirely laid aside all re

gards, not only of Christianity, but common truth and

justice ; one who is dead to all sense of shame, and

seems to be past the getting or losing of a reputation,

should, with so many advantages, and upon so unlimit

ed a subject, come out with so poor, so jejune a pro
duction. Should we pity, or be amazed at so perverse
a talent, which, instead of qualifying an author to give
a new turn to old matters, disposes him quite contrary
to talk in an old beaten trivial manner upon topics whol

ly new ? to make so many sallies into pedantry without

a call, upon a subject the most alien, and in the very
moments he is declaiming against it, and in an age too,

where it is so violently exploded, especially among those

readers he proposes to entertain ?

I know it will be said, that this is only to talk in the

common style of an answerer ; but I have not so little

* Tinda? was educated at Oxford, and had a fellowship at All-

Souls, the only preferment he ever enjoyed.
VOL. VIII. H
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policy. If there were any hope of reputation or merit

from such victory, I should be apt, like others, to cry up
the courage and conduct of an enemy. Whereas to de

tect the weakness, the malice, the sophistiy, the false

hood, the ignorance of such a writer, requires little more

than to rank his perfections in such an order, and place

them in such a light, that the commonest reader may
form a judgment of them.

It may still be a wonder how so heavy a book, writ

ten upon a subject in appearance so little instructive or

diverting, should survive to three editions, and conse

quently find a better reception than is usual with such

bulky, spiritless volumes ; and this, in an age that pre
tends so soon to be nauseated with what is tedious and

dull. To which I can only return, that, as burning a

book by the common hangman, is a known expedient to

make it sell, so, to write a book that deserves such treat

ment, is another : and a third, perhaps as effectual as

either, is to ply an insipid, worthless tract, with grave
and learned answers, as Dr Hickes, Dr Patter, and Mr
Wotton have done. Such performances, however com

mendable, have glanced a reputation upon the piecey

which owes its life to the strength of those hands and

weapons that were raised to destroy it ; like flinging a

mountain upon a worm, which, instead of being brui

sed, by the advantage of its littleness, lodges under it

unhurt.

But neither is this all. For the subject, as unpro
mising as it seems at first view, is no less than that of

Lucretius, to free men's minds from the bondage of re

ligion ; and this not by little hints and by piecemeal,
after the manner of those little atheistical tracts that

steal into the world, but in a thorough wholesale man-
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ner, by making religion, church, Christianity, with all

their concomitants, a perfect contrivance of the civil

power. It is an imputation often charged on this sort

of men, that, by their invectives against religion, they
can possibly propose no other end than that of fortify

ing themselves and others against the reproaches of a

vicious life ; it being necessary for men of libertine

practices, to embrace libertine principles, or else they
cannot act in consistence with any reason, or preserve

any peace of mind. Whether such authors have this de

sign, (whereof I think they have never gone about to

acquit themselves,) thus much is certain, that no other

use is made of such writings ; neither did I ever hear

this author's book justified by any person* either Whig
or Tory, except such who are of that profligate cha

racter. And I believe, whoever examines it, will be of

the same opinion ; although, indeed, such wretches are

so numerous, that it seems rather surprising, why the

book has had no more editions, than why it should have

so many.

Having thus endeavoured to satisfy the curious with

some account of this author's character, let us examine

what might probably be the motives to engage him in

such a work. I shall say nothing of the principal, which

is a sum of money ; because that is not a mark to dis

tinguish him from any other trader with the press. I

will say nothing of revenge and malice, from resent

ment of the indignities and contempt he has undergone
for his crime of apostacy. To this passion he has thought
fit to sacrifice order, propriety, discretion, and common

sense, as may be seen in every page of his book ;
but I

am deceived, if there were not a third motive as power
ful as the other two ; and that is, vanity. About the
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latter end of King James's reign, he had almost finish

ed a learned discourse in defence of the Church of Rome,

and to justify his conversion : all which, upon the Re

volution, was quite out of season. Having thus prosti

tuted his reputation, and at once ruined his hopes, he

had no recourse left, but to shew his spite against reli

gion in general, the false pretensions to which had pro
ved so destructive to his credit and fortune : and at the

same time, loath to employ the speculations of so many
years to no purpose ; by an easy turn, the same argu
ments he had made use of to advance Popery, were full

as properly levelled by him against Christianity itself ;

like the image, which, while it was new and handsome,

was worshipped for a saint ; and when it came to be old

and broken, was still good enough to make a tolerable

devil. And therefore, every reader will observe, that the

arguments for Popery are much the strongest of any
in his book, as I shall farther remark when I find them

in my way.
There is one circumstance in his title-page, which I

take to be not amiss, where he calls his book " Part the

First." This is a project to fright away answerers, and

make the poor advocates for religion believe, he still

keeps farther vengeance in petto. It must be allowed,
he has not wholly lost time while he was of the Romish
communion. This very trick he learned from his old fa

ther the Pope, whose custom it is to lift up his hand, and
threaten to fulminate, when he never meant to shoot

his bolts ; because the princes of Christendom had learn

ed the secret to avoid or despise them. Dr Hickes knew
this very well, and therefore, in his answer to this
' Book of Rights," where a second part is threatened,
like a rash person, he desperately cries,

" Let it come."
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But I, who have too much phlegm to provoke angry
wits of his standard, must tell the author, that the doc

tor plays the wag, as if he were sure it were all gri

mace. For my part, I declare, if he writes a second

part, I will not write another answer ; or if I do, it shall

be published before the other part comes out.*

There may have been another motive, although it

be hardly credible, both for publishing this work, and

threatening a second part : It is soon conceived how far

the sense of a man's vanity will transport him. This

man must have somewhere heard, that dangerous ene

mies have been often bribed to silence with money or

preferment : And therefore, to shew how formidable he

is, he has published his first essay ; and in hopes of hire

to be quiet, has frighted us with his design of another.

What must the clergy do in these unhappy circumstan

ces ? If they should bestow this man bread enough to

stop his mouth, it will but open those of a hundred

more, who are every whit as well qualified to rail as

he. And truly, when I compare the former enemies to

Christianity, such as Socinus, Hobbes, and Spinosa,

with such of their successors, as Toland, Asgil, Cow
ard, Gildon, this author of the Rights, and some others;

the church appears to me like the sick old lion in the

fable, who, after having his person outraged by the bull,

the elephant, the horse, and the bear, took nothing so

* Tindal did, however, attempt to maintain his ground against his

numerous opponents, in
" A Defence of the Rights of the Christian

Church, against a late Visitation Sermon, 8vo. 1707 j" and also in
" A Second Defence of the Rights of the Christian Church consi

dered, in two late Indictments against a Bookseller and his Servant,

for selling one of the said Books, 1 70?."
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much to heart as to find himself at last insulted by the

spurn of an ass.

I will now add a few words, to give the reader some

general notion of the nature and tendency of the work

itself.

I think I may assert, without the least partiality,

that it is a treatise wholly devoid of wit or learning,

under the most violent and weak endeavours and pre

tences to both : that it is replenished throughout with

bold, rude, improbable falsehoods, and gross misinter

pretations ; and supported by the most impudent so

phistry, and false logic, I have anywhere observed. To

this he has added a paltry, traditional cant of priestrid

and priestcraft, without reason or pretext as he applies

it. And when he rails at those doctrines in Popery,

(which no Protestant was ever supposed to believe,) he

leads the reader, however, by the hand, to make appli

cations against the English clergy ; and then he never

fails to triumph, as if he had made a very shrewd and

notable stroke. And because the court and kingdom
seemed disposed to moderation with regard to Dissent

ers, more perhaps than is agreeable to the hot unrea

sonable temper of some mistaken men among us ; there

fore, under the shelter of that popular opinion, he ridi

cules all that is sound in religion, even Christianity itself,

under the names ofJacobite, Tackers, High Church, and

other terms of factious jargon. All which, if it were to

be first rased from his book, (as just so much of nothing
to the purpose,) how little would remain to give the

trouble of an answer ! To which let me add, that the

spirit, or genius, which animates the whole, is plainly

perceived to be nothing else but the abortive malice of
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an old neglected man,* who has long lain under the ex

tremes of obloquy, poverty, and contempt, that have

soured his temper, and made him fearless. But where

is the merit of being bold, to a man that is secure of im

punity to his person, and is past apprehension of any

thing else ? He that has neither reputation nor bread,has

very little else to lose, and has therefore as little to fear.

And as it is usually said,
" Whoever values not his own

life, is master of another man's," so there is something
like it in reputation : He that is wholly lost to all re

gards of truth or modesty, may scatter so much calum

ny and scandal, that some part may perhaps be taken

up before it fall to the ground ; because the ill talent of

the world is such, that those who will be at pains enough
to inform themselves in a malicious story, will take none

at all to be undeceived, nay, will be apt, with some re

luctance, to admit a favourable truth.

To expostulate, therefore, with this author for doing
mischief to religion, is to strew his bed with roses ; he

will reply in triumph, that this was his design ; and I

am loath to mortify him, by asserting he has done none

at all. For I never yet saw so poor an atheistical scrib

ble, which would not serve as a twig for sinking liber

tines to catch at. It must be allowed in their behalf,

that the faith of Christians is not as a grain of mustard

seed in comparison of theirs, which can remove such

mountains of absurdities, and submit with so entire a

resignation to such apostles. If these men had any share

of that reason they pretend to, they would retire into

* Dr Tindal might be neglected, but in 1707 he was only about fifty

years old, aud in fact lived near 30 years afterwards.
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Christianity, merely to give it ease. And, therefore,

men can never be confirmed in such doctrines, until they

are confirmed in their vices ; which last, as we have al

ready observed, is the principal design of this, arid all

other writers, against revealed religion.

I am now opening the book which I propose to exa

mine ; an employment, as it is entirely new to me, so

it is that to which, of all others, I have naturally the

greatest antipathy. And indeed, who can dwell upon
a tedious piece of insipid thinking, and false reasoning,

so long as I am likely to do, without sharing the infec

tion?

But, before I plunge into the depths of the book it

self, I must be forced to wade through the shallows of

a long preface.

This preface, large as we see it, is only made up of

such supernumerary arguments against an independent

power in the church, as he could not, without nauseous

repetition, scatter into the body of his book : and it is

detached, like a forlorn hope, to blunt the enemy's sword

that intends to attack him. Now, I think, it will be

easy to prove, that the opinion of imperium in imperio,
in the sense he charges it upon the clergy of England,
is what no one divine of any reputation, and very few
at all, did ever maintain ; and that their universal sen

timent in this matter is such, as few protestants did

ever dispute. But if the author of the Regale, or two
or three more obscure writers, have carried any points
farther than scripture and reason will allow, (which is

more than I know, or shall trouble myself to inquire,)
the clergy of England is no more answerable for those,
than the laity is for all the folly and impertinence of
this treatise. And, therefore, that people may not be
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amused, or think this man is somewhat, that he has ad

vanced or defended any oppressed truth, or overthrown

any growing dangerous errors, I will set in as clear a

light as I can, what I conceive to be held by the esta

blished clergy, and all reasonable protestants, in this

matter.

Everybody knows and allows, that in all govern
ment there is an absolute, unlimited, legislative power ;

which is originally in the body of the people, although,

by custom, conquest, usurpation, or other accidents,

sometimes fallen into the hands of one, or a few. This

in England is placed in the three estates, (otherwise cal

led the two Houses of Parliament,) in conjunction with

the King. And whatever they please to enact, or to

repeal in the settled forms, whether it be ecclesiastical

or civil, immediately becomes law, or nullity. Their

decrees may be against equity, truth, reason, and reli

gion, but they are not against law : because law is the

will of the supreme legislature, and that is themselves.

And there is no manner of doubt but the same autho

rity, whenever it pleases, may abolish Christianity, and

set up the Jewish, Mahometan, and heathen religion.

In short, they may do anything within the compass of

human power. And therefore, who will dispute, that

the same law, which deprived the church, not only of

lands, misapplied to superstitious uses, but even the

tithes and glebes, (the ancient and necessary support of

parish priests,) may take away all the rest, whenever

the lawgivers please, and make the priesthood as pri

mitive, as this writer, or others of his stamp, can de

sire.

But as the supreme power can certainly do ten thou

sand things more than it ought, so there are several
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things which some people may think it can do, although

it really cannot For it unfortunately happens, that

edicts which cannot be executed, will not alter the na

ture of things. So, if a king and parliament should

please to enact, that a woman who has been a month

married is virgo intacta, would that actually restore her

to her primitive state ? If the supreme power should

resolve a corporal of dragoons to be a doctor of divini

ty, law, or physic, few, I believe, would trust their souls,

fortunes, or bodies, to his direction ; because that power
is neither fit to judge or teach those qualifications which

are absolutely necessary to the several professions. Put

the case, that walking on the slack rope
* were the only

talent required by an act of parliament, for making a

man a bishop; no doubt, when a man had done his

feat of activity in form, he might sit in the House of

Lords, put on his robes and his rochet, go down to his

palace, receive and spend his rents ; but it requires very
little Christianity to believe this tumbler to be one whit

more a bishop than he was before, because the law of

God has otherwise decreed ; which law, although a na
tion may refuse to receive, it cannot alter in its own na
ture.

And here lies the mistake of this superficial man, who
is not able to distinguish between what the civil power
can hinder, and what it can do. " If the parliament
can annul ecclesiastical laws, they must be able to make
them, since no greater power is required for one than
the other." See preface, p. 8. This consequence he

Perhaps the system of preferments in Liliput may be traced to
this primitive idea.
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repeats above twenty times, and always in the wrong.
He affects to form a few words into the shape and size

of a maxim, then tries it by his ear, and according as

he likes the sound and cadence, pronounces it true.

Cannot I stand over a man with a great pole, and hin

der him from making a watch, although I am not able

to make one myself ? If I have strength enough to knock

a man on the head, does it follow I can raise him to life

again ? The parliament may condemn all the Greek and

Roman authors ; can it therefore create new ones in their

stead ? They may make laws, indeed, and call them

canon and ecclesiastical laws, and oblige all men to ob

serve them under pain of high treason. And so may I,

who love as well as any man to have in my own fami

ly the power in the last resort, take a turnip, tie a string

to it, and call it a watch, and turn away all my ser

vants, if they refuse to call it so too.

For my own part, I must confess that this opinion
of the independent power of the church, or imperium
in imperio, wherewith this writer raises such a dust,

is what I never imagined to be of any consequence,
never once heard disputed amongst divines, nor re

member to have read, otherwise than as a scheme in

one or two authors of middle rank, but with very little

weight laid on it. And I dare believe, there is hardly
one divine in ten, that ever once thought of this mat
ter. Yet to see a large swelling volume written only
to encounter this doctrine, what could one think less,

than that the whole body of the clergy were perpe

tually tiring the press and the pulpit with nothing else ?

I remember some years ago a virtuoso writ a small

tract about worms, proved them to be in more places

than was generally observed, and made some discove-
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riea by glasses. This having met with some reception,

presently the poor man's head was full of nothing but

worms ; all we eat and drink, all the whole consistence

of human bodies, and those of every other animal, the

very air we breathed, in short, all nature throughout,

was nothing but worms ; and, by that system, he sol

ved all difficulties, arid from thence all causes in philo

sophy. Thus, it has fared with our author, and his in

dependent power. The attack against occasional con

formity, and the scarcity of coffee, the invasion of Scot

land, the loss of kerseys and narrow cloths, the death of

King William, the author's turning papist for prefer

ment, the loss of the battle of Almanza, with ten thou

sand other misfortunes, are all owing to this iHIperitun

in imperio.

It will be therefore necessary to set this matter in a

clear light, by inquiring whether the clergy have any
power independent of the civil, and of what nature it is.

Whenever the Christian religion was embraced by
the civil power in any nation, there is no doubt but

the magistrates and senates were fully instructed in the

rudiments of it. Besides, the Christians were so nu

merous, and their worship so open before the conver

sion of princes, that their discipline, as well as doctrine,

could not be a secret : they saw plainly a subordination

of ecclesiastics, bishops, priests, and deacons : that these

had certain powers and employments different from the

laity : that the bishops were consecrated, and set apart
for that office, by those of their own order : that the

presbyters and deacons were differently set apart, al

ways by the bishops : that none but the ecclesiastics

presumed to pray or preach in places set apart for God's

worship, or to administer the Lord's supper : that all
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questions, relating either to discipline or doctrine, were

determined in ecclesiastical conventions. These, and

the like doctrines and practices, being most of them di

rectly proved, and the rest, by very fair consequence,

deduced from the words of our Saviour and his apos

tles, were certainly received as a divine law, by every

prince or state which admitted the Christian religion :

and consequently, what they could not justly alter af

terward, any more than the common laws of nature.

And therefore, although the supreme power can hinder

the clergy or church from making any new canons, or

executing the old ; from consecrating bishops, or refuse

those that they do consecrate ; or, in short, from per

forming any ecclesiastical office, as they may from eat

ing, drinking, and sleeping ; yet they cannot themselves

perform those offices, which are assigned to the clergy

by our Saviour and his apostles ; or, if they do, it is not

according to the divine institution, and consequently,
null and void. Our Saviour tells us,

" His kingdom
is not of this world ;" and therefore, to be sure, the

world is not of his kingdom ; nor can ever please him

by interfering in the administration of it, since he has

appointed ministers of his own, and has empowered and

instructed them for that purpose : so that I believe the

clergy, who, as he says, are good at distinguishing,

would think it reasonable to distinguish between their

power, and the liberty of exercising this power. The
former they claim immediately from Christ ; and the

latter, from the permission, connivance, or authority of

the civil government ; with which the clergy's power,

according to the solution I have given, cannot possibly

interfere.

But, this writer, setting up to form a system upon
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stale, scanty topics, and a narrow circle of thought, falls

into a thousand absurdities. And for a farther help,

he has a talent of rattling out phrases, which seem to

have sense, but have none at all : the usual fate of those

who are ignorant of the force and compass of words,

without which, it is impossible for a man to write either

pertinently, or intelligibly, upon the most obvious sub

jects.

So, in the beginning of the preface, page 4, he says,
" The Church of England, being established by acts of

parliament, is a perfect creature of the civil power ; I

mean the polity and discipline of it, and it is that which

makes all the contention ; for as to the doctrines ex

pressed in the articles, I do not find high church to be

in any manner of pain ; but they who lay claim to the

most orthodoxy, can distinguish themselves out of

them." It is observable in this author, that his style

is naturally harsh and ungrateful to the ear, and his

expressions mean and trivial ; but whenever he goes

about to polish a period, you may be certain of some

gross defect in propriety or meaning : so, the lines just

quoted, seem to run easily over the tongue ; and, upon

examination, they are perfect nonsense and blunder :

to speak in his own borrowed phrase, what is contain

ed in the idea of established? Surely, not existence.

Does establishment give being to a thing ? He might
have said the same thing of Christianity in general, or

the existence of God, since both are confirmed by acts

of parliament. But the best is behind : for, in the next

line, having named the church half a dozen times be

fore, he now says, he means only the polity and disci

pline of it ; as if, having spoken in praise of the art of

physic, a man should explain himself, that he meant
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only the institution of a college of physicians into a

president and fellows. And it will appear, that this

author, however versed in the practice, has grossly
1

transgressed the rules of nonsense (whose property it

is neither to affirm nor deny,) since every visible asser

tion gathered from those few lines is absolutely false :

for, where was the necessity of excepting the doctrines

expressed in the articles, since these are equally crea

tures of the civil power, having been established by
acts of parliament as well as the others ? But the Church

of England is no creature of the civil power, either as

to its polity, or doctrines. The fundamentals of both

were deduced from Christ and his apostles, and the in

structions of the purest and earliest ages ; and were re

ceived as such by those princes or states who embraced

Christianity, whatever prudential additions have been

made to the former by human laws, which alone can be

justly altered or annulled by them.

What I have already said, would, I think, be a suffi

cient answer to his whole preface, and indeed to the

greatest part of his book, which is wholly turned upon

battering down a sort of independent power in the cler

gy, which few or none of them ever claimed or defend

ed. But there being certain peculiarities in this pre

face, that very much set off the wit, the learning, the

raillery, reasoning, and sincerity of the author ; I shall

take notice of some of them, as I pass.

But here, I hope, it will not be expected, that I should

bestow remarks upon every passage in this book, that

is liable to exception for ignorance, falsehood, dulness,

or malice. Where he is so insipid, that nothing can be

struck out for the reader's entertainment, I shall observe

Horace's Fule :
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Qua? desperes tractata nitescere posse, relinquas.

Upon which account I shall say nothing of that great

instance of his candour and judgment in relation to Dr

Stillingfleet, who (happening to lie under his displeasure

upon the fatal test of imperium in imperio) is high
church and Jacobite, took the oaths of allegiance to save

him from the gallows,* and subscribed the articles only
to keep his preferment : whereas the character of that

prelate is universally known to have been directly the

reverse of what this writer gives him.

But before he can attempt to ruin this damnable opi
nion of two independent powers, he tells us, page 6,
"

It will be necessary to shew what is contained in the

idea of government." Now, it is to be understood, that

this refined way of speaking was introduced by Mr
Locke ; after whom the author limps as fast as he is

able. All the former philosophers in the world, from

the age of Socrates to ours, would have ignorantly put
the question, Quid est imperium f But now, it seems,

we must vary our phrase : and since our modern im

provement of human understanding, instead of desiring
a philosopher to describe or define a mouse-trap, or tell

me what it is ; I must gravely ask, what is contained

in the idea of a mouse-trap ? But then, to observe how

*
Page 5, Tindal quotes Bishop Stillingfleet's Vindication of the

Doctrine of the Trinity, where the bishop says, that a man might be

very right in the belief of an article, though mistaken in the expli
cation of it. Upon which he observes :

" These men treat the articles

as they do the oath of allegiance, which, they say, obliges them not

actually to assist the government, but to do nothing against it ; that

is, nothing that would bring them to the gallows."
9
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deeply this new way of putting questions to a man's

self makes him enter into the nature of things ; his pre
sent business is to shew us, what is contained in the

idea of government. The company knows nothing of

the matter, and would gladly be instructed ; which he

does in the following words, p. 6.

"
It would be in vain for one intelligent being to pre

tend to set rules to the actions of another, if he had it

not in his power to reward the compliance with, or pu
nish the deviations from his rules, by some good or

evil, which is not the natural consequence of those ac

tions ; since the forbidding men to do or forbear an ac

tion, on the account of that convenience or inconve

nience which attends it, whether he who forbids it will

or no, can be no more than advice."

I shall not often draw such long quotations as this,

which I could not forbear to offer as a specimen of the

propriety and perspicuity of this author's style. And,

indeed, what a light breaks out upon us all, as soon as

we have read these words ! how thoroughly are we in

structed in the whole nature of government ! what

mighty truths are here discovered, and how clearly con

veyed to our understanding ! and, therefore, let us melt

this refined jargon into the old style, for the improve
ment of such who are not enough conversant in the

new.

If the author were one who used to talk like one of

us, he would have spoken in this manner :
" I think it

necessary to give a full and perfect definition of govern

ment, such as will shew the nature and all the proper
ties of it ; and my definition is thus : One man will

never cure another of stealing horses, merely by mind

ing him of the pains he has taken, the cold he has got,
VOL. VIII. I
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and the shoe-leather he has lost, in stealing that horse ;

nay, to warn him, that the horse may kick or fling him,

or cost him more than he is worth in hay and oats, can

be no more than advice. For the gallows is not the na

tural effect of robbing on the highway, as heat is of

fire ; and, therefore, if you will govern a man, you must

find out some other way of punishment than what he

will inflict upon himself."

Or, if this will not do, let us try it in another case,

(which I instanced before) and in his own terms. Sup

pose he had thought it necessary (and I think it was as

much so as the other) to shew us what is contained in

the idea of a mouse-trap, he must have proceeded in

these terms :
" It would be in vain for an intelligent

being to set rules for hindering a mouse from eating his

cheese, unless he can inflict upon that mouse some pu
nishment, which is not the natural consequence of eat

ing her cheese. For, to tell her it may lie heavy on her

stomach, that she will grow too big to get back into her

hole, and the like, can be no more than advice ; there

fore, we must find out some other way of punishing

her, which has more inconveniencies than she will ever

suffer by the mere eating of cheese." After this, who
is so slow of understanding, as not to have in his mind

a full and complete idea of a mouse-trap ? Well.

The Freethinkers may talk what they please of pe

dantry, and cant, and jargon of schoolmen, and insig

nificant terms in the writings of the clergy, if ever the

most perplexed and perplexing follower of Aristotle,

from Scotus to Suarez, could be a match for this author.

But the strength of his arguments is equal to the

clearness of his definitions. For, having most ignorant-

ly divided government into three parts, whereof the
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first contains the other two ; he attempts to prove that

the clergy possess none of these by a divine right. And
he argues thus, p. vii.

" As to a legislative power, if

hat belongs to the clergy by divine right, it must be

when they are assembled in convocation : but the 25th

Hen. VIII., c. 19, is a bar to any such divine right, be

cause that act makes it no less than a praemunire, for

them so much as to meet without the king's writ, &c."

So that the force of his argument lies here
; if the cler

gy had a divine right, it is taken away by the 25th of

Henry the Eighth. And as ridiculous as this argument
is, the preface and book are founded upon it.

Another argument against the legislative power in

the clergy of England is, p. viii., that Tacitus tells us ;

that in great affairs, the Germans consulted the whole

body of the people :
" De minoribus rebus principes

consultant, de majoribus omnes : ita tamen, ut ea quo*

que> quorum penes plebem arbitrium est, apud princi*

pes pertractentur" Tacitus de Moribus et Populis
Germanise. Upon which Tindal observes thus :

" De
majoribus omnes" was a fundamental among our an

cestors long before they arrived in Great Britain, and

matters of religion were ever reckoned among their

majora* (See Pref. p. viii. and ix.) Now it is plain,

that our ancestors, the Saxons, came from Germany :

it is likewise plain, that religion was always reckoned

by the heathens among their majora ; and it is plain,

the whole body of the people could not be the clergy,

and therefore the clergy of England have no legislative

power.

Thirdly, p. ix. They have no legislative power, be

cause Mr Washington, in his " Observations on the

Ecclesiastical Jurisdiction of the Kings of England,
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shews, from undeniable authorities, that in the time of

William the Conqueror, and several of his successors,

there were no laws enacted concerning religion, but by
the great council of the kingdom." I hope, likewise,

Mr Washington observes, that this great council of the

kingdom, as appeal's by undeniable authorities, was

sometimes entirely composed of bishops and clergy, and

called the parliament, and often consulted upon affairs

of state, as well as church, as it is agreed by twenty
writers of those ages ; and ifMr Washington says other

wise, he is an author just fit to be quoted by beaux.

Fourthly. But it is endless to pursue this matter

any farther ; in that it is plain, the clergy have no di

vine right to make laws ; because Henry VIII., Ed
ward VI., and Queen Elizabeth, with their parliaments,

will not allow it them. Now, without examining what

divine right the clergy have, or how far it extends ; is

it any sort of proof that I have no right, because a

stronger power will not let me exercise it ? or, does all

that this author says through his preface, or book it

self, offer any other sort of argument but this, or what
he deduces the same way ?

But his arguments and definitions are yet more sup

portable, than the grossness of the historical remarks,
which are scattered so plentifully in his book, that it

would be tedious to enumerate, or to shew the fraud and

ignorance of them. I beg the reader's leave to take notice

of one here just in my way ; and the rather, because I de

sign for the future to let hundreds of them pass without

farther notice. "
When," says he, p. x.

"
by the abolish

ing of the Pope's power, things were brought back to

their ancient channel, the parliament's right in making
ecclesiastical laws revived of course." What can pos-
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sibly be meant by this
" ancient channel ?" Why, the

channel that things ran in before the Pope had any

power in England : that is to say, before Austin the

monk converted England ; before which time, it seems,

the parliament had a right to make ecclesiastical laws.

And what parliament could this be ? Why the Lords

Spiritual and Temporal, and the Commons, met at

Westminster.

I cannot here forbear reproving the folly and pedan

try of some lawyers, whose opinions this poor creature

blindly follows, and renders yet more absurd by his

comments. The knowledge of our constitution can be

only attained by consulting the earliest English histo

ries, of which those gentlemen seem utterly ignorant,

farther than a quotation or index. They would fain

derive our government, as now constituted, from anti

quity : and because they have seen Tacitus quoted for

his Majoribus omnes ; and have read of the Goths' mi

litary institution in their progress and conquests, they

presently dream of a parliament. Had their reading
reached so far, they might have deduced it much more

fairly from Aristotle and Polybius ; who both distinctly

name the composition of rex, seniores, et populus ; arid

the latter, as I remember particularly, with the highest

approbation. The princes in the Saxon Heptarchy did

indeed call their nobles sometimes together uponweighty
affairs, as most other princes of the world have done in

all ages. But, they made war and peace, and raised

money, by their own authority : they gave or mended
laws by their charters, and they raised armies by their

tenures. Besides, some of those kingdoms fell in by

conquests, before England was reduced under one head,

and therefore could pretend no rights, but by the con

cessions of the conqueror.
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Farther, which is more material, upon the admission

of Christianity, great quantities of land were acquired

by the clergy, so that the great council of the nation

was often entirely of churchmen, and ever a consider

able part. But our present constitution is an artificial

thing, not fairly to be traced, in my opinion, beyond

Henry I. Since which time it has in every age admit

ted several alterations ; and differs now as much, even

from what it was then, as almost any two species of

government described by Aristotle. And it would be

much more reasonable to affirm, that the government
of Rome continued the same under Justinian, as it was

in the time of Scipio, because the senate and consuls

still remained, although the power of both had been,

for several hundred years, transferred to the emperor.

References to Tindats Book, and Remarks upon it,

which the Author left thus indigested, being hints

for himself to use in answering the said Book,

REMARKS ON THE PREFACE.

Page iv. v.
" IF men of opposite sentiments can

subscribe the same articles, they are as much at liberty
as if there were none." May not a man subscribe the

whole articles, because he differs from another in the

explication of one ? how many oaths are prescribed,
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that men may differ in the explication of some part of

them ? Instance, &c.

Page vi.
" Idea of Government." A canting pe

dantic way, learned from Locke ; and how prettily he

shews it. Instance

Page vii.
" 25 Hen. VIII. cap. 19> is a bar to any

such divine right [of legislative power in the clergy.]"

Absurd to argue against the clergy's divine right, be

cause of the statute of Henry VIII. How does that

destroy divine right ? The sottish way of arguing ;

from what the parliament can do ; from their power,
&c.

Page viii.
" If the parliament did not think they

had a plenitude of power in this matter, they would

not have damned all the canons of 1640." What does

he mean? A grave divine could not answer all his

playhouse and Alsatia* cant, &c. He has read Hudibras,

and many plays.

Ibid. " If the parliament can annul ecclesiastical

laws, they must be able to make them." Distinguish,

and shew the silliness, &c.

Ibid. All that he says against the discipline, he

might say the same against the doctrine, nay, against

the belief of a God, viz. That the legislature might for

bid it. The church forms and contrives canons ; and

the civil power, which is compulsive, confirms them.

Page ix.
" There were no laws enacted but by the

* Or White-friars, then a place of asylum, and frequented by

sharpers, of whose gibberish there are several specimens in Shadwell's

comedy, called The Squire of Alsatia.
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great council of the kingdom." And that was very of

ten, chiefly, only bishops.

Ibid.
" Laws settled by parliament to punish the

clergy." What laws were those ?

Page x.
" The people are bound to no laws but of

their own choosing." It is fraudulent ; for they may
consent to what others choose, and so people often do.

Page xiv. paragraph 6.
" The clergy are not sup

posed to have any divine legislature, because that must

be superior to all worldly power ; and then the clergy

might as well forbid the parliament to meet but when

and where they please, &c." No such consequence at

all. They have a power exclusive from all others. Or

dained to act as clergy, but not govern in civil affairs ;

nor act without leave of the civil power.

Page xxv. " The parliament suspected the love of

power natural to churchmen." Truly, so is the love of

pudding, and most other things desirable in this life ;

and in that they are like the laity, as in all other things

that are not good. And therefore, they are held not in

esteem for what they are like in, but for their virtues.

The true way to abuse them with effect, is to tell us

some faults of theirs, that other men have not, or not

so much of as they, &c. Might not any man speak
full as bad of senates, diets, and parliaments, as he can

do about councils ; and as bad of princes, as he does of

bishops ?

Page xxxi. "
They might as well have made Cardi

nals Campegi and de Chinuchii, Bishops of Salisbury

and Worcester, as have enacted that their several sees

and bishopricks were utterly void." No. The legisla

ture might determine who should not be a bishop there,

but not make a bishop.
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Ibid.
" Were not a great number deprived by par

liament upon the Restoration ?" Does he mean presby
ters ? What signifies that ?

Ibid.
" Have they not trusted this power with our

princes ?" Why, ay. But that argues not right, but

power. Have they not cut off a king's head? &c.

The church must do the best they can, if not what they
would.

Page xxxvi. " If tithes and first-fruits are paid to

spiritual persons as such, the king or queen is the most

spiritual person, &c." As if the first-fruits, &c. were

paid to the king, as tithes to a spiritual person.

Page xliii.
"
King Charles II. thought fit that the

bishops in Scotland should hold their bishopricks during
will and pleasure : I do not find that High Church com

plained of this as an encroachment, &c." No ; but as

a pernicious counsel of Lord Loch.*

Page xliv. " The common law judges have a power
to determine, whether a man has a legal right to the

sacrament." They pretend it, but what we complain
of as a most abominable hardship, &c.

Page xlv. "
Giving men thus blindly to the devil,

is an extraordinary piece of complaisance to a lay chan

cellor." He is something in the right ; and therefore

it is a pity there are any ; and I hope the church will

provide against it. But if the sentence be just, it is

not the person, but the contempt. And if the author

attacks a man on the highway, and takes but twopence,
he shall be sent to the gallows, more terrible to him

* This contraction does not precisely answer to any Scottish coun

sellor of the period. Lord Lauderdale is probably meant.
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than the devil, for his contempt of the law, &c. There

fore he need not complain of being sent to hell.

Page Ixiv. Mr Lesley may carry things too far, as

it is natural, because the other extreme is so great. But

what he says of the king's losses, since the church lands

were given away, is too great a truth, &c.

Page Ixxvi.
" To which I have nothing to plead,

except the zeal I have for the Church of England."
You will see some pages farther, what he means by the

church ; but it is not fair, not to begin with telling us

what is contained in the idea of a church, &c.

Page Ixxxiii.
"
They will not be angry with me for

thinking better of the church than they do," &c. No,

but they will differ from you ; because the worse the

Queen is pleased you think her better. I believe the

church will not concern themselves much about your

opinion of them, &c.

Page Ixxxiv. " But the popish, eastern, presbyte-

rian, and Jacobite clergy, &c." This is like a general

pardon, with such exceptions as make it useless, if we

compute it, &c.

Page Ixxxvii. "
Misapplying of the word church, &c."

This is cavilling. No doubt his project is for exempt

ing the people ; but that is not what in common speech
we usually mean by the church. Besides, who does not

know that distinction ?

Ibid. "
Constantly apply the same ideas to them."

This is, in old English, meaning the same thing.

Page Ixxxix. " Demonstrates I could have no de

signs but the promoting of truth, &c." Yes, several

designs, as money, spleen, atheism, &c. What ? will

any man think truth was his design, and not money
and malice ? Does he expect the House will go into a
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committee for a bill to bring things to his scheme, to

confound everything ? &c.

Some deny Tindal to be the author, and produce sto

ries of his dulness and stupidity. But what is there in

all this book, that the dullest man in England might
not write, if he were angry and bold enough, and had

no regard to truth ?

REMARKS UPON A BOOK, &c.

Page 4.
" WHETHER Lewis XIV. has such a power

over Philip V. ?" He speaks here of the unlimited, un-

controulable authority of fathers. A very foolish ques
tion ; and his discourse hitherto, of government, weak

and trivial, and liable to objections.

Ibid.
" Whom he is to consider not as his own, but

the Almighty's workmanship." A very likely consi

deration for the ideas of the state of nature. A very

wrong deduction of paternal government ; but that is

nothing to the dispute, &c.

Page 12. " And as such might justly be punished

by every one in the state of nature." False ; he does

not seem to understand the state of nature, although he

has borrowed it from Hobbes, &c.

Page 14. "
Merely speculative points, and other

indifferent things, &c." And why are speculative opi
nions so insignificant ? do not men proceed in their

practice according to their speculations ? so, if the au

thor were a chancellor, and one of his speculations were,
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that the poorer the clergy the better ; would not that

be of great use, if a cause came before him of tithes or

church lands ?

Ibid.
" Which can only be known by examining

whether men had any power in the state of nature over

their own, or others' actions, in these matters." No,

that is a wrong method, unless where religion has not

been revealed ; in natural religion, &c.

Ibid.
"
Nothing at first sight can be more obvious,

than that, in all religious matters, none could make over

the right of judging for himself, since that would cause

his religion to be absolutely at the disposal of another."

At his rate of arguing (I think I do not misrepresent

him, and I believe he will not deny the consequence) a

man may profess Heathenism, Mahometism, &c. gain

as many proselytes as he can ; and they may have their

assemblies, and the magistrate ought to protect them,

provided they do not disturb the state : and they may
enjoy all secular preferments, be lords chancellors,

judges, &c. But there are some opinions in several

religions, which, although they do not directly make
men rebel, yet lead to it. Nay, we might have temples
for idols, &c. A thousand such absurdities follow from

his general notions, and ill-digested schemes. And we
see in the Old Testament, that kings were reckoned

good or ill, as they suffered or hindered image-worship
and idolatry, &c. which was limiting conscience.

Page 15. " Men may form what clubs, companies,
or meetings they think fit, &c. which the magistrate,
as long as the public sustains no damage, cannot hinder,

&c." This is false ; although the public sustain no da

mage, they will forbid clubs where they think danger

may happen.
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Page 16.
" The magistrate is as much obliged to

protect them in the way they choose of worshipping
him, as in any other indifferent matter." Page 17.
" The magistrate ought to treat all his subjects alike,

how much soever they differ from him or one another

in these matters." This shews, that although they be

Turks, Jews, or Heathens, it is so. But we are sure

Christianity is the only true religion, &c. ; and therefore

it should be the magistrate's chief care to propagate it ;

and that God should be worshipped in that form, that

those who are the teachers think most proper, &c.

Page 18. " So that persecution is the most compre
hensive of all crimes, &c." But he has not told us what
is included in the idea of persecution. State it right.

Ibid. " But here it may be demanded, if a man's

conscience make him do such acts, &c." This does not

answer the above objection : For, if the public be not

disturbed with atheistical principles preached, nor im

moralities, all is well. So that still men may be Jews,

Turks, &c.

Page 22. " The same reason which obliges them to

make statutes of mortmain, and other laws, against the

people's giving estates to the clergy, will equally hold

for their taking them away when given." A great se

curity for property ! Will this hold to any other society
in the state, as merchants, &c. or only to ecclesiastics ?

A petty project : Forming general schemes requires a

deeper head than this man's.

Ibid. " But the good of the society being the only
reason of the magistrate's having any power over men's

properties, I cannot see why he should deprive his sub

jects of any part thereof, for the maintenance of such

opinions as have no tendency that way, &c." Here is
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a paragraph (vide also infra) which has a great deal in

it. The meaning is, that no man ought to pay tithes,

who does not believe what the minister preaches. But

how. came they by this property ? When they purcha

sed the land, they paid only for so much; and the tithes

were exempted. It is an older title than any man's

estate is ; and if it were taken away to-morrow, it could

not, without a new law, belong to the owners of the

other nine parts, any more than impropriations do.

Ibid.
" For the maintenance of such opinions, as no

ways contribute to the public good." By such opinions

as the public receive no advantage by, he must mean

Christianity.

Page 23. " Who by reason of such articles are di

vided into different sects." A pretty cause of sects ! &c.

Page 24.
" So the same reason, as often as it oc

curs, will oblige him to leave that church." This is an

excuse for his turning papist.

Ibid.
" Unless you suppose churches like traps, easy

to admit one ; but when once he is in, there he must

always stick, either for the pleasure or profit of the

trap-setters." Remark his wit.

Page 29.
"
Nothing can be more absurd than main

taining there must be two independent powers in the

same society, &c." This is abominably absurd ; shew it.

Page 33. " The whole hierarchy as built on it, must

necessarily fall to the ground, and great will be the fall

of this spiritual Babylon." I will do him justice, and

take notice, when he is witty, &c.

Page 36. " For if there may be two such [indepen
dent powers] in every society on earth, why may there

not be more than one in heaven ?" A delicate conse

quence.
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Page 37.
" Without having the less, he could not

have the greater, in which that is contained." Sophis
tical ; instance wherein.

Page 42. " Some since, subtler than the Jews, have

managed commutations more to their own advantage,

by enriching themselves, and beggaring, if Fame be not

a liar, many an honest dissenter." It is fair to produce

witnesses, is she a liar or not ? The report is almost

impossible. Commutations were contrived for roguish

registers and proctors, and lay chancellors, but not for

the clergy.

Page 43. "
Kings and people, who (as the Indians

do the devil) adored the Pope out of fear." I am in

doubt, whether I shall allow that for wit or not, &c.

Look you, in these cases, preface it thus : If one may
use an old saying.

Page 44. " One reason why the clergy make what

they call schism, to be so heinous a sin." There it is

now; because he has changed churches, he ridicules

schism ; as Milton wrote for divorces, because he had

an ill wife. For ten pages on, we must give the true

answer, that makes all these arguments of no use.

Page 60. "
It possibly will be said, I have all this

while been doing these gentlemen a great deal of wrong."
To do him justice, he sets forth the objections of his

adversaries with great strength, and much to their ad

vantage. No doubt those are the very objections we
would offer.

Tage 68. " Their executioner." He is fond of this

word in many places, yet there is nothing in it farther

than it is the name for the hangman, &c.

Page 69.
" Since they exclude both from having

anything in the ordering of church matters." Another

part of his scheme : for, by this, the people ought to
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execute ecclesiastical offices without distinction, for he

brings the other opinion as an absurd one.

Page 72.
"
They claim a judicial power, and, by vir

tue of it, the government of the church, and thereby

(pardon the expression) become traitors both to God

and man." Who does he desire to pardon him ? or is

this meant of the English clergy ? so it seems. Does

he desire them to pardon him ? they do it as Christians.

Does he desire the government to do it ? but then how

can they make examples ? He says, the clergy do so,

&c. ; so he means all.

Page 74.
"

I would gladly know what they mean by

giving the Holy Ghost." Explain what is really meant

by giving the Holy Ghost, like a king empowering an

ambassador.*

Page 76.
" The Popish clergy make very bold with

the Three Persons of the Trinity." Why then, don't

mix them; but we see whom this glances on most. As

to the Conge cT elire, and Nolo episcopari, not so ab

surd ; and if omitted, why changed ?

Page 78.
" But not to digress" Pray does he call

scurrility upon the clergy, a digression ? The apology

needless, &c.

Ibid. " A clergyman, it is said, is God's ambassa

dor." But you know an ambassador may have a secre

tary, &c.

Ibid.
" Call their pulpit speeches the word of God."

That is a mistake.

Page 79-
" Such persons to represent him." Are

not they that own his power, fitter to represent him

than others ? Would the author be a fitter person ?

See Hooker's Ecclesiastical Polity, book v. 77.
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Ibid.
" Puffed up with intolerable pride and inso

lence." Not at all ; for where is the pride to be em

ployed by a prince, whom so few own, and whose being
is disputed by such as this author ?

Ibid. "
Perhaps from a poor servitor, &c. to be a

prime minister in God's kingdom." That is right. God
takes notice of the difference between poor servitors,

&c. Extremely foolish shew it. The argument lies

strongly against the apostles, poor fishermen ; and St

Paul, a tent-maker. So gross and idle !

Page 80. " The formality of laying hand over head

on man." A pun ; but an old one. I remember when
Swan* made that pun first, he was severely checked

for it.

Ibid. " What more is required to give one a right,

&c." Here shew, what power is in the church, and

what in the state, to make priests.

Page 85. " To bring men into, and not turn then!

out of, the ordinary way of salvation." Yes ; but as one

rotten sheep does mischief and do you think it rea

sonable, that such a one as this author should converse

with Christians, and weak ones ?

Ibid. See his fine account of spiritual punishment.

Page 87.
" The clergy affirm, that if they had not

the power to exclude men from the church, its unity
could not be preserved." So to expel an ill member
from a college, would be to divide the college; as in

All-Souls, &c. Apply it to him.

Page 88. " I cannot see but it is contrary to the

*
Captain Swan was a celebrated low humourist and punster, who

frequented Will's Coffee-house, when it was the fashionable resort of

the men of wit and pleasure.

VOL. VIII. K
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rules of charity, to exclude men from the church, &c."

All this turns upon the falsest reasoning in the world.

So, if a man be imprisoned for stealing a horse, he is

hindered from other duties : And you might argue,

that a man who does ill, ought to be more diligent in

minding other duties, and not to be debarred from them.

It is for contumacy and rebellion against that power in

the church which the law has confirmed. So a man is

outlawed for a trifle, upon contumacy.

Page 92.
"
Obliging all by penal laws to receive the

sacrament." This is false.

Page 93.
" The want of which means can only har

den a man in his impenitence." It is for his being har

dened, that he is excluded. Suppose a son robs his fa

ther on the highway, and his father will not see him

till he restores the money, and owns his fault. It is

hard to deny him paying his duty in other things, &c.

How absurd this !

Page 95.
" And that only they had a right to give

it." Another part of his scheme, that the people have

a right to give the sacrament. See more of it, pp. 135

and 137.

Page 96.
" Made familiar to such practices by the

heathen priests." Well ; and this shews the necessity
of it for peace sake. A silly objection of this and other

enemies to religion, to think to disgrace it by apply

ing heathenism, which only concerns the political part,

wherein they were as wise as others, and might give
rules. Instance, in some, &c.

Page 98.
" How differently from this do the great

pretenders to primitive practice act, &c." This is a re

markable passage. Does he condemn or allow this mys
terious way ? It seems the first ; and therefore these
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words are a little turned, but infallibly stood in the

first draught as a great argument for popery.

Page 100. "
They dress them up in a sanbenito."

So, now we are to answer for the inquisition. One

thing is, that he makes the fathers guilty of asserting

most of the corruptions about the power of priests.

Page 104. " Some priests assume to themselves an

arbitrary power of excluding men from the Lord's Sup

per." His scheme ; that any body may administer the

sacraments, women, or children, &c.

Page 108. " One no more than another can be reck

oned a priest." See his scheme. Here he disgraces

what the law enacts, about the manner of consecra

ting, &c.

Page 118. " Churches serve to worse purposes than

bear-gardens." This from Hudibras.

Page 119- "In the time of that wise heathen Am-
mianus Marcellinus." Here he runs down all Chris

tianity in general.

Page 120. "
I shall, in the following part of my

discourse, shew that this doctrine is so far from ser

ving the ends of religion, that, 1. It prevents the spread

ing of the gospel, &c." This independent power in the

church is like the worms ; being the cause of all dis

eases.

Page 124. " How easily could the Roman emperors
have destroyed the church ?" Just as if he had said,

how easily could Herod kill Christ while a child, &c.

Page 125. " The people were set against bishops

by reason of their tyranny." Wrong ; for the bishops
were no tyrants : their power was swallowed up by the

Popes, and the people desired they should have more.
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It was the regulars that tyrannized and formed priest

craft. He is ignorant.

Page 139.
" He is not bound by the laws of Christ

to leave his friends in order to be baptized," &c. This

directly against the Gospel. One would think him an

emissary, by his preaching schism.

Page 142. " Then will the communion of saints be

practicable, to which the principles of all parties, the

occasional conformists only excepted, stand in direct op

position," &c. So that all are wrong but they. The

Scripture is fully against schism. Tindal promotes it,

and places in it all the present and future happiness of

man.

Page 144. All he has hitherto said on this matter,

with a very little turn, were arguments for Popery ; for

it is certain, that religion had share in very few wars for

many hundred years before the Reformation, because

they were all of a mind. It is the ambition of rebels,

preaching upon the discontents of sectaries, that they
are not supreme, which has caused wars for religion.

He is mistaken altogether. His little narrow under

standing and want of learning.

Page 145. "
Though some say the high-fliers' lives

might serve for a very good rule, if men would act

quite contrary to them." Is he one of those some ? Be
side the new turn of wit, &c. all the clergy in England
come under his notion of high-fliers, as he states it.

Page 147.
" None of them (churchmen) could be

brought to acknowledge it lawful, upon any account

whatever, to exclude the Duke of York." This account

false in fact.

Ibid. " And the body-politic, whether ecclesiastical

or civil, must be dealt with after the same manner as
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the body-natural." What, because it is called a body,
and is a simile, must it hold in all circumstances ?

Page 148. " We find all wise legislators have had

regard to the tempers, inclinations, and prejudices," &c.

This paragraph false. It was directly contrary in se

veral, as Lycurgus, &c.

Page T59. " All the skill of the prelatists is not able

to discover the least distinction between bishop and pres

byter." Yet, God knows, this hath been done many a

time.

Page 158. " The Epistle to the Philippians is di

rected to the bishops and deacons ; I mean in due or

der after the people, viz. to the saints, with their bishops
and deacons." I hope he would argue from another

place, that the people precede the king, because of these

words " Ye shall be destroyed, both you and your

king."

Page 161. " The Pope, and other great church

dons." I suppose he means bishops ; but I wish he

would explain himself, and not be so very witty in the

midst of an argument ; it is like two mediums, not fair

in disputing.

Page 167.
" Clemens Romanus blames the people,

not for assuming a power, but for making a wrong use

of it," &c. His great error all along is, that he does not

distinguish between a power, and a liberty of exercising

that power, &c. I would appeal to any man, whether

the clergy have not too little power, since a book like

this, that unsettles foundations, and would destroy all,

goes unpunished, &c.

Page 171.
"
By this, or some such method, the bi

shops obtained their power over their fellow presbyters,

and both over the people. The whole tenor of the gos-
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pel directly contrary to it." Then it is not an allowable

means : This carries it so far as to spoil his own sys

tem ; it is a sin to have bishops as we have them.

Page 172.
" The preservation of peace and unity,

and not any divine right, was the reason of establishing

a superiority of one of the presbyters over the rest ;

otherwise there would, as they say, have been as many
schismatics as Presbyters. No great compliment to the

clergy of those days." Why so ? It is the natural effect

of a worse independency, which he keeps such a clatter

about ; an independency of churches on each other,

which must naturally create schism.

Page 183. " How could the Christians have assert

ed the disinterestedness of those who first preached the

gospel, particularly their having a right to the tenth

part ?" Yes, that would have passed easy enough ; for

they could not imagine teachers could live on air ; and

their heathen priests were much more unreasonable.

Page 184. " Men's suffering for such opinions is not

sufficient to support the weight of them." This is a

glance against Christianity. State the case of convert

infidels ; the converters are supposed few ; the bulk of

the priests must be of the converted country. It is

their own people, therefore, they maintain. What pro

ject or end can a few converters propose? they can

leave no power to their families, &c. State this, I say,

at length, and give it a true turn. Princes give corpo
rations power to purchase lands.

Page 187. " That it became an easy prey to the

barbarous nations." Ignorance in Tindal. The empire

long declined before Christianity was introduced. This

a wrong cause, if ever there was one.

Page 190.
"

It is the clergy's interest to have reli-
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gion corrupted." Quite the contrary ; prove it. How is

it the interest of the English clergy to corrupt religion ?

The more justice and piety the people have, the better

it is for them ; for that would prevent the penury of

farmers, and the oppression of exacting, covetous land

lords, &c. That which has corrupted religion, is the li

berty unlimited of professing all opinions. Do not law

yers render law intricate by their speculations, &c. And

physicians, &c.

Page 209-
" The spirit and temper of the clergy,"

&c. What doe's this man think the clergy are made

of? Answer generally to what he says against coun

cils in the ten pages before. Suppose I should bring

quotations in their praise.

Page 211. "As the clergy, though few in compari
son of the laity, were the inventors of corruptions." His

scheme is, that the fewer and poorer the clergy, the bet

ter, and the contrary among the laity. A noble prin

ciple ; and delicate consequences from it !

Page 207-
" Men are not always condemned for the

sake of opinions, but opinions sometimes for the sake of

men." And so, he hopes, that if his opinions are con

demned, people will think it is a spite against him, as

having been always scandalous.

Page 210. " The meanest layman as good a judge as

the greatest priest, for the meanest man is as much in

terested in the truth of religion as the greatest priest."

As if one should say, the meanest sick man has as much
interest in health as a physician, therefore is as good a

judge of physic as a physician, &c.

Ibid.
" Had synods been composed of laymen, none of

tjiose corruptions which tend to advance the interest of

the clergy, &c." True. But the part the laity had in
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reforming, was little more than plundering. He should

understand that the nature of things is this, that the

clergy are made of men, and without some encourage

ment, they will not have the best, but the worst.

Page 215.
"
They who gave estates to, rather than

they who took them from, the clergy, were guilty of sa

crilege." Then the people are the church, and the cler

gy not ; another part of his scheme.

Page 219.
" The clergy, as they subsisted by the alms

of the people," &c. This he would have still. Shew the

folly of it. Not possible to shew any civilized nation

ever did it. Who would be clergymen then ? The ab

surdity appears by putting the case, that none were to

be statesmen, lawyers, or physicians, but who were to

subsist by alms.

Page 222. " These subtle clergymen work their de

signs, who lately cut out such a tacking job for them,"

&c. He is mistaken everybody was for the bill almost,

though not for the tack. The Bishop of Sarum was for

it, as appears by his speech against it. But it seems,

the tacking is owing to metaphysical speculations. I

Wonder whether is most perplexed, this author in his

style, or the writings of our divines. In the judgment
of all people, our divines have carried practical preach

ing and writing to the greatest perfection it ever arri

ved to ; which shews, that we may affirm in general,
our clergy is excellent, although this or that man be

faulty. As if an army be constantly victorious, regular,

&c., we may say, it is an excellent, victorious army ;

but Tindal, to disparage it, would say, such a Serjeant

ran away ; such an ensign hid himself in a ditch ; nay,
one colonel turned his back, therefore it is a corrupt,

cowardly army, &c.
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Page 224. "
They were as apprehensive of the works

of Aristotle, as some men are of the works of a late

philosopher, which, they are afraid, will let too much

light into the world." Yet just such another ; only a

commentator on Aristotle. People are likely to improve
their understanding much with Locke : It is not his

Human Understanding, but other works, that people

dislike, although in that there are some dangerous te

nets, as that of no innate ideas.

Page 226. " Could they, like the popish priests, add

to this a restraint on the press, their business would be

done." So it ought : For example, to hinder his book,

because it is written to justify the vices and infidelity

of the age. There can be no other design in it. For,

is this a way or manner to do good ? railing does but

provoke. The opinion of the whole parliament is, the

clergy are too poor.

Ibid.
" When some nations could be no longer kept

from prying into learning, this miserable gibberish of

the schools was contrived." We have exploded school

men as much as he, and, in some people's opinion, too

much, since the liberty of embracing any opinion is al

lowed ; they following Aristotle, who is doubtless the

greatest master of arguing in the world : but it has

been a fashion of late years to explode Aristotle ; and,

therefore, this man has fallen into it like others, for that

reason, without understanding him. Aristotle's poetry,

rhetoric, aud politics, are admirable ; and, therefore, it

is likely, so are his logics.

Page 230. " In these freer countries, as the clergy

have less power, so religion is better understood, and

more useful and excellent discourses are made on that

subject," &c. Not generally. Holland not very famous ;
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Spain has been, and France is. But it requires more

knowledge than his, to form general rules, which people

strain (when ignorant) to false deductions to make them

out.

Page 232. Chap. VII. That this hypothesis of an

independent power in any set of clergymen, makes all

reformation unlawful, except where those who have

this power, do consent. The title of this chapter, a

Truism.

Page 234. " If God has not placed mankind, in re

spect to civil matters, under an absolute power, but has

permitted them, in every society, to act as they judge

best for their own safety," &c. Bad parallels ; bad po

litics ; want of due distinction between teaching and go
vernment. The people may know when they are go
verned well, but not be wiser than their instructors.

Shew the difference.

Ibid.
" If God has allowed the civil society these

privileges, can we suppose he has less kindness for his

church ?" &c. Here they are distinguished, then ; here

it makes for him. It is a sort of turn of expression,

which is scarce with him, and he contradicts himself to

follow it.

Page 235. " This cursed hypothesis had, perhaps,

never been thought on, with relation to civils, had not

the clergy (who have an inexhaustible magazine of op

pressive doctrines) contrived first in ecclesiasticals," &c.

The seventh paragraph furious and false. Were there

no tyrants before the clergy ? &c.

Page 236. "
Therefore, in order to serve them,

though I expect little thanks," &c. And why so ? Will

they not, as you say, follow their interest ? I thought

you said so. He has three or four spritely turns of this
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kind, that look as if he thought he had done wonders,

and had put all the clergy in a ferment. Whereas, I do

assure him, there are but two things wonderful in his

book : First, how any man in a Christian country
could have the boldness and wickedness to write it ; and

how any government would neglect punishing the au-<-

thor of it, if not as an enemy to religion, yet as a pro

fligate trumpeter of sedition. These are hard words,

got by reading his book.

Ibid.
" The light of nature, as well as the gospel^

obliges people to judge of themselves," &c. " to avoid

false prophets, seducers," &c. The legislature can turn

out a priest, and appoint another ready-made, but not

make one ; as you discharge a physician, and may take

a farrier ; but he is no physician, unless made as he

ought to be.

.
Ibid. " Since no more power is required for the one

than the other." That is, I dislike my physician, and

can turn him off, therefore I can make any man a phy
sician., &c. Cujus est destruere, &c. Jest on it: There

fore, because he lays schemes for destroying the church,

we must employ him to raise it again. See what dan

ger lies in applying maxims at random. So, because it

is the soldiers' business to knock men on the head, it is

theirs likewise to raise them to life, &c.

Page 237-
"

It can belong only to the people to ap

point their own ecclesiastical officers." Thisword,
"
peo

ple," is so delicious in him, that I cannot tell what is

included in the idea of the "
people." Does he mean the

'

rabble, or the legislature, &c. ? In this sense it may be

true, that the legislature gives leave to the bishops to

appoint, and they appoint themselves ; I mean, the ex

ecutive power appoints, &c. He shews his ignorance in
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government. As to high church, he carries it a pro

digious way, and includes, in the idea of it, more than

others will allow.

Page 239.
"
Though it be customary to admit none

to the ministry who are not approved by the bishops

or priests," &c. One of his principles to expose.

Ibid.
" If every one has not an inherent right to

choose his own guide, then a man must be either of the

religion of his guide, or, &c." That would make deli

cate work in a nation : what would become of all our

churches ? They must dwindle into conventicles. Shew

what would be the consequence of this scheme in seve

ral points. This great reformer, if his projects were re

duced to practice, how many thousand sects, and con

sequently tumults, &c. Men must be governed in spe

culations, at least not suffered to vent them, because

opinions tend to actions, which are most governed by

opinions, &c. If those who write for the church writ

no better, they would succeed but scurvily. But to see

whether he be a good writer, let us see when he has

published his second part.

Page 253. " An excellent author in his preface to

the Account of Denmark." This man judges and writes

much of a level. Molesworth's preface full of stale pro

fligate topics. That author wrote his book in spite to a

nation, as this does to religion, and both, perhaps, on

poor personal piques.*
Ibid. "

By which means, and not by any difference

*
Mr, afterwards Lord, Molesworth's Account of Denmark was se

verely animadverted upon by Dr King, who pointed out many gross
mistakes and misrepresentations.
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in speculative matters, they are more rich and popu
lous." As if ever anybody thought that a difference in

speculative opinions made men richer or poorer ; for

example, &c.

Page 258. "
Play the Devil for God's sake." If this

is meant for wit, I would be glad to observe it ; but

in such cases I first look whether there be common

sense, &c.

Page 261. *' Christendom has been the scene of per

petual wars, massacres, &c." He does not consider, that

most religious wars have been caused by schisms, when
the dissenting parties were ready to join with any am
bitious discontented man. The national religion always
desires peace, even in her notions, for its interests.

Page 270.
" Some have taken the liberty to compare

a high church priest in politics, to a monkey in a glass-

shop, where, as he can do no good, so he never fails of

doing mischief enough." That is his modesty, it is his

own simile, and it rather fits a man that does so and so,

meaning himself. Besides, the comparison is foolish :

so it is with men as with stags.

Page 276.
" Their interest obliges them directly to

promote tyranny." The matter is, that Christianity is

the fault that spoils the priests, for they were like other

men before they were priests. Among the Romans,

priests did not do so ; for they had the greatest power

during the republic. I wonder he did not prove they

spoiled Nero.

Page 277-
" No princes have been more insupport

able, and done greater violence to the commonwealth,
than those the clergy have honoured for saints and

martyrs." For example in our country, the princes

most celebrated by our clergy are, &c. &c. &c.. And
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the quarrels since the Conquest were nothing at all of

the clergy, but purely of families, &c. wherein the

clergy only joined like other men.

Page 279.
" After the Reformation, I desire to know

whether the conduct of the clergy was anyways altered

for the better, &c." Monstrous misrepresentation ! Does

this man's spirit of declaiming let him forget all truth

of fact, as here, &c. ? Shew it. Or does he flatter him

self, a time will come in future ages, that men will be

lieve it on his word? In short, between declaiming,

between misrepresenting, and falseness, and charging

popish things, and independency, huddled together, his

whole book is employed.

Set forth at large the necessity of union in religion,

and the disadvantage of the contrary, and answer the

contrary in Holland, where they have no religion, and

are the worst constituted government in the world to

last. It is ignorance of causes and appearances which

makes shallow people judge so much to their advantage.

They are governed by the administration and almost

legislature of Holland, through advantage of property,

nor are they fit to be set in balance with a noble king

dom, &c. like a man that gets an hundred pounds a

year by hard labour, and one that has it in land.

Page 280. "
It may be worth inquiring, whether

the.difierence between the several sects in England, &c."

A noble notion started, that union in the church must

enslave the kingdom ; reflect on it. This man has

somewhere heard, that it is a point of wit to advance

paradoxes, and the bolder the better. But the wit lies

in maintaining them, which he neglects, and forms

imaginary conclusions from them, as if they were true

and uncpntested.
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He adds,
" That in the best constituted church, the

greatest good which can be expected of the ecclesiastics,

is, from their divisions." This is a maxim deduced from

a gradation of false suppositions. If a man should turn

the tables, and argue that all the debauchery, atheism,

licentiousness, &c. of the times, were owing to the po

verty of the clergy, &c. what would he say ? There

have been more wars of religion since the ruin of the

clergy, than before, in England. All the civil wars be

fore were from other causes.

Page 283. "
Prayers are made in the loyal univer*

sity of Oxford, to continue the throne free from the

contagion of schism. See Mather's sermon on the 29th

of May, 1705." Thus he ridicules the university, while

he is eating their bread.* The whole university comes

with the most loyal addresses, yet that goes for nothing.

If one indiscreet man drops an indiscreet word, all must

answer for it.

Page 286. "
By allowing all, who hold no opinions

prejudicial to the state, and contribute equally with

their fellow-subjects to its support, equal privileges in

it." But who denies that of the dissenters ? The Cal-

vinist scheme, one would not think proper for monar

chy. Therefore, they fall in with the Scotch, Geneva,

and Holland ; and when they had strength here, they

pulled down the monarchy. But I will tell an opinion

they hold prejudicial to the state in his opinion ; and

that is, that they are against toleration, of which, if I

do not shew him ten times more instances from their

*
Tindal, as already mentioned, was a Fellow of All-Soula Col

lege.
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greatest writers, than he can do of passive obedience

among the clergy, I have done.

" Does not justice demand, that they who alike con

tribute to the burden, should alike receive the advan

tage ?" Here is another of his maxims closely put, with

out considering what exceptions may be made. The pa

pists have contributed doubly (being so taxed), therefore,

by this rule, they ought to have double advantage. Pro

tection in property, leave to trade and purchase, &c.

are enough for a government to give. Employments
in a state are a reward for those who entirely agree

with it, &c. For example, a man who upon all occa

sions declared his opinion of a commonwealth to be

preferable to a monarchy, would not be a fit man to

have employments ; let him enjoy his opinion, but not

be in a capacity of reducing it to practice, &c.

Page 287.
" There can be no alteration in the esta

blished mode of church discipline, which is not made

in a legal way." Oh ! but there are several methods to

compass this legal way, by cunning, faction, industry.

The common people, he knows, may be wrought upon

by priests ; these may influence the faction, and so

compass a very pernicious law, and in a legal way ruin

the state ; as King Charles I. began to be ruined in a

legal way, by passing bills, &c.

Page 288. " As everything is persecution which puts
a man in a worse condition than his neighbours." It is

hard to think sometimes whether this man is hired to

write for, or against dissenters, and the sects. This is

their opinion, although they will not own it so round

ly. Let this be brought to practice : make a quaker
lord chancellor, who thinks paying tithes unlawful.

10
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And bring other instances to shew that several em

ployments affect the church.

Ibid.
" Great advantages which both church and

state have got by the kindness already shewn to dis

senters." Let them then be thankful for that. We hu

mour children for their good sometimes, but too much

may hurt. Observe that this 64th paragraph just con

tradicts the former. For, if we have advantage by kind

ness shewn dissenters, then there is no necessity of

banishment, or death.

Page 290.
" Christ never designed the holy sacra

ment should be prostituted to serve a party. And that

people should be bribed by a place to receive unwor

thily." Why, the business is, to be sure, that those

who are employed, are of the national church ; and the

way to know it, is, by receiving the sacrament, which

all men ought to do in their own church ; and if not,

are hardly fit for an office ; and if they have those

moral qualifications he mentions, joined to religion, no

fear of receiving unworthily. And for this there might
be a remedy : to take an oath that they are of the same

principles, &c. for that is the end of receiving ; and

that it might be no bribe, the bill against occasional

conformity would prevent entirely.

Ibid.
"
Preferring men not for their capacity, but

their zeal to the church." The misfortune is, that if we

prefer dissenters to great posts, they will have an in

clination to make themselves the national church, and

so there will be perpetual struggling ; which case may
be dangerous to the state. For, men are naturally wish

ing to get over others to their own opinion : witness

this writer, who has published as singular and absurd

VOL. VIII. L
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notions as possible, yet has a mighty zeal to bring us

over to them, &c.

Page 292. Here are two pages of scurrilous faction,

with a deal of reflections on great persons. Under the

notion of High-Churchmen, he runs down all uniformi

ty and church government. Here is the whole lower

house of convocation, which represents the body of the

clergy, and both universities, treated with rudeness,

by an obscure, corrupt member, while he is eating their

bread. .

Page 294.
" The reason why the middle sort of

people retain so much of their ancient virtue, &c,, is

because no such pernicious notions are the ingredients

of their education ; which it is a sign are infinitely ab

surd, when so many of the gentry and nobility can,

notwithstanding their prepossessions, get clear of them."

Now the very same argument lies against religion, mo

rality, honour, and honesty ; which are, it seems, but

prejudices of education, and too many get clear of them.

The middle sort of people have other things to mind

than the factions of the age. He always assigns many
causes, and sometimes with reason, since he makes ima

ginary effects. He quarrels at power being lodged in

the clergy : when there is no reasonable protestant,

clergy or laity, who will not readily own the inconve

niences by too great power and wealth, in any one body
of men, ecclesiastics or seculars : but, on that account

to weed up the wheat with the tares ; to banish all re

ligion, because it is capable of being corrupted ; to give
unbounded licence to all sects, &c. And if heresies had

not been used with some violence in the primitive age,
we should have had, instead of true religion, the most

corrupt one in the world.
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Page 336. " The Dutch, and the rest of our pres-

byterian allies, &c." The Dutch will hardly thank him

for this appellation. The French huguenots, and Ge
neva protestants themselves, and others, have lamented

the want of episcopacy, and approved ours, &c. In this

and the next paragraph, the author introduces the ar

guments he formerly used, when he turned papist in

King James's time : and, loth to lose them, he gives

them a new turn ; and they are the strongest in his

book, at least have most artifice.

Page 333. " 'Tis plain, all the power the bishops

have, is derived from the people, &c." In general the

distinction lies here. The permissive power of exerci

sing jurisdiction lies in the people, or legislature, or

administrator of a kingdom ; but not of making him a

bishop : as a physician that commences abroad, may be

suffered to practise in London, or be hindered ; but

they have not the power of creating him a doctor, which

is peculiar to a university. This is some allusion ; but

the thing is plain, as it seems to me, and wants no sub

terfuge, &c.

Page 338. " A journeyman bishop to ordain for

him." Does any man think, that writing at this rate

does the author's cause any service ? is it his wit or his

spleen that he cannot govern ?

Page 364. " Can any have a right to an office, with

out having a right to do those things in which the of

fice consists ?" I answer, the ordination is valid. But
a man may prudentially forbid to do some things : as

a clergyman may marry without licence or banns ; the

marriage is good ; yet he is punishable for it.

Page 368. " A choice made by persons who have

no right to choose, is an error of the first concoction."
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That battered simile again ! this is hard. I wish phy
sicians had kept that a secret, it lies so ready for him

to be witty with.

Page 370.
" If prescription can make mere nulli

ties to become good and valid, the laity may be capable

of all manner of ecclesiastical power, &c." There is a

difference ; for, here the same way is kept, although
there might be breaches ; but it is quite otherwise, if

you alter the whole method from what it was at first.

We see bishops : there always were bishops : it is the

old way still. So a family is still held the same, al

though we are not sure of the purity of every one of

the race.

Page 380. "
It is said, that every nation is not a

complete body politic within itself, as to ecclesiasticals.

But the whole church, say they, composes such a body,
and Christ is the head of it. But Christ's headship
makes Christians no more one body politic, with respect

to ecclesiasticals, than to civils." Here we must shew

the reason and necessity of the church being a corpo
ration all over the world : to avoid heresies, and pre

serve fundamentals, and hinder the corrupting of scrip

ture, &c. But there are no such necessities in govern
ment, to be the same everywhere, c. It is something
like the colleges in a university ; they are all independ

ent, yet joined, are one body. So a general council

consisteth of many persons independent of one another,

&c.

However, there is such a thing as jus gentium, &c.

And he that is doctor of physic, or law, is so in any
university of Europe, like the HuptAKea IMeruria.

Nor to me does there seem anytiling contradicting, or

improper, in this uotioii of the catholic church ; and for
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Want of such a communion, religion is so much cor

rupted, and would be more, if there were not more

communion in this than in civils. It is of no import

to mankind how nations are governed ; but the pre

serving the purity of religion is best held up by endea

vouring to make it one body over the world. Some

thing like as there is in trade. So to be able to com

municate with all Christians we come among, is at least

to be wished and aimed at, as much as we can.

Page 384. " In a word, if the bishops are not su

preme, &c." Here he reassumes his arguments for po

pery, that there cannot be a body politic of the church

through the whole world, without a visible head to

have recourse to. These were formerly writ to advance

popery, and now to put an absurdity upon the hy

pothesis of a catholic church. As they say in Ireland,

in King James's time they built mass-houses, which we
make very good barns of.

Page 388. **

Bishops are under a premunire, obli

ged to confirm and consecrate the person named in the

conge cT elirer This perhaps is complained of. He is

permitted to do it. We allow the legislature may hin

der, if they please ; as they may turn out Christianity,

if they think fit.

Page 389-
" It is the magistrate who empowers

them to do more for other bishops than they can for

themselves, since they cannot appoint their own suc

cessors." Yes, they could, if the magistrate would let

them. Here is an endless splutter, and a parcel of per

plexed distinctions upon no occasion. All that the cler

gy pretend to, is a right of qualifying men for the mi

nistry, something like what a university doth with de

grees. This power they claim from God, and that the
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civil power cannot do it as pleasing to God without

them ; but they may choose whether they will suffer it

or not. A religion cannot be crammed down a nation's

throat against their will ; but when they receive a re

ligion, it is supposed they receive it as their converters

give it ;
and upon that foot, they cannot justly mingle

their own methods, that contradict that religion, &c.

Page 390.
" With us the bishops act only ministe

rially, and by virtue of the regal commission, by wfrich

the prince firmly enjoins and commands them to pro

ceed in choosing, confirming, and consecrating, &c."

Suppose we held it unlawful to do so : how can we

help it ? But does that make it rightful, if it be not

so ? Suppose the author lived in a heathen country,

where a law would be made to call Christianity idola

trous ; would that be a topic for him to prove it so by,

&c. And why do the clergy incur a premunire? to

frighten them ? Because the law understandeth, that,

if they refuse, the chosen cannot be a bishop. But, if

the clergy had an order to do it otherwise than they

have prescribed, they ought and would incur a hundred

rather.

Page 402. "
I believe the catholic church," &c. Here

he ridicules the Apostles' Creed. Another part of his

scheme. By what he says in these pages, it is certain,

his design is either to run down Christianity, or set up

popery ; the latter it is more charitable to think, and,

from his past life, highly probable.

Page 405. " That which gave the papists so great

advantage was, clergymen talking so very inconsistent

with themselves, &c." State the difference here between

our separation from Rome, and the dissenters from us,

and shew the falseness of what he says. I wish he
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Would tell us what he leaves for a clergyman to do, if

he may not instruct the people in religion, and if they
should not receive his instructions. '

Page 411. " The restraint of the press a badge of

popery." Why is that a badge of popery ? why not

restrain the press to those who would confound religion,

as in civil matters ? But this toucheth himself. He
would starve perhaps, &c. Let him get some honester.

livelihood then. It is plain, all his arguments against

constraint, &c. favour the papists as much as dissent

ers ; for both have opinions that may affect the peace
of the state.

Page 413. " Since this discourse, &c." And must
we have another volume on this one subject of in

dependency ? or, is it to fright us ? I am not of Dr
Hickes's mind, Qu'il vient. I pity the readers, and the

clergy that must answer it, be it ever so insipid. Re
flect on this sarcastic conclusion, &c.
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MR COLLINS'S DISCOURSE

or

FREETHINKING;

PUT INTO PLAIN ENGLISH,

BY WAY OF ABSTRACT,

FOR THE USE OF THE POOR.

BY A FRIEND OF THE AUTHOR.

FIH8T PRINTED IN 1713.

ANTHONY COLLINS, the celebrated Deist, who, notwithstanding
his sceptical opinions, retained the friendship of Locke, published, in

1713, his
"
Discourse of Freethinking, occasioned by the Rise and

Growth of a Sect called Freethinkers." It is believed to have been

printed at the Hague, though the title-page bears London. Like

Tindal, Collins pretended only to assail the encroachments of the

Pagan and of the Romish priesthood, while his real drift was to un

dervalue and bring to contempt the established clergy of all countries

and ages, to ridicule the Mosaical law, to weaken the evidences of

revealed religion, and even to controvert, by insinuation at least, the

doctrine of the immortality of the soul. The treatise attracted much

notice, and drew forth an host of answerers, among whom Whiston,

Hare, Hoadley, and Bentley, were most conspicuous.
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Swift also mingled in the controversy, yet rather with a political

than a religious view. For, although the politics of the learned men
and divines above-mentioned were opposite to his own, he has not

hesitated, in his ironical defence of Collins, to assume the character

of a Whig, as if to identify the deistical opinions of that author with

those of the opponents of the Tory ministry. What gave a colour,

though only a colour, to this charge was, that Toland, Tindal, Col

lins, and most of those who carried to licence their abhorrence of

church-government, were naturally enough enrolled among that

party in politics, who professed most attachment to freedom of sen

timent ; and in this, as in many other cases, the vices, or scandalous

opinions, of a small part of a political body, were unjustly held up as

its general characteristics. Swift, himself, had reason loudly to com

plain of similar treatment in the succeeding reign, when, because the

Jacobites were the enemies of government, all who opposed the mi

nistry were called Jacobites. Laying aside consideration of this un

generous advantage, the treatise is in itself most admirable.

INTRODUCTION.

OUR party having failed, by all their political argu
ments, to re-establish their power, the wise leaders have

determined that the last and principal remedy should

be made use of for opening the eyes of this blinded na

tion ; and that a short, but perfect, system of their di~

vinity should be published, to which we are all of us

ready to subscribe, and which we lay down as a model,

bearing a close analogy to our schemes in religion.

Crafty, designing men, that they might keep the world

in awe, have, in their several forms of government,
placed a supreme power on earth, to keep human-kind
in fear of being hanged ; and a supreme power in hea*
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ven, for fear of being damned. In order to cure men's

apprehensions of the former, several of our learned

members have written many profound treatises on anar

chy ; but a brief complete body of Atheology seemed

yet wanting till this irrefragable discourse appeared.

However, it so happens, that our ablest brethren, in

their elaborate disquisitions upon this subject, have

written with so much caution, that ignorant unbelievers

have edified very little by ttiem. I grant that those

daring spirits, who first adventured to write against

the direct rules of the gospel, the current of antiquity,

the religion of the magistrate, and the laws of the land,

had some measures to keep ; and particularly when

they railed at religion, were in the right to use little

artful disguises, by which a jury could only find them

guilty of abusing heathenism or popery. But the mys

tery is now revealed, that there is no such thing as

mystery or revelation ; and though our friends are out

of place and power, yet we may have so much confi

dence in the present ministry, to be secure, that those

who suffer so many free speeches against their sove

reign and themselves, to pass unpunished, will never

resent our expressing the freest thoughts against their

religion ; but think with Tiberius, that, if there be a

God, he is able enough to revenge any injuries done

to himself, without expecting the civil power to inter

pose.

By these reflections I was brought to think, that the

most ingenious author of the Discourse upon Freethink-

ing, in a letter to Somebody, esq., although he has used

less reserve than any of his predecessors, might yet have

been more free and open. I considered, that several

well-willers to infidelity, might be discouraged by a
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show of logic, and a multiplicity of quotations, scatter

ed through his book ; which, to understandings of that

size, might carry an appearance of something like book-

learning, and consequently fright them from reading for

their improvement. I could see no reason why these

great discoveries should be hid from our youth of qua

lity, who frequent White's and Tom's ; why they should

not be adapted to the capacities of the Kit-Cat and Ha
nover Clubs, who might then be able to read lectures on

them to their several toasts : and it will be allowed on

all hands, that nothing can sooner help to restore our

abdicated cause, than a firm universal belief of the prin

ciples laid down by this sublime author : for I am sen

sible that nothing would more contribute to " the con

tinuance of the war," and the restoration of the late mi

nistry, than to have the doctrines delivered in this trea

tise well infused into the people. I have therefore com

piled them into the following Abstract, wherein I have

adhered to the very words of our author ; only adding
some few explanations of my own, where the terms

happen to be too learned, and consequently a little be

yond the comprehension of those for whom the work
was principally intended, I mean the nobility and gen

try of our party : after which, I hope, it will be impos
sible for the malice of a Jacobite, highflying, priestrid-

den faction, to misrepresent us. The few additions I

have made are for no other use than to help the tran

sition, which could not otherwise be kept in an abstract :

but I have not presumed to advance anything of my
own

; which, besides, would be needless to an author

who has so fully handled and demonstrated every par
ticular. I shall only add, that though this writer, when
he speaks of priests, desires chiefly to be understood to
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mean the English clergy ; yet he includes all priests

whatsoever, except the ancient and modern heathens,

the Turks, Quakers, and Socinians.

THE LETTER.

SIR,

I SEND you this apology for Freethinking,* without

the least hopes of doing good, but purely to comply with

your request ; for those truths which nobody can deny,

will do no good to those who deny them. The clergy,

who are so impudent to teach the people the doctrines

of faith, are all either cunning knaves or mad fools ;

for none but artificial, designing men, and crack-brained

enthusiasts, presume to be guides to others in matters

of speculation, which all the doctrines of Christianity

are; and whoever has a mind to learn the Christian

religion, naturally chooses such knaves and fools to teach

them. Now the Bible, which contains the precepts of

the priests' religion, is the most difficult book in the

world to be understood : it requires a thorough know

ledge in natural, civil, ecclesiastical history, law, hus

bandry, sailing, physic, pharmacy, mathematics, meta

physics, ethics, and everything else that can be named :

* The chief strain of Collins's Discourse is an eulogium upon the

necessity and advantage of Freethinking ; in which it is more than

insinuated, that the advocates of revealed religion are enemies to the

progress of enlightened inquiry. This insidious position is ridiculed

in the following parody.
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and everybody who believes it ought to understand it,

and must do so by force of his own freethinkirig, with

out any guide or instructor.

How can a man think at all, if he does not think

freely ? A man who does not eat and drink freely, does

not eat and drink at all. Why may not I be denied the

liberty of freeseeing as well as freethinking ? Yet no

body pretends that the first is unlawful, for a cat may
look on a king ; though you be near-sighted, or have

weak or sore eyes, or are blind, you may be a freeseer ;

you ought to see for yourself, and not trust to a guide
to choose the colour of your stockings, or save you from

falling into a ditch.

In like manner, there ought to be no restraint at all

on thinking freely upon any proposition, however im

pious or absurd. There is not the least hurt in the

wickedest thoughts, provided they be free ; nor in tell

ing those thoughts to everybody, and endeavouring to

convince the world of them ; for all this is included in

the doctrine of freethinking, as I shall plainly shew you
in what follows ; and therefore you are all along to un

derstand the word freethinking in this sense.

If you are apt to be afraid of the devil, think freely

of him, and you destroy him and his kingdom. Free-

thinking has done him more mischief than all the clergy
in the world ever could do : they believe in the devil,

they have an interest in him, and therefore are the great

supports of his kingdom. The devil was in the States-

General before they began to be freethinkers : for Eng
land and Holland* were formerly the Christian terri-

*
Collins is supposed to have imbibed his freethinking philosophy

during his repeated visits to Holland.
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tories of the devil. I told you how he left Holland ;

and freethinking and the revolution banished him from

England ; I defy all the clergy to shew me when they

ever had such success against him. My meaning is,

that to think freely of the devil, is to think there is no

devil at all ; and he that thinks so, the devil is in him

if he be afraid of the devil.

But, within these two or three years, the devil has

come into England again ; and Dr Sacheverell has given

him commission to appear in the shape of a cat, and

carry old women about upon broomsticks : and the de

vil has now so many
" ministers ordained to his ser

vice," that they have rendered freethinking odious, and

nothing but the second coming of Christ can restore it.

The priests tell me, I am to believe the Bible ; but

freethinking tells me otherwise in many particulars.

The Bible says, the Jews were a nation favoured by
God ; but I, who am a freethinker, say, that cannot be,

because the Jews lived in a corner of the earth, and free-

thinking makes it clear that those who live in corners

cannot be favourites of God. The New Testament all

along asserts the truth of Christianity ; but freethink

ing denies it : because Christianity was communicated

but to a few ; and whatever is communicated but to a

few, cannot be true ; for that is like whispering, and

the proverb says,
" that there is no whispering without

lying."

Here is a society in London for propagating free-

thinking throughout the world, encouraged and sup

ported by the Queen and many others. You say, per

haps, it is for propagating the gospel. Do you think

the missionaries we send will tell the heathens that they
must not think freely ? No, surely ; why then, it is ma-
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nifest, those missionaries must be freethinkers, and make

the heathens so too. But why should not the king of

Siam, whose religion is heathenism and idolatry, send

over a parcel of his priests to convert us to his church,

as well as we send missionaries there ? Both projects

are exactly of a piece, and equally reasonable ; and if

those heathen priests were here, it would be our duty
to hearken to them, and think freely whether they may
not be in the right rather than we. I heartily wish a

detachment of such divines as Dr Atterbury, Dr Small-

ridge, Dr Swift, Dr Sacheverell, and some others, were

sent every year to the farthest part of the heathen world,

and that we had a cargo of their priests in return, who
would spread freethinking among us. Then the war

would go on, the late ministry be restored, and faction

cease ; which our priests inflame by haranguing upon
texts, and falsely call that "

preaching the gospel."

I have another project in my head, which ought to

be put in execution, in order to make us freethinkers.

It is a great hardship and injustice, that our priests must

not be disturbed while they are prating in the pulpit.

For example : why should not William Penn the Qua
ker, or any Anabaptist, Papist, Muggletonian, Jew, or

sweet-singer, have liberty to come into St Paul's church,

in the midst of divine service, and endeavour to con

vert first the alderman, then the preacher, and singing-
men ? or pray, why might not poor Mr Whiston,* who
denies the divinity of Christ, be allowed to come into

1 Yet Winston, who receives this side-cut, was himself an anxious

combatant of Collins,, in his Reflections on an Anonymous Pamphlet,

entitled, a Defence of Freethiuking. 1713.
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the lower house of convocation, and convert the clergy?

But, alas ! we are overrun with such false notions, that,

if Penn or Whiston should do their duty, they would

be reckoned fanatics, and disturbers of the holy synod ;

although they have as good a title to it as St Paul had

to go into the synagogues of the Jews ; and their au

thority is full as divine as his.

Christ himself commands us to be freethinkers ; for

he bids us search the scriptures, and take heed what and

whom we hear : by which he plainly warns us, not to

believe our bishops and clergy ; for Jesus Christ, when

he considered that all the Jewish and heathen priests,

whose religion he came to abolish, were his enemies,

rightly concluded that those appointed by him to preach

his own gospel would probably be so too ; and could not

be secure that any set of priests, of the faith he deli

vered, would ever be otherwise: therefore it is fully

demonstrated that the clergy of the church of England
are mortal enemies to Christ, and ought not to be be

lieved.

But, without the privilege of freethinking, how is it

possible to know which is the right scripture ? Here

are perhaps twenty sorts of scriptures in the several

parts of the world, and every set of priests contend

that their scripture is the true one. The Indian bra-

inins have a book of scripture called the Shaster; the

Persees their Zundivastaw ; the bonzes in China have

theirs, written by the disciples of Fohe, whom they
call

" God and Saviour of the world, who was born to

teach the way of salvation, and to give satisfaction for

all men's sins :" which, you see, is directly the same

with what our priests pretend of Christ. And must we
not think freely, to find out which are in the right,
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whether the bishops or the bonzes ? But the talapoins,

or heathen clergy of Siam, approach yet nearer to the

system of our priests ; they have a book of scripture

written by Sommonocodara, who, the Siamese say, was
" born of a virgin," and was " the God expected by the

universe ;" just as our priests tell us, that Jesus Christ

was born of the Virgin Mary, and was the Messiah so

long expected. The Turkish priests, or dervises, have

their scripture which they call the Alcoran. The Jews

have the Old Testament for their scripture, and the

Christians have both the Old and the New. Now, among
all these scriptures, there cannot above one be right ;

and how is it possible to know which is that, without

reading them all, and then thinking freely, every one

of us for ourselves, without following the advice or in

struction of any guide, before we venture to choose ?

The parliament ought to be at the charge of finding a

sufficient number of these scriptures, for every one of

her majesty's subjects ; for, there are twenty to one

against us, that we may be in the wrong : but a great
deal of freethinking will at last set us all right, and

every one will adhere to the scripture he likes best; by
which means, religion, peace, and wealth, will be for

ever secured in her Majesty's realms.

And it is the more necessary that the good people of

England should have liberty to choose some other scrip

ture, because all Christian priests differ so much about

the copies of theirs, and about the various readings of

the several manuscripts, which quite destroys the au

thority of the Bible : for what authority can a book

pretend to, where there are various readings?* And
* In the discourse on Freethinking, p. 80, Collins insists much on

a passage in Victor of Tunis, from which he infers, that the gospels
were corrected and altered in the fourth century.

VOL. VIII. M
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for this reason, it is manifest that no man can know

the opinions of Aristotle or Plato, or believe the facts

related by Thucydides or Livy, or be pleased with the

poetry of Homer and Virgil, all which books are utter

ly useless, upon account of their various readings. Some

books of scripture are said to be lost, and this utterly

destroys the credit of those that are left : some we re

ject, which the Africans and Copticks receive; and why
may we not think freely, and reject the rest ? Some
think the scriptures wholly inspired, some partly ; and

some not at all. Now this is just the very case of the

bramins, persees, bonzes, talapoins, dervises, rabbis,

and all other priests, who build their religion upon

books, as our priests do upon their Bibles. They all

equally differ about the copies, various readings and in

spirations, of their several scriptures ; and God knows

which are in the right : freethinking alone can deter

mine it.

It would be endless to shew in how many particulars

the priests of the Heathen and Christian churches, dif

fer about the meaning even of those scriptures which

they universally receive as sacred. But, to avoid pro

lixity, I shall confine myself to the different opinions

among the priests of the church of England ; and here

only give you a specimen, because even these are too

many to be enumerated.

I have found out a bishop, (though indeed his opi

nions are condemned by all his brethren,) who allows

the scriptures to be so difficult, that God has left them

rather as a trial of our industry, than a repository of

our faith, and furniture of creeds and articles of belief ;

with several other admirable schemes of freethinking,

which you may consult at your leisure.
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The doctrine of the Trinity is the most fundamental

point of the whole Christian religion. Nothing is more

easy to a freethinker : yet what different notions of it

do the English priests pretend to deduce from scripture,

explaining it by
"

specific unities, eternal modes of sub

sistence," and the like unintelligible jargon ! Nay, it is

a question whether this doctrine be fundamental or not ;

for though Dr South and Bishop Bull affirm it, yet Bi

shop Taylor and Dr Wallis deny it. And that excel

lent freethinking prelate Bishop Taylor observes, that

Athanasius's example was followedwith too much greedi

ness : by which means it has happened, that the greater

number of our priests are in that sentiment, and think

it necessary to believe the Trinity, and incarnation of

Christ.*

Our priests likewise dispute several circumstances

about the resurrection of the dead, the nature of our

bodies after the resurrection, and in what manner

they shall be united to our souls. They also attack

one another "
very weakly, with great vigour," about

predestination. And it is certainly true, (for Bishop

Taylor and Mr Whiston the Socinian say so,) that all

churches in prosperity alter their doctrines every age,

and are neither satisfied with themselves nor their own

confessions; neither does any clergyman of sense believe

the Thirty-nine Articles.

Our priests differ about the eternity of hell torments.

The famous Dr Henry More, and the most pious and

rational of all priests, Dr Tiilotson, (both freethinkers,)

* See Swift's opinion of controversies on this subject in his Sermon

upon the Trinity.
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believe them to be not eternal. They differ about keep

ing the sabbath, the divine right of episcopacy, and the

doctrine of original sin ; which is the foundation of the

whole Christian religion ; for, if men are not liable to

be damned for Adam's sin, the Christian religion is an

imposture : yet this is now disputed among them ; so is

lay baptism : so was formerly the lawfulness of usury ;

but now the priests are common stock-jobbers, attor

neys, and scriveners. In short, there is no end of dis

puting among priests : and therefore I conclude, that

there ought to be no such thing in the world as priests,

teachers, or guides, for instructing ignorant people in

religion ; but that every man ought to think freely for

himself.

I will tell you my meaning in all this. The priests

dispute every point in the Christian religion, as well as

almost every text in the Bible; and the force of my ar

gument lies here, that whatever point is disputed by
one or two divines, however condemned by the church,

not only that particular point, but the whole article to

which it relates, may lawfully be received or rejected

by any freethinker. For instance, suppose More and

Tillotson deny the eternity of hell torments, a free

thinker may deny all future punishments whatsoever.

The priests dispute about explaining the Trinity ; there

fore a freethinker may reject one or two, or the whole

three persons ; at least, he may reject Christianity, be

cause the Trinity is the most fundamental doctrine of

that religion. So I affirm original sin, and that men
are now liable to be damned for Adam's sin, to be the

foundation of the whole Christian religion ; but this

point was formerly, and is now, disputed ; therefore, a
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freethinker may deny the whole. And I cannot help

giving you one farther direction, how I insinuate all

along, that the wisest freethinking priests, whom you

may distinguish by the epithets I bestow on them, were

those who differed most from the generality of their

brethren.

But, besides, the conduct of our priests in many other

points makes freethinking unavoidable ; for, some of

them own, that the doctrines of the church are contra

dictory to one another, as well as to reason ; which I

thus prove : Dr Sacheverell says, in his speech at his

trial,
"
That, by abandoning passive obedience, we must

render ourselves the most inconsistent church in the

world ;" ergo., there must have been a great many in

consistencies and contradictory doctrines in the church

before. Dr South describes the incarnation of Christ

as an astonishing mystery, impossible to be conceived

by man's reason; ergo., it is contradictory to itself, and

to reason, and ought to be exploded by all freethinkers.

Another instance of the priests' conduct, which mul

tiplies freethinkers, is their acknowledgment of abuses,

defects, and false doctrines, in the church ; particularly
that of eating black pudding, which is so plainly forbid

in the Old and New Testament, that I wonder those

who pretend to believe a syllable in either will presume
to taste it. Why should I mention the want of disci

pline, and of a sideboard at the altar, with complaints of

other great abuses and defects made by some of the

priests, which no man can think on without freethink

ing, and consequently rejecting Christianity ?

When I see an honest freethinking bishop endeavour

to destroy the power and privileges of the church, and

Dr Atterbury angry with him for it, and calling it
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"
dirty work :" what can I conclude, by virtue of being

a freethinker, but that Christianity is all a cheat ?

Mr Whistoii has published several tracts, wherein he

absolutely denies the divinity of Christ. A bishop tells

him,
"

Sir, in any matter where you have the church's

judgment against you, you should be careful not to

break the peace of the church, by writing against it,

though you are sure you are in the right."* Now my
opinion is directly contrary ; and I affirm, that if ten

thousand freethinkers thought differently from the re

ceived doctrine, and from each other, they would be all

in duty bound to publish their thoughts, provided they
were all sure of being in the right, though it broke the

peace of the church and state ten thousand times.

And here I must take leave to tell you, although you
cannot but have perceived it from what I have already

said, and shall be still more amply convinced by what

is to follow, that freethinking signifies nothing, with

out freespeaking and freewriting. It is the indispen
sable duty of a freethinker, to endeavour forcing all the

world to think as he does, and by that means make
them freethinkers too. You are also to understand,

that I allow no man to be a freethinker, any farther

than as he differs from the received doctrines of reli

gion. Where a man falls in, though by perfect chance,

with what is generally believed, he is in that point a

confined and limited thinker ; and you shall see by and

by, that I celebrate those for the noblest freethinkers in

every age, who differed from the religion of their coun-

Swift's Sermon on the Trinity, as well as a passage in his

Thoughts upon Religion, shews the weight which he attached to this

important argument
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tries in the most fundamental points, and especially in

those which bear any analogy to the chief fundamentals

of religion among us.

Another trick of the priests is, to charge all men with

atheism, who have more wit than themselves ; which,

therefore, I expect, will be my case for writing this dis

course. This is what makes them so implacable against

Mr Gildon, Dr Tindal, Mr Toland, and myself; and

when they call us wits atheists, it provokes us to be

freethinkers.

Again : the priests cannot agree when their scripture

was written. They differ about the number of canoni

cal books, and the various readings. Now, those few

among us who understand Latin, are careful to tell this

to our disciples, who presently fall a-freethinking, that

the Bible is a book not to be depended upon in anything
at all.

There is another thing, that mightily spreads free-

thinking, which, I believe, you would hardly guess.
The priests have got a way of late of writing books

against freethinking ; I mean, treatises
.
in dialogue,

where they introduce atheists, deists, sceptics, and So-

cinians, offering their several arguments. Now these

freethinkers are too hard for the priests themselves in

their own books. And how can it be otherwise ? For,

if the arguments usually offered by atheists are fairly

represented in these books, they must needs convert

everybody that reads them ; because atheists, deists,

sceptics, and Socinians, have certainly better arguments
to maintain their opinions, than any the priests can pro
duce to maintain the contrary.
Mr Creech, a priest, translated Lucretius into Eng

lish, which is a complete system of atheism ; and seve-
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ral young students, who were afterward priests, wrote

verses iu praise of this translation. The arguments

against Providence
in that book are so strong, that they

have added mightily to the number of freethinkers.

Why should I mention the pious cheats of the priests,

who in the New Testament translate the word ecclcsia

sometimes the churchy and sometimes the congrega
tion ; and episcopus, sometimes a bishop, and sometimes

an overseer ? A priest, translating a book, left out a

whole passage that reflected on the king, by which he

was an enemy to political freethinking, a most consi

derable branch of our system. Another priest, transla

ting a book of travels, left out a lying miracle, out of

mere malice, to conceal an argument for freethinking.

In short, these frauds are very common in all books

which are published by priests. But, however, I love

to excuse them whenever I can : and as to this accusa

tion, they may plead the authority of the ancient fathers

of the church, for forgery, corruption, and mangling

authors, with more reason than for any of their articles

of faith. St Jerom, St Hilary, Eusebius Vercellensis,

Victorinus, and several others, were all guilty of arrant

forgery and corruption : for, when they translated the

works of several freethinkers, whom they called here

tics, they omitted all their heresies or freethinkings, and

had the impudence to own it to the world.

From these many notorious instances of the priests'

conduct, I conclude they are not to be relied on in any
one thing relating to religion ; but that every man must

think freely for himself.

But to this it may be objected, that the bulk of man
kind is as well qualified for flying as thinking,; and if

every man thought it his duty to think freely, and trou-
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ble his neighbour with his thoughts (which is an essen

tial part of freethinking,) it would make wild work in

the world. I answer ; whoever cannot think freely, may
let it alone if he pleases, by virtue of his right to think

freely ; that is to say, if such a man freely thinks that

he cannot think freely, of which every man is a suffi

cient judge, why, then, he need not think freely, unless

he thinks fit.

Besides, if the bulk of mankind cannot think freely

in matters of speculation, as the being of a God, the im

mortality of the soul, &c. why, then, freethinking is in

deed no duty : but then the priests must allow, that

men are not concerned to believe whether there is a God
or not. But still those who are disposed to think freely,

may think freely if they please.

It is again objected, that freethinking will produce
endless divisions in opinion, and by consequence disor

der society. To which I answer,

When every single man comes to have a different

opinion every day from the whole world, and from him

self, by virtue of freethinking, and thinks it his duty to

convert every man to his own freethinking, as all we
freethinkers do ; how can that possibly create so great
a diversity of opinions, as to have a set of priests agree

among themselves to teach the same opinions in their

several parishes to all who will come to hear them ?

Besides, if all people were of the same opinion, the re

medy would be worse than the disease ; I will tell you
the reason some other time.

Besides, difference in opinion, especially in matters

of great moment, breeds no confusion at all. Witness

papist and protestant, roundhead and cavalier, and whig
and tory, now among us. I observe, the Turkish em*-
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pire is more at peace within itself, than Christian prin

ces are with one another. Those noble Turkish virtues

of charity and toleration are what contribute chiefly

to the flourishing state of that happy monarchy.

There Christians and Jews are tolerated, and live at

ease, if they can hold their tongues and think freely,

provided they never set foot within the mosques, nor

write against Mahomet. A few plunderings now arid

then by the janissaries are all they have to fear.

It is objected, that by freethinking, men will think

themselves into atheism ; and indeed I have allowed all

along, that atheistical books convert men to freethink

ing. But suppose that to be true, I can bring you two

divines, who affirm superstition and enthusiasm to be

worse than atheism, and more mischievous to society :

and in short, it is necessary that the bulk of the people

should be atheists or superstitious.

It is objected, that priests ought to be relied on by
the people, as lawyers and physicians, because it is their

faculty. I answer, It is true, a man who is no lawyer,

is not suffered to plead for himself. But every man

may be his own quack if he pleases, and he only ven

tures his life ; but in the other case, the priest tells him

he must be damned : therefore do not trust the priest,

but think freely for yourself ; and if you happen to

think there is no hell, there certainly is none, and con

sequently you cannot be damned. I answer farther,

that wherever there is no lawyer, physician, or priest,

the country is paradise. Besides, all priests, (except

the orthodox, and those are not ours, nor any that I

know,) are liired by the public to lead men into mis

chief : but lawyers and physicians are not ; you hire

them yourself.
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It is objected, (by priests, no doubt, but I have for

got their names,) that false speculations are necessary
to be imposed upon men, in order to assist the magis
trate in keeping the peace ; and that men ought there

fore to be deceived, like children, for their own good.
I answer, That zeal for imposing speculations, whether

true or false, (under which name of speculations I in

clude all opinions of religion, as the belief of a God,

providence, immortality of the soul, future rewards and

punishments, &c.) has done more hurt than it is possi

ble for religion to do good. It puts us to the charge of

maintaining ten thousand priests in England, which is

a burden upon society never felt upon any other occa

sion : and a greater evil to the public, than if these ec

clesiastics were only employed in the most innocent of

fices of life, which I take to be eating and drinking.

Now, if you offer to impose anything on mankind be

side "what relates to moral duties, as to pay your debts,

not pick pockets, nor commit murder, and the like ; that

is to say, if, beside this, you oblige them to believe in

God and Jesus Christ, what you add to their faith, will

take just so much off from their morality. By this ar

gument it is manifest, that a perfect moral man must

be a perfect atheist ; every inch of religion he gets lo

ses him an inch of morality : for there is a certain quan
tum belongs to every man, of which there is nothing to

spare. This is clear from the common practice of all

, our priests : they never once preach to you to love your

neighbour, to be just in your dealings, or to be sober

and temperate. The streets of London are full of com

mon whores, publicly tolerated in their wickedness ; yet

the priests make no complaints against this enormity,

either from the pulpit or the press : I can affirm, that
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neither you nor I, sir, have ever heard one sermon

against whoring since we were boys. No, the priests

allow all these vices, and love us the better for them,

provided we will promise not " to harangue upon a text,"

nor to sprinkle a little water in a child's face, which

they call baptizing, and would engross it all to them

selves.

Besides, the priests engage all the rogues, villains,

and fools, in their party, in order to make it as large as

they can : by this means they seduced Constantine the

Great over to their religion, who was the first Christian

emperor, and so horrible a villain, that the heathen

priests told him they could not expiate his crimes in

their church ; so he was at a loss to know what to do,

till an ^Egyptian bishop assured him, that there was no

villainy so great, but was to be expiated by the sacra

ments of the Christian religion : upon which he became

a Christian, and to him that religion owes its first set

tlement.

It is objected, that freethinkers themselves are the

most infamous, wicked, and senseless, of all mankind.

I answer, first, we say the same of priests, and other

believers. But the truth is, men of all sects are equally

good and bad ; for no religion whatsoever contributes

in the least to mend men's lives.

I answer, secondly, that freethinkers use their under

standing ; but those who have religion do not : there

fore the first have more understanding than the others ;

witness Toland, Tindal, Gildon, Clendon, Coward, and

myself. For, use legs, and have legs.

I answer, thirdly, that freethinkers are the most vir

tuous persons in the world ; for all freethinkers must

certainly differ from the priests, and from nine hundred
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ninety-nine of a thousand of those among whom they
live ; and are, therefore, virtuous, of course, because

everybody hates them.

I answer, fourthly, that the most virtuous people, in

all ages, have been freethinkers ; of which I shall pro
duce several instances.*

Socrates was a freethinker ; for he disbelieved the

gods of his country, and the common creeds about them,

and declared his dislike when he heard men attribute
"
repentance, anger, and other passions to the gods, and

talk ofwars and battles in heaven,and of the gods getting
women with child," and such like fabulous and blasphe

mous stories. I pick out these particulars, because they
are the very same with what the priests have in their Bi

bles, where repentance and anger are attributed to God ;

where it is said, there was " war in heaven ;" and that
" the Virgin Mary was with child by the Holy Ghost,"

whom the priests call God ; all fabulous and blasphe
mous stories. Now, I affirm Socrates to have been a

true Christian. You will ask, perhaps, how that can

be, since he lived three or four hundred years before

Christ? I answer, with Justin Martyr, that Christ is

nothing else but reason ; and I hope you do not think

Socrates lived before reason. Now, this true Christian

Socrates never made notions, speculations, or myste

ries, any part of his religion ; but demonstrated all men
to be fools who troubled themselves with inquiries into

* What follows is in ridicule of a long list of freethinkers, as he

calls them, with which Collins has graced his discourse ; in which he

includes not only the ancient philosophers, but the inspired pro

phets, and even "
King Solomon the wise."
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heavenly things. Lastly, it is plain that Socrates was a

freethinker, because he was calumniated for an atheist,

as' freethinkers generally are, only because he was an

enemy to all speculations and inquiries into heavenly

things. For I argue thus, that, if I never trouble my
self to think whether there be a God or not, and forbid

others to do it, I am a freethinker, but not an atheist.

Plato was a freethinker ; and his notions are so like

some in the gospel, that a heathen charged Christ with

borrowing his doctrine from JPlato. But Origen de

fends Christ very well against this charge, by saying he

did not understand Greek, and therefore could not bor

row his doctrine from Plato. Howfever, their two reli

gions agreed so well, that it was common for Christians

to turn Platonists, and Platonists Christians. When the

Christians found out this, one of their zealous priests

(worse than any atheist) forged several things under

Plato's name, but conformable to Christianity, by which

the heathens were fraudulently converted.

Epicurus was the greatest of all freethinkers, and

consequently the most virtuous man in the world. His

opinions in religion were the most complete system of

atheism that ever appeared. Christians ought to have

the greatest veneration for him, because he taught a

higher point of virtue than Christ ; I mean, the virtue

of friendship, which, in the sense we usually under

stand it, is not so much as named in the New Testa

ment.

Plutarchwas a freethinker, notwithstanding his being
a priest ; but indeed he was a heathen priest. His free-

thinking appears by shewing the innocence of atheism,

(which at worst is only false reasoning,) and the mis

chiefs of superstition ; and he explains what supersti-
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tion is, by calling it a conceit of immortal ills after

death, the opinion of hell torments, dreadful aspects,

doleful groans, and the like. He is likewise very sati

rical upon the public forms of devotion in his own coun

try, a qualification absolutely necessary to a freethinker ;

yet those forms which he ridicules, are the very same

that now pass for true worship in almost all countries.

I am sure some of them do so in ours ; such as abject

looks, distortions, wry faces, beggarly tones, humilia

tion, and contrition.

Varro, the most learned among the Romans, was a

freethinker ; for he said, the heathen divinity contained

many fables below thedignity of immortal beings ; such,

for instance, as Gods begotten and proceeding from

other Gods. These two words I desire you will parti

cularly remark, because they are the very terms made
use of by our priests in their doctrine of the Trinity.
He says likewise, that there are many things false in

religion, and so say all freethinkers ; but then he adds,
" which the vulgar ought not to know, but it is expe
dient they should believe." In this last he, indeed, dis

covers the whole secret of a statesman and politician, by

denying the vulgar the privilege of freethinking ; and

here I differ from him. However, it is manifest from

hence, that the Trinity was an invention of statesmen

and politicians.

The grave and wise Cato, the censor, will for ever

live in that noble freethinking saying
"

I wonder," said

he,
" how one of our priests can forbear laughing when

he sees another !" For, contempt of priests is another

grand characteristic of a freethinker. This shews that

Cato understood the whole mystery of the Roman " re

ligion as by law established." I beg you, sir, not to over-
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look these last words,
"

religion as by law established."

I translate haruspex, into the general word, priest.

Thus I apply the sentence to our priests in England ;

and, when Dr Smallridge sees Dr Atterbury, I wonder

how either of them can forbear laughing at the cheat

they put upon the people, by making them believe their

"
religion as by law established."

Cicero, that consummate philosopher and noble pa

triot, though he was a priest, and consequently more

likely to be a knave, gave the greatest proofs of his free-

thinking. First, he professed the sceptic philosophy,

which doubts of everything. Then he wrote two trea

tises ; in the first, he shews the weakness of the stoics'

arguments for the being of the Gods : In the latter, he

has destroyed the whole revealed religion of the Greeks

and Romans ; for why should not theirs he a revealed

religion as well as that of Christ ? Cicero likewise tells

us, as his own opinion, that they who study philosophy,

do not believe there are any Gods : he denies the im

mortality of the soul, and says, there can be nothing
after death.

And because the priests have the impudence to quote

Cicero, in their pulpits and pamphlets against freethink-

ing, I am resolved to disarm them of his authority.

You must know, his philosophical works are generally
in dialogues, where people are brought in disputing

against one another. Now the priests, when they see

an argument to prove a God, offered perhaps by a stoic,

are such knaves or blockheads, to quote it as if it were

Cicero's own ; whereas Cicero was so noble a freethink

er, that he believed nothing at all of the matter, nor

ever shews the least inclination to favour superstition,

or the belief of a God, and the immortality of the soul ;

15
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unless what he throws out sometimes to save himself

from danger, in his speeches to the Roman mob, whose

religion was, however, much more innocent, and less

absurd, than that of popery at least : and I could say
more but you understand me.

Seneca was a great freethinker, and had a noble no

tion of the worship of the gods, for which our priests

would call any man an atheist : he laughs at morn

ing devotions, or worshipping upon Sabbath-days ; he

says, God has no need of ministers and servants, be

cause he himself serves mankind. This religious man,
like his religious brethren the stoics, denies the im

mortality of the soul ; and says, all that is feigned to be

so terrible in hell, is but a fable : death puts an end to

all our misery, &c. Yet the priests were anciently so

fond of Seneca, that they forged a correspondence of let

ters between him and St Paul.

Solomon himself, whose writings are called
" the

word of God," was such a freethinker, that if he were

now alive, nothing but his building of churches could

have kept our priests from calling him an atheist. He
affirms the eternity of the world almost in the same

manner with Manilius, the heathen philosophical poet,

which opinion entirely overthrows the history of the

creation by Moses, and all the New Testament : he de

nies the immortality of the soul, assures us,
" that men

die like beasts," and " that both go to one place."

The prophets of the Old Testament were generally

freethinkers. You must understand, that their way of

learning to prophesywas bymusic and drinking.* These

*
Collins, after making the charge, which has been repeated by all

infidels down to Thomas Paine, that the prophets acquired their fer-

VOL. VIII. N
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prophets wrote against the established religion of the

Jews, (which those people looked upon as the institution

of God himself,) as if they believed it was all a cheat :

that is to say, with as great liberty against the priests

and prophets of Israel, as Dr Tindal did lately against

the priests and prophets of our Israel, who has clearly

shewn them and their religion to be cheats. To prove

this, you may read several passages in Isaiah, Ezekiel,

Amos, Jeremiah, &c., wherein you will find such instan

ces of freethinking, that, if any Englishman had talked

so in our days, their opinions would have been register

ed in Dr Sacheverell's trial, and in the representation of

the lower house of convocation, and produced as so

many proofs of the profaneness, blasphemy, and athe

ism of the nation ; there being nothing more profane,

blasphemous, or atheistical, in those representations,

than what these prophets have spoken, whose writings
are yet called by our priests,

" the word of God." And
therefore these prophets are as much atheists as myself,

or as any of my freethinking brethren whom I lately

named to you.

Josephus was a great freethinker. I wish he had

chosen a better subject to write on, than those igno
rant, barbarous, ridiculous scoundrels, the Jews, whom
God (if we may believe the priests) thought fit to choose

for his own people. I will give you some instances of

his freethinking. He says, Cain travelled through se-

vour of spirit by the aid of music and wine, allows, nevertheless, that

they were great freethinkers, and " writ with as great liberty against
the established religion of the Jews, which the people looked on as

the institution of God himself, as if they looked upon it all to be im

posture." Discourse, p. 153, et sequen.
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veral countries, and kept company with rakes and pro

fligate fellows ; he corrupted the simplicities of former

times, &c., which plainly supposes men before Adam,
and consequently that the priests' history of the crea

tion by Moses is an imposture. He says, the Israelites'

passing through the Red Sea, was no more than Alex

ander's passing at the Pamphilian sea ; that, as for the

appearance of God at Mount Sinai, the reader may be

lieve it as he pleases ; that Moses persuaded the Jews he

had God for his guide, just as the Greeks pretended

theyhad their laws from Apollo. These are noble strains

offreethinking, which the priests knew not howto solve,

but by thinking as freely : for one of them says, that Jo-

sephus wrote this, to make his work acceptable to the

heathens, by striking out everything that was incredible.

Origen, who was the first Christian that had any

learning, has left a noble testimony of his freethinking ;

for a general council has determined him to be damn

ed, which plainly shews he was a freethinker, and was

no saint ; for people were only sainted because of their

want of learning and excess of zeal ; so that all the fa

thers, who are called saints by the priests, were worse

than atheists.

Minutius Felix seems to be a true modern latitudi-

narian, freethinking Christian ; for he is against altars,

churches, public preaching, and public assemblies ; and

likewise against priests ; for, he says, there were several

great flourishing empires before there were any orders

of priests in the world.

Synesius, who had too much learning and too little

zeal for a saint, was for some time a great freethinker ;

he could not believe the resurrection till he was made a
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bishop, and then pretended to be convinced by a lying

miracle.

To come to our own country : My Lord Bacon was a

great freethinker, when he tells us,
" that whatever has

the least relation to religion, is particularly liable to

suspicion ;" by which he seems to suspect all the facts

whereon most of the superstitions (that is to say, what

the priests call the religions) of the world are ground
ed. He also prefers atheism before superstition.

Mr Hobbes was a person of great learning, virtue,

and freethinking, except in the high church politics.

But Archbishop Tillotson is the person whom all

English freethinkers own as their head ; and his virtue

is indisputable for this manifest reason, that Dr Hickes,

a priest, calls him an atheist ; says, he caused several to

turn atheists, and to ridicule the priesthood and religion.

These must be allowed to be noble effects of freethink

ing. This great prelate assures us, that all the duties

of the Christian religion, with respect to God, are no

other but what natural light prompts men to, except the

two sacraments, and praying to God in the name and me
diation of Christ. As a priest and prelate, he was obli

ged to say something of Christianity ; but pray observe,

sir, how he brings himself off. He justly affirms, that

even these things are of less moment than natural du
ties ; and, because mothers' nursing their children is a

natural duty, it is of more moment than the two sacra

ments, or than praying to God, in the name, and by the

mediation, of Christ. This freethinking archbishop could

not allow a miracle sufficient to give credit to a prophet,
who taught anything contrary to our natural notions ;

by which, it is plain, he rejected at once all the myste
ries of Christianity.
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I could name one-and-twenty more great men, who
were all freethinkers, but that I fear to be tedious ; for

it is certain that all men of sense depart from the opi

nions commonly received ; and are consequently more

or less men of sense, according as they depart more or

less from the opinions commonly received ; neither can

you name an enemy to freethinking, however he be

dignified or distinguished, whether archbishop, bishop,

priest, or deacon, who has not been either " a crack-

brained enthusiast, a diabolical villain, or a most pro
found ignorant brute."

Thus, sir, I have endeavoured to execute your com

mands, and you may print this Letter, if you please ;

but I would have you conceal my name. For my opi

nion of virtue is, that we ought not to venture doing
ourselves harm, by endeavouring to do good.

I am yours, &c.

CONCLUSION.

I HAVE here given the public a brief, but faithful ab

stract of this most excellent Essay ; wherein I have all

along religiously adhered to our author's notions, and

generally to his words, without any other addition than

that of explaining a few necessary consequences, for the

sake of ignorant readers ; for to those who have the

least degree of learning, I own, they will be wholly use

less. I hope I have not in any single instance, misre

presented the thoughts of this admirable writer. If I
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have happened to mistake through inadvertency, I en

treat he will condescend to inform me, and point out the

place ; upon which, I will immediately beg pardon both

of him and the world. The design of his piece is to

recommend freethinking ; and one chief motive is the

example of many excellent men who were of that sect.

He produces, as the principal points of their freethink

ing, that they denied the being of a God, the torments

of hell, the immortality of the soul, the Trinity, incar

nation, the history of the creation by Moses, with many
other such " fabulous and blasphemous stories," as he

judiciously calls them : and he asserts, that whoever de

nies the most of these, is the completest freethinker, and

consequently the wisest and most virtuous man.

The author, sensible of the prejudices of the age, does

not directly affirm himself an atheist ; he goes no far

ther than to pronounce that atheism is the most perfect

degree of freethinking ; and leaves the reader to form

the conclusion. However, he seems to allow, that a

man may be a tolerable freethinker, though he does be

lieve a God, provided he utterly rejects
"
providence,

revelation, the Old and New Testament, future rewards

and punishments, the immortality of the soul," and

other the like impossible absurdities. Which mark of

superabundant caution, sacrificing truth to the supersti

tion of priests, may perhaps be forgiven, but ought not

to be imitated by any who would arrive (even in this

author's judgment) at the true perfection of freethink

ing.
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SOME THOUGHTS

ON

FREETHINKING.

WRITTEN IN ENGLAND, BUT LEFT UNFINISHED.

DISCOURSING one day with a prelate of the kingdom
of Ireland, who is a person of excellent wit and learn

ing, he offered a notion applicable to the subject we
were then upon, which I took to be altogether new and

right. He said, that the difference betwixt a madman
and one in his wits, in what related to speech, consist

ed in this ; that the former spoke out whatever came

into his mind, and just in the confused manner as his

imagination presented the ideas : the latter only ex

pressed such thoughts as his judgment directed him to

choose, leaving the rest to die away in his memory ;

and that, if the wisest man would, at any time, utter

his thoughts in the crude indigested manner as they
come into his head, he would be looked upon as raving
mad. And, indeed, when we consider our thoughts, as

they are the seeds of words and actions, we cannot but

agree that they ought to be kept under the strictest re-
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gulation ; and that in the great multiplicity of ideas

which one's mind is apt to form, there is nothing more

difficult than to select those which are most proper for

the conduct of life. So that I cannot imagine what is

meant, by the mighty zeal in some people for asserting

the freedom of thinking ; because, if such thinkers

keep their thoughts within their own breasts, they can

be of no consequence, farther than to themselves. If

they publish them to the world, they ought to be an

swerable for the effects their thoughts produce upon
others. There are thousands in this kingdom, who, in

their thoughts, prefer a republic, or absolute power of

a prince, before a limited monarchy ; yet, if any of

these should publish their opinions, and go about, by

writing or discourse, to persuade the people to innova

tions in government, they would be liable to the seve

rest punishments the law can inflict ; and therefore

they are usually so wise as to keep their sentiments to

themselves. But, with respect to religion, the matter

is quite otherwise : and the public, at least here in

England, seems to be of opinion with Tiberius, that

Deorum injurite diis curce. They leave it to God Al

mighty to vindicate the injuries done to himself, who
is no doubt sufficiently able, by perpetual miracles, to

revenge the affronts of impious men. And, it should

seem, that is what princes expect from him, though I

cannot readily conceive the grounds they go upon ; nor

why, since they are God's vicegerents, they do not

think themselves at least equally obliged to preserve

their master's honour as their own ; since this is what

they expect from those they depute, and since they
never fail to represent the disobedience of their sub

jects, as offences against God. It is true, the visible
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reason of this neglect is obvious enough : the conse

quences of atheistical opinions, published to the world,

are not so immediate, or so sensible, as doctrines of re

bellion and sedition, spread in a proper season. How
ever, I cannot but think the same consequences are as

natural and probable from the former, though more re

mote : and whether these have not been in view among
our great planters of infidelity in England, I shall here

after examine.
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A LETTER

TO

A YOUNG CLEKGYMAN,

LATELY ENTERED INTO

HOLY ORDERS.

1719-20.

THIS excellent treatise, well worthy of the study of all who take

orders, seems to claim precedence, in point of general importance,

over those pieces which relate more immediately to church politics.

The cynic philosophy of Swift, his detestation of the times in which

he lived, and his ideas of the unduly degraded state of the clergy,

are strangely contrasted with his sound good sense, extensive know

ledge of the world, principles of practical morality, and high feeling,

not only of the importance of his order, but of the talents and virtues

requisite to its dignity. The Dean's very peculiar vein of humour,
which seldom forsook him, even upon the most serious subjects,

glances forth from time to time through his graver precepts. The

Essays upon the Fates of Clergymen, and the Hatred to the Clergy,

seem a proper sequel to the Letter.

Dublin, Jan. 9, 1719-20.

SIR,

ALTHOUGH it was against my knowledge or advice,

that you entered into holy orders, under the present
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dispositions of mankind toward the church, yet since

it is now supposed too late to recede, (at least accord

ing to the "general practice and opinion,) I cannot for

bear offering my thoughts to you upon this new con

dition of life you are engaged in.

I could heartily wish, that the circumstances of your
fortune had enabled you to have continued some years

longer in the university, at least till you were ten years

standing ; to have laid in a competent stock,of human

learning, and some knowledge in divinity, before you

attempted to appear in the world : for I cannot but

lament the common course which at least nine in ten

of those who enter into the ministry, are obliged to

run. When they have taken a degree, and are conse

quently grown a burden to their friends, who now
think themselves fully discharged, they get into orders

as soon as they can, (upon which I shall make no re

marks,) first solicit a readership, and if they be very

fortunate, arrive in time to a curacy here in town, or

else are sent to be assistants in the country, where they

probably continue several years, (many of them their

whole lives,) with thirty or forty pounds a-year for their

support : till some bishop, who happens to be not over

stocked with relations, or attached to favourites, or is

content to supply his diocese without colonies from

England, bestows upon them some inconsiderable be

nefice, when it is odds they are already encumbered

with a numerous family. I should be glad to know,
what intervals of life such persons can possibly set apart
for the improvement of their minds ; or which way they
could be furnished with books, the library they brought
with them from their college, being usually not the

most numerous, or judiciously chosen. If such gentle-
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men arrive to be great scholars, it must, I think, be

dtlier by means supernatural, or by a method altoge

ther out of any road yet known to the learned. But I

conceive the fact directly otherwise, and that many of

them lose the greatest part of the small pittance they

receive at the university.

I take it for granted, that you intend to pursue the

beaten tract, and are already desirous to be seen in a

pulpit : only I hope you will think it proper to pass

your quarantine among some of the desolate churches

five miles round this town, where you may at least

learn to read and to speak, before you venture to ex

pose your parts in a city congregation : not that these

are better judges, but because, if a man must needs ex

pose his folly, it is more safe and discreet to do so be

fore few witnesses, and in a scattered neighbourhood.
And you will do well if you can prevail upon some in

timate and judicious friend to be your constant hearer,

and allow him with the utmost freedom to give you
notice of whatever he shall find amiss, either in your
voice or gesture ; for want of which early warning,

many clergymen continue defective, and sometimes ri

diculous, to the end of their lives. Neither is it rare to

observe among excellent and learned divines, a certain

ungracious manner, or an unhappy tone of voice, which

they never have been able to shake off.

I should likewise have been glad, if you had applied

yourself a little more to the study of the English lan

guage, than I fear you have done ; the neglect where
of is one of the most general defects among the scholars

of this kingdom, who seem not to have the least con

ception of a style, but run on in a flat kind of phraseo

logy, often mingled with barbarous terms and expres-
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sions, peculiar to the nation ; neither do I perceive that

any person either finds or acknowledges his wants up
on this head, or in the least desires to have them sup

plied. Proper words, in proper places, make the true

definition of a style. But this would require too ample
a disquisition to be now dwelt on : however, I shall

venture to name one or two faults, which are easy to

be remedied, with a very small portion of abilities.

The first, is the frequent use of obscure terms, which

by the women are called hard words, and, by the better

sort of vulgar, fine language ; than which I do not

know a more universal, inexcusable, and unnecessary

mistake, among the clergy of all distinctions, but espe

cially the younger practitioners. I have been curious

enough to take a list of several hundred words in a

sermon of a new beginner, which not one of his hearers

among a hundred could possibly understand ; neither

can I easily call to mind any clergyman of my own ac

quaintance who is wholly exempt from this error, al

though many of them agree with me in the dislike of

the thing. But I am apt to put myself in the place of

the vulgar, and think many words difficult or obscure,

which the preacher will not allow to be so, because

those words are obvious to scholars. I believe the me
thod observed by the famous Lord Falkland,* in some

* Lucius Gary, Viscount Falkland, slain at the battle of New-

bury, in the great .Civil War, and now better known by the splendid

character drawn by Lord Clarendon, than by his own compositions.
" A person of such prodigious parts of learning and knowledge, of

that inimitable sweetness and delight in conversation, of so flowing

and obliging an humanity arid goodness to mankind, that, if there

were no other brand upon this odious and accursed Civil War than

that single loss, it must be infamous and execrable to all posterity."

History of the Rebellion, Book VII.
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of his writings, would not be an ill one for young di

vines : I was assured by an old person of quality, who
knew him well, that when he doubted whether a word

was perfectly intelligible or not, he used to consult one

of his lady's chambermaids, (not the waiting-woman,
because it was possible she might be conversant in ro

mances,) and by her judgment was guided whether to

receive or reject it. And if that great person thought
such a caution necessary in treatises offered to the learn

ed world, it will be sure at least as proper in sermons,

where the meanest hearer is supposed to be concerned,

and where very often a lady's chambermaid may be al

lowed to equal half the congregation, both as to quality

and understanding. But I know not how it comes to

pass, that professors in most arts and sciences are gene

rally the worst qualified to explain their meanings to

those, who are not of their tribe : a common farmer

shall make you understand in three words, that his foot

is out of joint, or his collar-bone broken ; wherein a

surgeon, after a hundred terms of art, if you are not a

scholar, shall leave you to seek. It is frequently the

same case in law, physic, and even many of the meaner

arts.

And upon this account it is, that among hard words,
I number likewise those which are peculiar to divinity
as it is a science, because I have observed several cler

gymen, otherwise little fond of obscure terms, yet in

their sermons very liberal of those which they find in

ecclesiastical writers, as if it were our duty to under
stand them : which I am sure it is not. And I defy
the greatest divine to produce any law either of God or

man, which obliges me to comprehend the meaning of

omniscience, omnipresence, ubiquity, attribute, beatific
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vision, with a thousand others so frequent in pulpits,

any more than that of eccentric, idiosyncracy, entity,

and the like.* I believe I may venture to insist farther,

that many terms used in holy writ, particularly by St

Paul,mightwith more discretion be changed into plainer

speech, except when they are introduced as part of a

quotation.f
I am the more earnest in this matter, because it is a

general complaint, and the justest in the world. For, a

divine has nothing to say to the wisest congregation of

any parish in this kingdom, which he may not express

in a manner to be understood by the meanest among
them. And this assertion must be true, or else God

requires from us more than we are able to perform.

However, not to contend whether a logician might pos

sibly put a case that would serve for an exception, I

will appeal to any man of letters, whether at least nine

teen in twenty of those perplexing words, might not be

changed into easy ones, such as naturally first occur to

ordinary men, and probably did so at first to those very

gentlemen, who are so fond of the former.

We are often reproved by divines, from the pulpits,

on account of our ignorance in things sacred, and per

haps with justice enough : however, it is not very rea

sonable for them to expect, that common men should

* The greater part of these examples of obscure terms are now

naturalized, and generally understood. The late Dr Johnson's wri

tings had a great effect in familiarizing the public to words derived

from the dead languages.
t In his Thoughts on Religion, Swift regrets that points of doc

trine have been founded upon the terms of eastern elocution employ
ed by St Paul.
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understand expressions, which are never made use of

in common life. No gentleman thinks it safe or pru

dent to send a servant with a message, without repeat

ing it more than once, and endeavouring to put it into

terms brought down to the capacity of the bearer : yet,

after all this care, it is frequent for servants to mis

take, and sometimes occasion misunderstandings among
friends. Although the common domestics in some gen
tlemen's families have more opportunities of improving
their minds than the ordinary sort of tradesmen.

It is usual for clergymen, who are taxed with this

learned defect, to quote Dr Tillotson, and other famous

divines, in their defence, without considering the dif

ference between elaborate discourses upon important

occasions, delivered to princes or parliaments, written

with a view of being made public, and a plain sermon

intended for the middle or lower size of people. Nei

ther do they seem to remember the many alterations,

additions, and expungings, made by great authors in

those treatises, which they prepare for the public. Be

sides, that excellent prelate above-mentioned, was known
to preach after a much more popular manner in the

city congregations ; and if in those parts of his works

he be anywhere too obscure for the understandings of

many, who may be supposed to have been his hearers,

it ought to be numbered among his omissions.

The fear of being thought pedants, has been of per
nicious consequence to young divines. This has wholly
taken many of them off from their severer studies in

the university ; which they have exchanged for plays,

poems, and pamphlets, in order to qualify them for tea-

tables and coffee-houses. This they usually call
"
po

lite conversation, knowing the world, and reading men
13
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instead of books." These accomplishments, when ap

plied to the pulpit, appear by a quaint, terse, florid

style, rounded into periods and cadences, commonly
without either propriety or meaning. I have listened

with my utmost attention for half an hour to an orator

of this species, without being able to understand, much
less to carry away, one single sentence out of a whole

sermon. Others, to shew that their studies have not

been confined to sciences, or ancient authors, will talk

in the style of a gaming ordinary, and White Friars,*

when I suppose the hearers can be little edified by the

terms of "
palming, shuffling, biting, bamboozling,'''

and the like, if they have not been sometimes conver

sant among pick-pockets and sharpers. And truly, as

they say a man is known by his company, so it should

seem that a man's company may be known by his man
ner of expressing himself, either in public assemblies,

or private conversation.

It would be endless to run over the several defects

of style among us : I shall therefore say nothing of the

mean and paltry, (which are usually attended by the

fustian,) much less of the slovenly or indecent. Two

things I will just warn you against : the first is, the

frequency of flat unnecessary epithets ; and the other

is, the folly of using old threadbare phrases, which will

often make you go out of your way to find and apply

them, are nauseous to rational hearers, and will sel

dom express your meaning, as well as your own natural

words.

* A place of asylum, as already noticed, frequented by sharpers.

VOL. VIII. O
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Although, as I have already observed, our English

tongue is too little cultivated in this kingdom, yet the

faults are nine in ten owing to affectation, and not to

the want of understanding. When a man's thoughts

are clear, the properest words will generally offer them

selves first, and his own judgment will direct him in

what order to place them, so
jas they may be best un

derstood. Where men err against this method, it is

usually on purpose, and to shew their knowledge of the

world. In short, that simplicity, without which no hu

man performance can arrive to any great perfection, is

nowhere more eminently useful than in this.

I have been considering that part of oratory, which

relates to the moving of the passions ; this I observe is

in esteem and practice among some church divines, as

well as among all the preachers and hearers of the fa

natic or enthusiastic strain. I will here deliver to you

(perhaps with more freedom than prudence) my opinion

upon the point.

The two great orators of Greece and Rome, Demos
thenes and Cicero* though each of them a leader (or, as

the Greeks called it, a demagogue) in a popular state,

yet seem to differ in their practice upon this branch of

their art : the former, who had to deal with a people of

much more politeness, learning, and wit, laid the great
est weight of his oratory upon the strength of his ar

guments, offered to their understanding and reason :

whereas Tully considered the dispositions of a sincere,

more ignorant, and less mercurial nation, by dwelling
almost entirely on the pathetic part.

But the principal thing to be remembered is, that

the constant design of both these orators, in all their

speeches, was, to drive some one particular point ; either
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the condemnation or acquittal of an accused person, a

persuasive to war, the enforcing of a law, and the like :

which was determined upon the spot, according as the

orators on either side prevailed. And here it was often

found of absolute necessity to inflame or cool the pas
sions of the audience ; especially at Rome, where Tully

spoke, and with whose writings young divines (I mean
those among them who read old authors) are more con

versant than with those of Demosthenes ; who by many
degrees excelled the other, at least as an orator. But
I do not see how this talent of moving the passions can

be of any great use toward directing Christian men in

the condiict of their lives ; ,at least, in these northern

climates, where I am confident the strongest eloquence

of that kind will leave few impressions upon any of

our spirits deep enough to last till the next morning,
or rather, to the next meal.*

But what has chiefly put me out of conceit with this

moving manner of preaching, is the frequent disap

pointment it meets with. I know a gentleman who
made it a rule in reading, to skip over all sentences

where he spied a note of admiration a-t the end. I be

lieve those preachers who abound in epiphonemas,^ if

they look about them, would find one part of their con

gregation out of countenance, and the other asleep ; ex

cept perhaps an old female beggar or two in the aisles,

* We -have already observed, that the Dean, in his o\vn practice,

rarely or never attempted to get the feelings of his audience on the

side of the preacher.
t Epiphonema is a figure in rhetoric, signifying a sententious kind

of exclamation.
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who (if they be sincere) may probably groan at the

sound.

Nor is it a wonder, that this expedient should so of

ten miscarry, which requires so much art and genius to

arrive at any perfection in it ; as every man will find,

much sooner than learn, by consulting Cicero him
self.

I therefore entreat you to make use of this faculty

(if you ever be so unfortunate as to think you have it)

as seldom, and with as much caution, as you can, else I

may probably have occasion to say of you, as a great

person said of another upon this very subject. A lady
asked him, coming out of church, whether it were not

a very moving discourse ? "
Yes," says he,

"
I was ex

tremely sorry, for the man is my friend."

If in company you offer something for a jest, and no

body seconds you in your own laughter, or seems to re

lish what you said, you may condemn their taste, if you
please, and appeal to better judgments ; but, in the

meantime, it must be agreed, you make a very indif

ferent figure : and it is at least equally ridiculous to

be disappointed in endeavouring to make other folks

grieve, as to make them laugh.
A plain convincing reason may possibly operate up

on the mind, both of a learned and ignorant hearer, as

long as they live, and will edify a thousand times more
than the art of wetting the handkerchiefs of a whole

congregation, if you were sure to attain it.

If your arguments be strong, in God's name offer

them in as moving a manner as the nature of the sub

ject will properly admit, wherein reason and good ad
vice will be your safest guides ; but beware of letting
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the pathetic part swallow up the rational : for I suppose

philosophers have long agreed, that passion should never

prevail over reason.

As I take it, the two principal branches of preaching

are, first, to tell the people what is their duty, and then

to convince them that it is so. The topics for both these,

we know, are brought from scripture and reason. Upon
the former, I wish it were often practised to instruct

the hearers in the limits, extent, and compass of every

duty ; which requires a good deal of skill and judg
ment : the other branch is, I think, not so difficult.

But what I would offer upon both, is this, that it seems

to be in the power of a reasonable clergyman, if he will

be at the pains, to make the most ignorant man com

prehend what is his duty, and to convince him by ar

guments drawn to the level of his understanding, that

he ought to perform it.

But I must remember that my design in this paper,

was not so much to instruct you in your business, either

as a clergyman or a preacher, as to warn you against
some mistakes, which are obvious to the generality of

mankind, as well as to me : and we, who are hearers,

may be allowed to have some opportunities in the qua

lity of being standers-by. Only, perhaps, I may now

again transgress, by desiring you to express the heads

of your divisions in as few and clear words as you pos

sibly can ; otherwise I, and many thousand others, will

never be able to retain them, and consequently to carry

away a syllable of the sermon.

I shall now mention a particular, wherein your whole

body will be certainly against me, and the laity, al

most to a man, on my side. However it came about,

I cannot get over the prejudice of taking some little of-
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fence at the clergy, for perpetually reading their ser

mons ; perhaps my frequent hearing of foreigners, who

never made use of notes, may have added to my disgust.

And I cannot but. think, that whatever is read differs

as much from what is repeated without book, as a copy

does from an original. At the same time, I am highly

sensible, what an extreme difficulty it would be upon

you to alter this method ; and that in such a case, your
sermons would be much less valuable than they are, for

want of time to improve and correct them. I would

therefore gladly come to a compromise with you in this

matter. I knew a clergyman of some distinction, who

appeared to deliver his sermon without looking into his

notes, which when I complimented him upon, he as

sured me he could not repeat six lines ; but his method

was to write the whole sermon in a large plain hand,

with all the forms of margin, paragraph, marked page,

and the like ; then on Sunday morning he took care to

run it over five or six times, which he could do in an

hour ; and when he delivered it, by pretending to turn

his face from one side to the other, he would (in his

own expression) pick up the lines, and cheat his people,

by making them believe he had it all by heart. He
farther added, that whenever he happened by neglect
to omit any of these circumstances, the vogue of the pa
rish was,

" Our doctor gave us but an indifferent ser

mon to-day." Now, among us, many clergymen act so

directly contrary to this method, that from a habit of

saving time and paper, which they acquired at the Uni

versity, they write in so diminutive a manner, with such

frequent blots and interlineations, that they are hardly
able to go on without peq>etual hesitations, or extem

porary expletives : and I desire to know what can be
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more inexcusable, than to see a divine and a scholar at

a loss in reading his own compositions, which it is sup

posed he has been preparing with much pains and

thought for the instruction of his people ? The want of

a little more care in this article, is the cause of much un

graceful behaviour. You will observe some clergymen
with their heads held down from the beginning to the

end, within an inch of the cushion, to read what is

hardly legible : which, besides the untoward manner,
hinders them from making the best advantage of their

voice : others again have a trick of popping up and down

every moment from their paper to the audience, like an

idle school-boy on a repetition day.*

Let me entreat you, therefore, to add one half-crown

a year to the article of paper ; to transcribe your ser

mons in as large and plain a manner as you can ; and

either make no interlineations, or change the whole leaf;

for we, your hearers, would rather you should be less

correct, than perpetually stammering, which I take to

be one of the worst solecisms in rhetoric. And, lastly,

read your sermon once or twice a-day, for a few days
before you preach it : to which you will probably an-

* The custom of reading sermons, now universal in the Church

of England, seems originally to have arisen in opposition to the prac
tice of Dissenters, many of whom affected to trust to inspiration in

their extempore harangues. But there is certainly a wide difference

between the two extremes, of writing down every word that is to be

spoken, and of making no previous preparation, division, or arrange
ment of discourse. He who ties himself down to his written sheets

of paper, necessarily loses every advantage with which the flowing

current of his own ideas always supplies the extempore speaker. And
it seems conclusive against this frigid custom, that, in any other mode

of public speaking, it would be held absurd and childish.
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swer some years hence,
" that it was but just finished

when the last bell rang to church :" and I shall readily

believe, but not excuse you.

I cannot forbear warning you, in the most earnest

mariner, against endeavouring at wit in your sermons,

because, by the strictest computation, it is very near a

million to one that you have none ; and because too many
of your calling have consequently made themselves ever

lastingly ridiculous by attempting it. I remember se

veral young men in this town, who could never leave

the pulpit under half a dozen conceits ; and this facul

ty adhered to those gentlemen a longer or shorter time,

exactly in proportion to their several degrees of dulness :

accordingly, I am told that some of them retain it to

this day. I heartily wish the brood were at an end.

Before you enter into the common insufferable cant

of taking all occasions to disparage the heathen philo

sophers, I hope you will differ from some of your bre

thren, by first inquiring what those philosophers can

say for themselves.* The system of morality to be ga
thered out of the writings or sayings of those ancient

sages, falls undoubtedly very short of that delivered in

the gospel, and wants, besides, the divine sanction which

our Saviour gave his. Whatever is farther related by
tha evangelists, contains chiefly matters of fact, and

*
It was the fate of ithe present Editor to hear a preacher, after

labouring to convince nis congregation of the absolute certainty of

death, demand, in further illustration, where were now the ancient

philosophers of Greece and Rome, of whom lie numbered a reasonable

luMd-roll, beginning with Socrates ? and having triumphantly replied

to his own question, that they were all dead, he was pleased to sub

join,
" and I fear, my brethren, finally damn'd."
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consequently of faith ; such as the birth of Christ, his

being the Messiah, his miracles, his death, resurrection,

and ascension : none of which can properly come under

the appellation of human wisdom, being intended only

to make us wise unto salvation. And therefore in this

point nothing can be justly laid to the charge of the

philosophers, farther than that they were ignorant of

certain facts that happened long after their death. But

I am deceived, if a better comment could be anywhere
collected upon the moral part of the gospel, than from

the writings of those excellent men ; even that divine

precept of loving our enemies, is at large insisted on by

Plato, who puts it, as I remember, into the mouth of So

crates. And as to the reproach of heathenism, I doubt

they had less of it than the corrupted Jews, in whose

time they lived. For it is a gross piece of ignorance

among us, to conceive, that in those polite and learned

ages, even persons of any tolerable education, much less

the wisest philosophers, did acknowledge or worship

any more than one almighty power, under several de

nominations, to^whom they allowed all those attributes

we ascribe to the divinity ; and, as I take it, human

comprehension reaches no farther ; neither did our Sa

viour think it necessary to explain to us the nature of

God, because, as I suppose, it would be impossible, with

out bestowing on us other faculties than we possess at

present. But the true misery of the heathen world ap

pears to be, what I before mentioned, the want of a di

vine sanction, without which the dictates of the philo

sophers failed in the point of authority: and consequent

ly the bulk of mankind lay indeed under a great load

of ignorance, even in the article of morality ; but the

philosophers themselves did not. Take the matter in
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this light, it will afford field enough for a divine to en

large on, by shewing the advantages which the Chris

tian world has over the heathen, and the absolute ne

cessity of divine revelation, to make the knowledge of

the true God, and the practice of virtue, more univer

sal in the world.

I am not ignorant how much I differ in this opinion

from some ancient fathers in the church, who, arguing

against the heathens, made it a principal topic to decry

their philosophy as much as they could : which, I hope,

is not altogether our present case. Besides, it is to be

considered, that those fathers lived in the decline of li

terature ; and in my judgment (who should be unwill

ing to give the least offence) appear to be rather most

excellent holy persons, than of transcendent genius and

learning. Their genuine writings (for many of them

have extremely suffered by spurious editions) are of ad

mirable use for confirming the truth of ancient doctrines

and discipline, by shewing the state and practice of the

primitive church. But among such of them as have

fallen in my way, I do not remember any, whose man
ner of arguing or exhorting I could heartily recom

mend to the imitation of a young divine, when he is to

speak from the pulpit. Perhaps I judge too hastily,

there being several of them in whose writings I have

made very little progress, and in others none at all.

For I perused only such as were recommended to me,
at a time when I had more leisure, and a better dispo
sition to read, than have since fallen to my share.

To return then to the heathen philosophers : I hope
you will not only give them quarter, but make their

works a considerable part of your study. To these I

will venture to add the principal orators and historians,
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and perhaps a few of the poets ; by the reading of

which, you will soon discover your mind and thoughts
to be enlarged, your imagination extended and refined,

your judgment directed, your admiration lessened, and

your fortitude increased ; all which advantages must
needs be of excellent use to a divine, whose duty it

is to preach anil practise the contempt of human things.
I would say something concerning quotations, where

in I think you cannot be too sparing, except from scrip

ture, and the primitive writers of the church. As to

the former, when you offer a text as a proof of an il

lustration, we your hearers expect to be fairly used,

and sometimes think we have reason to complain, es

pecially of you younger divines ; which makes us fear

that some of you conceive you have no more to do than

to turn over a concordance, and there having found the

principal word, introduce as much of the verse as will

serve your turn, though in reality it makes nothing for

you. I do not altogether disapprove the manner of in

terweaving texts of scripture through the style of your

sermons, wherein, however, I have sometimes observed

great instances of indiscretion and impropriety, against

which I therefore venture to give you a caution.

As to quotations from ancient fathers, I think they
are best brought in to confirm some opinion contro

verted by those who differ from us : in other cases we

give you full power to adopt the sentence for your own,

rather than tell us,
" as St Austin excellently observes."

But to mention modern writers by name, or use the

phrase of " a late excellent prelate of our church," and

the like, is altogether intolerable, and, for what reason

I know not, makes every rational hearer ashamed. Of

no better a stamp is your
" heathen philosopher," and
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" famous poet," and " Roman historian," at least in

common congregations, who will rather believe you on

your own word, than on that of Plato or Homer.

I have lived to see Greek and Latin almost entirely

driven out of the pulpit, for which I am heartily glad.

The frequent use of the latter was certainly a remnant

of popery, which never admitted scripture in the vulgar

language ; and I wonder that practice was never accord

ingly objected to us by the fanatics.

The mention of quotations puts me in mind of com

monplace books, which have been long in use by indus

trious young divines, and, I hear, do still continue so :

I know they are very beneficial to lawyers and phy
sicians, because they are collections of facts or cases,

whereupon a great part of their several faculties de

pend : of these I have seen several, but never yet any
written by a clergyman; only from what I am inform

ed, they generally are extracts of theological and moral

sentences, drawn from ecclesiastical and other authors,

reduced under proper heads, usually begun, and perhaps

finished, while the collectors were young in the church,

as being intended for materials, or nurseries to stock

future sermons. You will observe the wise editors of

ancient authors, when they meet a sentence worthy of

being distinguished, take special care to have the first

word printed in capital letters, that you may not over

look it : such, for example, as the INCONSTANCY of

FORTUNE, the GOODNESS of PEACE, the EXCELLENCY
of WISDOM, the CERTAINTY of DEATH : that PROSPE
RITY makes men iNsoLENT,and ADVERSITYHUMBLE;
and the like eternal truths, which every ploughman
knows well enough, though he never heard of Aristotle

or Plato. If theological commonplace books be no bet-
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ter filled, I think they had better be laid aside ; and I

could wish, that men of tolerable intellectuals would

rather trust their own natural reason, improved by a

general conversation with books, to enlarge on a point

which they are supposed already to understand. If a

rational man reads an excellent author with just appli

cation, he shall find himself extremely improved, and,

perhaps, insensibly led to imitate that author's perfec

tions, although in a little time he should not remember

one word in the book, nor even the subject it handled:

for books give the same turn to our thoughts and way
of reasoning, that good and ill company do to our be

haviour and conversation ; without either loading our

memories, or making us even sensible of the change.*
And particularly I have observed in preaching; that no

men succeed better, than those who trust entirely to the

stock or fund of their own reason, advanced indeed, but

not overlaid, by commerce with books. Whoever only
reads in order to transcribe wise and shining remarks,

without entering into the genius and spirit of the au

thor, as it is probable he will make no very judicious

extract, so he will be apt to trust to that collection in

all his compositions, and be misled out of the regular

way of thinking, in order to introduce those materials,

which he has been at the pains to gather: and the pro
duct of all this will be found a manifest incoherent

piece of patchwork.
Some gentlemen, abounding in their university eru

dition, are apt to fill their sermons with philosophical

* This invaluable observation ought to be treasured by those, who

plead the shortness of their memory as a cause of discontinuing their

studies. -
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terms, and notions of the metaphysical or abstracted

kind; which generally have one advantage, to be equal

ly understood by the wise, the vulgar, and the preacher
himself. I have been better entertained, and more in

formed, by a few pages in the Pilgrim's Progress, than

by a long discourse upon the will and the intellect, and

simple or complex ideas. Others again are fond of di

lating on matter and motion, talk of the fortuitous con

course of atoms, of theories, and phenomena ; directly

against the advice of St Paul, who yet appears to have

been conversant enough in those kinds of studies.

I do not find that you are anywhere directed in the

canons or articles, to attempt explaining the mysteries

of the Christian religion. And indeed, since Providence

intended there should be mysteries, I do not see how it

can be agreeable to piety, orthodoxy, or good sense, to

go about such a work. For, to me, there seems to be

a manifest dilemma in the case ; if you explain them,

they are mysteries no longer ; if you fail, you have la

boured to no purpose. . What I should think most rea

sonable and safe for you to do upon this occasion, is,

upon solemn days, to deliver the doctrine as the church

holds it ; and confirm it by scripture.* For my part,

having considered the matter impartially, I can see no

great reason, which those gentlemen you call the free

thinkers can have, for their clamour against religious

mysteries ; since it is plain they were not invented by
the clergy, to whom they bring no profit, nor acquire

any honour. For every clergyman is ready, either to

tell us the utmost he knows, or to confess that he does

*
See, in illustration of Swift's opinion, his own excellent Sermon

on the Trinity.
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not understand them : neither is it strange, that there

should be mysteries in divinity, as well as in the com
monest operations of nature.

And here I am at a loss what to say upon the fre

quent custom of preaching against atheism, deism, free-

thinking, and the like, as young divines are particular

ly fond of doing, especially when they exercise their ta

lent in churches frequented by persons of quality ;

which, as it is but an ill compliment to the audience,

so I am under some doubt whether it answers the end.

Because, persons under those imputations aregeneral

ly no great frequenters of churches, and so the congre

gation is but little edified for the sake of three or four

fools, who are past grace : neither do I think it any

part of prudence to perplex the minds of well-disposed

people with doubts, which probably would never have

otherwise come into their heads. But I am of opinion,
and dare be positive in it, that not one in a hundred of

those who pretend to be freethinkers, are really so in

their hearts. For there is one observation, which I

never knew to fail, and I desire you will examine it in

the course of your life, that no gentleman of a liberal

education, and regular in his morals, did ever profess

himself a freethinker : where then are these kind of peo

ple to be found ? among the worst part of the soldiery,

made up of pages, younger brothers of obscure families,

and others of desperate fortunes ;
or else among idle

town fops, and now and then a drunken 'squire of the

country. Therefore nothing can be plainer, than that

ignorance and vice are two ingredients absolutely ne

cessary in the composition of those you generally call

freethinkers, who, in propriety of speech, are no think

ers at all. And since I am in the way of it, pray con-
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sider one thing farther : as young as you are, you can

not but have already observed, what a violent run there

is among too many weak people against university edu

cation : be firmly assured, that the whole cry is made

up by those, who were, either never sent to a college,

or, through their irregularities and stupidity, never

made the least improvement while they were there. I

have above forty of the latter sort now in my eye ; se

veral of them in this town, whose learning, manners,

temperance, probity, good-nature, and politics, are all

of a piece ; others of them in the country, oppressing
their tenants, tyrannizing over the neighbourhood, cheat

ing the vicar, talking nonsense, and getting drunk at

the sessions. It is from such seminaries as these, that

the world is provided with the several tribes and deno

minations of freethinkers ; who, in my judgment, are

not to be reformed by arguments offered to prove
the truth of the Christian religion, because reasoning
will never make a man correct an ill opinion, which

by reasoning he nev^er acquired : for, in the course of

things, men always grow vicious before they become

unbelievers : but if you would once convince the town

or country profligate, by topics drawn from the view of

their own quiet, reputation, health, and advantage, their

infidelity would soon drop off: this, I confess, is no easy

task, because it is, almost in a literal sense, to fight with

beasts. Now, to make it clear, that we are to look for

no other original of this infidelity, whereof divines so

much complain, it is allowed on all hands, that the peo

ple of England are more corrupt in their morals, than

any other nation at this day under the sun : and this

corruption is manifestly owing to other causes, both

numerous and obvious, much more than to the publi-
15
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cation of irreligious books, which indeed are but the

consequence of the former. For all the writers against

Christianity, since the Revolution, have been of the low

est rank among men in regard to literature, wit, and

good sense, and upon that account wholly unqualified

to propagate heresies, unless among a people already

abandoned.

In an age, where everything disliked by those who
think with the majority, is called disaffection, it may
perhaps be ill interpreted, when I venture to tell you,
that this universal depravation of manners is owing to

the perpetual bandying of factions among us for thirty

years past, when, without weighing the motives of jus

tice, law, conscience, or honour, every man adjusts his

principles to those of the party he has chosen, and

among whom he may best find his own account ; but

by reason of our frequent vicissitudes, men who were

impatient of being out of play, have been forced to

recant, or at least to reconcile their former tenets

with every new system of administration. Add to this,

that the old fundamental custom of annual parliaments

being wholly laid aside, and elections growing charge

able, since gentlemen found that their country seats

brought them in less than a seat in the House, the vo

ters, that is to say, the bulk of the common people, have

been universally seduced into bribery, perjury, drunken

ness, malice, and slander.

Not to be farther tedious, or rather invidious, these

are a few, among other causes, which have contri

buted to the ruin of our morals, and consequently to

the contempt of religion': for, imagine to yourself, if

you .please, a landed youth, whom his mother would

never suffer to look into a book for fear of spoiling his

VOL. VIII. P
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eyes, got into' parliament, and observing all enemies to

the clergy heard with the utmost applause, what notions

he must imbibe, how readily he will join in the cry,

what an esteem he will conceive of himself, and what a

contempt he must entertain, not only for his vicar at

home, but for the whole order.

I therefore again conclude, that the trade of infidelity

has been taken up only for an expedient to keep in coun

tenance that universal corruption of morals, which many
other causes first contributed to introduce and to culti

vate. And thus Mr Hobbes's saying upon reason may
be much more properly applied to religion that, if re

ligion will be against a man, a mau will be against reli

gion. Though, after all, I have heard a profligate offer

much stronger arguments against paying his debts, than

ever he was known to do against Christianity ; indeed,

the reason was, because in that juncture he happened to

be closer pressed by the bailiff than the parson.

Ignorance may perhaps be the mother of supersti

tion, but experience has not proved it to be so of devo

tion ; for Christianity always made the most easy and

quickest progress in civilized countries. I mention this,

because it is affirmed, that the clergy are in most cre

dit where ignorance prevails, (and surely this kingdom
would be called the paradise of clergymen, if that opi

nion were true,) for which they instance England in the

times of Popery. But, whoever knows anything of three

or four centuries before the Reformation, will find the

little learning then stirring was more equally divided

between the English clergy and laity, than it is at pre
sent. There were several famous lawyers in that pe

riod, whose writings are still in the highest repute, and

some historians and poets, who were not of the church.
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Whereas, now-a-days, our education is so corrupted,

that you will hardly find a young person of quality with

the least tincture of knowledge, at the same time that

many of the clergy were never more learned, or so

scurvily treated. Here, among us at least, a man of let

ters, out of the three professions, is almost a prodigy.

And those few, who have preserved any rudiments of

learning, are, (except perhaps one or two smatterers,)

the clergy's friends, to a man ; and I dare appeal to any

clergyman in this kingdom, whether the greatest dunce

in the parish be not always the most proud, wicked,

fraudulent, and intractable, of his flock.

I think the clergy have almost given over perplex

ing themselves and their hearers with abstruse points of

predestination, election, and the like ; at least, it is time

theyshould ; and therefore I shall not trouble you farther

upon this head.

I have now said all I could think convenient with re

lation to your conduct in the pulpit : your behaviour in

the world is another scene, upon which I shall readily

offer you my thoughts, ifyou appear to desire them from

me by your approbation of what I have here written ;

if not, I have already troubled you too much.

I am, Sir,

Your affectionate friend and servant.
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AN ESSAY

ON THE

FATES OF CLERGYMEN.

THERE is no talent so useful toward rising in the

world, or which puts men more out of the reach of for

tune, than that quality generally possessed by the dull

est sort of men, and in common speech called discre

tion ; a species of lower prudence, by the assistance of

which, people of the meanest intellectuals, without any
other qualification, pass through the world in great'

tranquillity, and with universal good treatment, neither

giving nor taking offence. Courts are seldom unprovi
ded of persons under this- character, . on whom, if they

happen to be of great quality, most employments, even

the greatest, naturally fall, when competitors will not

agree ; and in such promotions, nobody rejoices or

grieves. The truth of this I could prove by several in

stances within my own memory ; for I say nothing of

present times.

And, indeed, as regularity and forms are of great use

in carrying on the business of the world, so it is very

convenient, that persons endued with this kind of dis

cretion, should have that share which is proper to their
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talents, in the conduct of affairs, but by no means med
dle in matters which require genius, learning, strong

comprehension, quickness of conception, magnanimity,

generosity, sagacity, or any other superior gift of hu
man minds. Because this sort of discretion is usually
attended with a strong desire of money, and few scru

ples about the way of obtaining it ; with servile flat

tery and submission ; with a want of all public spirit or

principle ; with a perpetual wrong judgment, when the

owners come into power and high place, how to dispose

of favour and preferment ; having no measures for me
rit and virtue in others, but those very steps by which

themselves ascended ; nor the least intention of doing

good or hurt to the public, farther than either one or

t'other is likely to be subservient to their own .security

or interest. Thus, being void of all friendship and en

mity, they never complain or find fault with the times,

and indeed never have reason to do so.

Men of eminent parts and abilities, as well as virtues,

do sometimes rise in the court, sometimes in the law,

and sometimes even in the church. Such were the Lord

Bacon, the Earl of Strafford, Archbishop Laud, in the

reign of King Charles I., and others in our own times,

whom I shall not iname ; but these, and many more,

under different princes, and in different kingdoms, were

disgraced or banished, or suffered death, merely in envy
to their virtues and superior genius, which emboldened

them in great 'exigencies and distresses of state, (want

ing a reasonable infusion of this aldermanly discretion,)

to attempt the service of their prince and country, out

of the common forms.

This evil fortune, which generally attends extraor

dinary (men in the management of great affairs, lias
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been imputed to divers causes that need not be here

set down, when so obvious a one occurs, if what a cer

tain writer observes be true, that when a great genius

appears in the world, the dunces are all in confederacy

against him. And if this be his fate when he employs
his talents wholly in his closet, without interfering with

any man's ambition or avarice, what must he expect,

when be ventures out to seek for preferment in a court,

but universal opposition when he is mounting the lad

der, and every hand ready to turn him off when he is at

the top ? and in this point, fortune generally acts di

rectly contrary to nature ; for in nature we find, that

bodies full of life and spirits mount easily, and are hard

to fall, whereas heavy bodies are hard to rise, and come

down with greater velocity, in proportion to their

weight ; but we find fortune every day acting just the

reverse of this.

This talent of discretion, as I have described it in its

several adjuncts and circumstances, is nowhere so ser

viceable as to the clergy, to whose preferment nothing
is so fatal as the character of wit, politeness in reading
or manners, or that kind of behaviour which we con

tract by having too much conversation with persons of

high station and eminency ; these qualifications being
reckoned, by the vulgar of all ranks, to be marks of le

vity, which is the last crime the world will pardon in a

clergyman ; to this I may add a free manner of speak

ing in mixed company, and too frequent an appearance
in places of much resort, which are equally noxious to

spiritual promotion.
I have known, indeed, a few exceptions to some parts

of these observations. I have seen some of the dullest

men alive aiming at wit, and others, with as little pre-
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tensions, affecting politeness in manners and discourse :

but never being able to persuade the world of their

guilt, they grew into considerable stations, upon the

firm assurance which all people had of their discretion,

because they were of a size too low to deceive the world

to their own disadvantage. But this, I confess, is a

trial too dangerous often to engage in.

There is a known story of a clergyman, who was re

commended for a preferment by some great men at

court, to an archbishop.* His grace said,
" he had

heard that the clergyman used to play at whist and

swobbers
; that as to playing now and then a sober

game at whist for pastime, it might be pardoned, but

he could not digest those wicked swobbers ;" and it was
with some pains that my Lord Somers could undeceive

him. I ask, by what talents we may suppose that great

prelate ascended so high, or what sort of qualifications

he would expect in those whom he took into his patron

age, or would probably recommend to court for the go
vernment of distant churches ?

Two clergymen, in my memory, stood candidates for

a small free school in Yorkshire, where a gentleman of

quality and interest in the county, who happened to

have a better understanding than his neighbours, pro
cured the place for him who was the better scholar,

and more gentlemanly person, of the two, very much to

the regret of all the parish : the other, being disappoint

ed, came up to London, where he became the greatest

pattern of this lower discretion that I have known, and

*
Archbishop Tenison, who, by all contemporary accounts, was a

very dull man. There was a bitter sarcasm upon him usually ascri

bed to Swift,
" That he was as hot and heavy as a tailor's goose."
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possessed it with as heavy intellectuals ; which, toge

ther with the coldness of his temper, and gravity of his

deportment, carried him safe through many difficulties,

and he lived and died in a great station ; while his com

petitor is too obscure for fame to tell us what became

of him.

This species of discretion, which I so much celebrate,

and do most heartily recommend, has one advantage
not yet mentioned : it will carry a man safe through all

the malice and variety of parties, so far, that whatever

faction happens to be uppermost, his claim is usually

allowed for a share of what is going. And the thing
seems to me highly reasonable : for in all great changes,
the prevailing side is usually so tempestuous, that it

wants the ballast of those whom the world calls mode
rate men, and I call men of discretion ; whom people in

power may, with little ceremony, load as heavy as they

please, drive them through the hardest and deepest

roads without danger of foundering, or breaking their

backs, and will be sure to find them neither resty nor

vicious.

I will here give the reader a short history of two

clergymen in England, the characters of each, and the

progress of their fortunes in the world ; by which the

force of worldly discretion, and the bad consequences
from the want of that virtue, will strongly appear.

Corusodes, an Oxford student, and a farmer's son,

was never absent from prayers or lecture, nor once out

of his college, after Tom had tolled. He spent every

day ten hours in his closet, in reading his courses, do

zing, clipping papers, or darning his stockings ; which

la>t lie performed to admiration. He could be soberly

drunk at the expense of others, with college ale, and at
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those seasons was always most devout. He wore the

same gown five years without draggling or tearing. He
never once looked into a play-book or a poem. He read

Virgil and Ramus in the same cadence, but with a very
different taste. He never understood a jest, or had the

least conception of wit.

For one saying he stands in renown to this day.

Being with some other students over a pot of ale, one

of the company said so many pleasant things, that the

rest were much diverted, only Corusodes was silent and

unmoved. When they parted, he called this merry com

panion aside, and said,
"

Sir, I perceive by your often

speaking, and your friends laughing, that you spoke

many jests ; and you could not but observe my silence :

but, sir, this is my humour : I never make a jest my
self, nor ever laugh at another man's."

Corusodes, thus endued, got into holy orders ; ha

ving, by the most extreme parsimony, saved thirty-four

pounds out of a very beggarly fellowship, he went up
to London, where his sister was waitingwoman to a

lady, and so good a solicitor, that by her means he was

admitted to read prayers in the family twice a-day, at

ten shillings a month. He had now acquired a low, ob

sequious, awkward bow, and a talent of gross flattery

both in and out of season ; he would shake the butler

by the hand ; he taught the page his catechism, and

was sometimes admitted to dine at the steward's table.

In short, he got the good word of the whole family, and

was recommended by my lady for chaplain to some

other noble houses, by which his revenue (besides vales)

amounted to about thirty pounds a-year : his sister pro

cured him a scarf from my lord, who had a small de

sign of gallantry upon her ; and by his lordship's soli-
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citation he got a lectureship in town of sixty pounds a-

year ; where he preached constantly in person, in a

grave manner, with an audible voice, a style ecclesias

tic, and the matter (such as it was) well suited to the

intellectuals of his hearers. Some time after, a country

living fell in my lord's disposal ; and his lordship, who
had now some encouragement given hirn of success in

his amour, bestowed the living on Corusodes, who still

kept his lectureship and residence in town ; where he

was a constant attendant at all meetings relating to

charity, without ever contributing farther than his fre

quent pious exhortations. If any woman of better fa

shion in the parish happened to be absent from church,

they were sure of a visit from him in a day or two, to

chide arid to dine with them.

He had a select number of poor constantly attending
at the street door of his lodging, for whom he was a

common solicitor to his former patroness, dropping in

his own half-crown among the collection, and taking it

out when he disposed of the money. At a person of

quality's house, he would never sit down till he was

thrice bid, and then upon the corner of the most distant

chair. His whole demeanour was formal and starch,

which adhered so close, that he could never shake it off

in his highest promotion.
His lord was now in high employment at court, and

attended by him with the most abject assiduity ; and

his sister being gone off with child to a private lodging,

my lord continued his graces to Corusodes, got him to

be a chaplain in ordinary, and in due time a parish in

town, and a dignity in the church.

He paid his curates punctually, at the lowest salary,

arid partly out of the communion money ; but gave them
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good advice in abundance. He married a citizen's wi

dow, who taught him to put out small sums at ten per

cent., and brought him acquainted with jobbers in

Change-alley. By her dexterity he sold the clerkship

of his parish, when it became vacant.

He kept a miserable house, but the blame was laid

wholly upon madam ; for the good doctor was always
at his books, or visiting the sick, or doing other offices

of charity and piety in his parish.

He treated all his inferiors of the clergy with a most

sanctified pride ; was rigorously and universally censo

rious upon all his brethren of the gown, on their first

appearance in the world, or while they continued mean

ly preferred ; but gave large allowance to the laity of

high rank, or great riches, using neither eyes nor ears

for their faults : he was never sensible of the least cor

ruption in courts, parliaments, or ministries, but made

the most favourable constructions of all public proceed

ings ; and power., in whatever hands, or whatever party,

was always secure of his most charitable opinion. He
had many wholesome maxims ready to excuse all mis

carriages of state : men are but men ; erunt vitia donee

homines ; and, quod supra nos, nil ad nos ; with seve

ral others of equal weight.

It would lengthen my paper beyond measure to trace

out the whole system of his conduct ; his dreadful ap

prehensions of Popery; his great moderation toward dis

senters of all denominations ; with hearty wishes, that,

by yielding somewhat on both sides, there might be a

general union among Protestants ; his short, inoffensive

sermons in his turns at court, and the matter exactly

suited to the present juncture of prevailing opinions ;

the arts he used to obtain a mitre, by writing against
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episcopacy ; and the proofs he gave of his loyalty, toy

palliating or defending the murder of a martyred prince.

Endued with all these accomplishments, we leave

him in the full career of success, mounting fast toward

the top of the ladder ecclesiastical, which he has a fair

probability to reach ; without the merit of one single

virtue, moderately stocked with the least valuable parts

of erudition, utterly devoid of all taste, judgment, or

genius ; and, in his grandeur, naturally choosing to haul

up others after him, whose accomplishments most re

semble his own, except his beloved sons, nephews, or

other kindred, be in competition ; or, lastly, except his

inclinations be diverted by those who have power to

mortify, or farther advance him.

Eugenio set out from the same university, and about

the same time with Corusodes ; he had the reputation

of an arch lad at school, and was unfortunately possess

ed with a talent for poetry ; on which account he recei

ved many chiding letters from his father, and grave ad

vice from his tutor. He did not neglect his college

learning, but his chief study was the authors of anti

quity, with a perfect knowledge in the Greek and Ro
man tongues. He could never procure himself to be

chosen fellow : for it was objected against him, that he

had written verses, and particularly some wherein he

glanced at a certain reverend doctor famous for dulness ;

that he had been seen bowing to ladies, as he met them

in the street ; and it was proved, that once he had been

found dancing in a private family, with half a dozen of

both sexes.

He was the younger son to a gentleman of good
birth, but small estate ; and his father dying, he was

driven to London to seek his fortune : he got into or-
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ders, and became reader in a parish church at twenty

pounds a-year ; was carried by an Oxford friend to

Will's coffeehouse, frequented in those days by men of

wit, where in some time he had the bad luck to be dis

tinguished. His scanty salary compelled him to run

deep in debt for a new gown and cassock, and now and

then forced him to write some paper of wit or humour,

or preach a sermon for ten shillings, to supply his ne

cessities. He was a thousand times recommended by
his poetical friends to great persons, as a young man of

excellent parts who deserved encouragement, and re

ceived a thousand promises ; but his modesty, and a

generous spirit, which disdained the slavery of continual

application and attendance, always disappointed him,

making room for vigilant dunces, who were sure to be

never out of sight.

He had an excellent faculty in preaching, if he were

not sometimes a little too refined, and apt to trust too

much to his own way of thinking and reasoning.

When, upon the vacancy of a preferment, he was hard

ly drawn to attend upon some promising lord, he recei

ved the usual answer,
" That he came too late, for it

had been given to another the very day before." And
he had only this comfort left, that everybody said,

"
It

was a thousand pities something could not be done for

poor Mr Eugenio."
The remainder of his story will be dispatched in a

few words : wearied with weak hopes, and weaker pur

suits, he accepted a curacy in Derbyshire, of thirty

pounds a-year, and when he was five-and-forty, had the

great felicity to be preferred by a friend of his father's

to a vicarage worth annually sixty pounds, in the most

desert parts- of Lincolnshire ; where, his spirit quite
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sunk with those reflections that solitude and disappoint

ments bring, he married a farmer's widow, and is still

alive, utterly undistinguished and forgotten ; only some

of the neighbours have accidentally heard, that he had

been a notable man in his youth.
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CONCERNING THAT

UNIVEESAL HATRED
WHICH PREVAILS

AGAINST THE CLERGY.

May 24, 1736.

I HAVE been long considering and conjecturing, what

could be the causes of that great disgust, of late, against

the clergy of both kingdoms, beyond what was ever

known, till that monster and tyrant, Henry VIII., who

took away from them, against law, reason, and justice,

at least two-thirds of their legal possessions ; and whose

successors (except Queen Mary) went on with their ra

pine, till the accession of King James I. That detest

able tyrant Henry VIII., although he abolished the

Pope's power in England, as universal bishop, yet what

he did in that article, however just it were in itself,

was the mere effect of his irregular appetite, to divorce

himself from a wife he was weary of, for a younger

and more beautiful woman, whom he afterwards be

headed. But, at the same time, he was an entire de

fender of all the Popish doctrines, even those which

were the most absurd. And while he put the people to
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death for denying him to be head of the church, he

burned every offender against the doctrines of the Ro
man faith ; and cut off the head of Sir Thomas More,

a person of the greatest virtue this kingdom ever

produced, for not directly owning him to be head of

the church. Among all the princes who ever reigned

in the world, there was never so infernal a beast as

Henry VIII., in every vice of the most odious kind,

without any one appearance of virtue : but cruelty,

lust, rapine, and atheism, were his peculiar talents. He

rejectee!
the power of the Pope for no other reason than

to give his full swing to commit sacrilege, in which no

tyrant, since Christianity became national, did ever

equal him by many degrees. The abbeys, endowed

with lands by the mistaken notion of well-disposed

men, were indeed too numerous, and hurtful to the

kingdom ; and therefore the legislature might, after

the Reformation, have justly applied them to some

pious or public uses.

In a very few centuries after Christianity became

national in most parts of Europe, although the church

of Rome had already introduced many corruptions in

religion ; yet the piety of early Christians, as well as

the new converts, was so great, and particularly prin

ces, as well as noblemen and other wealthy persons,

that they built many religious houses for those who
were inclined to live in a recluse or solitary manner,

endowing those monasteries with land. It is true, we
read of monks some ages before, who dwelt in caves

and cells, in desert places. But when public edifices

were erected and endowed, they began gradually to de

generate into idleness, ignorance, avarice, ambition, and

luxury, after the usual fate of all human institution-.
18
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The Popes, who had already aggrandized themselves,

laid hold of the opportunity to subject all religious

houses, with their priors and abbots, to their peculiar

authority ; whereby those religious orders became of

an interest directly different from the rest of mankind,

and wholly at the Pope's devotion. I need say no more

on this article, so generally known and so frequently

treated, or of the frequent endeavours of some other

princes, as well as our own, to check the growth, and

wealth, and power, of the regulars.

In later times, this mistaken piety, of erecting and

endowing abbeys, began to decrease. And therefore,

when some new-invented sects of monks and friars

began to start up, not being able to procure grants of

land, they got leave from the Pope to appropriate the

tithes and glebes of certain parishes, as contiguous or

near as they could find, obliging themselves to send out

some of their body to take care of the people's souls ;

and if some of those parishes were at too great a dis

tance from the abbey, the monks appointed to attend

them were paid for the cure, either a small stipend of

a determined sum, or sometimes a third part, or what

are now called the vicarial tithes.

As to the church-lands, it hath been the opinion of

many writers, that, in England, they amounted to a

third part of the whole kingdom. And, therefore, if

that wicked prince above-mentioned, when he had cast

off the Pope's power, had introduced some reformation

in religion, he could not have been blamed for taking

away the abbey-lands, by authority of parliament. But,

when he continued the most cruel persecution of all

those who differed in the least article of the Popish re

ligion, which was then the national and established

VOL. yiu. Q
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faith, his seizing on those lands, and applying them to

profane uses, was absolute sacrilege, in the strongest

sense of the word ; having been bequeathed by princes

and pious men to sacred uses.

In the reign of this prince, the church and court of

Rome had arrived to such a height of corruption, in

doctrine and discipline, as gave great offence to many
wise, learned, and pious men, through most parts of

Europe ; and several countries agreed to make some

reformation in religion. But, although a proper and

just reformation were allowed to be necessary, even to

preserve Christianity itself, yet the passions and vices

of men had mingled themselves so far, as to pervert

and confound all the good endeavours of those who in

tended well : and thus the reformation, in every coun

try where it was attempted, was carried on in the most

impious and scandalous manner that can possibly be

conceived. To which unhappy proceedings we owe all

the just reproaches that Roman Catholics have cast

upon us ever since. For when the northern kingdoms
and states grew weary of the Pope's tyranny, and when
their preachers, beginning with the scandalous abuses

of indulgences, and proceeding farther to examine se

veral points of faith, had credit enough with their prin

ces, who were in some fear lest such a change might
affect the peace of their countries, because their bishops
had great influence on the people by their wealth and

power ; these politic teachers had a ready answer to

this purpose :
**

Sir, your Majesty need not be in any

pain or apprehension : take away the lands, and sink

the authority of the bishops : bestow those lands on

your courtiers, on your nobles, and on your great offi

cers in your army : and then you will be secure of the
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people." This advice was exactly followed. And in the

Protestant monarchies abroad, little more than the

shadow of Episcopacy is left ; but, in the republics, it

is wholly extinct

In England, the Reformation was brought in after a

somewhat different manner, but upon the same prin

ciple of robbing the church. However, Henry VIII.,

with great dexterity, discovered an invention to gratify

his insatiable thirst for blood, on both religions.
*****
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THE SENTIMENTS

OF A

CHURCH OF ENGLAND MAN,

WITH RESPECT TO

RELIGION AND GOVERNMENT.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1708.

IT was in consequence of publishing this and the succeeding tract,

that the first breach, or rather coolness, arose between Swift and his

original friends of the Whig party. He had already stated to Lord

Somers, about 1 707-8, that, although he felt himself inclined to be

a Whig in politics, he was, as to clerical rights, a high churchman,
and did not conceive how it was possible that one who wore the ha

bit of a clergyman should be otherwise. Swift, therefore, stated the

impolicy of the connivance or encouragement given by the Whigs to

those authors who attacked the clerical order, and urged the high

probability that their conduct would unite the church as one man to

oppose them. In the following tract, he attempts to recommend to

the public a union between a high and' rigid regard for the church

establishment on the one hand, and the principles ofjavil liberty on

tfie_ptEer7
He failed, however, in his appeal to the nation, as well

as in his private advice to the Whig ministers. It was, indeed, im

possible it should be otherwise. High Church and Low Church form

ed, at this period, the discriminating banners under which Whigs
and Tories respectively arranged themselves, and under which en

signs alone each expected to meet his enemies or his friends. All at-
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tempt at reconciling High Church politics to Whiggish principles
soon appeared to be desperate ; and the interests of his order prevail

ed with Swift over his favour for the political principles of Somers

and Godolphin.

HOEVER has examined the conduct and proceedings
of both parties, for some years past, whether in or out

of power, cannot well conceive it possible to go far to

ward the extremes of either, without offering some vio

lence to his integrity, or understanding. A wise and a

good man may indeed be sometimes induced to comply
with a number, whose opinion he generally approves,

though it be perhaps against his own. But this liberty

should be made use of upon very few occasions, and

|those
of small importance, and then only with a view

of bringing over his own side, another time, to some

thing of greater and more public moment. But to sa-

crificajthe innocency of a friend, the good of our coun

try, or our own conscience, to the humour, or passion,

or interest, of a party, plainly shews, that either our

heads or our hearts are not as they should be : yet this

very practice is the fundamental law of each faction

among us, as may be obvious to any, who will impar

tially, and without engagement, be at the pains to ex

amine their actions, which, however, is not so easy a

task : for it seems a principle in human nature, to in

cline one way more than another, even in matters where

we are wholly unconcerned. And it is a common ob

servation, that in reading a history of facts done a thou

sand years ago, or standing by at play among those

who are perfect strangers to us, we are apt to find our
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hopes and wishes engaged on a sudden in favour of one

side more than another. No wonder then that we are

all so ready to interest ourselves in the course of pub
lic affairs, where the most inconsiderable have some real

share, and, by the wonderful importance which emeryY3nni
man is of to himself, a very great imaginary one.

And, indeed, when the two parties, that divide the

whole commonwealth, come once to a rupture, without

any hopes left of forming a third, with better principles,

to balance the others, it seems everyman's duty to choose

one of the two sides, though he cannot entirely approve
of either ; and all pretences to neutrality are justly ex

ploded by both, being too stale and obvious, only in

tending the safety and ease of a few individuals, while

the public is embroiled. This was the opinion and

practice of the latter^atoywhom I esteem to have been I
*"*

the wisest and best of all the Romans. But before things

proceed to open violence, the truest service a private

man may hope to do his country, is, by unbiassing his /WM

mind as much as possible, and then endeavouring to

moderate between the rival powers ; which must needs

be owned a fair proceeding with the world, because it

is, of all others, the least consistent with the common * pf*-

design of making a fortune, by the merit of an opinion.

I have gone as far as I am able in qualifying my
self to be such a moderator : I believe I am no bigot

in religion, and I am sure I am none in government.
I converse in full freedom with many considerable men

of both parties ; and if not in equal number, it is pure

ly accidental and personal, as happening to be near the

court, and to have made acquaintance there, more under

one ministry than another. Then, I am not under the

necessity of declaring myself by the prospect of an em-
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ployment. And, lastly, if all this be not sufficient, I

industriously conceal my name, which wholly exempts
me from any hopes and fears in delivering my opinion.

In consequence of this free use of my reason, I can

not possibly think so well or so ill of either party, as

they would endeavour to persuade the world of each

other, and of themselves. For instance ; I do not charge
it upon the body of the Whigs or the Tories, that their

several principles lead them to introduce presbytery, and

the religion of the church of Rome ; or a common-

wealth, and arbitrary power. For why should any

party be accused of a principle, which they solemnly
disown and protest against ? But to this they have a

mutual answer ready : J^LeyJx)th assure us, that their

adversaries are not to be believed ; that they disown

their principles out of fear, which are manifest enough,
when we examine their practices. To prove this, they
will produce instances, on one side, either of avowed

Presbyterians, or persons of libertine and atheistical

tenets ; and on the other of professed Papists, or such

as are openly in the interest of the abdicated family.

Now it is very natural fpr all subordinate sects and de

nominations in a state, to side with some general party,

and to choose that, which they find to agree with them

selves in some general principle. Thus, at the restora

tion, the Presbyterians, Anabaptists, Independents, and

other sects, did all, with very good reason, unite and

solder up their several schemes, to join against the

church ; who, without regard to their distinctions, treat

ed them all as equal adversaries. Thus, our present

dissenters do very naturally close in with the Whigs,
who profess moderation, declare they abhor all thoughts
of persecution, and think it hard that those, who differ
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only in a few ceremonies and speculations, should be

denied the privilege and profit of serving their country
in the highest employments of state. Thus, the atheists,

libertines, despisers of religion and revelation in gene
ral, that is to say, all those who usually pass under the

name of freethinkers, do properly join with the same

body : because they likewise preach up moderation, and

are not so overnice to distinguish between an unlimited

liberty of conscience, and an unlimited freedom of opi

nion. Then, on the other side, the professed firmness of

the Tories for Episcopacy, as an apostolical institution :
']

their aversion to those sects, who lie under the reproach
of havingonce destroyed their constitution, andwho,they

imagine, by too indiscreet a zeal for reformation, have

defaced the primitive model of the church ; next, their

veneration for monarchical government in the common
course of succession, and their hatred to republican

schemes : these, I say, are principles which not only the

nonjuring zealots profess, but even Papists themselves

fall readily in with. And every extreme here mentioned,

flings a general scandal upon the whole body it pre

tends to adhere to.

But surely no man whatsoever ought, in justice or

good manners, to be charged with principles he actu-*

ally disowns, unless his practices do openly, and with

out the least room for doubt, contradict his profession ;

not upon small surmises, or because he has the misfor

tune to have ill men sometimes agree with him in a few

general sentiments. However, though the extremes of

jWhj and Tory seem, with little justice, to have drawn
,

\religion into their controversies, wherein they have

small concern, yet they both have borrowed one lead

ing principle from the abuse of it : which is, to have
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^^ built their several systems qfjxditical faith, not_upon

inquiries after truth, but upon opposition to each other,

upon injurious appellations, charging their adversaries

with horrid opinions, and then reproaching them for

the want of charity ; et neuterfalso.
In order to remove these prejudices, I have thought

nothing could be more effectual, than to describe the

sentiments of a church of England man, with respect

to religioif and government This I shall endeavour

to do in such a manner, as may not be liable to the

least objection from either party, and which I am con

fident would be assented to by great numbers in both,

if they were not misled to those mutual misrepresenta

tions, by such motives, as they would be ashamed to own.

I shall begin with religion.

And here, though it makes an odd sound, yet it is

necessary to say, that whoever professes himself a mem
ber of the church of England, ought to believe a God,
and his providence, together with revealed religion, and

the divinity of Christ. For besides those many thou

sands, who (to speak in the phrase of divines) do prac

tically deny all this by the immorality of their lives,

there is no small number, who in their conversation and

writings, directly, or by consequence, endeavour to over

throw it ; yet all these place themselves in the list of

the national church, though at the same time (as it is

highly reasonable) they are great sticklers Jbr liberty

of conscience.

To enter upon particulars : a church of England man
has a true veneration for the scheme established among
us of ecclesiastic government ; and though he will not

determine whether Episcopacy be of divine right, he is

sure it is most agreeable to primitive institution, fittest
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of all others for preserving order and purity, and, under
its present regulations, best calculated for our civil state :

he should therefore think the abolishment of that order

among us, would prove a mighty scandal and corrup
tion to our faith, and manifestly dangerous to our mo
narchy ; nay, he would defend it by arms against all

the powers on earth, except our own legislature ; in

which case he would submit, as to a general calamity,
a dearth or a pestilence.

As to rites and ceremonies, and forms of prayer, he

allows there might be some useful alterations, and more,
which in the prospect of uniting Christians might be

very supportable, as things declared in their own na

ture indifferent; towhich he thereforewould readilycom

ply, ifthe clergy, or (though this be not so fair a method)
if the legislature should direct : yet, at the same time,

he cannot altogether blame the former, for their unwill

ingness to consent to any alteration ; which, besides the

trouble, and perhaps disgrace, would certainly never

produce the good effects intended by it. The only con

dition, that could make it prudent and just for the clergy
to comply in altering the ceremonial, or any other in

different part, would be a firm resolution in the legisla

ture to interpose, by some strict and effectual laws, to

prevent the rising and spreading of new sects, how

plausible soever, for the future ; else there must never

be an end : and it would be to act like a man, who
should pull down and change the ornaments of his house,

in compliance to every one who was disposed to find

fault as he passed by; which, besides the perpetual trou

ble and expense, would very much damage, and per

haps in time destroy, the building. Sects in a state

seem only tolerated with any reason, because they are
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already spread ; and because it would not be agreeable
with so mild a government, or so pure a religion, as

ours, to use violent methods against great numbers of

mistaken people, while they do not manifestly endanger
the constitution of either. But the greatest advocates

for general liberty of conscience will allow that they

ought to be checked in their beginnings, if they will al

low them to be an evil at all ; or, which is the same

thing, if they will only grant it were better for the

peace of the state, that there should be none. But while

the clergy consider the natural temper of mankind in

general, or of our own country in particular, what as

surances can they have, that any compliances they shall

make, will remove the evil of dissension, while the li

berty still continues of professing whatever new opi

nion we please ? Or how can it be imagined, that the

body of dissenting teachers, who must be all undone by
such a revolution, will not cast about for some new ob

jections to withhold their flocks, and draw in fresh

proselytes, by some farther innovations or refinements ?

fy Upon these reasons, he is for tolerating such differ

ent forms in religious worship as are already admitted,

but by no means for leaving it in the power of those

who are tolerated, to advance their own models upon
the ruin of what is already established ; which it is na

tural for all sects to desire, and which they cannot be

justified by any consistent principles if they do not en

deavour ; and yet, which they cannot succeed in, with

out the utmost danger to the public peace.

To prevent these inconveniences, he thinks it highly

just, that all rewards of trust, profit, or dignity, which

the state leaves in the disposal of the administration,

should T>e given onl^io those, whose principles direct
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them to preserve the constitution in all its parts. In

the late affair of occasional conformity, the general ar

gument of those who were against it, was, not to deny it

an evil in itself, but that the remedy proposed was vio

lent, untimely, and improper ; which is the Bishop of

Salisbury's opinion in the speech he made and publish

ed against the bill : but however just their fears or

complaints might have been upon that score, he thinks

it a little too gross and precipitate to employ their wri

ters already in arguments for repealing the sacramental

test, upon no wiser maxim, than that no man should,

on the account of conscience, be deprived the liberty of

serving his country ; a topic which may be equally

applied to admit Papists, Atheists, Mahometans, Hea

thens, and Jews. If the church wants members of its

own to employ in the service of the public, or be so un

happily contrived, as to exclude from its communions

such persons, who are likeliest to have great abilities,

it is time it should be altered, and reduced into some

more perfect, or at least more popular form : but in the

meanwhile, it is not altogether improbable, that when

those, who dislike the constitution, are so very zealous

in their offers for the service of their country, they

are not wholly unmindful of their party, or of them

selves.

The Dutch, whose practice is so often quoted to prove

and celebrate the great advantages of a general liberty

of conscience, have yet a national religion professed by
all who bear office among them : but why should they

be a precedent for us either in religion or government ?

our country differs from theirs, as well in situation,

soil, and productions of nature, as in the genius and
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complexion of inhabitants. _They are a commonwealth

founded on a sudden, by a desperate attempt in a des

perate condition, not formed or digested into a regular

system by mature thought and reason, but huddled up
under the pressure of sudden exigencies ; calculated for

no long duration, and hitherto subsisting by accident,

in the midst of contending powers, who cannot yet

agree about sharing it among them. These difficulties

do indeed preserve them from any great corruptions,

which their crazy constitution would extremely subject

them to in a long peace. That confluence of people, in

a persecuting age, to a place of refuge nearest at hand,

put them upon the necessity of trade, to which they

wisely gave all ease and encouragement : and if we
could think fit to imitate them in this last particular,

there would need no more to invite foreigners among
us ; who seem to think no farther than how to secure

their property and conscience, without projecting any
share in that government which gives them protection,

or calling it persecution, if it be denied them. But, I

speak it for the honour of our administration, although
our sects are not so numerous as those in Holland,

which I presume is not our fault, and I hope is not our

misfortune, we much excel them, and all Christendom

besides, in our indulgence to tender consciences.* One

smgle_coinpliance with the national form of receiving
the sacrament, is all we require to qualify any sectary

among us for the greatest employments in the state,

after which he is at liberty to rejoin his own assemblies

* When this was written, there was no law against occasional

conformity.
13
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for the rest of his life. Besides, I will suppose any of

the numerous sects in Holland to have so far prevail

ed, as to have raised a civil war, destroyed their go
vernment and religion, and put their administrators to

death ; after which, I Will suppose the people to have

recovered all again, and to have settled on their old

foundation. Then I would put a query, whether that

sect, which was the unhappy instrument of all this con

fusion, could reasonably expect to be entrusted for the

future with the greatest employments, or indeed to be

hardly tolerated among them ?

To go on with the sentiments of a church of Eng
land man : he^does not see how that, mighty
[or thechurch, which some men pretend, ran well

sist with thoseindignities,, and that contempt^they be

stow on 7 theTpersons of^jhe clergy.* It is a strange
mark \vhereby~ to distinguish high-church-men, that

they are such, who imagine the clergy can never be too

low. He thinks the maxim these gentlemen are so fond

of, that they are for an humble clergy, is a very good
one : and so is he, and for an humble laity too, since hu

mility is a virtue, that perhaps equally befits, and adorns,

every station of life.

But then, if the scribblers on the other side freely

speak the sentiments of their party, a divine of the

church of England cannot look for much better quar-

* "
I observed very well with what insolence and haughtiness

some lords of the High^Church party treated, not only their own

chaplains, but all other clergy whatsoever, and thought this was suf

ficiently recompensed by their professions of zeal to the church."

VOL. VIII. R
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ter thence. You shall observe nothing more frequent

in their weekly papers, than a way of affectmgjo_con-
found.the terms of clergv^and High Church, of apply

ing both indifferently, and then loading the latter with

all the calumny they can invent. They will tell you,

they honour a clergyman ; but talk at the same time,

as if there were not three in the kingdom, who could

fall in with their definition.* After the like manner

they insult the universities, as jjoisonejdJbiintai&Srand

cormpters of youth.
Now it seems clear to me, that the Whigs_might

easily have procured, and maintajnpH, ^ maj<" -i< y among
thejglergy, and perhaps in the universities, if t.hy had

not too much I'ncouraged, or connived at, this intem

perance of speech and virulenceof pen, in the worst

and most prostitute of their party ; among whom there

has been, for some years past, such a perpetual clamour

against the ambition, the implacable temper, and the

covetousness of the priesthood ; such a cant of High
Church, and persecution, arid being priest-ridden, so

many reproaches about narrow principles, or terms of

communion ; then such scandalous reflections on the

universities, for infecting the youth of the nation with

arbitrary and Jacobite principles, that it was natural for

those, who had the care of religion and education, to

apprehend some general design of altering the consti

tution of both. And all this was the more extraordi-

* "
I had likewise observed how the Whig lords took a direct con

trary measure, treated the persons of particular clergymen with great

courtesy, l>ut shewed much ill-will and contempt for the order in ge
neral."
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nary, because it could not easily be forgot, that what
ever opposition was made to the usurpations of King
James, proceeded altogether from the church of Eng
land, and chiefly from the clergy, and one of the uni

versities. For, if it were of any use to recall matters

of fact, what is more notorious, than that prince's ap

plying himself first to the church of England ? and up
on their refusal to fall in with his measures, making
the like advances to the dissenters^of all kinds, who

readily and almost universally complied with him, af

fecting, in their numerous addresses and pamphlets, the

style of our brethren the Roman Catholics ; whose in

terests they put on the same foot with their own : and

some of Cromwell's officers took posts in the army rai

sed against the Prince of Orange.* These proceedings
of theirs they can only extenuate, by urging the provo
cations they had met from the church in King Charles's

reign ; which, though perhaps excusable upon the score

of human infirmity, are not, by any means, a plea of

merit, equal to the constancy and sufferings of the

bishops and clergy, or of the head and fellows of Mag
dalen College, that furnished the Prince of Orange's

declaration with such powerful arguments, to justify

and promote the Revolution.

Therefore a church of England man abhors the hu

mour of the age, in delighting to fling scandals upon
the clergy in general ; which, besides the disgrace to the

* De Foe's History of Addresses contains some humbling instances

of the applauses with which the sectaries hailed their old enemy,

James II., when they saw him engaged in hostility with the esta

blished church.
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Reformation, and to religion itself, cast an ignominy

upon the kingdom, that it does not deserve. We have

no better materials to compoumlthe priesthood of, than

the mass of mankind, which, corrupted as it is, those

who receive orders must have some vices to leave be

hind them, when they enter into the church ; and if a

few do still adhere, it is no wonder, but rather a great

one, that they are no worse. Therefore, he cannot

think ambition, or love of power.jnore justly 1a,jfl to

their charge, than to other men's ; because that would

be to make religion itself, or at least the best constitu

tion of church-government, answerable for the errors

and depravity of human nature.

Within these last two hundred years, all sorts of

temporal power have been wrested from the clergy, and

much of their ecclesiastic, the reason or justice of which

proceeding I shall not examine ; but that the remedies

were a little too violent, with respect to their posses

sions, the legislature has lately confessed, by the remis

sion of their first fruits. Neither do the common libel

lers deny this, who, in their invectives, only tax the

church with an insatiable desire of power and wealth,

(equally common to all bodies of men, as well as indi

viduals) but thank God, that the laws have deprived
them of both. However, it is worth observing the

justice of parties ; the sects among us are apt to com

plain, and think it hard usage to be reproached now
after fifty years, for overturning the state, for the mur
der 'of a king, and the indignity of a usurpation ; yet

these very men, and their partisans, are continually re

proaching the clergy, and laying to their charge, the

pride, the avarice, the luxury, the ignorance, and su

perstition, of Popish times, for a thousand years past.
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He thinks it a scandal to government, that such an
unlimited liberty should be allowed, of publishing books

against those doctrines in religion, wherein all Christ

ians have agreed ; much more, to connive at such tracts

as reject all revelation, and, by their consequences, often

deny the very being of a God. Surely it is not a suffi

cient atonement for the writers, that they profess much

loyalty to the present government, and sprinkle up and
down some arguments in favour of the dissenters ; that

they dispute, as strenuously as they can, for liberty of

conscience, and inveigh largely against all ecclesiastics,

under the name of high church ; and, in short, under

the shelter of some popular principles in politics and

religion, undermine the foundations of all piety and

virtue.

As he does not reckon every schism of that damna
ble nature which some would represent, so he is very
far from closing with the new opinion of those, who
would make it no crime at all ; and argue at a wild

rate, that God Almighty is delighted with the variety

ofjfaith and worship, as he is with the varieties of na

ture. To such absurdities are men carried by the affec

tation of freethiriking, and removing the prejudices of

education ; under which head, they have for some time

begun to list morality and religion. It is certain, that,

before the rebellion in 1642, though the number of Pu
ritans (as they were then called) was as great as it is

with us, and though they affected to follow pastors of

that denomination, yet those pastors had episcopal or

dination, possessed preferments in the church, and were

sometimes promoted to bisliopricks themselves.* But a

*
In the reign of Elizabeth, and even in that of James, the Puri

tans were not, properly speakiug, Dissenters, but, on the contrary,
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breach in the general form of worship was, in those

days, reckoned so dangerous and sinful in itself, and so

offensive to Roman Catholics at home and abroad, that

it was too unpopular to be attempted ; neither, I be

lieve, was the expedient then found out, of maintaining

separate pastors out of private purses.

When a schism is once spread in a nation, there

grows at length a dispute, which are the schismatics.

Without entering on the arguments used by both sides

among us, to fix the guilt on each other, it is certain,

that, in the sense of the law, the schism lies on that side

which opposes itself to the religion of the state. I leave

it amongjhe divinesjo dilate upon the dangejc_ofscjiism,

as a spiritual evil ; but I would consider it only as a

temporal one. And I think it clear, that any great se

paration from the established worship, though^Ta new

one that is more pure~an3^erTect, may be an occasion

of endai^eringthepublic peace ; liecause it will com

pose a body always in reserve, prepared to follow any
discontented heads, upon the plausible pretext of ad

vancing true religion, and opposing error, superstition,

or idolatry. For this reason Plato lays it down as a

maxim, that men ought to worship the gods according

to the laws of the country ; and he introduces Socrates,

in his last discourse, utterly disowning the crime laid

to his charge, of teaching new divinities, or methods of

worship. Thus, the poor Huguenots of France were en

gaged in a civil war, by the specious pretences of some,

who, under the guise of religion, sacrificed so many
thousand lives to their own ambition and revenge. Thus

formed a sort of Low-Church party in the national establishment.

Archbishop Abbot himself has been considered as a Puritan.
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was the wholeJw^jif PuritanaJnJ^ to

be instruments, or abettors, of all manner of
villainy, by

the artifices of a few men, whose designs from the first

were levelled to destroy the constitution both of
religion

and government. And thus, even in Holland itself,

where it is pretended that the variety of sects live so

amicably together, and in such perfect obedience to the

magistrate, it is notorious how a turbulent party, join

ing with the Arminians, did, in the memory of our fa

thers, attempt to destroy the liberty of that republic.

So that, upon the whole, where sects are tolerated in a

state, it is fit they should enjoy a full liberty of con

science, and every other privilege of freeborn subjects, to

which no power is annexed. And to preserve their obe

dience upon all emergencies, a government cannot give
them too much ease, nor trust them with too little

power.
The clergy are usually charged with a persecuting

spirit, which they are said to discover by an implacable

hatred to all dissenters : and this appears to be more

unreasonable, because they suffer less iri their interests

by a toleration than any of the conforming laity : for

while the church remains in its present form, no dissen

ter can possibly have any share in its dignities, reve

nues, or power ; whereas, by once receiving the sacra-

ment, he is rendered capable of the highest employments
in the state. And it is very possible, that a narrow edu

cation, together with a mixture of human infirmity,

may help to beget among some of the clergy in pdsses-

sion, such an aversion and contempt for all innovators,

as physicians are apt to have for empirics, or lawyers

for pettifoggers, or merchants for pedlars ; but since the

number of sectaries does not concern the clergy, either
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iii point of interest or conscience, (it being an evil not

in their power to remedy,) it is more fair arid reason

able to suppose, their dislike proceeds from the dangers

they apprehend to the peace of the commonwealth, in

the ruin whereof they must expect to be the first and

greatest sufferers,

To conclude this section, it must be observed, that

there is a very good word, which has of late suffered

much by both parties, I mean {moderation]; which the

one side very justly disowns, and the other as unjustly

pretends to. Besides what passes every day in conver

sation, any man who reads the papers published by Mr

Lesley,* and others of his stamp, must needs conclude,

that if this author could make the nation see his ad

versaries under the colours he paints them in, we have

nothing else to do, but rise as one man, and destroy

such wretches from the face of the earth. On the other

side, how shall we excuse the advocates for modera

tion ? among whom, I could appeal to a hundred pa

pers of universal approbation by the cause they were

writ for, which lay such principles to the whole body

of the Tories, as, if they were true, and believed, our

next business should in prudence be, to erect gibbets

in every parish, and hang them out of the way. But I

suppose it is presumed, the common people understand

raillery, or at least rhetoric, and will not take hyper

boles in too literal a sense ; which, however, in some

junctures, might prove a desperate experiment. And

this is moderation in the modern sense of the word, to

* The champion of the Jacobites, whose cause he defended in a

periodical paper, called The Rehearsal.
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which, speaking impartially, the bigots of both parties

are equally entitled.

SECTION II.

The Sentiments of a Church of England Man,, with

respect to Government.

WE look upon it as a very just reproach, though we
cannot agree where to fix it, thatJiier^should be so

much violence and hatred in religious matters, among
men who agree in all fundamentals, and only differ in.

some ceremonies, or, at most, mere speculative points.

Yet, is not this frequently the case between contending

parties in a state ? For instance : do not the generality
of Whigs and Tories among us, profess to agree in the

same fundamentals, their loyalty to the Queen, their

abjuration of the Pretender, the settlement of the crown

in the protestant line, and a revolution principle ? their

affection to the church established, with toleration of

dissenters ? nay, sometimes they go farther, and pass

over into each other's principles ; the Whigs become

great assertors of the prerogative, and the Tories of the

people's liberty ; these, crying down almost the whole

set of bishops, and those, defending them ; so that the

differences, fairly stated, would be much of a sort with

those in religion among us, and amount to little more

than, who should take place, or go in and out first, or

kiss the Queen's hand ; and what are these but a few

court ceremonies ? or who should be in the ministry ?
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and what is that to the body of the nation, but a mere

speculative point ? yet I think it must be allowed, that

mo religious sects ever carried their mutual aversions

to greater heights, than our state-parties have done ;

I who, the more to inflame their passion>. have mixed

/ religious and civil animosities together ; borrowing one

I o? their appellations from the church, with the addition

of High and Low, how little soever their disputes relate

to the term, as it is generally understood.

I now proceed to deliver the sentiments of a church

of England man, with respect to government.
He does not think the church of England so narrow

ly calculated, that it cannot fall in with any regular spe

cies of government, nor does he think any one regular

species of government more accept able to (Jod, than

another. The three generally received in the schools,

have all of them their several perfections, and are sub

ject to their several depravations. However, few states

are ruined by any defect in their institution, but gene-

Tally by the corruption of manners ; against which, the

best institution is no longer a security ; and without

which, a very ill one may subsist arid flourish ; where

of there are two pregnant instances now in Europe.
The first is, the aristocracy of Venice, which, founded

upon the wisest maxims, and digested by a great length
of time, has, in our age, admitted so many abuses,

through the degeneracy of the nobles, that the period

of its duration seems to approach. The other is, the

united republics of the States-general, where a vein of

temperance, industry, parsimony, and a public spirit,

running through the whole body of the people, has

preserved an infant commonwealth, of an untimely

birth and sickly constitution, for above an hundred
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years, through so many dangers and difficulties, as a
much more healthy one could never have struggled

against, without those advantages.
Where security of person and property are preserved

by laws, which none but the whole can repeal, there

the great ends of government are provided for, whether

the administration be in the hands of one, or of many.
Where any one person, or body of men, who do not re

present the whole, seize into their hands the power in

the last resort, there is properly no longer a govern

ment, but what Aristotle and his followers call the

abuse and corruption of one. This distinction excludes

arbitrary power, in whatever numbers ; which, notwith

standing all that Hobbes, Filrner, and others, have said

to its advantage, I look upon as a greater evil than

anarchy itself, as much as a savage is in a happier state

of life, than a slave at the oar.

It is reckoned ill manners, as well as unreasonable,

for men to quarrel upon difference in opinion ; because

that is usually supposed to be a thing, which no man
can help in himself : but this I do not conceive to be a

universal infallible maxirn, except in those cases, where

the question is pretty equally disputed among the learn

ed and the wise : where it is otherwise, a man of to

lerable reason, some experience, and willing to be in

structed, may apprehend he is got into a wrong opi

nion, though the whole course of his mind and inclina

tion would persuade him to believe it true ; he may be

convinced that he is in an error, though he does not

see where it lies, by the bad effects of it in the common

conduct of his life, and by observing those persons, for

whose wisdom and goodness he has the greatest de

ference, to be of a contrary sentiment. According to
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Hobbes's comparison of reasoning with casting up ac

counts, whoever finds a mistake in the sum total, must

allow himself out, though, after repeated trials, he may
not see in which article he has misreckoned. I will in

stance in one opinion, which I look upon every man

obliged in conscience to quit, or in prudence to conceal ;

I mean, that whoever argues in defence of absolute

power in a single person, though he offers the old

plausible plea, that it is his opinion, which he cannot

help, unless he be convinced, ^ught,Jn_all^ree states,

tobejjcfiated as the common enemy of mankind^ "Yet

this is laid as a heavy charge upon the clergy of the

two reigns before the Revolution, who, under the terms

of passive obedience and nonresistance, are said to have

preached up the jmljmited power of the prince, because

they found it a doctrine that pleased the court, and

made way for their preferment. And I believe there

(may

be truth enough in this accusation, to convince us,

that human frailty will too often interpose itself, among
persons of the holiest function. However, it may be

offered in excuse for the clergy, that in the best socie

ties there are some ill members, which a corrupted
court and ministry will industriously find out and in

troduce. Besides, it is manifest, that the greater num
ber olthpse, who held and preached this doctrine, were

.misguided by equivocal terms, and by perfect ignorance
in the principles of government, which they had not

made any part of their study. The question originally

'put, and, as I remember to have heard it disputed in

public schools, was this, Whether, under any pretence

whatsoever, it may be lawful to resist the supreme ma

gistrate ? which was held in the negative ; and this is

certainly the right opinion. But many of the clergy,
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i^dotherjearnedmen, deceived by dubious expres-

jsion,jmstoj3k_tiiej)^^
idue. By the supreme magistrate, is properly under
stood the legislative power, which in all governments
must be absolute and unlimited. But the word magis-

; trate, seeming to denote a single person, and to ex

press the executive power, it came to pass, that the

; obedience due to the
legislature, was, for want of know-

! ing or considering this easy distinction, misapplied to

^the administration. Neither is it any wonder, that the

clergy, or other well-meaning people, should fall into

this error, which deceived Hobbes himself, so far as to

be the foundation of all the political mistakes in his

books ; where he perpetually confounds the executive

with the legislative power, though all well-instituted

states have ever placed them in different hands, as may
be obvious to those who know anything of Athens,

Sparta, Thebes, and other republics of Greece, as well

as the greater ones of Carthage and Rome.

Besides, it is to be considered, that whejnjthese_doc-
trines began to_j3fi_preached among us, the kingdom
had not quite worn out the memory of that horrid re

bellion, under the consequences of which it had groan
ed almost twenty years. And a weak prince, in con- 1

junction with a succession of most prostitute ministers,

began again to dispose the people to new attempts,

which it was, no doubt, the clergy's duty to endeavour

to prevent ; though some of them, for want of know

ledge in temporal affairs, and others, perhaps, from a

worse principle, proceeded upon a topic, that, strictly

followed, would enslave all mankind.

Among other theological arguments, made use of in

those times in praise of monarchy, and justification
of
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absolute obedience to a prince, there seemed to be one

of a singular nature : it was urged, that Heaven was

governed by a monarch, who had none to control his

power, but was absolutely obeyed : then it followed,

that earthly governments were the more perfect, the

nearer they imitatejijjie government in Heaven. All

which I look upon as the strongest argument against

despotic power, that ever was offered ; since no reason

can possibly be assigned, why it is best for the world,

that God Almighty has such a power, which does not

directly prove, that no mortal man should ever have

the like.

But, though a church of England man thinks every

species of government equally lawful, he does not think

them equally expedient ; or for every country indiffer

ently. There may be something in the climate, natu

rally disposing men toward one sort of obedience ; as

is manifest all over Asia, where we never read of any
commonwealth, except some small ones on the western

coasts, established by the Greeks. There may be a

greatdeal inthe situation of a country, and in the present

genius of the people. It has been observed, that the tem

perate climates usually run into moderate governments,
and the extremes into despotic power. It is a remark of

Hobbes, that the youth of England are corrupted in their

principles of government, by reading the authors of

Greece and Rome, who writ under commonwealths. But

it might have been more fairly offered for the honour

of liberty, that while the rest of the known world was

overrun with the arbitrary government of single per

sons, arts and sciences took their rise, and flourished,

only in those few small territories, where the people

were free. And though learning may continue after
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liberty is lost, as it did in Rome for a while, upon the

foundations laid under the commonwealth, and the par
ticular patronage of some emperors, yet it hardly ever

began under a tyranny in any nation'; because slavery
is of all things the greatest clog and obstacle to specu
lation. And, indeed, arbitrary power is but the first

natural step, from anarchy or the savage life ; the ad

justing of power and freedom being an effect and con

sequence of maturer thinking : and this is nowhere so

duly regulated, as in a limited monarchy : because I

believe it may pass for a maxim in state, that the ad

ministration cannot be placed in too few hands, nor the

legislature in too many. Now, in this material point,

the constitution of the English government far exceeds

all others at this time on the earth ; tojvJiicJiMlJhe Pre~

sent establishment of the church dop o happily agrpp,

that I thi'nk wjl"pvpr is an Enemy to pifhprj mnsf of

necessity be so to both.

He thinks, as our monarchy is constituted, an here

ditary right is much to be preferred before election.

Because the government here, especially by some late

amendments, is so regularly disposed in all its parts,

that it almost executes itself. And therefore, upon the

death of a prince among us, the administration goes on

without any rub or interruption. For the same rea

sons, we have less to apprehend from the weakness or

fury of our monarchs, who have such wise councils to

guide the first, and laws to restrain the other. And
therefore

this[hereditary_right^should
be kept so sacred,

as never to hrpa!rjiliAjiiv^i^^
wfiprp fVi^ prp-

serving of it may_endanger the constitutidnlTwhich is

not from any intrinsic merit, or unalienable right, in a

particular family, but to avoid the consequences that
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usually attend the ambition of competitors, to which

elective kingdoms are exposed ; and which is the only

obstacle to hinder them from arriving at the greatest

perfection, that government can possibly reach. jHence
A\ appears the absurdity of that distinction, between a king^ defacto) and one dejure, with respect to us. For every

limited monarch is a king dejure, because he governs

by the consent of the whole, which is authority suffi

cient to abolish all precedent rightf If a king come in

by conquest, he is no longer a limited monarch ; if he

afterward consent to limitations, he becomes immediate-

^ lyjjfing dejure for the same reason.

''D 4
^e Srea^ advocates for succession, who affirm it

ought not to be violated upon any regard or considera

tion whatsoever, do insist much upon one argument,
that seems to carry little weight. They would have it,

that a crown is a prince's birthright, and ought at least

to be as well secured to him and his posterity, as the

inheritance of any private man ; in short, that he has

the same title to his kingdom, which every individual

has to his property : now the consequence of this doc

trine must be, that as a man may find several ways to

waste, misspend, or abuse, his patrimony, without being
answerable to the laws ; so a king may in like manner

do what he will with his own ; that is, he may squan
der and misapply his revenues, and even alienate the

crown, without being called to an account by his sub

jects. They allow such a prince to be guilty, indeed, of

vmuch folly and wickedness, but for these the is answer

able to God, as every private man must be, that is guilty

of mismanagement in his own concerns. I Now, the

folly of this reasoning will best appear, E^applying it

in a parallel case. Should any man argue, that a phy-
14
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sician is supposed to understand his own art best ; that

the law protects and encourages his profession ; and

therefore, although he should manifestly prescribe poi

son to all his patients, whereof they should immediate

ly die, he cannot be justly punished, but is answerable

only to God : or should the same be offered in behalf

of a divine, who would preach against religion and mo
ral duties ; in either of these two cases, everybody
would find out the sophistry, and presently answer, that

although common men are not exactly skilled in the

composition or application of medicines, or in prescri

bing the limits of duty ; yet the difference between poi

sons and remedies, is easily known by their effects ; and

common reason soon distinguishes between virtue and

vice : and it must be necessary to forbid both these the

farther practice of their professions, because their crimes

are not purely personal to the physician or the divine,

but destructive to the public. All which is infinitely

stronger in respect to a prince, in whose good or ill

conduct, the happiness or misery of a whole nation is

included : whereas it is of small consequence to the pub

lic, farther than example, how any private person ma

nages his property.

But granting that the right of a lineal successor to

a crown, were upon the same foot with the property of

a subject ; still it may at any time be transferred by
the legislative power, as other properties frequently are.

The supreme power inastate can do no wrong, because I n /

whatever that does, is the actigoofall
: and when the '

lawyers apply this maxim to the IdngftKijy must un

derstand it only in that sense, as he is administrator of

the supreme power ; otherwise it is not universally

VOL. VIII. S
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true, but may be controlled in several instances easy to

produce.

And these are the topics we must proceed upon, to

justify our exclusion of the young Pretender in France ;

that of his suspected birth being merely popular, and

therefore not made use of, as I remember, since the Re
volution, in any 'speech, vote, or proclamation, where
there was an occasion to mention him.

As to the abdication of_King James, which the ad

vocates on that side looFupon to have been forcible and

ujnjusta. and consequently void in itself, I think a man

may observe every article of the English church, with

out being in much pain about it. It is not unlikely that

all doors were laid open for his departure, and perhaps
not without the privity of the Prince of Orange, as rea

sonably concluding, that the kingdom might be better

settled in his absence : but to affirm he had any cause

to apprehend the sap treatment with his father, is an

improhable^scandal flung upon the nation, by a few

bigotted French scribblers, or the invidious assertion^

of a ruined party at home, in the bitterness of their

souls; not one material circumstance agreeingwith those

in 1648 ; and the greatest^ part ofjhe nation having

preserved the utmost horror for that ignominious mur
der : but whether his removal were caused by his own

fears, or other men's artifices, it is manifest to me, that

supposing the throne to be vacant, .which was the foot

thjenation went upon, the bod)' of the people were there

upon left at liberty to choose what form ofgovernment

they pleased, by themselves, or their representatives.

The only difficulty of any weight against the pro

ceedings at the Revolution, is an obvious objection, to
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Vhich the writers upon that subject have not yet given
a direct or sufficient answer, as if they were in pain at

some consequences, which they apprehend those of the

contrary opinion might draw from it. I will repeat
this objection, as it was offered me some time ago, with

all its advantages, by a very pious, learned, and worthy

gentleman of the nonjuring party.*

The force of his argument turned upon this ; that

the laws made by the supreme power, cannot other

wise than by the supreme power be annulled : that this

consisting in England of a king, lords, and commons,
whereof each have a negative voice, no two of them

can repeal or enact a law, without consent of the third ;

much less may any one of them be entirely excluded

from its part of the legislature, by a vote of the other

two. That all these maxims were openly violated at

the Revolution ; whpr^^T^gssgrnbly of the

people, not summoned by^

an essential part of the constitution) and consequently

no lawful meetinfikjlid merely upon their own autho-
*

LJ .-_.-.. "
~f^- .-* ***""i H -Tin.-----^...i m ' I ^^^^^^^^^E i i !

rity, declare the king to have abdicated, the throne va

cant, and give the crown by a vote to a nephew, when
there were three children to inherit; though by the

fundamental laws of the realm, the next heir is imme

diately to succeed. Neither does it appear, how a

prince's abdication can make any other sort of vacancy
in the throne, than would be caused by his death ; since

he cannot abdicate for his children, (who claim their

right of succession by act of parliament) otherwise than

* Mr Nelson, author of the Feasts and Fasts of the Church of

England.
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by his own consent in form to a bill from the two

houses.

And this is the difficulty, that seems chiefly to stick

with the most reasonable of those, who, from a mere

scruple of conscience, refuse to join with us upon the

revolution principle ; but for the rest, are, I believe, as

far from loving arbitrary government, as any others

can be, who are born under a free constitution, and

are allowed to have the least share of common good
sense.

In this objection there are two questions included :

first, Whether, upon the foot of our constitution, as it

stood in the reign of the late King James, a king of

England may be deposed ? The second is, Whether the

people of England, convened by their own authority,

after the king had withdrawn himself in the manner he

did, had power to alter the succession.

As for the first, it is a point I shall not presume to

determine ; and shall therefore only say, that to any
man who holds the negative, I would demand the liber

ty of putting the case as strongly as I please. I will sup

pose a prince limited by laws like ours, yet running into

a thousand caprices of cruelty, like Nero or Caligula ; I

will suppose him to murder his mother and his wife ; to

commit incest, to ravish matrons, to blow up the se

nate, and burn his metropolis ; openly to renounce God
and Christ, and worship the devil ; these and the like

exorbitances, are in the power of a single person to com

mit, without the advice of a ministry, or assistance of

an army. And if such a king, as I have described, can

not be deposed but by his own consent in parliament, I

do not well see how he can be resisted, or what can be

meant by a limited monarchy; or what signifies_the
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^ laws, if the

person who administers, has no tie but conscience, and
is answerable to none but God. I desire no stronger

proof that an" opinion inust be false, than to find very

great absurdities annexed to it, and there cannot be

greater than in the present case ; for it is not a bare spe
culation that kings may run into such enormities as are

above-mentioned : the practice may be proved by ex

amples, not only drawn from the first Caesars, or later

emperors, but many modern princes of Europe ; such as

Peter the Cruel, Philip the Second of Spain, John Ba-

silovitz of Muscovy, and in our own nation, King John,

Richard the Third, and Henry the Eighth. But there

cannot be equal absurdities supposed in maintaining the

contrary opinion ; because it is certain, that princes have

it in their power to keep a majority on their side, by

any tolerable administration, till provoked by continual

oppressions ; no man indeed can then answer, where the

madness of the people will stop.

As to the second part of the objection, Whether the

people of England, convened by their own authority,

upon King James's precipitate departure, had power to

alter the succession ?

In answer to this, I think it is manifest, from the prac

tice of the wisest nations, and who seem to have had the

truest notions of freedom, that, when a prince was laid

aside for mal-administration, the nobles and people, if

they thought it necessary for the public weal, did re

sume the administration of the supreme power, (the

power itself having been always in them,) and did not

only alter the succession, but often the very form of go

vernment too, because they believed there was no natu

ral right in one man to govern another, but that all was
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by institution, force, or consent. Thus, the cities of

Greece, when they drove out their tyrannical kings, ei

ther chose others from a new family, or abolished the

kingly government, and became free states. Thus the

Romans, upon the expulsion of Tarquin, found it in

convenient for them to be subject any longer to the

pride, the lust, the cruelty, and arbitrary will of single

persons, and therefore, by general consent, entirely al

tered the whole frame of their government. Nor do I

find the proceedings of either, in this point, to have been

condemned by any historian of the succeeding ages.

But a great deal has been already said by other wri

ters upon this invidious and beaten subject ; therefore

I shall let it fall, though the point is commonly mista

ken, especially by the lawyers ; who, of all others, seem

least to understand the nature of government in gene

ral ; like under-workmen, who are expert enough at ma

king a single wheel in a clock, but are utterly ignorant

how to adjust the several parts, or regulate the move

ments.

To return, therefore, from this digression: It is a

church of England man's opinion, that the freedom of

a nation copjatfl In flP
^"Inte unlimited Jp-giHlati\v

power, wherein the whole body of the people are fairly

represented ; and in an executive duly limited ; because

on this side likewise, there may be dangerous degrees,

and a very ill extreme. For, when two parties in a state

are pretty equal in power, pretensions, merit, and vir

tue, (for these two last are, with relation to parties and

a court, quite different things,) it has been the opinion

of the best writers upon government, that a prince ought
not. in any sort to be under the guidance or influence of

either ; because he declines j>y this means from his of-
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ficej>f presiding over the who^j tbe^ejiead of a_
party; which,besides the indignity, renders him answer
able for all public mismanagements, and the consequen
ces of them ; and in whatever state this happens, there

must either be a weakness in the prince or ministry ; or

else the former is too much restrained by the nobles, or

those who represent the people.

To conclude : a church of England man may, withCJ J 7

prudence and a good conscience, aoprove the professed

principles of one party more than the other, according
as kSjkiiricsJihexJtesj^ and

state 4^-butke. will never,be swayed.Jby passio_n_ or inte

rest,JojLdYaiicejm pjini^ is that of

the party he most approves ; which one single principle,
he looks upon as the root of all our civil animosities.

To enter into a party, as into an order of friars, with

so resigned an obedience to superiors, is very unsuit

able both with the civil and religious liberties, we so

zealously assert. Thus the understandings of a whole

senate are often enslaved, by three or four leaders on

each side, who, instead_of^intending the public weal,

haste
tihgirJTfta.rf.a..wholly spf upon ways frnd means, how

to get or to keep employments. But to speak more at

large, how lias this spirit of faction mingled itself with

the mass of the people, changed their nature and man

ners, and the very genius of the nation ! broke all the

laws of charity, neighbourhood, alliance, and hospita

lity ; destroyed all ties of friendship, and divided fami

lies against themselves ! and no wonder it should be so,

when, in order to find out the character of a person, in

stead of inquiring whether he be a man of virtue, ho

nour, piety, wit, good sense, or learning ; the modern
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question is only, whether he be a Whig or a Tory ; un

der which terms, all good and ill qualities are included.

Now, because it is a point of difficulty to choose an

exact middle between two ill extremes, it may be worth

inquiring, in the present case, which of these a wise and

good man would rather seem to avoid : taking therefore

their own good and ill characters, with due abatements

and allowances for partiality and passion, I should

think, that in order to preserve the constitution entire

in church and state, whoever has a true value for both,

would be sure to avoid the extremes of Whig, for the

sake of the former ; and the extremes of Tory, on ac

count of the latter.

I have now said all that I could think convenient,

upon so nice a subject, and find I have the ambition

common with other reasoners, to wish at least that both

parties may think me in the right ; which would be of

some use to those who have any virtue left, but are

blindly drawn into the extravagancies of either, upon
false representations, to serve the ambition or malice of

designing men, without any prospect of their own. But

if that is not to be hoped for, my next wish should be,

that both might think me in the wrong ; which I would

understand as an ample justification of myself, and a

sure ground to believe, that I have proceeded at least

with impartiality, and perhaps with truth.
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SOME ARGUMENTS

AGAINST ENLARGING THE POWER OF BISHOPS,

IN LETTING LEASES.*

Mihi credite, major haereditas venit unicuique vestrflm in iisdem boni a

jure et a legibus, quam ab iis a quibus ilia ipsa bona relicta sunt. CICERO pro
A, C&cina.

October 21, 1723.

IN handling this subject, I shall proceed wholly upon
the supposition, that those of our party, who profess
themselves members of the church established, and un
der the apostolical government of bishops, do desire the

* This tract was written in 1723, when the measure therein re

probated was under consideration. Swift considered it as an indirect

mode of gratifying the existing bishops, whom he did not regard
with peculiar respect or complacency, at the expense of the church

establishment, to which he was attached with most sincere devotion.

The spirit of his opposition is, therefore, in this instance, peculiarly
caustic. He had to plead, however, that his own practice was as strict

as the self-denial he expected from the bishops. He never took fines

for renewal of leases of the chapter-lands, but always preferred rai

sing the rent, as calculated to promote the future value of the living,

although less advantageous to the immediate incumbent.
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continuance and transmission of it to posterity, at least

in as good a condition as it is at present ; because, as

this discourse is not calculated for dissenters of any

kind, so neither will it suit the talk or sentiments of

those persons, who, with the denomination of church

men, are oppressors of the inferior clergy, and perpe

tually quarrelling at the great incomes of the bishops ;

which is a traditional cant delivered down from former

times, and continued with gfeat reason, although it be

near 200 years since almost three parts in four of the

church revenues have been taken from the clergy, be

side the spoils that have been gradually made ever since

of glebes and other land, by the confusion of times, the

fraud of encroaching neighbours, or the power of op

pressors too great to be encountered.

About the time of the Reformation, many popish bi

shops of this kingdom, knowing they must have been

soon ejected if they would not change their religion,

made long leases and fee-farms of great part of their

lands, reserving very inconsiderable rents, sometimes

only a chiefry, by a power they assumed directly con

trary to many ancient canons, yet consistent enough
with the common law. This trade held on for many
years after the bishops became Protestants ; and some

of their names are still remembered with infamy, on ac

count of enriching their families by such sacrilegious

alienations. By these means episcopal revenues were so

low reduced, that three or four sees were often united

to make a tolerable competency. For some remedy to

this evil, King James the First, by a bounty that be

came a good Christian prince, bestowed several forfeit

ed lands on the northern bishoprics : but in all other

parts of the kingdom, the church continued still in tin-
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same distress and poverty; some of the sees hardly
possessing enough to maintain a country vicar. About
the middle of King Charles the First's reign, the legis
lature here thought fit to put a stop at least to any far

ther alienations ; and so a law was enacted, prohibiting
all bishops, and other ecclesiastical corporations, from

setting their lands for above the term of twenty-one

years ; the rent reserved to be one-half of the real va
lue of such lands at the time they were set, without

which condition the lease to be void.

Soon after the restoration of King Charles the Se

cond, the parliament, taking into consideration the mi
serable estate of the church, certain lands, by way of

augmentation, were granted to eight bishops in the act

of settlement, and confirmed in the act of explanation ;

of which bounty, as I remember, three sees were in a

great measure defeated ; but by what accidents, it is not

here of any importance to relate.

This at present is the condition of the church in Ire

land, with regard to Episcopal revenues : which I have

thus briefly (and perhaps imperfectly) deduced, for some

information to those whose thoughts do not lead them

to such considerations.

By virtue of the statute already mentioned, under

King Charles the First, limiting ecclesiastical bodies to

the term of twenty-one years under the reserved rent

of half real value, the bishops have had some share in

the gradual rise of lands, without which they could not

have been supported with any common decency that

might become their station. It is above eighty years

since the passing of that act : the see of Meath, one of

the best in the kingdom, was then worth about 400/.

per annum; the poorer ones in the same proportion. If
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this were their present condition, I cannot conceive how

they would have been able to pay for their patents, or

buy their robes : but this will certainly be the condition

of their successors, if such a bill should pass, as they

say is now intended, which I will suppose ; and of which

I believe many persons, who may give a vote for it, are

not aware.

However, this is the act which is now attempted to

be repealed, or at least eluded ; some are for giving bi

shops leave to let fee-farms, others would allow them

to let leases for lives ; and the most moderate would re

peal that clause, by which the bishops are bound to let

their lands at half value.

The reasons for the rise of value in lands are of two

kinds. Of the first kind, are long peace and settlement

after the devastations of war ; plantations, improve
ments of bad soil, recovery of bogs and marshes, ad

vancement of trade and manufactures, increase of in

habitants, encouragement of agriculture, and the like.

But there is another reason for the rise of land, more

gradual, constant, and certain ; which will have its ef

fects in countries that are very far from flourishing in

any of the advantages I have just mentioned : I mean
the perpetual decrease in the value of gold and silver.

I shall discourse upon these two different kinds, with a

view toward the bill now attempted.
As to the first : I cannot see how this kingdom is at

any height of improvement, while four parts in five of

the plantations for thirty years past have been real dis-

improvements; nine in ten of the quick-set hedges being
ruined for want of care or skill. And as to forest trees,

they being often taken out of woods, and planted in

single rows on the tops of ditches, it is impossible they
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should grow to be of use, beauty, or shelter. Neither
can it be said, that the soil of Ireland is improved to its

full height while so much lies all winter under water,
and the bogs made almost desperate by the ill cutting
of the turf. There has indeed been some little improve
ment in the manufactures of linen and woollen, although

very short of perfection ; but our trade was never in so

low a condition ; and as to agriculture, of which all

wise nations have been so tender, the desolation made
in the country by engrossing graziers, and the great

yearly importation of corn from England, are lament

able instances under what discouragement it lies.

But, notwithstanding all these mortifications, I sup

pose there is no well-wisher to his country without a

little hope, that in time the kingdom may be on a bet

ter foot in some of the articles above mentioned. But

it would be hard, if ecclesiastical bodies should be the

only persons excluded from any share in public advan

tages, which yet can never happen, without a greater

share of profit to their tenants : if God sends rain equal

ly upon the just and the unjust, why should those who
wait at his altars, and are instructors of the people, be

cut off from partaking in the general benefits of law or

of nature ?

But, as this way of reasoning may seem to bear a

more favourable eye to the clergy, than perhaps will

suit with the present disposition or fashion of the age ;

I shall therefore dwell more largely upon the second

reason for the rise of land, which is the perpetual de

crease of the value of gold and silver.

This may be observed from the course of the Roman

history above two thousand years before those inex

haustible silver mines of Potosi were known. The
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value of an obolus, and of every other coin, between

the time of Romulus and that of Augustus, gradually

sunk above five parts in six, as appears by several pas

sages out of the best authors. And yet the prodigious

wealth of that state did not arise from the increase of

bullion in the world by the discovery of new mines, but

from a much more accidental cause, which was the

spreading of their conquests, and thereby importing in

to Rome and Italy, the riches of the east and west.

When the seat of empire was removed to Constan

tinople, the tide of money flowed that way without ever

returning ; and was scattered in Asia. But when that

mighty empire was overthrown by the northern people,

such a stop was put to all trade and commerce, that

vast sums of money were buried, to escape the plunder

ing of the conquerors ;
and what remained was carried

off by those ravagers.

It were no difficult matter to compute the value of

money in England during the Saxon reigns ; but the

monksih and other writers since the Conquest, have put

the matter in a clearer light, by the several accounts

they have given us of the value of corn and cattle, in

years of dearth and plenty. Every one knows, that

King John's whole portion, before he came to thecrown,

was but five thousand pounds, without a foot of land.

I have likewise seen the steward's account of an an

cient noble family in England, written in Latin between

three and four hundred years ago, with the several

prices of wine and victuals, to confirm my observations.

I have been at the trouble of computing, (as others

have done,) the different values of money for about four

hundred years past. Henry, Duke of Lancaster, who
lived about that period, founded an hospital at Leices-
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ter for a certain number of old men, charging his lands

with a groat a week to each for their maintenance,

which is to this day duly paid them. In those times,

a penny was equal to ten-pence half-penny and some

what more than half-a-farthing in ours ; which makes

about eight ninths' difference.

This is plain also from the old custom upon many
estates in England, to let for leases of lives (renewable

at pleasure,) where the reserved rent is usually about

twelve-pence a pound, which then was near the half

real value : and although the fines be not fixed, yet the

landlord gets altogether not above three shillings in the

pound of the worth of his land : and the tenants are so

wedded to this custom, that if the owner suffer three

lives to expire, none of them will take a lease on other

conditions ; or, if he brings in a foreigner, who will

agree to pay a reasonable rent, the other tenants, by
all manner of injuries, will make that foreigner so un

easy, that he must be forced to quit the farm ; as the

late Earl of Bath felt, by the experience of above ten

thousand pounds loss.

The gradual decrease for about two hundred years

after, was not considerable, and therefore I do not rely

on the account given by some historians, that Harry the

Seventh left behind him eighteen hundred thousand

pounds; for although the West Indies were discovered

before his death, and although he had the best talents

and instruments for exacting money ever possessed by

any prince since the time of Vespasian, (whom he re

sembled in many particulars,) yet I conceive, that in his

days, the whole coin of England could hardly amount

to such a sum. For, in the reign of Philip and Mary,

Sir Thomas Cokayne, of Derbyshire, the best house-
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keeper of his quality in the county, allowed his lady

fifty pounds a-year for maintaining the family, one

pound a-year wages to each servant, and two pounds
to the steward ;

as I was told by a person of quality,

who had seen the original account of his economy. Now
this sum of fifty pounds, added to the advantages of a

large domain, might be equal to about five hundred

pounds a-year at present, or somewhat more than four-

fifths.

The great plenty of silver in England began in Queen
Elizabeth's reign, when Drake and others took vast

quantities of coin and bullion from the Spaniards, either

upon their own American coasts, or in their return to

Spain. However, so much has been imported annually
from that time to this, that the value of money in Eng
land, and most parts of Europe, is sunk above one half

within the space of a hundred years, notwithstanding
the great export of silver for about eighty years past to

the East Indies, from whence it never returns. But

gold, not being liable to the same accident, and by new

discoveries growing every day more plentiful, seems in

danger of becoming a drug.
This has been the progress of the value of money in

former ages, and must of necessity continue so for the

future, without some new invasion of Goths and Van

dals, to destroy law, property, and religion, alter the

very face of nature, and turn the world upside down.

I must repeat, that what I am to say upon the sub

ject is intended only for the conviction of those among
our own party, who are true lovers of the church, and

would be glad it should continue, in a tolerable degree
of prosperity, to the end of the world.

The church is supposed to last for ever, both in its

10
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discipline and doctrine; which is a privilege common to

every petty corporation, who must likewise observe the

laws of their foundation. If a gentleman's estate, which

now yields him a thousand pounds a-year, had been set

for ever at the highest value, even in the flourishing

days of King Charles the Second, would it now amount

to above four or five hundred at most ? What if this

had happened two or three hundred years ago ; would

the reserved rent at this day be any more than a small

chiefry? Suppose the revenues of a bishop to have been

under the same circumstances : could he now be able to

perform works of hospitality and charity? Thus, if the

revenues of a bishop be limited to a thousand pounds

a-year, how will his successor be in a condition to sup

port his station with decency, when the same deno.mi-

nation of money shall not answer a half, a quarter, or

an eighth part, of the sum? which must unavoidably be

the consequence of any bill to elude the limiting act,

whereby the church was preserved from utter ruin.

The same reason holds good in all corporations what

soever ; who cannot follow a more pernicious practice

than that of granting perpetuities, for which many of

them smart to this day ; although the leaders among
them are often so stupid as not to perceive it, or some

times so knavish as to find their private account in cheat

ing the community.
Several colleges in Oxford were aware of this grow

ing evil about an hundred years ago ; and instead of li

miting their rents to a certain sum of money, prevailed

with their tenants to pay the price of ,so many barrels

of corn, to be valued as the market went at two sea

sons (as I remember) in the year. For a barrel of corn

is of a real intrinsic value, which gold and silver are

not : and by this invention, these colleges have preser-

VOL. VJII. T
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ved a tolerable subsistence for their fellows and students

to this day.

The present bishops will, indeed, be no sufferers by
such a bill ; because, their ages considered, they cannot

expect to see any great decrease in the value of money;
or at worst they can make it up in the fines, which will

probably be greater than usual upon the change of leases

into fee-farms or lives, or without the power of obliging

their tenants to a real half value. And, as I cannot

well blame them for taking such advantages, (consider

ing the nature of human kind,) when the question is

only, whether the money shall be put into their own or

another man's pocket ; so they will never be excusable

before God or man, if they do not to their death oppose,

declare and protest against, any such bill, as must in its

consequences complete the ruin of the church, and of

their own order in this kingdom.
If the fortune of a private person be diminished by

the weakness or inadvertency of his ancestors, in letting

leases for ever at low rents, the world lies open to his

industry for purchasing more : but the church is barred

by a dead hand ; or, if it were otherwise, yet the cus

tom of making bequests to it, has been out of practice

for almost two hundred years, and a great deal directly

contrary has been its fortune.

I have been assured by a person of some consequence,

to whom I am likewise obliged for the account of some

other facts already related, that the late Bishop of Salis

bury* (the greatest Whig of that bench in his days)

confessed to him, that the liberty which bishops in Eng
land have of letting leases for lives, would, in his opi

nion, be one day the ruin of Episcopacy there ; and

* Dr Burnet.
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thought the church in this kingdom happy by the limi

tation act.

And have we not already found the effect of this dif

ferent proceeding in both kingdoms ? have not two Eng
lish prelates quitted their peerage and seats in Parlia

ment, in a nation of freedom, for the sake of a more

ample revenue even in this unhappy kingdom, rather

than lie under the mortification of living below their

dignity at home ? for which, however, they cannot be

justly censured. I know, indeed, some persons, who of

fer as an argument for repealing the limiting bill, that

it may in future ages prevent the practice of providing
this kingdom with bishops from England, when the

only temptation will be removed. And they allege, that

as things have gone for some years past, gentlemen will

grow discouraged from sending their sons to the univer

sity, and from suffering them to enter into holy orders*

when they are likely to languish under a curacy or small

vicarage to the end of their lives : but this is all a vain

imagination ; for the decrease in the value of money
will equally affect both kingdoms ; and, besides, when

bishoprics here grow too small to invite over men of

credit and consequence, they will be left more fully to

the disposal of a chief governor, who can never fail of

some worthless illiterate chaplain, fond of a title and

precedence. Thus will that whole bench, in an age or

two, be composed of mean, ignorant, fawning gown-
men, humble suppliants and dependants upon the court

for a morsel of bread, and ready to serve every turn

that shall be demanded from them, in hopes of getting

some commendam tacked to their sees ; which must

then be the trade, as it is now too much in England,
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to the great discouragement of the inferior clergy. Nei

ther is that practice without example among us.

It is now about eighty-five years since the passing of

that limiting act, and there is but one instance in the

memory of man, of a bishop's lease broken upon the

plea of not being statutable ; which, in everybody's opi

nion, could have been lost by no other person than he

who was then tenant, and happened to be very ungra
cious in his county. In the present Bishop of Meath's

case, that plea did not avail, although the lease were

notoriously unstatutable ; the rent reserved being, as I

have been told, not a seventh part of the real value ;

yet the jury, upon their oath, very gravely found it to

be according to the statute ; and one of them was heard

to say, that he would eat his shoes before he would give
a verdict for the bishop. A very few more have made

the same attempt with as little success. Every bishop,

and other ecclesiastical body, reckon forty pounds in an

hundred to be a reasonable half value ; or if it be only
a third part, it seldom or never breeds any difference

between landlord or tenant. But when the rent is from

five to nine or ten parts less than the worth, the bishop,

if he consults the good of his see, will be apt to ex

postulate ; arid the tenant, if he be an honest man, will

have some regard to the reasonableness and justice of

the demand, so as to yield to a moderate advaiimnrm,

rather than engage in a suit, where law and equity are

directly against him. By these means the bisliops have

been so true to their trusts, as to procure some small

share in the advancement of rents ; although it be no

torious that they do not receive the third penny (fines

included) of the real value of their lands throughout the

kingdom.
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I was never able to imagine what inconvenience could

accrue to the public by one or two thousand pounds a-

year being in the hands of a Protestant bishop, any more
than of a lay person.* The former, generally speaking,
lives as piously and hospitably as the other

; pays his

debts as honestly, and spends as much of his revenue

among his tenants : besides, if they be his immediate

tenants, you may distinguish them at first sight by their

habits and horses
; or, if you go to their houses, by their

comfortable way of living. But the misfortune is, that

such immediate tenants, generally speaking, have others

under them, and so a third and fourth in subordination,

till it comes to the welder, (as they call him,) who sits

at a rack-rent, and lives as miserably as an Irish farmer

upon a new lease from a lay landlord. But, suppose a

bishop happens to be avaricious, (as being composed of

the same stuff with other men,) the consequence to the

public is no worse than if he were a squire ; for he

leaves his fortune to his son, or near relation, who, if

he be rich enough, will never think of entering into the

church.

And as there can be no disadvantage to the public in

a Protestant country, that a man should hold lands as

a bishop, any more than if he were a temporal person ;

so it is of great advantage to the community, where a

bishop lives as he ought to do. He is bound in con

science to reside in his diocese, and by a solemn pro
mise to keep hospitality ; his estate is spent in the king-

* This part of the paragraph is to be applied to the period when

the whole was written, which was in 1 723, when several of Queen

Anne's bishops were living.
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dom, not remitted to England ; he keeps the clergy to

their duty, and is an example of virtue both to them

and the people. Suppose him an ill man ; yet his very
character will withhold him from any great or open ex-

orbitancies. But in fact it must be allowed, that some

bishops of this kingdom, within twenty years past, have

done very signal and lasting acts of public charity ;

great instances whereof are the late* and present f Pri

mate, and the Lord Archbishop of Dublin % that now is,

who has left memorials of his bounty in many parts of

his province. I might add the Bishop of Raphoe, and

several others : not forgetting the late Dean of Down,
Dr Pratt, who bestowed one thousand pounds upon the

university : which foundation, (that I may observe by

the way,) if the bill proposed should pass, would be in

the same circumstances with the bishops, nor ever able

again to advance the stipends of the fellows and stu

dents, as lately they found it necessary to do ; the de

terminate sum appointed by the statutes for commons,

being not half sufficient, by the fall of money, to afford

necessary sustenance. But the passing of such a bill

must put an end to all ecclesiastical beneficence for the

time to come ; and whether this will be supplied by

those who are to reap the benefit, better than it has

been done by grandees of impropriate tithes, who re

ceived them upon the old church conditions of keeping

hospitality, it will be easy to conjecture.

To allege, that passing such, a bill would be a good

encouragement to improve bishops' lands, is a great er-

Dr Marsh. t Dr Lindsay.

J Dr Kiug. Dr Forster.
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ror. Is it not the general method of landlords to wait
the expiration of a lease, and then cant their lands to

the highest bidder ? and what should hinder the same
course to be taken in church leases, when the limita

tion is removed of paying half the real value to the

bishop ? In riding through the country, how few im

provements do we see upon the estates of laymen, far

ther than about their own domains ? To say the truth,

it is a great misfortune, as well to the public as to the

bishops themselves, that their lands are generally let to

lords and great squires, who, in reason, were never de

signed to be tenants ; and therefore may naturally mur
mur at the payment of rent, as a subserviency they
were not born to. If the tenants to the church were

honest farmers, they would pay their fines and rents

with cheerfulness, improve their lands, and thank God

they were to give but a moderate half value for what

they held. I have heard a man of a thousand pounds

a-year talk with great contempt of bishops' leases, as

being on a worse foot than the rest of his estate ; and

he had certainly reason : my answer was, that such

leases were originally intended only for the benefit of

industrious husbandmen, who would think it a great

blessing to be provided for, instead of having their

farms screwed up to the height, not eating one com

fortable meal in a year, nor able to find shoes for their

children.

I know not any advantage that can accrue by such

a bill, except the preventing of perjury in jurymen, and

false dealings in tenants ;
which is a remedy like that

of giving] my money to a highwayman, before he at

tempts to take it by force ; and so I shall be sure to

prevent the sin of robbery.
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I had wrote thus far, and thought to have made an

end ; when a bookseller sent me a small pamphlet, en

titled, The Case of the Laity, with some Queries; full

of the strongest malice against the clergy, that I have

anywhere met with since the reign of Toland, and

others of that tribe. These kinds of advocates do in

finite mischief to OUR GOOD CAUSE, by giving grounds
to the unjust reproaches of TORIES and JACOBITES,

who charge us with being enemies to the church. If I

bear a hearty unfeigned loyalty to his Majesty King

George, and the House of Hanover, not shaken in the

least by the hardships we lie under, which never can

be imputable to so gracious a prince ; if I sincerely ab

jure the Pretender, and all Popish successors ; if I bear

a due veneration to the glorious memory of the late

King William, who preserved these kingdoms from

Popery and slavery, with the expense of his blood, and

hazard of his life ; and lastly, if I am for a proper in

dulgence to all dissenters, I think nothing more can be

reasonably demanded of me as a WHIG, and that my
political catechism is full and complete. But whoever,

under the shelter of that party denomination, and of

many great professions of loyalty, would destroy, or

undermine, or injure the church established ; I utterly

disown him, and think he ought to choose another

name of distinction for himself and his adherents. I

came into the cause upon other principles, which, by
the grace of God, I mean to preserve as long as I live.

Shall we justify the accusations of our adversaries ?

Hoc Ithacufi relit. The Tories and Jacobites will be

hold us with a malicious pleasure, (loU-rmined upon
the ruin of our friends. For is not the present set of

bishops almost entirely of that number, as well as a
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great majority of the principal clergy ? And a short

time will reduce the whole by vacancies upon death.

An impartial reader, if he pleases to examine what I

have already said, will easily answer the bold queries
in the pamphlet mentioned : he will be convinced, that

the reason still strongly exists, for which that limiting
law was enacted. A reasonable man will wonder, where

can be the insufferable grievances, that an ecclesiastical

landlord should expect a moderate or a third part value

in rent for his lands, when his title is at least as an

cient and as legal as that of a layman : who is yet but

seldom guilty of giving such beneficial bargains. Has
the nation been thrown into confusion ; and have many
poor families been ruined by rack-rents paid for the

lands of the church ? does the nation cry out to have

a law that must in time send their bishops a-begging ?

but God be thanked, the clamour of enemies to the

church is not yet the cry, and I hope will never prove
the voice, of the nation. The clergy, I conceive, will

hardly allow that the people maintain them, any more

than in the xsense that all landlords whatsoever are

maintained by the people. Such assertions as these,

and the insinuations they carry along with them, pro

ceed from principles which cannot be avowed by those

who are for preserving the happy constitution in church

and state. Whoever were the proposers of such queries,

it might have provoked a bold writer to retaliate, per

haps with more justice than prudence, by shewing at

whose door the grievance lies, and that the bishops at

least are not to answer for the poverty of tenants.

To gratify this great reformer, who enlarges the

episcopal rent-roll almost one half, let me suppose that

all the church-lands in the kingdom were thrown up to
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the laity ; would the tenants in such a case sit easier

in their rents than they do now ? or would the money
be equally spent in the kingdom ? No ; the farmer

would be screwed up to the utmost penny by the agents

and stewards of absentees, and the revenues employed
in making a figure at London ; to which city a full

third part of the whole income of Ireland is annually

returned, to answer that single article of maintenance

for Irish landlords.

Another of his quarrels is against pluralities and

non-residence. As to the former, it is a word of ill

name, but not well understood. The clergy have been

stripped of the greatest part of their revenues, the glebes

being generally lost, the tithes in the hands of laymen,
the churches demolished, and the country depopulated ;

in order to preserve a face of Christianity, it was ne

cessary to unite small vicarages sufficient to make a

tolerable maintenance for a minister. The profit of ten

or a dozen of these unions seldom amounts to above

eighty or an hundred pounds a-year. If there be a very
few dignitaries whose preferments are perhaps more

liable to this accusation, it is to be supposed, they may
be favourites of the time ; or persons of superior merit,

for whom there has ever been some indulgence in all

governments.
As to non-residence, I believe there is no Christian

country upon earth, where the clergy have less to an

swer for upon that article. I am confident there are

not ten clergymen in the kingdom, who, properly speak

ing, can be termed non-residents : for surely we are not

to reckon in that number those, who, for want of glebes,

are forced to retire to the nearest neighbouring village

for a cabin to put their heads in : the leading man of
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the parish, when he makes the greatest clamour, being
least disposed to accommodate the minister with an acre

of ground. And, indeed, considering the difficulties the

clergy He under upon this head, it has been frequent
matter of wonder to me, how they are able to perform
that part of their duty so well as they do.

There is a noble author,* who has lately addressed

to the House of Commons an excellent discourse for the

encouragement of agriculture ; full of most useful hints,,

which I hope that honourable assembly will consider

as they deserve. I am no stranger to his lordship ; and,

excepting in what relates to the church, there are few

persons with whose opinions I am better pleased to

agree ; and am therefore grieved when I find him char

ging the inconveniences in the payment of tithes upon
the clergy and their proctors. His lordship is above

considering a very known and vulgar truth, that the

meanest farmer has all manner of advantages against

the most powerful clergyman, by whom it is impossi

ble he can be wronged, although the minister were ever

so ill-disposed ; the whole system of teazing, perplex

ing, and defrauding, the proctor, or his master, being as

well known to every ploughman, as the reaping or sow

ing of his corn, and much more artfully practised. Be

sides, the leading man in the parish must have his

tithes at his own rate, which is hardly ever above one

quarter of the value. And I have heard it computed

by many skilful observers, whose interest was not con

cerned, that the clergy did not receive, throughout the

kingdom, one-half of what the laws have made their

due.

* Lord Molesworth.
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As to his lordship's discontent against the Bishop

Court, I shall not interpose farther than in venturing

my private opinion, that the clergy would be very glad

to recover their just dues, by a more short, decisive,

and compulsive method, than such a cramped limited

jurisdiction will allow.

His lordship is not the only person disposed to give

the clergy the honour of being the sole encouragers of

all new improvements. If hops, hemp, flax, and twenty

things more, are to be planted, the clergy alone must

reward the industrious farmer, by abatement of the

tithe. What if the owner of nine parts in ten, would

please to abate proportionably in his rent for every acre

thus improved ? Would not a man just dropped from

the clouds, upon a full hearing, judge the demand to be

at least as reasonable ?

I believe no man will dispute his lordship's title to

his estate ; nor will I the jus dimnum of tithes, which

he mentions with some emotion. I suppose the affirma

tive would be of little advantage to the clergy, for the

same reason, that a maxirn in law has more weight in

the world than an article of faith. And yet I think

there may be such a thing as sacrilege ; because it is

frequently mentioned by Greek and Roman authors, as

well as described in Holy Writ. This I am sure of,

that his lordship would at any time excuse a parliament

for not concerning itself in his properties, without his

own consent.

The observations I have made upon his lordship's

discourse, have not, I confess, been altogether proper to

my subject : however, since he has been pleased there

in to offer some proposals to the House of Commons

with relation to the clergy, I hope he will excuse me
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for differing from him ; which proceeds from his own

principle, the desire of defending liberty and property,
that he has so strenuously and constantly maintained.

But the other writer openly declares for a law em

powering the bishops to set fee-farms ; and says, "Who
ever intimates that they will deny their consent to such

a reasonable law, Which the whole nation cries for, are

enemies to them and the church." Whether this be his

real opinion, or only a strain of mirth and irony, the

matter is not much. However, my sentiments are so

directly contrary to his, that I think, whoever impar

tially reads and considers what I have written upon this

argument, has either no regard for the church esta

blished under the hierarchy of bishops, or will never

consent to any law that shall repeal or elude the limit

ing clause relating to the real half value contained in

the act of parliament decimo Caroli, for the preserva

tion of the inheritance, rights, and profits of lands be

longing to the church and persons ecclesiastical ; which

was grounded upon reasons that do still, and must for

ever, subsist.

October 21, 1723.
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REASONS HUMBLY OFFERED

TO HIS GRACE

WILLIAM LORD ARCHBISHOP OF DUBLIN, &c.

THE HUMBLE REPRESENTATION OF THE CLERGY OF

THE CITY OF DUBLIN.

Jan. 1724.

MY LORD,

YOUR Grace having been pleased to communicate to us

a certain brief, by letters patent, for the relief of one

Charles M'Carthy, whose house in College-Green, Dub

lin, was burnt by an accidental fire ; and having desired

us to consider of the said brief, and give our opinions

thereof to your Grace :

We, the clergy of the city of Dublin, in compliance
with your Grace's desire, and with great acknowledg
ments for your paternal tenderness toward us, having

maturely considered the said brief by letters patent,

compared the several parts of it with what is enjoined

us by the rubric, (which is confirmed by act of parlia

ment,) and consulted persons skilled in the laws of the

church ; do, in the names of ourselves and of the rest.of

our brethren, the clergy of the diocese of Dublin, most

humbly represent to your Grace :

.

.
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First, That, by this brief, your Grace is required and

commanded, to recommend and command all the par
sons, vicars, &c, to advance so great an act of charity.
We shall not presume to determine how far your

Grace may be commanded by the said brief, but we

humbly conceive that the clergy of your diocese cannot,

by any law now in being, be commanded by your Grace

to advance the said act of charity, any otherwise than

by reading the said brief in our several churches, as

prescribed by the rubric.

Secondly, Whereas it is said in the said brief,
" That

the parsons, vicars, &c. upon the first Lord's day, or op

portunity, after the receipt of the copy of the said brief,

shall, deliberately and affectionately, publish and de

clare the tenor thereof to his Majesty's subjects, and

earnestly persuade, exhort, and stir them up, to contri

bute freely and cheerfully toward the relief of the said

sufferer :"

We do not comprehend what is meant by the word

opportunity. We never do preach upon any day except

the Lord's day, or some solemn days legally appointed ;

neither is it possible for the strongest constitution

among us'to obey this command, (which includes no less

than a whole sermon,) upon any other opportunity than

when our people are met together in the church ; and

to perform this work in every house, where the parishes

are very populous, consisting sometimes here in town

of nine hundred or one thousand houses, would take up
the space of a year, although we should preach in two

families every day ; and almost as much time in the

country, where the parishes are of large extent, the

roads bad, and the people too poor to receive us and

give charity at once.
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But, if it be meant that these exhortations are com

manded to be made in the church upon the Lord's day,

we are humbly of opinion, that it.is left to the discretion

of the .clergy to choose what subjects they think most

proper to preach on, and at what times ; and if they

preach either false doctrines or seditious principles, they

are liable to be punished.

It may possibly happen that the sufferer recommend

ed may be a person not deserving the favour intended

by the brief ; in which case, no minister who knows the

sufferer to be an undeserving person, can, with a safe

conscience, deliberately and affectionately publish the

brief, much less earnestly persuade, exhort, and stir up
the people, to contribute freely and cheerfully toward

the relief of such a sufferer.*

Thirdly, Whereas, in the said brief, the ministers and

curates are required,
" on the week-days next after the

Lord's day when the brief was read, to go from house

to house, with their church-wardens, to ask and receive

from all persons the said charity." We cannot but ob

serve here, that the said ministers are directly made col

lectors of the said charity, in conjunction with the

church-wardens, which, however, we presume, was not

intended, as being against all law and precedent ; and

therefore, we apprehend, there may be some inconsist

ency, which leaves us at a loss how to proceed : for, in

the next paragraph, the ministers and curates are only

required, where they conveniently can, to accompany

the church-wardens, or procure some other of the chief

* This McCarthy's house was burnt in the month of August, 1723 ;

and the universal opinion of mankind was, that M'Carthy himself

u as the person who set fire to the house.

18
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inhabitants to do the same. And in a following para

graph, the whole work seems left entirely to the church

wardens, who are required to use their utmost diligence

to gather and collect the said charity, and to pay the

same, in ten days after, to the parson, vicar, &c.

In answer to this, we do represent to your Grace our

humble opinion, that neither we, nor our church-war

dens, can be legally commanded or required to go from

house to house to receive the said charity ; because your
Grace has informed us in your order, at your visitation,

A.D. 1712,
" That neither we nor our church-wardens

are bound to make any collections for the poor, save in

the church ;" which also appears plainly by the rubric,

that appoints both time and place, as your Grace has

observed in your said order.

We do likewise assure your Grace, that it is not in

our power to procure some of the chief inhabitants of

our parishes to accompany the church-wardens from

house to house in these collections ; and we have rea

son to believe that such a proposal made to our chief

inhabitants, (particularly in this city, where our chief

inhabitants are often peers of the land,) would be recei

ved in a manner very little to our own satisfaction, or

to the advantage of the said collections.

Fourthly, The brief does will, require, and command,
the bishops, and all other dignitaries of the church,
" That they make their contributions distinctly, to be

returned in the several provinces to the several archbi

shops of the same."

Upon which, we take leave to observe, that the terms

of expression here are of the strongest kind, and in a

point that may subject the said dignitaries (for we shall

say nothing of the bishops) to great inconveniences.

VOL. VIIL u
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The said dignitaries are here willed, required, and

commanded, to make their contributions distinctly : by
which it should seem that they are absolutely command
ed to make contributions, (for the word distinctly\ is but

a circumstance,) and may be understood not very agree
able to a voluntary, cheerful contribution. And there

fore, if any bishop or dignitary should refuse to make

his contribution, (perhaps for very good reasons,) he

may be thought to incur the crime of disobedience to

his Majesty, which all good subjects abhor, when such

a command is according to law.

Most dignities of this kingdom consist only of paro
chial tithes, and the dignitaries are ministers of parish

es. A doubt may therefore arise, whether the said dig
nitaries are willed, required, and commanded, to make

their contributions in both capacities, distinctly as dig

nitaries, and jointly as parsons or vicars.

Many dignities in this kingdom are the poorest kind

of benefices ; and it should seem hard to put poor dig
nitaries under the necessity either of making greater

contributions than they can afford, or of exposing them

selves to the censure of wanting charity, by making
their contributions public.

Our Saviour commands us, in works of charity, to
"
let not our left hand know what our right hand doth ;''

which cannot well consist with our being willed, re

quired, and commanded, by any earthly power, where

no law is prescribed, to publish our charity to the

world, if we have a mind to conceal it.

Fifthly, Whereas it is said, in the said brief,
" That

the parson, vicar, &c. of every parish, shall, in six days
after the receipt of the said charity, return it to his re

spective chancellor, &c." This may be a great grie

vance, hazard, and expense, to the said parson, in remote
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and desolate parts of the country ; where often an ho

nest messenger (if such a one can be got) must be hired

to travel forty or fifty miles going and coming ; which

will probably cost more than the value of the contribu

tion he carries with him. And this charge, if briefs

should happen to be frequent, would be enough to un

do many a poor clergyman in the kingdom.

Sixthly, We observe in the said brief, that the pro
vost and fellows of the University, judges, officers of

the court, and professors of laws, common and civil, are

neither willed, required, nor commanded, to make their

contributions ; but that so good a work is only recom

mended to them. Whereas we conceive, that all his Ma
jesty's subjects are equally obliged, with or without his

Majesty's commands, to promote works of charity ac

cording to their power ; and that the clergy, in their ec

clesiastical capacity, are only liable to such commands

as the rubric, or any other law, shall enjoin, being born

to the same privileges of freedom with the rest of his

Majesty's subjects.

We cannot but observe to your Grace, that, in the

English act of the fourth year of Queen Anne, for the

better collecting charity money on briefs by letters-pa

tent, &c., the ministers are obliged only to read the

briefs in their churches, without any particular exhor

tations ; neither are they commanded to go from house

to house with the church-wardens, nor to send the mo

ney collected to their respective chancellors, but to pay
it to the undertaker, or agent of the sufferer. So that,

we humbly hope, the clergy of this kingdom shall not,

without any law in being, be put to greater hardships

in this case than their brethren in England, where the

legislature, intending to prevent the abuses in collect-
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ing charity money on briefs, did not think fit to put the

clergy under any of those difficulties we now complain
of in the present brief, by letters-patent, for the relief

of Charles McCarthy, aforesaid.

The collections upon the Lord's day are the principal

support of our own numerous poor in our several pa
rishes ; and therefore every single brief, with the bene

fit of a full collection over the whole kingdom, must de

prive several thousands of poor of their weekly main

tenance, for the sake only of one person, who often be

comes a sufferer by his own folly or negligence, and is

sure to overvalue his losses double or treble ; so that, if

this precedent be followed, as it certainly will, if the

present brief should succeed, we may probably have a

new brief every week ; and thus, for the advantage of

fifty-two persons, whereof not one in ten is deserving,

and for the interest of a dozen dexterous clerks and se

cretaries, the whole poor in the kingdom will be likely

to starve.

We are credibly informed, that neither the officers of

the Lord Primate, in preparing the report of his Grace's

opinion, nor those of the great-seal, in passing the pa
tent for briefs, will remit any of their fees, both which

do amount to a considerable sum : and thus the good
intentions of well-disposed people are, in a great mea

sure, disappointed, a large part of their charity being

anticipated and alienated by fees and gratuities.

Lastly, We cannot but represent to your Grace our

great concern and grief, to see the pains and labour of

our church-wardens so much increased, by the injunc

tions and commands put upon them
\p.

this brief, to the

great disadvantage of the clergy and the people, as well

as to their own trouble, damage, and loss of time ; to
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which great additions have been already made, by laws

appointing them to collect the taxes for the watch and
the poor-house, which they bear with great unwilling
ness ; and if they shall find themselves farther ladenwith

such briefs as this of McCarthy, it will prove so great a

discouragement, that we shall never be able to provide
honest and sufficient persons for that weighty office of

church-warden, so necessary to the laity as well as the

clergy, in all things that relate to the order and regu
lation of parishes.

Upon all these considerations, we humbly hope that

your Grace, of whose fatherly care, vigilance, and ten

derness, we have had so many and great instances, will

represent the case to his most excellent Majesty, or the

chief governor in this kingdom, in such a manner, that

we may be neither under the necessity of declining his

Majesty's commands in his letters patent, or of taking
new and grievous burdens upon ourselves and our

church-wardens, to which neither the rubric, nor any
other law in force, obliges us to submit.
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ON

THE BILL

FOR

THE CLERGY RESIDING ON THEIR LIVINGS.

The two following Tracts relate to a scheme brought into the Irish

Parliament, for compelling the clergy to reside upon their livings,

and obliging them for that purpose to build houses there, with some

small aid from the first-fruits, to defray a part of the expense. It

was also proposed to subdivide the larger livings into as many por

tions as the bishops should think fit, only leaving the original church,

in each instance, 300/. clear income. These bills passed through the

House of Lords, and were keenly opposed by Swift, whose zeal for

the church at large was not attended with peculiar respect for the

existing bishops, and who conceived that the consequence of the pro

posed scheme would be, to impoverish and degrade the inferior clergy,

besides layingthem completely at themercyoftheir spiritual superiors.

The first of these tracts contains the substantial argument, which is

more formally detailed in that which follows. There is in both, but

especially in the latter, a tone of aigreur, intimating deep dissatis

faction with late ecclesiastical preferments, which may perhaps be

traced as much to personal disappointment as to any better cause.

The bills were thrown out in the House of Commons.

THOSE gentlemen who have been promoted to bishop

rics in this kingdom for several years past, are of two
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sorts : first, certain private clergymen from England,
who, by the force of friends, industry, solicitation, or

other means and merits to me unknown, have been

raised to that character by the mero motu of the crown.

Of the other sort, are some clergymen born in this

kingdom, who have most distinguished themselves by
their warmth against Popery, their great indulgence to

Dissenters, and all true loyal Protestants ; by their zeal

for the house of Hanover, abhorrence of the Pretender,

and an implicit readiness to fall into any measures that

will make the government easy to those who represent
his Majesty's person.

Some of the former kind are such as are said to have

enjoyed tolerable preferments in England ; and it is

therefore much to their commendation that they have

condescended to leave their native country, and come

over hither to be bishops, merely to promote Christi

anity among us ; and, therefore, in my opinion, both

their lordships, and the many defenders they bring

over, may justly claim the merit of missionaries sent to

convert a nation from heresy and heathenism.

Before I proceed farther, it may be proper to relate

some particulars wherein the circumstances of the Eng
lish clergy differ from those of Ireland.

The districts of parishes throughout England conti

nue much the same as they were before the Reformation;

and most of the churches are of the gothic architecture,

built some hundred years ago ; but the tithes of great

numbers of churches having been applied by the Pope's

pretended authority to several abbeys, and even before

the Reformation bestowed by that sacrilegious tyrant

Henry VIII., on his ravenous favourites, the mainten

ance of an incumbent in most parts of the kingdom
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is contemptibly small ; and yet a vicar there of forty

pounds a-year, can live with more comfort than one of

three times the nominal value with us. For his forty

pounds are duly paid him, because there is not one far

mer in a hundred, who is not worth five times the rent

he pays to his landlord, and fifty times the sum de

manded for the tithes ; which, by the small compass of

his parish, he can easily collect or compound for ; and

if his behaviour and understanding be supportable, he

will probably receive presents, now and then, from his

parishioners, and perhapsfrom the squire; who, although
he may sometimes be apt to treat his parson a little su

perciliously, will probably be softened by a little humble

demeanour. The vicar is likewise generally sure to find

upon his admittance to his living, a convenient house

and barn in repair, with a garden, with a field or two

to graze a few cows, and one horse for himself and his

wife. He has probably a market very near him, per

haps in his own village. No entertainment is expected

by his visitor beyond a pot of ale and a piece of cheese.

He has every Sunday the comfort of a full congrega
tion of plain, cleanly people of both sexes, well to pass,

and who speak his own language. The scene about him

is fully cultivated, (I mean for the general,) and well in

habited. He dreads no thieves for anything but his

apples, for the trade of universal stealing is not so epi

demic there as with us. His wife is little better than

Goody, in her birth, education, or dress ; and as to him

self, we must let his parentage alone. If he be the son

of a farmer it is very sufficient, and his sister may very

decently be chambermaid to the squire's wife. He goes

about on working days in a grazier's coat, and will not

scruple to assist his workmen in harvest time. He is
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usually wary and thrifty, and often more able to pro
vide for a numerous family than some of ours can do

with a rectory called 300/. a-year. His daughters shall

go to service, or be sent apprentice to the sempstress of

the next town ; and his sons are put to honest trades.

This is the usual course of an English country vicar,

from twenty to sixty pounds a-year.

As to the clergy of our own kingdom, their livings

are generally larger. Not originally, or by the bounty
of princes, parliaments, or charitable endowments, for

the same degradations (and as to glebes, a much greater)

have been made here, but, by the destruction and deso

lation in the long wars between the invaders and the

natives; during which time a great part of the bishops'

lands, and almost all the glebes, were lost in the confu

sion. The first invaders had almost the whole kingdom
divided among them. New invaders succeeded, and

drove out their predecessors as native Irish. These

were expelled by others who came after, and upon the

same pretensions. Thus it went on for several hun

dred years, and in some degree even to our own me
mories. And thus it will probably go on, although not

in a martial way, to the end of the world. For not only
the purchasers of debentures forfeited in 1 641, were all

of English birth, but those after the Restoration, and

many who came hither even since the Revolution, are

looked upon as perfect Irish ; directly contrary to the

practice of all wise nations, and particularly of the

Greeks and Romans, in establishing their colonies, by
which name Ireland is very absurdly called.

Under these distractions the conquerors always seized

what lands they could with little ceremony, whether

they belonged to the church or not : thus the glebes
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were almost universally exposed to the first seizers, and

could never be recovered, although the grants, with the

particular denominations, are manifest, and still in

being. The whole lands of the see of Waterford were

wholly taken by one family ; the like is reported of

other bishoprics.

King James the First, who deserves more of the church

of Ireland than all other princes put together, having
the forfeitures of vast tracts of land in the northern

parts, (I think commonly called the escheated counties,)

having granted some hundred thousand acres of these

lands to certain Scotch and English favourites, was

prevailed on by some great prelates, to grant to some

sees in the north, and to many parishes there, certain

parcels of land for the augmentation of poor bishoprics,

did likewise endow many parishes with glebes for the

incumbents, whereof a good number escaped the depre
dations of 1641 and 1688. These lands, when they
were granted by King James, consisted mostly of woody

ground, wherewith those parts of this island were then

overrun. This is well known, universally allowed, and

by some in part remembered ; the rest being, in some

places, not stubbed out to this day. And the value of

the lands was consequently very inconsiderable, till

Scotch colonies came over in swarms upon great en

couragement, to make them habitable ; at least for such

a race of strong-bodied people, who came hither from

their own bleak barren highlands, as it were into a pa
radise ; who soon were able to get straw for their bed

ding, instead of a bundle of heath spread on the ground,
and sprinkled with water. Here, by degrees, they ac

quired some degree of politeness and civility, from such

neighbouring Irish as were still left after Tyrone's last
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rebellion, and are since grown almost entire possessors

of the north. Thus, at length, the woods being rooted

up, the land was brought in, and tilled, and the glebes,

which could not before yield two-pence an acre, are

equal to the best, sometimes affording the minister a

good demesne, and some land to let.

These wars and desolations in their natural conse

quences, were likewise the cause of another effect, I

mean that of uniting several parishes under one incum

bent. For, as the lands were of little value by the

want of inhabitants to cultivate them, and many of the

churches levelled to the ground, particularly by the fa

natic zeal of those rebellious saints who murdered their

king, destroyed the church, and overthrew monarchy;

(for all which there is a humiliation-day appointed by
law, and soon approaching ;) so, in order to give a to

lerable maintenance to a minister, and the country being
too poor, as well as devotion too low, to think of build

ing new churches, it was found necessary to repair some

one church which had least suffered, and join sometimes

three or more, enough for a bare support to some cler

gyman, who knew not where to provide himself better.

This was a case of absolute necessity, to prevent hea

thenism, as well as popery, from overrunning the na

tion. The consequence of these unions was very dif

ferent, in different parts ; for, in the north, by the

Scotch settlement, their numbers daily increasing by
new additions from their own country, and their pro
lific quality peculiar to northern people; and, lastly, by
their universally feeding upon oats, (which grain, under

its several preparations and denominations, is the only

natural luxury of that hardy people,) the value of tithes

increased so prodigiously, that at this day, I confess,
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several united parishes ought to be divided, taking in

so great a compass, that it is almost impossible for the

people to travel timely to their own parish church,

or their little churches to contain half their number,

though the revenue would be sufficient to maintain two,

or perhaps three, worthy clergymen with decency; pro
vided the times mend, or that they were honestly dealt

with, which I confess is seldom the case. I shall name

only one, and it is the deanery of Deny ; the revenue

whereof, if the dean could get his dues, exceeding that

of some bishoprics, both by the compass and fertility of

the soil, the number as well as industry of the inhabi

tants, the conveniency of exporting their corn to Dub
lin and foreign parts ; and, lastly, by the accidental dis

covery of marl in many places of the several parishes.

Yet all this revenue is wholly founded upon corn, for

I am told there is hardly an acre of glebe for the dean

to plant and build on.

I am therefore of opinion, that a* real undefalcated

revenue of six hundred pounds a-year, is a sufficient

income for a country dean in this kingdom ; and since

the rents consist wholly of tithes, two parishes, to the

amount of that value, should be united, and the dean

reside as minister in that of Down, and the remaining

parishes be divided among worthy clergymen, to about

300/. a-year to each. The deanery of Derry, which is

a large city, might be left worth 800 a-year, and Ra-

pho according as it shall be thought proper. These

three are the only opulent deaneries in the whole king

dom, and, as I am informed, consist all of tithes, which

was an unhappy expedient in the church, occasioned by
the sacrilegious robberies during the several times of

confusion and war ; insomuch that at this day there is
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hardly any remainder left of dean and chapter lands in

Ireland, that delicious morsel swallowed so greedily in

England, under the fanatic usurpations.

As to the present scheme of a bill for obliging the

clergy to residence, now or lately in the privy council,

I know no more of the particulars than what has been

told me by several clergymen of distinction ; who say,

that a petition in the name ofthem all has been present
ed to the Lord-Lieutenant and council, that they might
be heard by their council against the bill, and that the

petition was rejected, with some reasons why it was re

jected ; for the bishops are supposed to know best what

is proper for the clergy. It seems the bill consists of

two parts : first, a power in the bishops, with consent

of the archbishop, and the patron, to take off from any

parish, whatever it is worth, above 300/. a-year ; and

this to be done without the incumbent's consent, which

before was necessary in all divisions. The other part

of the bill obliges all clergymen, from forty pounds

a-year and upwards, to reside and build a house in his

parish. But those of 40/. are remitted till they shall

receive 100/. out of the revenue of first-fruits granted

by her late majesty.
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CONSIDERATIONS

Ul'ON

TWO BILLS,

SENT DOWN FROM THE RIGHT HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF LORDS

TO THE HONOURABLE THE HOUSE OF COMMONS IN IRELAND,
RELATING TO THE CLERGY.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1731.

1 HAVE often, for above a month past, desired some

few clergymen, who are pleased to visit me, that they
would procure an extract of two BILLS, brought into

the council by some of the bishops, and both of them

since passed in the House of Lords : but I could never

obtain what I desired, whether by the forgetfulness or

negligence of those whom I employed, or the difficulty

of the thing itself. Therefore, if I shall happen to mis

take in any fact of consequence, I desire my remarks

upon it may pass for nothing ; for my information is

no better than what I received in words from several

divines, who seemed to agree with each other. I have

not the honour to be acquainted with any one single

prelate of the kingdom ; and am a stranger to their

characters, farther than as common fame reports them.
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which is not to be depended on ; therefore I cannot be

supposed to act upon a principle of resentment. I es

teem their functions (if I may be allowed to say so with

out offence) as truly apostolical, and absolutelynecessary
to the perfection of a Christian church.

There are no qualities more incident to the frailty arid

corruption of human kind, than an indifference or in

sensibility for other men's sufferings, and a sudden for-

getfulness of their own former humble state, when they
rise in the world. These two dispositions have not, I

think, anywhere so strongly exerted themselves, as in

the order of bishops with regard to the inferior clergy ;

for which I can find no reasons, but such as naturally
should seem to operate a quite contrary way. The
maintenance of the clergy throughout the kingdom, is

precarious and uncertain, collected from a most miser

able race of beggarly farmers ; at whose mercy every
minister lies to be defrauded. His office, as rector or

vicar, if it be duly executed, is very laborious. As soon

as he is promoted to a bishopric, the scene is entirely

and happily changed ; his revenues are large, and as

surely paid as those of the king ; his whole business is,

once a-year, to receive the attendance, the submission,

and the proxy-money of all his clergy, in whatever part

.of the diocese he shall please to think most convenient

for himself. Neither is his personal presence necessary,

for the business may be done by a vicar-general. The

fatigue of ordination, is just what the bishops please

to make it ; and as matters have been for some time,

and may probably remain, the fewer ordinations the

better. The rest of their visible office consists in the

honour of attending parliaments and councils, and be

stowing preferments in their own gifts ; in which last
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employment, and in their spiritual and temporal courts,

the labour falls to their vicars-general, secretaries, proc

tors, apparitors, seneschals, and the like. Now, I say,

in so quick a change, whereby their brethren in a few

days are become their subjects, it would be reasonable

at least to hope that the labour, confinement, and sub

jection, from which they have so lately escaped, like a

bird out of the snare of the fowler, might a little incline

them to remember the condition of those, who were but

last week their equals, probably their companions or

their friends, and possibly as reasonable expectants.

There is a known story of Colonel Tidcomb, who, while

he continued a subaltern officer, was every day com

plaining against the pride, oppression, and hard treat

ment of colonels toward their officers ; yet, in a very

minute after he had received his commission for a re

giment, walking with a friend on the Mall, he confess

ed that the spirit of colonelship was coming fast upon
him : which spirit is said to have daily increased to

the hour of his death.

It is true, the clergy of this kingdom, who are pro

moted to bishoprics, have always some great advan

tages ; either that of rich deaneries, opulent and multi

plied rectories and dignities, strong alliances by birth

or marriage, fortified by a superlative degree of zeal

and loyalty : but, however, they were all at first no

more than young beginners ; and before their great

promotion were known by their plain Christian names

among their old companions, the middling rate of cler

gymen ; nor could therefore be strangers to their con

dition, or with any good grace forget it so soon, as it

has too often happened.
I confess, I do not remember to have observed any
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body of men acting with so little concert, as our clergy
have done, in a point where their opinions appeared to

be unanimous : a point, wherein their whole temporal

support was concerned, as well as their power of ser

ving God and his church, in their spiritual functions.

This has been imputed to their fear of disobliging, or

hopes of farther favours upon compliance ; because it

was observed, that some who appeared at first with the

greatest zeal, thought fit suddenly to absent them

selves from the usual meetings : yet we know what ex

pert solicitors the Quakers, the Dissenters, and even the

Papists^ have sometimes found, to drive a point of ad

vantage, or prevent an impending evil.

I have not seen any extract from the two bills intro

duced by the bishops into the privy council ; where the

clergy, upon some failure in favour, or through the ti-

morousness ofmany among their brethren, were refused

to be heard by tne council. It seems these bills were

both returned, agreed to by the King and council in

England, and the House of Lords has with great expe

dition passed them both ; and it is said they are im

mediately to be sent down to the Commons for their

consent.

The particulars, as they have been imperfectly re

ported to me, are as follow :

By-one of the bills, the bishops have power to oblige

the country clergy to build a mansion-house, upon what

ever part of their glebes their lordships shall command ;

and if the living be above 50l. a-year, the minister is

bound to build, after three years, a house that shall cost

one year and a half's rent of his income. For instance,

if a clergyman with a wife and seven children gets a

living of 551. per annum, he must, after three years,

VOL. VIII. X
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build a house that shall cost 771- 10*. and must sup

port his family, during the time the bishop shall appoint
for the building of it, with the remainder. But if the

living be under 50/. a-year, the minister shall be allow

ed 100/. out of the first-fruits.

But there is said to be one circumstance a little ex

traordinary ; that if there be a single spot in the glebe
more barren, more marshy, more exposed to the winds,

more distant from the church, or skeleton of a church,

or from any conveniency of building ; the rector or vi

car may be obliged, by the caprice or pique of the bishop,

to build, under pain of sequestration, (an office which

ever falls into the most knavish hands,) upon whatever

point his lordship shall command ; although the farm

ers have not paid one quarter of his due.

I believe, under the present distresses of the kingdom,

(which inevitably without a miracle must increase for

ever,) there are not ten country clergymen in Ireland,

reputed to possess a parish of 100/. per annum, who
for some years past have actually received 60/., and that

with the utmost difficulty and vexation. I am there

fore at a loss what kind of valuators the bishops will

make use of; and whether the starving vicar shall be

forced to build his house with the money he never re

ceived.

The other bill, which passed in two days after the

former, is said to concern the division of parishes into

as many parcels as the bishop shall think fit, only lea

ving 300/. a-year to the mother church ; which 300/., by
another act passed some years ago, they can divide like

wise, and crumble as low as their will and pleasure will

dispose them. So that, instead of six hundred clergy

men, which, I think, is the usual computation, we may
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have, in a small compass of years, almost as many thou

sands to live with decency and comfort, provide for

their children, be charitable to the poor, and maintain

hospitality.

But it is very reasonable to hope, and heartily to be

wished by all those who have the least regard to our

holy religion, as hitherto established, or to a learned,

pious, diligent, conversible clergyman, or even to com
mon humanity, that the honourable House of Commons

will, in their great wisdom, justice, and tenderness to

innocent men, consider these bills in another light. It

is said they well know this kingdom not to be so over

stocked with neighbouring gentry, but a discreet learn

ed clergyman, with a competency fit for one of his edu

cation, may be an entertaining, a useful, and sometimes

a necessary companion. That, although such a clergy

man may not be able constantly to find beef and wine

for his own family, yet he may be allowed sometimes

to afford both to a neighbour without distressing him

self ; and the rather, because he may expect at least as

good a return. It will probably be considered, that in

many desolate parts, there may not be always a suffi

cient number of persons, considerable enough to be

trusted with commissions of the peace, which several

of the clergy now supply, much better than a little,

hedge, contemptible, illiterate vicar, from twentyto fifty

pounds a-year, the son of a weaver, pedlar, tailor, or

miller, can be presumed to do.

The landlords and farmers, by this scheme, can find

no profit, but will certainly be losers. For instance, if

the large northern livings be split into a dozen parish

es or more, it will be very necessary for the little thread

bare gownman, with his wife, his proctor, and every
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child who can crawl, to watch the fields at harvest time,

for fear of losing a single sheaf, which he could not af

ford under peril of a day's starving : for, according to

the Scotch proverb, a hungry louse bites sore. This

would, of necessity, breed an infinite number of wran

gles and litigious suits in the spiritual courts ; and put
the wretched pastor at perpetual variance with hiswhole

parish. But, as they have hitherto stood, a clergyman
established in a competent living, is not under the ne

cessity of being so sharp> vigilant, and exacting. On the

contrary, it is well known and allowed, that the clergy
round the kingdom think themselves well treated, if

they lose only one single third of their legal demands.

The honourable House may perhaps be inclined to

conceive, that my lords the bishops enjoy as ample a

power, both spiritual and temporal, as will fully suffice

to answer every branch of their office ; that they want

no laws to regulate the conduct of those clergymen over

whom they preside ; that if non-residence be a grie

vance, it is the patron's fault, who makes not a better

choice, or caused the plurality. That if the general

impartial character of persons chosen into the church,

had been more regarded, and the motive of party, al

liance, kindred, flatterers, ill judgment, or personal fa

vour, regarded less, there would be fewer complaints of

non-residence, want of care, blameable behaviour, or

any other part of misconduct ; not to mention ignorance
and stupidity.

I could name certain gentlemen of the gown, whose

awkward, spruce, prim, sneering, and smirking counte

nances, the very tone of their voices, and an ungainly
strut in their walk, without one single talent for any
one office, have contrived to get good preferment, by
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the mere force of flattery and cringing : for which two
virtues (the only two virtues they pretend to) they
were, however, utterly unqualified : and whom, if I were

in power, although they were my nephews, or had mar
ried my nieces, I could never, in point ofgood conscience

or honour, have recommended to a curacy in Connaught.
The honourable House ofCommons may likewise per

haps consider, that the gentry of this kingdom differ

from all others upon earth, being less capable of em

ployments in their own country, than any others who
come from abroad ; and that most of them have little

expectation of providing for their younger children,

otherwise than by the church ; in which there might
be some hopes of getting a tolerable maintenance. For,

after- the patrons should have settled their sons, their

nephews, their nieces, their dependants, and their fol

lowers invited over from the other side, there would

still remain an overplus of smaller church preferments,

to be given to such clergy of the nation who shall have

their quantum of whatever merit may be then in fa

shion. But by these bills, they will be all as absolutely

excluded, as if they had passed under the denomination

of Tories ; unless they can be contented at the utmost

with 50/. a-year ; which, by the difficulties of collecting

tithes in Ireland, and the daily increasing miseries of

the people, will hardly rise to half that sum.

It is observed, that the divines sent over hither to

govern this church, have not seemed to consider the dif

ference between both kingdoms, with respect to the in

ferior clergy. As to themselves, indeed, they find a large

revenue in lands, let at one quarter value, which conse

quently must be paid while there is a penny left among
us ; and the public distress so little affects their inte-
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rests, that their fines are now higher than ever : they
content themselves to suppose, that whatever a parish

is said to be worth, comes all into the parson's pocket.

The poverty of great numbers among the clergy of

England, has been the continual complaint of all men
who wish well to the church, and many schemes have

been thought on to redress it ; yet an English vicar of

40/. a-year, lives much more comfortably than one of

double the value in Ireland. His farmers, generally

speaking, are able and willing to pay him his full dues :

he has a decent church of ancient standing, filled every
Lord's day with a large congregation of plain people,

well clad, and behaving themselves as if they believed

in God and Christ. He has a house and barn in repair,

a field or two to graze his cows, with a garden and or

chard. No guest expects more from him than a pot of

ale ; he lives like an honest, plain farmer, as his wife

is dressed but little better than Goody. He is sometimes

graciously invited by the squire, where he sits at an

humble distance : if he gets the love of his people, they
often make him little useful presents : he is happy by

being born to no higher expectation ; for he is usually
the son of some ordinary tradesman, or middling far

mer. His learning is much of a size with his birth and

education ; no more of either than what a poor hungry
servitor can be expected to bring with him from his

college. It would be tedious to shew the reverse of all

this, in our distant poorer parishes through most parts

of Ireland, wherein every reader may make the compa
rison.

Lastly, the honourable House of Commons may con

sider, whether the scheme of multiplying beggarly cler

gymen through the whole kingdom, who must all have
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votes for choosing parliament men, (provided they can

prove their freeholds to be worth 40*. per annum, ultra

reprisas,} may not, by their numbers, have great in

fluence upon elections ; being entirely under the depend-
ance of their bishops. For, by a moderate computation,
after all the divisions and subdivisions of parishes, that

my lords the bishops have power to make by their new

laws, there will, as soon as the present set of clergy goes

off, be raised an army of ecclesiastical militants, able

enough for any kind of service, except that of the altar.

I am, indeed, in some concern about a fund for build

ing a thousand or two churches, wherein these proba
tioners may read their wall lectures ; and begin to doubt

they must be contented with barns ; which barns will

be one great advancing step towards an accommodation

with our true Protestant brethren, the Dissenters.

The scheme of encouraging clergymen to build hou

ses, by dividing a living of 500/. a-year into ten parts,

is a contrivance, the meaning whereof has got on the

wrong side of my comprehension ; unless it may be 'ar

gued, that bishops build no houses because they are so

rich; and therefore the inferior clergy will certainly

build, ifyou reduce them to beggary. But I knew a very

rich man of quality in England, who could never be

persuaded to keep a servant out of livery ;
because such

servants would be expensive, and apt, in time, to look

like gentlemen ; whereas the others were ready to sub

mit to the basest offices, and at a cheaper pennyworth

might increase his retinue.

I hear, it is the opinion of many wise men, that be

fore these bills pass both Houses, they should be sent

back to England, with the following clauses inserted :

First, that whereas there may be about a dozen dou-
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ble bishoprics in Ireland, those bishoprics should be

split, and given to different persons : and those of a

single denomination be also divided into two, three, or

four parts, as occasion shall require ; otherwise there

may be a question started, whether twenty-two prelates

can effectually extend their paternal care, and unlimited

power, for the protection and correction of so great a

number of spiritual subjects. But this proposal will

meet with such furious objections, that I shall not in

sist upon it : for I well remember to have read, what a

terrible fright the frogs were in, upon a report that the

sun was going to marry.
Another clause should be, that none of these twenty,

thirty, forty, or fifty pounders, may be suffered to mar

ry, under the penalty of immediate deprivation ; their

marriages declared null, and their children bastards :

for some desponding people take the kingdom to be in

no condition of encouraging so numerous a breed of

beggars.

A third clause will be necessary, that these humble

gentry should be absolutely disqualified from giving

votes in elections for parliament men.

Others add a fourth ; which is, a clause of indulgence,

that these reduced divines may be permitted to follow

any lawful ways of living, which will not call them too

often or too far from their spiritual offices ; for, unless

I misapprehend, they are supposed to have episcopal

ordination. For example ; they may be lappers of linen,

bailiffs of the manor ; they may let blood, or apply plas

ters, for three miles round ; they may get a dispensation

to hold the clerkship and sextonship of their own parish

in coitnneudam. Their wives and daughters may make

shirts for the neighbourhood ; or, if a barrack be near,
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for the soldiers : in linen countries they may card and

spin, and keep a few looms in the house : they may let

lodgings, and sell a pot of ale without doors, but not at

home, unless to sober company, and at regular hours.

It is by some thought a little hard, that in an affair of

the last consequence to the very being of the clergy in

the points of liberty and property, as well as in their abi

lities to perform their duty, this whole reverend body,
who are the established instructors of the nation in

Christianity and moral virtues, and are the only per
sons concerned, should be the sole persons not consulted.

Let any scholar shew the like precedent in Christendom,
for twelve hundred years past. An act of parliament
for settling or selling an estate in a private family, is

never passed, until all parties give consent. But in the

present case, the whole body of the clergy is, as them

selves apprehend, determined to nitter ruin, without

once expecting or asking their opinion ; and this by a

scheme contrived only by one part of the convocation,

while the other part, which has been chosen in the usual

forms, wants only the regal permission to assemble, and

consult about the affairs of the church, as their prede

cessors have always done in former ages ; where it is

presumed, the lower house has a power of proposing

canons, and a negative voice, as well as the upper. And
God forbid (say these objectors) that there should be a

real separate interest between the bishops and clergy,

any more than there is between a man and his wife, a

king and his people, or Christ and his church.

It seems there is a provision in the bill, that no pa

rish shall be cut into scraps without the consent of se

veral persons, who can be no sufferers in the matter ;

but I cannot find that the clergy lay much weight on
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this caution ; because they argue, that the very persons

from whom these bills took their rise, will have the

greatest share in the decision.

I do not by any means conceive the crying sin of the

clergy in this kingdom to be that of non-residence. I

am sure, it is many degrees less so here than in Eng
land, unless the possession of pluralities may pass un

der that name ; and if this be a fault, it is well known
to whom it must be imputed : I believe, upon a fair in

quiry, (and I hear an inquiry is to be made,) they will

appear to be most pardonably few ; especially, consider

ing how many parishes have not an inch of glebe, and

how difficult it is upon any reasonable terms to find a

place of habitation. And therefore, God knows whe
ther my lords the bishops will be soon able to convince

the clergy, or those who have any regard for that ve

nerable body, that the chief motive in their lordships'

minds, by procuring these bills, was to prevent the sin

of non-residence ; while the universal opinion of almost

every clergyman in the kingdom, without distinction

of party, taking in even those who are not likely to be

sufferers, stands directly against them.

If some livings in the north may be justly thought
too large a compass of land, which makes it inconveni

ent for the remotest inhabitants to attend the service

of the church, which, in some instances, may be true,

no reasonable clergyman would oppose a proper re

medy by particular acts of parliament.

Thus, for instance, the deanery of Down, a country

deanery I think without a cathedral, depending wholly

upon a union of parishes joined together in a time when
the land lay waste and thinly inhabited, since those cir

cumstances are so prodigiously changed for the better,
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may properly be lessened, leaving a decent competency
to the dean, and placing rectories in the remaining
churches, which are now served only by stipendiary
curates.

The case may be probably the same in other parts :

and such a proceeding, discreetly managed, would be

truly for the good of the church.

For it is to be observed, that the dean and chapter

lands, which, in England, were all seized under the fa

natic usurpation, are things unknown in Ireland, ha

ving been long ravished from the church by a succes

sion of confusions, and tithes applied in their stead to

support that ecclesiastical dignity.

The late Archbishop of Dublin* had a very different

way of encouraging the clergy of his diocese to resi

dence : when a lease had run out seven years or more,

he stipulated with the tenant to resign up twenty or

thirty acres to the minister of the parish where it lay

convenient, without lessening his former rent, and with

no great abatement of the fine ; and this he did in the

parts near Dublin, where land is at the highest rates,

leaving a small chiefry for the minister to pay, hardly

a sixth part of the value. I doubt not, that almost

every bishop in the kingdom may do the same generous

act, with less damage to their sees than his late Grace

of Dublin ; much of whose lands were out in fee-farms,

or leases for lives : and I am sorry that the good ex

ample of such a prelate has not been followed.

But a great majority of the clergy's friends cannot

* The Right Rev. Dr William King.
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hitherto reconcile themselves to this project; which they

call a levelling principle, that must inevitably root out

the seeds of all honest emulation, the legal parent of

the greatest virtue and most generous actions among
men ; hut which, in the general opinion, (for I do not

pretend to offer my own,) will never more have room

to exert itself in the breast of any clergyman whom
this kingdom shall produce.

But, whether the consequences of these bills may, by
the virtues and frailties of future bishops, sent over

hither to rule the church, terminate in good or evil, I

shall not presume to determine, since God can work

the former out of the latter. However, one thing I can

venture to assert, that from the earliest ages of Christi

anity, to the minute I am now writing, there never was

a precedent of such a proceeding ; much less was it to

be feared, hoped, or apprehended, from such hands in

any Christian country ; and so it may pass for more

than a phoenix ; because it has arisen without any as

sistance from the ashes of its sire.

The appearance of so many dissenters at the hearing
of this cause, is what, I am told, has not been charged
to the account of their prudence or moderation ; be

cause that action has been censured as a mark of tri

umph and insult before the victory is complete : since

neither of these bills has yet passed the House of Com
mons, and some are pleased to think it not impossible
that they may be rejected. Neither do I hear, that

there is an enacting clause in either of the bills, to ap

ply any part of the divided or subdivided tithes toward

increasing the stipends of the sectaries. So that these

gentlemen seem to be gratified like him, who, after ha-
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ving been kicked down stairs, took comfort when he

saw his friend kicked down after him.

I have heard many more objections against several

particulars of both these bills ; but they are of a high

nature, and carry such dreadful inuendos, that I dare

not mention them ; resolving to give no offence, be

cause I well know how obnoxious I have long been

(although I conceive without any fault of my own) to

the zeal and principles of those who place all difference

in opinion concerning public matters, to the score of

disaffection ; whereof I am at least as innocent as the

loudest of my detractors.

DUBLIN, Feb. 24, 1731-2.
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SOME

REASONS

AGAINST

THE BILL FOR SETTLING THE TITHE

OF

HEMP, FLAX, &c., BY A MODUS.*

THE clergy did little expect to have any cause of com

plaint against the present House of Commons ; who,

* In 1733, a bill was presented in the Irish House of Commons,
for encouraging the growth of flax, by which (in imitation of a si

milar regulation in England) it was provided, that the tithe upon
that production should be commuted for a certain modus, or compo
sition in money. As flax is the staple commodity of Ireland, the

loss which the clergy of that kingdom must have sustained, by the

proposed commutation, especially in the course of years, must have

been very great. Accordingly, a petition was presented, subscribed

by our author, Dr John Stewart, Daniel Jackson, John Grattan, and

others, on behalf of the clergy of Ireland, praying to be heard by
counsel against the bill. Not satisfied with this interference, the

Dean arranged his arguments against the proposed plan of a modus,

in the shape of the following pamphlet ; nor did his usual weapon,
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in the last session, were pleased to throw out a bill*

sent them from the Lords, which that reverend body

apprehended would be very injurious to them, if it

passed into a law ; and who, in the present session, de

feated the arts and endeavours of schismatics to repeal

the sacramental test.

For although it has been allowed on all hands, that

the former of those bills might, by its necessary conse

quences, be very displeasing to the lay gentlemen of

the kingdom, for many reasons purely secular ; and

that this last attempt for repealing the test did much
more affect at present the temporal interest than the

spiritual ; yet the whole body of the lower clergy have,

upon both these occasions, expressed equal gratitude to

that honourable House for their justice and steadiness,

as if the clergy alone were to receive the benefit.

It must needs be therefore a great addition to the

clergy's grief, that such an assembly as the present

House of Commons, should now, with an expedition

more than usual, agree to a bill for encouraging the

linen manufacture, with a clause whereby the church

is to lose two parts in three of the legal tithe in flax

and hemp.
Some reasons why the clergy think such a law will

be a great hardship upon them, are, I conceive, those

that follow. I shall venture to enumerate them, with

all deference due to that honourable assembly.

satire, remain sheathed upon the occasion. For this bill, with the

resistance made to the tithe of pasturage, called agistment, occasion

ed his bitterest and last poetical diatribe, entitled The Legion Club.

The opposition to the bill proved so effectual, that it was dropped.
* For the bishops to divide livings. See the preceding Tracts.
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First, the clergy suppose that they have not, by any
fault or demerit, incurred the displeasure of the nation's

representatives : neither can the declared loyalty of the

present set, from the highest prelate to the lowest vicar,

be in the least disputed : because there are hardly ten

clergymen through the whole kingdom, for more than

nineteen years past, who have not been either preferred

entirely upon account of their declared affection to the

Hanover line, or higher promoted as the due reward of

the same merit.

There is not a landlord in the whole kingdom resi

ding some part of the year at his country-seat, who is

not in his own conscience fully convinced, that the

tithes of his minister have gradually sunk for some

years past one-third, or at least one-fourth, of their for

mer value, exclusive of all nonsolvencies.

The payment of tithes in this kingdom is subject to

so many frauds, brangles, and other difficulties, not only
from Papists and Dissenters, but even from those who

profess themselves Protestants, that, by the expense,

the trouble, and vexation, of collecting and bargaining
for them, they are, of all other rents, the most precari

ous, uncertain, and ill paid.

The landlords in most parishes expect, as a compli

ment, that they shall pay little more than half the value

of the tithes for the lands they hold in their own hands ;

which often consist of large domains ; and it is the mi

nister's interest to make them easy upon that article,

when he considers what influence those gentlemen have

upon their tenants.

The clergy cannot but think it extremely severe,

that in a bill for encouraging the linen manufacture,

they alone must be the sufferers, who can least afford
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it. If, as I am told, there be a tax of three, thousand

pounds a-year paid by the public, for a farther encou

ragement to the said manufacture, are not the clergy

equal sharers in the charge with the rest of their fel

low subjects ? What satisfactory reason can be there

fore given, why they alone should bear the whole ad

ditional weight, unless it will be alleged that their pro

perty is not upon an equal foot with the properties of

other men ? They acquire their own small pittance, by
at least as honest means, as their neighbours, the land

lords, possess their estates ; and have been always sup

posed, except in rebellious or fanatical times, to have

as good a title : for no families now in being can shew

a more ancient. Indeed, if it be true, that some persons

(I hope they were not many) were seen to laugh when
the rights of the clergy were mentioned ; in this case,

an opinion may possibly be soon advanced, that they
have no rights at all. And this is likely enough to gain

ground, in proportion as the contempt of all religion

shall increase, which is already in a very forward way.
It is said, there will be also added to this bill a clause

for diminishing the tithe of hops, in order to cultivate

that useful plant among us : and here likewise the load

is to lie entirely on the shoulders of the clergy, while

the landlords reap all the benefit. It will not be easy to

foresee where such proceedings are likely to stop ; or

whether by the same authority, in civil times, a parlia

ment may not as justly challenge the same power in re

ducing all things titheable, not below the tenth part of

the product, (which is, and ever will be, the clergy's

equitable right,) but from a tenth-part to a sixtieth or

eightieth, and from thence to nothing.
I have heard it granted by skilful persons, that tlje

VOL. vni. y
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practice of taxing the clergy by parliament, without

their own consent, is a new thing, not much above the

date of seventy years : before which period, in times of

peace, they always taxed themselves. But things are

extremely altered at present : it is not now sufficient

to tax them in common with their fellow subjects, with

out imposing an additional tax upon them, from which,

or from anything equivalent, all their fellow-subjects

are exempt ; and this in a country professing Christi

anity.

The greatest part of the clergy throughout this king

dom, have been stripped of their glebes, by the confu

sion of times, by violence, fraud, oppression, and other

unlawful means ; all which glebes are now in the hands

of the laity. So that they now are generally forced to

lie at the mercy of landlords, for a small piece of ground
in their parishes, at a most exorbitant rent, and usually

for a short term of years, whereon to build a house,

and enable them to reside. Yet, in spite of these disad

vantages, I am a witness, that they are generally more

constant residents, than their brethren in England ;

where the meanest vicar has a convenient dwelling,
with a barn, a garden, and a field or two for his cattle ;

besides the certainty of his little income from honest

farmers, able and willing, not only to pay him his dues,

but likewise to make him presents, according to their

ability, for his better support. In all which circum

stances the clergy of Ireland meet with a treatment di

rectly contrary.

It is hoped the honourable House will consider, that

it is impossible for the most ill-minded, avaricious, or

cunning clergyman, to do the least injustice to the

meanest cottager in his parish, in any bargain for tithes,
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or other ecclesiastical dues. He can at the utmost only
demand to have his tithes fairly laid out ; and does not

once in an hundred times obtain his demand. But

every tenant, from the poorest cottager, to the most

substantial farmer, can, and generally does, impose

upon the minister, by fraud, by theft, by lies, by per

juries, by insolence, and sometimes by force ; notwith

standing the utmost vigilance and skill of himself and

his proctor ; insomuch, that it is allowed, that the clergy

in general receive little more than one-half of their le

gal dues ; not including the charges they are at in cok

lecting or bargaining for them.

The land rents of Ireland are computed to about two

millions, whereof one-tenth amounts to two hundred

thousand pounds. The beneficed clergymen, excluding
those of this city, are not reckoned to be above five

hundred ; by which computation they should each of

them possess two hundred pounds a-year, if those tithes

were equally divided, although in well cultivated corn

countries it ought to be more ; whereas they hardly re

ceive one-half of that sum, with great defalcations, and

in very bad payments. There are, indeed, a few glebes

in the north pretty considerable ; but if these, and all

the rest, were in like manner equally divided, they

would not add five pounds a-year to every clergyman.

Therefore, whether the condition of the clergy in ge
neral among us be justly liable to envy, or able to bear

a heavy burden, which neither the nobility, nor gentry,

nor tradesmen, nor farmers, will touch with one of their

fingers ; this, I say, is submitted to the honourable

House*

One terrible circumstance in this bill is, that of turn

ing the tithe of flax and hemp, into what the lawyers
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call a ntodtis, or a certain sum in lieu of a tenth part

of the product. And by this practice of claiming a mo
dus in many parishes by ancient custom, the clergy in

both kingdoms have been almost incredible sufferers.

Thus, in the present case, the tithe of a tolerable acre

of flax, which by a medium is worth twelve shillings, is

by the present bill reduced to four shillings. Neither

is this the worst part in a modus ; every determinate

sum must in process of time sink from a fourth to a

four-and-twentieth part, or a great deal lower, by that

necessary fall attending the value of money ; which is

now at least nine-tenths lower all over Europe, than it

was four hundred years ago, by a gradual decline ; and

even a third part at least, within our own memories, in

purchasing almost everything required for the necessi

ties or conveniencies of life ; as any gentleman can at

test, who has kept house for twenty years past And
this will equally affect poor countries as well as rich.

For, although I look upon it as an impossibility that

this kingdom should ever thrive under its present dis

advantages, which, without a miracle, must still in

crease ; yet, when the whole cash of the nation shall

sink to fifty thousand pounds, we must, in all our traf

fic abroad, either of import or export, go by the gene
ral rate, at which money is valued in those countries,

that enjoy the common privileges of human kind. For

this reason no corporation (if the clergy may presume
to call themselves one) should by any means grant away
their properties in perpetuity, upon any consideration

whatsoever, which is a rock that many corporations

have split upon, to their great impoverishment, and

sometimes to their utter undoing : because they are
'

supposed to subsist for ever, and because no determi-
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nation of money is of any certain perpetual intrinsic

value. This is known enough in England, where estates

let forever, some hundred years ago, by several ancient

noble families, do not at this present pay their posterity
a twentieth part of what they are now worth at an easy
rate.

A tax affecting one part of a nation, which already
bears its full share in all parliamentary impositions,

cannot possibly be just, except it be inflicted as a pu
nishment upon that body of men which is taxed, for

some great demerit or danger to the public apprehend
ed from those upon whom it is laid ; thus the Papists

and Nonjurors have been doubly taxed, for refusing to

give proper securities to the government, which cannot

be objected against the clergy. And therefore, if this

bill should pass, I think it ought to be with a preface,

shewing wherein they have offended, and for what dis

affection, or other crime, they are punished.

If an additional excise upon ale, or a duty upon flesh

and bread, were to be enacted, neither the victualler,

butcher, or baker, would bear any more of the charge
than for what themselves consumed, but it would be an

equal general tax through the whole kingdom : where

as, by this bill, the clergy alone are avowedly condemn

ed to be deprived of their ancient, inherent, undisputed

rights, in order to encourage a manufacture, by which

all the rest of the kingdom are supposed to be gainers.

This bill is directly against Magna Charta ; where

of the first clause is, for confirming the inviolable rights

of holy church ; as well as contrary to the oath taken

by all our kings at their coronation, where they swear

to defend and protect the church in all its rights.

A tax laid upon employments is a very different
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thing. The possessors of civil and military employ

ments are no corporation ; neither are they any part of

our constitution ; their salaries, pay, and perquisites, are

all changeable at the pleasure of the prince who be

stows them, although the army be paid from funds rai

sed and appropriated by the legislature. But the clergy,

as they have little reason to expect, so they desire no

more, than their ancient legal dues, (only indeed with

the removal of many grievous impediments in the col

lection of them,) which, it is to be feared, they must

wait for until more favourable times. It is well known

that they have already, of their own accord, shewn

great indulgence to their people upon this very article

of flax, seldom taking above a fourth part of their tithe

for small parcels, and oftentimes nothing at all from

new beginners, waiting with patience until the farmers

were able, and until greater quantities of land were em

ployed in that part of husbandry; never suspecting

that their good intentions should be perverted, in so

singular a manner, to their detriment, by that very as

sembly, which, during the time that convocations, (which

are an original part of our constitution, ever since Chris

tianity became national among us,) are thought fit to be

suspended, God knows for what reason, or from what

provocations : I say, from that very assembly, who, du

ring the intervals of convocations, should rather be sup

posed to be guardians of the rights and properties of

the clergy, than to make the least attempt upon either.

I have not heard, upon inquiry, that any of those

gentlemen, who among us without doors are called the

court party, discover the least zeal in this affair. If

they had thoughts to interpose, it might be conceived

they would shew their displeasure against this hill,
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which must very much lessen the value of the King's

patronage upon promotion to vacant sees, in the dispo
sal of deaneries, and other considerable preferments in

the church, which are in the donation of the crown,

whereby the viceroys will have fewer good preferments

to bestow on their dependants, as well as upon the kin

dred of members,who may have a sufficient stock of that

sort of merit, whatever it may be, which may in future

times most prevail.

The dissenters, by not succeeding in their endeavours

to procure a repeal of the test, have lost nothing, but

continue in full enjoyment of their toleration, while the

clergy, without giving the least offence, are, by this bill,

deprived of a considerable branch of their ancient legal

rights, whereby the schismatical party will have the

pleasure of gratifying their revenge hoc Graii voluere.

The farmer will find no relief by this modus, because,

when his present lease shall expire, his landlord will

infallibly raise the rent in an equal proportion, upon

every part of land where flax is sown, and have so

much a better security for payment at the expense of

the clergy.

If we judge by things past, it little avails that this

bill is to be limited to a certain time, of ten, twenty, or

thirty years. For no landlord will ever consent that a

law shall expire, by which he finds himself a gainer ;

and of this there are many examples, as well in Eng
land, as in this kingdom.
The great end of this bill is, by proper encourage

ment, to extend the linen manufacture into those coun

ties where it has hitherto been little cultivated : but this

encouragement of lessening the tithe of flax and hemp,

is one of such a kind as, it is to be feared, will have a
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directly contrary effect. Because, if I am rightly inform

ed, no set of men has*, for their number and fortunes,

been more industrious and successful than the clergy,

in introducing that manufacture into places which were

unacquainted with it ; by persuading their people to

sow flax and hemp, by procuring seed for them, and by

having them instructed in the management thereof;

and this they did, not without reasonable hopes of in

creasing the value of their parishes after some time, as

well as of promoting the benefit of the public. But if this

modus should take place, the clergy will be so far from

gaining, that they will become losers, by their extraor

dinary care, by having their best arable lands turned to

flax and hemp, which are reckoned great impoverishers

of land : they cannot therefore be blamed, if they should

shew as much zeal to prevent its being introduced or

improved in their parishes, as they hitherto have shew

ed in the introducing and improving of it. This, I am
told, some of them have already declared ; at least so

far as to resolve not to give themselves any more trouble

than other men about promoting a manufacture, by the

success of which, they only, of all men, are to be suffer

ers. Perhaps the giving even a farther encouragement
than the law does, as it now stands, to a set of men,
who might, on many accounts, be so useful to this pur

pose, would be no bad method of having the great end

of the bill more effectually answered ; but this is what

they are far from desiring : all they petition for, is no

more than to continue on the same footing with the rest

of their fellow-subjects.

If this modus of paying by the acre be to pass into a

law, it were to be wished, that the same law would not

only appoint one or more sworn surveyors in each pa-
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rish, to measure the lands on which flax and hemp are

sown, but also settle the price of surveying, and deter

mine whether the incumbent or farmer is to pay for each

annual survey. Without something of this kind, there

must constantly be disputes between them, and the

neighbouring justices of peace must be teazed as often

as those disputes happen.
I had written thus far, when a paper was sent to me

with several reasons against the bill, some whereof, al

though they have been already touched, are put in a

better light, and the rest did not occur to me. I shall

deliver them in the author's own words.

I. That tithes are the patrimony of the church ; and,

if not of divine original, yet at least of great antiquity.
II. That all purchases and leases of titheable lands,

for many centuries past, have been made and taken*

subject to the demand of tithes, and those lands sold

and taken just so much the cheaper on that account*

III. That if any lands are exempted from tithes, or

the legal demands of such tithes lessened by act of par

liament, so much value is taken from the proprietor of

the tithes, and vested in the proprietor of the lands, or

his head tenants.

IV. That no innocent unoffending person can be so

deprived of his property, without the greatest violation

of common justice.

V. That to do this upon a prospect of encouraging
the linen, or any other manufacture, is acting upon a

very mistaken and unjust supposition, inasmuch as the

price of the lands, so occupied, will be no way lessened

to the farmer by such a law.

VI. That the clergy are content cheerfully to bear

(as they now do) any burden in common with their fel-
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low-subjects, either for the support of his Majesty's go
vernment, or the encouragement of the trade of the na

tion ; but think it very hard that they should be singled

out to pay heavier taxes than others, at a time when,

by the decrease of the value of their parishes, they are

less able to bear them.

VII. That the legislature has heretofore distinguish

ed the clergy by exemptions, and not by additional

loads ; and the present clergy of the kingdom hope they
have not deserved worse of the legislature than their

predecessors.

VIII. That, by the original constitution of these

kingdoms, the clergy had the sole right of taxing them

selves, and were in possession of that right as low as the

Restoration ; and if that right be now devolved upon
the Commons, by the cession of the clergy, the Com
mons can be considered, in this case, in no other light

than as the guardians of the clergy.

IX. That, besides those tithes always in the posses

sion of the clergy, there are some portions of tithes

lately come into their possession by purchase ; that, if

this clause should take place, they would not be allow

ed the benefit of these purchases, upon an equal footing
of advantage, with the rest of their fellow-subjects. And
that some tithes, in the hands of impropriators, are un

der settlements and mortgages.
X. That the gentlemen of this House should consi

der, that loading the clergy is loading their own young
er brothers and children ; with this additional grievance,

that it is taking from the younger and poorer, to give
to the elder and richer ; and,

Lastly, That, if it were at any time just and proper
to do this, it would, however, be too severe to do it
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now, when all the tithes of the kingdom are known, for

some years past, to have sunk above one-third part in
their value.

Any income in the hands of the clergy, is at least as

useful to the public, as the same income in the hands
of the laity.

It were more reasonable to grant the clergy in three

parts of the nation an additional support, than to dimi
nish their present subsistence.

Great employments are and will be in the hands of

Englishmen ; nothing left for the younger sons of Irish

men, but vicarages, tide-waiters' places, &c. ; therefore

no reason to make them worse.

The modus upon the flax in England affects only
lands reclaimed since the year 1690, and is at the rate

of five shillings the English acre, which is equivalent
to eight shillings and eightpence Irish, and that to be

paid before the farmer removes it from the field. Flax

is a manufacture of little consequence in England, but

is the staple in Ireland ; and if it increases (as it pro

bably will) must, in many places, jostle out corn, be

cause it is more gainful.
The clergy of the established church have no inte

rest, like those of the church of Rome, distinct from

the true interest of their country ; and therefore ought
to suffer under no distinct impositions or taxes of any
kind.

The bill for settling the modus of flax in England,
was brought in the first year of the reign of King George
I., when the clergy lay very unjustly under the impu
tation of some disaffection ; and to encourage the bring

ing in of some fens in Lincolnshire, which were not to

be continued under flax ; but it left all lands, where
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flax had been sown before that time, under the same

condition of tithing, in which they were before the

passing of that bill : whereas this bill takes away what
the clergy are actually possessed of.

That the woollen manufacture is the staple of Eng
land, as the linen is that of Ireland ; yet no attempt was
ever made in England to reduce the tithe of wool, for

the encouragement of that manufacture. This manu
facture has already been remarkably favoured by the

clergy, who have hitherto been generally content with

less than half, some with sixpence a garden, and some

have taken nothing.

Employments, they say, have been taxed ; the rea

sons for which taxation will not hold with regard to

property, at least till employments become inheritances.

The Commons always have had so tender a regard to

property, that they never would suffer any law to pass,

whereby any particular persons might be aggrieved,
without their own consent.

N. B. Some alterations have been made in the bill

about the modus, since the above paper was written ;

but they are of little moment.
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A LETTER

PROM

A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
IN IRELAND,

*

TO

A MEMBER OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS
IN ENGLAND,

CONCERNING THE

SACRAMENTAL TEST.

WRITTEN IN 1708.

IN accomplishing the Revolution in England, the services of the

established church had been chiefly conspicuous. The dissenters had
at one time (if the expression can be permitted) coquetted with James

II., and shewed some disposition to accommodate themselves to his

plans of arbitrary power, in order to gratify their vengeance, by
enjoying the degradation, and, perhaps, the fall of the church of

England. And, although they recovered from this delusion, yet

they must be considered rather as falling in with and aiding the ge
neral current of opinion, than as leading and directing it against the

abdicated monarch. But in Ireland the case was different. The
union and valour of the dissenting Protestants in Ulster, gave the

first positive and effectual check to the domination of Tyrconnel ; for

the bands of Inniskillinff and Londonderry were chiefly levied from
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these zealous sectaries. Those statesmen, therefore, who desired a

repeal of the Test Act, in favour of Protestant Dissenters, were de

sirous that the experiment should be first tried in Ireland, where the

recent merits of the Presbyterians might reasonably claim the most

favourable hearing. Accordingly the Whig ministry in 1707-8

seem to have seriously determined upon the experiment. But the

Irish clergy seeing this matter, as was natural, in a very different

light, determined to resist it to their uttermost power. Swift was

at once the boldest and most zealous champion of their cause ; and

the following letter, in which his high-church principles are avowed,

with an undisguised contempt of his antagonists, may be considered

as decisive of the breach between him and Godolphin's administra

tion.

In the Miscellanies, published by Morphew, in 1711, the follow

ing advertisement, by Dr Swift, is prefixed :

" The following letter is supposed, by some judicious persons, to

be of the same author, and, if their conjectures be right, it will be of

no disadvantage to him to have it revived, considering the time when

it was writ, the persons then at the helm, and the designs in agita

tion, against which this paper so boldly appeared. I have been assu

red, that the suspicion which the supposed author lay under for wri

ting this letter, absolutely ruined him with the late ministry. I have

taken leave to omit about a page, which was purely personal, and of

no use to the subject."

The pamphlet may be considered as having materially contributed

to the loss of the bill for repeal of the Test Act, during the Earl of

Pembroke's viceroyalty.

The Dissenters renewed their struggles upon many occasions;

and Swift, while he retained his life and faculties, was always ready
to oppose them. The several Tracts which he wrote upon this sub

ject, though remote in order of time, are here printed together, as

reflecting light upon each other.

Dublin, Dec. 4, 1708.

SIR,

I RECEIVED your letter, wherein you tell me of the

strange representations made of us on your side of the

water. The instance you are pleased to mention is

10
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that of the Presbyterian missionary, who, according to

your phrase, has been lately persecuted at Drogheda
for his religion : but it is easy to observe, how mighty
industrious some people have been for three or four

years past, to hand about stories of the hardships, the

merits, the number, and the power of the Presbyterians
in Ireland ; to raise formidable ideas of the dangers of

Popery there, and to transmit all for England, improved

by great additions, and with special care to have them

inserted, with comments, in those infamous weekly pa

pers, that infest your coffeehouses. So when the clause

enacting a Sacramental Test was put in execution, it was

given out in England, that half the justices of peace,

through this kingdom, had laid down their commis

sions : whereas, upon examination, the whole number

was found to amount only to a dozen or thirteen, and

those generally of the lowest rate in fortune and un

derstanding, and some of them superannuated. So

when the Earl of Pembroke was in Ireland, and the

parliament sitting, a formal story was very gravely car

ried to his excellency, by some zealous members, of a

priest newly arrived from abroad to the north-west parts

of Ireland, who had publicly preached to his people, to

fall a-murdering the Protestants ; which, though in

vented to serve an end they were then upon, and are

still driving at, was presently handed over, and print

ed with shrewd remarks by your worthy scribblers.

In like manner, the account of that person, who was

lately expelled our university for reflecting on the me

mory of King William : what a dust it raised, and how

foully it was related, is fresh enough in memory.*

* The Provost and Fellows of Trinity College, Dublin, had lately

expelled Edward Forbes, for the cause mentioned in the text.

VOL. VIII. Z
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Neither would people be convinced, till the university

was at the pains of publishing a Latin paper to justify

themselves. And, to mention no more, this story of

the persecution at Drogheda, how it has been spread

and aggravated, what consequences have been drawn

from it, and what reproaches fixed on those who have

least deserved them, we are already informed. Now,
if the end of all this proceeding were a secret and mys
tery, I should not pretend to give it an interpretation ;

but sufficient care has been taken to explain it, first by
addresses artificially (if not illegally) procured, to shew

the miserable state of the dissenters in Ireland, by rea

son of the Sacramental Test, and to desire the Queen's

intercession that it might be repealed. Then it is ma
nifest, that our Speaker,* when he was last year in Eng
land, solicited in person several members of both houses

to have it repealed by an act there ; though it be a

matter purely national, that cannot possibly interfere

with the trade and interest of England ; and though
he himself appeared formerly the most zealous of all

men, against the injustice of binding a nation by laws,

to which they do not consent. And, lastly, those week

ly libellers, whenever they get a tale by the end relating

to Ireland, without once troubling their thoughts about

the truth, always end it with an application against
the Sacramental Test, and the absolute necessity there is

of repealing it in both kingdoms. I know it may be

reckoned a weakness to say anything of such trifles as

are below a serious man's notice ; much less would I

Allan Broderick, Esq., formerly Solicitor-General of Ireland. He
was afterwards created Baron BrodericL, and died in 1715.
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disparage the understanding of any party, to think they
would choose the vilest and most ignorant among man
kind, to employ them for the assertors of a cause. I

shall only say, that the scandalous liberty those wretches
take would hardly be allowed, if it were not mingled
with opinions that some men would be glad to advance.

Besides, how insipid soever those papers are, they seem
to be levelled to the understandings of a great number ;

they are grown a necessary part in coffeehouse furni

ture, and some time or other may happen to be read

by customers of all ranks, for curiosity and amusement,
because they lie always in the way. One of these au
thors (the fellow that was pilloried, I have forgot his

name)* is indeed so grave, sententious, dogmatical a

rogue, that there is no enduring him ; the Observatorf
is much the brisker of the two, and I think farther gone
of late in lies and impudence, than his Presbyterian
brother. The reason why I mention him, is, to have

an occasion of letting you know, that you have not

dealt so gallantly with us, as we did with you in a pa
rallel case : last year a paper was brought here from

England, called " A Dialogue between the Archbishop
of Canterbury and Mr Higgins," which we ordered to

be burnt by the common hangman, as it well deserved,

though we have no more to do with his Grace of Can

terbury,:}: than you have with the Archbishop of Dub
lin : $ nor can you love and reverence your prelate more

than we do ours, whom you tamely suffer to be abused

openly, and by name, by that paltry rascal of an Ob-

* Daniel Defoe. t Mr John Tutchin.

+ Dr Thomas Tenisou. Dr William King.
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servator ; and lately upon an affair wherein he had no

concern ; I mean the business of the missionary of

Drogheda, wherein our excellent primate was engaged,
and did nothing but according to law and discretion.

But because the Lord Archbishop of Dublin has been

upon several occasions, of late years, misrepresented in

England, I would willingly set you right in his cha

racter. * For his great sufferings and eminent services

he was by the late King promoted to the see of Deny.
About the same time he wrote a book to justify the Re

volution, wherein was an account of King James's pro

ceedings in Ireland ; and the late Archbishop Tillotson

recommended it to the King, as the most serviceable

treatise that could have been published at such a junc-

ture.f And as his grace set out upon those principles,

he has proceeded so ever since, as a loyal subject to the

Queen, entirely for the succession in the Protestant line,

and for ever excluding the Pretender ; and though a

firm friend to the church, yet with indulgence toward

dissenters, as appears from his conduct at Deny, where

he was settled for many years among the most virulent

of the sect, yet upon his removal to Dublin, they parted

from him with tears in their eyes, and universal ac-

* This character of Archbishop King is retained in the Miscel

lany of 1727, edited by Pope, but erased in the Dublin edition of thr

Dean's Works, in 1735, published under his own inspection.

t Dr King was twice imprisoned in the castle of Dublin after the

landing of King James in Ireland, in 1699, and narrowly escaped as

sassination. The title of the work alluded to is,
" The State of the

Protestants in Ireland, under the late King James's Government, in

which their carriage towards him is justified, and the absolute ne

cessity of their endeavouring to be freed from his Government, and

of submitting to their present Majesties, i demonstrated."
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knowledgments of his wisdom and goodness.
* For the

rest it must be owned, he does not busy himself by en

tering deep into any party, but rather spends his time

in acts of hospitality and charity, in building of churches,

repairing his palace, in introducing and preferring the

worthiest persons he can find, without other regards :

in short, in the practice of all virtues, that can become

a public or private life. This and more, if possible, is

due to so excellent a person, who may be justly reckon

ed among the greatest and most learned prelates of this

age, however his character may be defiled by such mean

and dirty hands as those of the Observator, or such as

employ him.

I now come to answer the other part of your letter,

and shall give you my opinion freely about repealing

the Sacramental Test ; only, whereas you desire my
thoughts as a friend, and not as I am a member of par

liament, I must assure you they are exactly the same

in both capacities.

I must begin by telling you, we are generally sur

prised at your wonderful kindness to us on this occa

sion, it being so very industrious to teach us to see our

interest in a point, where we are so unable to see it

ourselves. This has given us some suspicion ; and

though in my own particular I am hugely bent to be-

* Yet King was engaged in a controversy concerning non-confor

mity, with Joseph Boyse, afterwards mentioned, one of the principal

dissenting clergymen in his diocese. This dispute, which was main

tained with unwonted decorum on both parts, commenced on Bishop

King's publishing a treatise entitled,
" The Inventions of Men in the

Worship of God." 4to. 1694-.
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lieve, that whenever you concern yourselves in our af

fairs, it is certainly for our good, yet I have the mis

fortune to be something singular in this belief; and

therefore I never attempt to justify it, but content my
self to possess my own opinion in private, for fear of

encountering men of more wit or words than I have to

spare.

We at this distance, who see nothing of the spring

of actions, are forced, by mere conjecture, to assign two

reasons for your desiring us to repeal the Sacramental

Test. One is, because you are said to imagine it will be

a step toward the like good work in England; the

other more immediate, that it will open a way for re

warding several persons, who have well deserved upon
a great occasion, but who are now unqualified through
that impediment.

I do not frequently quote poets, especially English ;

but I remember there is in some of Mr Cowley's love

verses a strain, that I thought extraordinary at fifteen,

and have often since imagined it to be spoken by Ire

land :

" Forbid it, Heaveii, my life should be

Weigh'd with her least conveniency :"

In short, whatever advantage you propose to your
selves by repealing the Sacramental Test, speak it out

plainly ; it is the best argument you can use, for we
value your interest much more than our own ; if your
little finger be sore, and you think a poultice made
of our vitals will give it any ease, speak the word, and

it shall be done : the interest of our whole kingdom is

at any time ready to strike to that of your poorest fish-
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ing towns ; it is hard you will not accept our services,

unless we believe at the same time, that you are only

consulting our profit, and giving us marks of your love.

If there be a fire at some distance, and I immediately
blow up my house before there be occasion, because you
are a man of quality, and apprehend some danger to a

corner of your stable ; yet why should you require me
to attend next morning at your levee, with my humble

thanks for the favour you have done me ?

If we might be allowed to judge for ourselves, we
had abundance of benefit by the Sacramental Test, and

foresee a number of ntischiefs would be the consequence
of repealing it ; and we conceive the objections made

against it by the dissenters, are of no manner of force.

They tell us of their merits in the late war in Ireland,

and how cheerfully they engaged for the safety of the

nation ; that if they had thought they had been fight

ing only other people's quarrels, perhaps it might have

cooled their zeal ; and that for the future they shall sit

down quietly, and let us do our work ourselves ; nay,

that it is necessary they should do so, since they can

not take up arms under the penalty of high treason.*

Now supposing them to have done their duty, as I

believe they did, (and not to trouble them about the fly

on the wheel,) I thought liberty, property, and religion,

had been the three subjects of the quarrel ; and have

not all those been amply secured to them ? had they

not at that time a mental reservation for power and

* This high language had been held by a representation
from a

provincial synod of the Ulster dissenters.
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employments ? and must these two articles be added

henceforward in our national quarrels ? It is grown a

mighty conceit among some men, to melt down the

phrase of a church established by law, into that of the

religion of the magistrate ; of which appellation it is

easier to find the reason than the sense : if by the ma

gistrate they mean the prince, the expression includes

a falsehood ; for when King James was prince, the es

tablished church was the same it is now. If by the

same word they mean the legislature, we desire no

more. Be that as it will, we of this kingdom believe

the church of Ireland to be the national church, and

the only one established by law, and are willing by
the same law to give a toleration to dissenters ; but

if once we repeal our Sacramental Test, and grant a

toleration, or suspend the execution of the penal laws,

I do not see how we can be said to have any establish

ed church remaining ; or rather, why there will not be

as many established churches, as there are sects of dis

senters. No, say they, yours will still be the national

church, because your bishops and clergy are maintain

ed by the public ; but that I suppose will be of no long

duration, and it would be very unjust it should, be

cause, to speak in Tindal's phrase, it is not reasonable

that revenues should be annexed to one opinion, more

than another, when all are equally lawful ; and it is

the same author's maxim, that no freeborn subject ought
to pay for maintaining speculations he does not believe.

But why should any man, upon account of opinions he

cannot help, be deprived of the opportunity of serving

his Queen and country ? Their zeal is commendable,

and when employments go a-begging for want of hands,
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they shall be sure to have the refusal, only upon con

dition they will not pretend to them upon maxims,
which equally include atheists, Turks, Jews, infidels,

and heretics ; or, which is still more dangerous, even

Papists themselves : the former you allow, the other

you deny ; because these last own a foreign power, and

therefore must be shut out. But there is no great

weight in this ; for their religion can suit with free

states, with limited or absolute monarchies, as well as

a better ; and the Pope's power in France is but a sha

dow ; so that, upon this foot, there need be no great

danger to the constitution, by admitting Papists to em

ployments. I will help you to enough of them who
shall be ready to allow the Pope as little power here as

you please : and the bare opinion of his being vicar of

Christ, is but a speculative point, for which no man, it

seems, ought to be deprived of the capacity of serving
his country.

But, if you please, I will tell you the great objection

we have against repealing this same Sacramental Test.

It is, that we are verily persuaded, the consequence

will be an entire alteration of religion among us, in no

great compass of years. And pray, observe how we
reason here in Ireland upon this matter.

We observe the Scots, in our northern parts, to be a

brave industrious people, extremely devoted to their re

ligion, and full of an undisturbed affection toward each

other. Numbers of that noble nation, invited by the

fertilities of the soil, are glad to exchange their barren

hills of Loquabar, by a voyage of three hours, for our

fruitful vales of Down and Antrim, so productive of

that grain, which, at little trouble and less expense, finds
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diet and lodging for themselves and their cattle * These

people, by their extreme parsimony, wonderful dexte

rity in dealing, and firm adherence to one another, soon

grow into wealth from the smallest beginnings, never

are rooted out where they once fix, and increase daily

by new supplies : besides, when they are the superior

number in any tract of ground, they are not over pa
tient of mixture ; but such, whom they cannot assimi

late, soon find it their interest to remove. I have done

all in my power, on some land of my own, to preserve

two or three English fellows in their neighbourhood,
but found it impossible, though one of them thought
he had sufficiently made his court by turning Presby
terian. Add to all this, that they bring along with

them from Scotland a most formidable notion of our

church, which they look upon at least three degrees

worse than Popery ; and it is natural it should be so,

since they come over full fraught with that spirit,

which taught them to abolish Episcopacy at home.

Then we proceed farther, and observe, that the gen
tlemen of employments here make a very considerable

number in the House of Commons, and have no other

merit, but that of doing their duty in their several sta

tions ; therefore, when the Test is repealed, it will be

highly reasonable they should give place to those, who
have much greater services to plead. The commissions

of the revenue are soon disposed of, and the collectors

and other officers throughout this kingdom, are gene

rally appointed by the commissioners, which gives them

* From this passage, perhaps, Johnson derived the famous defini

tion of Oats, in his Dictionary, as the food of horses in England, and

of men in Scotland.
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a mighty influence in every county. As much may be
said of the great offices in the law ; and when this door
is open to let dissenters into the commissions of the

peace, to make them high sheriffs, mayors of corpora
tions, and officers of the army and militia, I do not see

how it can be otherwise, considering their industry and
our supineness, but that they may, in a very few years,

grow to a majority in the House of Commons, and con

sequently make themselves the national religion, and
have a fair pretence to demand the revenues of the

church for their teachers. I know it will be objected,
that if all this should happen as I describe, yet the

Presbyterian religion could never be made the national

by act of Parliament, because our bishops are so great
a number in the House of Lords ; and without a majori

ty there, the church could not be abolished. But I have

two very good expedients for that, which I shall leave

you to guess, and I dare swear our Speaker here has

often thought on, especially having endeavoured at one

of them so lately. To convince you, that this design is

not so foreign from some people's thoughts, I must let

you know, that an honest bellwether of our house,*

(you have him now in England, I wish you could keep
him there,) had the impudence some years ago, in Par

liament time, to shake my Lord Bishop of Kilaloof by
his lawn sleeve, and tell him, in a threatening manner,
" that he hoped to live to see the day when there should

not be one of his order in the kingdom."
These last lines perhaps you think a digression; there

fore to return : I have told you the consequences we

*
Supposed to be MrBroderick.

f Dr Lindsay, afterward Lord Primate.
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fully reckon upon, from repealing the Sacramental Test,

which, although the greatest number of such as are for

doing it, are actually in no manner of pain about it,

and many of them care not threepence whether there

be any church, or not ; yet because they pretend to ar

gue from conscience, as well as policy arid interest, I

thought it proper to understand and answer them ac

cordingly.

Now, sir, in answer to your question, whether, if

any attempt should be made here for repealing the Sa

cramental Test, it would be likely to succeed? the num
ber of professed dissenters in this Parliament was, as

I remember, something under a dozen, and I cannot

call to mind above thirty others, who were expected to

fall in with them. This is certain, that the Presbyte
rian party, having with great industry mustered up
their forces, did endeavour one day, upon occasion of a

hint in my Lord Pembroke's speech, to introduce a de

bate about repealing the Test clause,when there api>ear-

ed at least four to one odds against them ; and the ablest

of those, who were reckoned the most staunch and tho

rough-paced Whigs upon all other occasions, fell off

with an abhorrence at the first mention of this.

I must desire you to take notice, that the terms of

Whig and Tory, do not properly express the different

interests in our parliament. I remember, when I was

last in England, I told the King,
" that the highest To

ries we had with us would make tolerable Whigs there."

This was certainly right, and still in the general conti

nues so, unless you have since admitted new character

istics, which did not come within our definition. Who
ever bears a true veneration for the glorious memory
of King William, as our great deliverer from Popery
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and slavery; whoever is firmly loyal to our present

Queen, with an utter abhorrence and detestation of the

Pretender; whoeverapproves the succession to the crown
in the house of Hanover, and is for preserving the doc

trine and discipline of the church of England, with an

indulgence for scrupulous consciences ; such a man we
think acts upon right principles, and may be justly al

lowed a Whig : and I believe there are not six mem
bers in our House of Commons, who may not fairly come

under this description. So that the parties among us

are made up, on one side, of moderate Whigs, and, on

the other, of Presbyterians and their abettors ; by which

last I mean such who can equally go to a church or

conventicle, or such who are indifferent to all religion

in general ; or, lastly, such who affect to bear a personal

rancour toward the clergy : these last are a set of men
not of our own growth, their principles at least have

been imported of late years ; yet this whole party, put

together, will scarce, I am confident, amount to above

fifty men in Parliament, which can hardly be worked

up into a majority of three hundred.

As to the House of Lords, the difficulty there is con

ceived at least as great as in ours. So many of our

temporal peers live in England, that the bishops are

generally pretty near a par of the House, and we reck

on they will be all to a man against repealing the Test ;

and yet their lordships are generally thought as good

Whigs upon our principles, as any in the kingdom.
There are indeed a few lay lords, who appear to have

no great devotion for Episcopacy ; and perhaps one or

two more, with whom certain powerful motives might

be used, for removing any difficulty whatsoever : but
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these are, in no sort, a number to cany any point

against the conjunction of the rest, and the whole bench

of bishops.

Besides, the whole body of our clergy is utterly against

repealing the Test, though they are entirely devoted to

her Majesty, and hardly one in a hundred who are not

very good Whigs, in our acceptation of the word. And
I must let you know, that we of Ireland are not yet

come up to other folk's refinements, for we generally

love and esteem our clergy, and think they deserve it ;

nay, we are apt to lay some weight upon their opinion,

and would not willingly disoblige them, at least unless

it were upon some greater point of interest than this.

And their judgment in the present affair is the more to

be regarded, because they are the last persons who will

be affected by it : this makes us think them impartial,

and that their concern is only for religion, and the in

terest of the kingdom. Because the act, which repeals

the Test, will only qualify a layman for an employment,
but not a Presbyterian or Anabaptist preacher for a

church-living. Now I must take leave to inform you,

that several members of our house, and myself among
the rest, knowing some time ago what was upon the

anvil, went to all the clergy we knew of any distinction,

and desired their judgment of the matter ; wherein we
found a most wonderful agreement, there being but one

divine that we could hear of in the whole kingdom, who

appeared of a contrary sentiment : wherein he afterward

stood alone in the convocation, very little to his credit,

though, as he hoped, very much to his interest.

I will now consider a little the arguments offered to

shew the advantages, or rather the necessity, of repeal-
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ing the Test in Ireland. We are told, the Popish inte

rest is here so formidable, that all hands should be join
ed to keep it under : that the only names of distinction

among us ought to be those of Protestant and Papist ;

and that this expedient is the only means to unite all

Protestants upon one common bottom. All which is no

thing but misrepresentation and mistake.

If we were under any real fear of the Papists in this

kingdom, it would be hard to think us so stupid, as not

to be equally apprehensive with others, since we are

likely to be the greatest, and more immediate sufferers ;

but, on the contrary, we look upon them to be altoge

ther as inconsiderable as the women and children. Their

lands are almost entirely taken from them, and they are

rendered incapable of purchasing any more, and for the

little that remains, provision is made by the late act

against Popery, that it will daily crumble away : to pre

vent which, some of the most considerable among them

are already turned Protestants, and so, in all probabi

lity, will many more. Then the Popish priests are all

registered, and without permission (which I hope will

not be granted) they can have no successors ; so that the

Protestant clergy will find it perhaps no difficult mat

ter to bring great numbers over to the church ; and in

the meantime the common people, without leaders, with

out discipline, or natural courage, being little better

than hewers of wood, and drawers of water, are out of

all capacity of doing any mischief, if they were ever so

well inclined. Neither are they at all likely to join, in

any considerable numbers, with an invader, having

found so ill success when they were much more nume

rous and powerful ; when they had a prince of their

own religion to head them, had been trained for some
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years under a Popish deputy, and received such mighty
aids from the French king.*

As to that argument used for repealing the Test, that

it will unite all Protestants against the common enemy ;

I wonder by what figure those gentlemen speak, who

are pleased to advance it : suppose, in order to increase

the friendship between you and me, a law should pass,

that I must have half your estate ; do you think that

would much advance the union between us ? or suppose

I share my fortune equally between my own children

and a stranger, whom I take into my protection ; will

that be a method to unite them ? It is an odd way of

uniting parties, to deprive a majority of part of their

ancient right, by conferring it on a faction, who had ne

ver any right at all, and therefore cannot be said to suf

fer any loss or injury, if it be refused them. Neither is

it very clear, how far some people may stretch the term

of common enemy. How many are there of those that

call themselves Protestants who look upon our worship
to be idolatrous, as well as that of the Papists, and, with

great charity, put Prelacy and Popery together, as terms

convertible ?

And therefore there is one small doubt I would be will

ingly satisfied in, before I agree to the repealing of the

Test; that is, whether these same Protestants,when they

have, by their dexterity, made themselves the national

religion, and disposed the church revenues among their

pastors or themselves, will be so kind to allow us dis

senters, I do not say a share in employments, but a bare

toleration by law ? The reason of my doubt is, because

*
In the reirrn of James II., and till after the battles of the Boy IIP

and Anghrim, in 1690.
13
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I have been so very idle, as >to read above fifty pam
phlets, written by as many Presbyterian divines, loudly

disclaiming this idol toleration : some of them calling

it (I know not how properly) a rag of Popery, and all

agreeing it was to establish iniquity by law. Now I

would be glad to know, when and where their succes

sors have renounced this doctrine, and before what wit

nesses. Because, methinks I should be loth to see my
poor titular bishop in partibus, seized on by mistake in

the dark for a Jesuit ; or be forced myself to keep my
chaplain disguised like my butler, and steal to prayers
in a back room, as my grandfather used in those times,

when the church of England was malignant.
But this is ripping up old quarrels long forgot; Popery

is now the common enemy, against which we must all

unite : I have been tired in history with the perpetual

folly of those states, who call in foreigners to assist

them against a common enemy : but the mischief was,

these allies would never be brought to allow, that the

common enemy was quite subdued. And they had rea

son ; for it proved at last, that one part of the common

enemy was those who called them in, and so the allies

became at length the masters.

It is agreed among naturalists, that a lion is a larger,

a stronger, and more dangerous enemy, than a cat ; yet

if a man were to have his choice, either a lion at his

foot, bound fast with three or four chains, his teeth

drawn out, and his claws pared to the quick, or an

angry cat in full liberty at his throat, he would take no

long time to determine.

I have been sometimes admiring the wonderful sig-

nificancy of that word persecution, and what various

interpretations it has acquired even within my memory.
VOL. VIII. 2 A
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When I was a boy, I often heard the Presbyterians

complain, that they were not permitted to serve God in

their own way : they said they did not repine at our

employments, but thought that all men who live peace

ably, ought to have liberty of conscience, and leave to

assemble. That impediment being removed at the Re

volution, they soon learned to swallow the Sacramental

Test, and began to take very large steps, wherein all

who offered to oppose them, were called men of a per

secuting spirit. During the time the bill against occa

sional conformity was on foot, persecution was every

day rung in our ears, and now at last the Sacramental

Test itself has the same name. Where then is this mat

ter likely to end, when the obtaining of one request, is

only used as a step to demand another? a lover is ever

complaining of cruelty, while anything is denied him;

when the lady ceases to be cruel, she is from the next

moment at his mercy: so persecution, it seems, is every

thing, that will riot leave it in men's power to perse

cute others.

There is one argument offered against a Sacramental

Test, by a sort of men, who are content to be styled of

the church of England, who perhaps attend its service

in the morning, and go with their wives to a conven

ticle in the afternoon, confessing they hear very good
doctrine in both. These men are much offended, that

so holy an institution, as that of the Lord's Supper,

should be made subservient to such mercenary purposes

as the getting of an employment. Now it seems, the

law, concluding all men to be members of that church

where they receive the sacrament ; and supposing all

men to live like Christians, (especially those who are to

have employments,) did imagine they received the sa-
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crarnent in course about four times a-year ; and there

fore only desired it might appear by certificate to the

public, that such, who took an office, were members of

the church established, by doing their ordinary duty.

However, lest we should offend them, we have often

desired they would deal candidly with us : for, if the

matter stuck only there, we would propose it in parlia

ment, that every man, who takes an employment, should,
instead of receiving the sacrament, be obliged to swear,
that he is a member of the church of Ireland by law es

tablished, with Episcopacy, and so forth ; and as they
do now in Scotland, to be true to the kirk. But when
we drive them thus far, they always retire to the main

body of the argument, urge the hardship that men
should be deprived the liberty of serving their Queen
and country, on account of their conscience; and in short

have recourse to the common style of their half bre

thren. Now, whether this be a sincere way of arguing,
I will appeal to any other judgment but theirs.

There is another topic of clamour somewhat parallel

to the foregoing : it seems by the Test clause, the mili

tary officers are obliged to receive the sacrament, as

well as the civil. And it is a matter of some patience,

to hear the dissenters declaiming upon this occasion :

they cry they are disarmed, they are used like Papists :

when an enemy appears at home, or from abroad, they
must sit still, and see their throats cut, or be hanged
for high treason if they offer to defend themselves. Mi
serable condition ! woful dilemma ! it is happy for us

all, that the Pretender was not apprized of this passive

Presbyterian principle, else he would have infallibly

landed in our northern parts, arid found them all sat

down in their formalities, as the Gauls did the Roman
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senators, ready to die with honour in their callings.

Sometimes to appease their indignation, we venture to

give them hopes, that in such a case, the government
will perhaps connive, and hardly be so severe to hang
them for defending it, against the letter of the law ; to

which they readily answer, that they will not lie at our

mercy, but let us fight our battles ourselves. Sometimes

we offer to get an act, by which, upon all Popish insur

rections at home, or Popish invasion from abroad, the

government shall be empowered to grant commissions

to all Protestants whatsoever, without that persecuting

circumstance of obliging them to say their prayers,

when they receive the sacrament : but they abhor all

thoughts of occasional commissions ; they will not do

our drudgery, and we reap the benefit : it is not worth

their while to fight pro arts etfocis ; and they had ra

ther lose their estates, liberties, religion, and lives, than

the pleasure of governing.

But to bring this discourse toward a conclusion : if

the dissenters will be satisfied with such a toleration by
law, as has been granted them in England, I believe

the majority of both Houses will fall readily in with it ;

farther, it will be hard to persuade this House of Com
mons, and perhaps much harder the next. For, to say
the truth, we make a mighty difference here between

suffering thistles to grow among us, and wearing them

for posies. We are fully convinced in our consciences,

that we shall always tolerate them ; but not quite so

fully that they will always tolerate us, when it comes

to their turn ; and we are the majority, and we are in

possession.

He who argues in defence of a law in force, not an

tiquated or obsolete, but lately enacted, is certainly on
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the safer side, and may be allowed to point out the dan

gers he conceives to foresee, in the abrogation of it.

For, if the consequences of repealing this clause

should at some time or other enable the Presbyterians
to work themselves up into the national church ; instead

of uniting Protestants, it would sow eternal divisions

among them. First, their own sects, which now lie

dormant, would be soon at cuffs again with each other

about power and preferment ; and the dissenting Epis-

copals, perhaps discontented to such a degree, as upon
some fair unhappy occasion, would be able to shake the

firmest loyalty, which none can deny theirs to be.

Neither is it very difficult to conjecture, from some

late proceedings, at what a rate this faction is likely to

drive, wherever it gets the whip and the seat. They
have already set up courts of spiritual judicature in

open contempt of the laws: they send missionaries

everywhere, without being invited, in order to convert

the church of England folks to Christianity. They are

as vigilant as I know who, to attend persons on their

death-beds, and for purposes much alike. And what

practices such principles as these (with many other that

might be invidious to mention) may spawn when they
are laid out to the sun, you may determine at leisure.

Lastly,Whether we are so entirelysure of their loyalty

upon the present foot of government, as you may ima

gine their detractors make a question, which, however,

does, I think, by no means affect the body of dissent

ers
; but the instance produced is, of some among their

leading teachers in the north, who, having refused the

abjuration oath, yet continue their preaching, and have

abundance of followers. The particulars are out of my
head ; but the fact is notorious enough, and I believe
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has been published ; I think it a pity, it has not been

remedied.

Thus, I have fairly given you, sir, my own opinion,

as well as that of a great majority in both Houses here,

relating to this weighty affair ; upon which I arn con

fident you may securely reckon. I will leave you to

jnake what use of it you please.

I am, with great respect, sir,

Yours, &c.
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A NAKKATIVE

OP THE SEVERAL ATTEMPTS, WHICH THE DISSENTERS OF IRELAND

HAVE MADE, FOR A REPEAL OF THE SACRAMENTAL TEST.

HUMBLY INSCRIBED TO THE CONFORMING NOBILITY AND GENTRY IN

IRELAND, 1731.*

the oath of supremacy was repealed, which

had been the church's great security, since the second

of Queen Elizabeth, against both Papists and Presby

terians, who equally refused it, it let in such a current

of dissenters into some of our corporations, as bore down
all before them.

Although the Sacramental Test had been for a con

siderable time in force in England, yet that law did

not reach Ireland, where the church was more oppress-

* This little tract was originally printed at Dublin in a periodi

cal paper called The Correspondent ; and was annexed to the second

edition of the Presbyterians' Plea of Merit ; and, to make room for

it, the Ode to Humphry French, Esq. (which stood in the first edi

tion) was omitted in the second. It may not be improper to observe,

that it was answered, in " A Vindication of the Protestant Dissent

ers, from the Aspersions cast upon them in a late Pamphlet, entitled,

the Presbyterians' Plea of Merit, &c. with some Remarks on a Paper

called The Correspondent, giving a pretended Narrative," &c.
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ed by dissenters, and where her most sanguine friends

were glad to compound, to preserve what legal security
she had left, rather than attempt any new, or even to

recover what she had lost ; and in truth they had no

reason to expect it, at a time when the dissenters had

the interest to have a motion made and debated in par

liament, that there might be a temporary repeal of all

the penal laws against them ; and when they were so

flushed with the conquest they had made in some cor

porations, as to reject all overtures of a toleration ; and,

to that end, had employed Mr Boyse* to write against
it with the utmost contempt, calling it

" a stone instead

of bread, a serpent instead of a fish."

When the church was in this situation, the clause of

the Sacramental Test was happily sent over from Eng
land, tacked to the Popery bill; which alarmed the whole

body of the dissenters to that degree, that their mana

gers began to ply with the greatest artifice and indus

try to prevent its passing into a law. But (to the ho

nour of that parliament be it spoken) the whole body
of both Lords and Commons (some few excepted) passed
the clause with great readiness, and defended it after

ward with as great resolution.

The immediate consequence of this law was the re

covery of several corporations from the dissenters, and

* The Rev. Samuel Boyse, a dissenting clergyman in Ulster, who
had entered the lists upon the points of controversy between the

Presbyterians and Church of England, and upon the Test Act. He
was a native of Yorkshire, but settled in Dublin, where he died in

1728. His works are published in two volumes folio, in the same

year.
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the preservation of others, to which that enterprizing

people had made very bold and quick approaches.

It was hoped that this signal defeat would have dis

couraged the dissenters from anyfarther attempts against
the law, which had so unanimously passed both Houses ;

but the contrary soon appeared : for, upon meeting of

the parliament held by the Earl of Pembroke,* they

quickly reassumed their wonted courage and confidence,

and made no doubt but they should either procure an

absolute repeal thereof, or get it so far relaxed, as that

they might be admitted to offices of military trust : to

this they apprehended themselves encouraged by a pa

ragraph in his excellency's speech to both Houses, (which

they applied to themselves,) which was,
" that the

Queen would be glad of any expedient, for strength

ening the interest of her Protestant subjects of Ire

land."

The advocates for the dissenters immediately took

hold of this handle ; and, in order to prepare the way
for this expedient, insisting boldly upon their merit and

loyalty, charged the church with persecution, and ex

tolled their signal behaviour in the late Revolution to

that degree, as if by their singular prowess they had

saved the nation.

But all this was only to prepare the way for the

grand engine, which was forming to beat down this

law ; and that was their expedient-addresses.

The first of this kind was, from a provincial synod
of the northern dissenters, beginning with high enco

miums upon themselves, and as high demands from the

His lordship's viceroyalty commenced April 7, 1707-
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public,
" for their untainted loyalty in all turns of go

vernment, which," they said,
" was the natural conse

quence of their known principles ;" expressions, which,

had they been applied to them by their adversaries,

must have been understood as spoken ironically ; and,

indeed, to have been the greatest sarcasm imaginable

upon them (especially when we consider the insolent

treatment given to her late Majesty in the very same

address ;) for, immediately after they pass this compli
ment upon themselves, they tell her Majesty, they deep

ly regret the Sacramental Test ; and frankly declare,

that neither the gentlemen nor people of their persua
sion could (they must mean would] serve her, what

ever exigencies might arise, unless that law was re

pealed.

The managers for the kirk, following this precedent,

endeavoured to obtain addresses to the same purpose
from the corporations ; and though they proved un

successful in most, they procured them from our most

considerable conforming corporations ; and that too at

a critical juncture, when numbers of Scotch Presbyte

rians, who had deserved well in the affair of the Union,

and could not be rewarded in England, (where the Test

Act was in force,) stood ready to overrun our prefer

ments as soon as the Test should be repealed in Ire

land.

But, after all, when it came to a decisive trial in the

House of Commons, the dissenters were defeated.

When the managers found the House of Commons
could not be brought into that scheme of an expedient,

to be offered by them ; their refinement upon this was,

to move for an address,
" That the House would accept

of an expedient from her Majesty ;" but this also was
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rejected ; for, by this project, the managers would have

led the Queen into this dilemma, either to disoblige the

whole body of the dissenters, by refusing to name the

expedient, or else to give up the conformists to the in

sults arid encroachments of the dissenters, by the re

peal of that law, which was declared by the House of

Lords to be the great security of the established church,

and of the English interest in Ireland.

The next attempt they made against the Test was

during the government of Lord Wharton.* The dis

senters seemed more resolute now than ever to have

the Test repealed, especially when his excellency had

declared from the throne,
" that they were neither to be

persecuted nor molested." For they, who had all along
called the Test Act a persecution, might reasonably con

clude that grievance would be removed ; when they
were told by the chief governor, that "

they were not

even to be molested." But, to their great confusion,

they were soon undeceived, when they found, upon trial,

that the House of Commons would not bear the least

motion toward it.

Their movements to repeal the Test being stopped

this way, the managers were obliged to take several

other ways to come at it : and at the time that some

pretended to sooth, others seemed to threaten even the

legislature.

There happened about that time, when the project

of the expedient was on foot, an excellent occasion to

express their resentments against this law, and that

was, when great numbers of them refused the oath of

Appointed lord-lieutenant November 25, 1708.
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allegiance, and to oppose the Pretender ; insisting upon
a repeal of the Test Act, as the condition of their arm

ing in defence of their Queen and country. The go
vernment was not reduced to such straits, as to sub

mit to that condition : and the Test stood firm, in spite

of both the dissenters and the Pretender, until the lat

ter was driven from our coasts ; and then one would

have thought the hopes of the former would have va

nished with him.

But it proved quite contrary : for those sons of the

earth, rebounding with fresh vigour from their fall, re

covered new strength and spirit from every defeat ; and

the next attempt was bolder (considering the circum

stance they were in) than any they had made before.

The case was this : the House of Lords of Ireland

had accused them to the Queen of several illegal prac

tices, which highly concerned the safety of our consti

tution both in church and -state: the particulars of

which charge were summed up in a representation from

the Lords to this effect :

" That they (the dissenters) had opposed and perse

cuted the conformists in those parts where thejr power

prevailed, had invaded their congregation, propagated
their schism in places where it had not the least footing

formerly ; that they were protected from a legal pro
secution by a noli prosequi in the case of Drogheda ;

that they refused to take conforming apprentices, and

confined trade among themselves, exclusive of the con

formists ; that, in their illegal assemblies, they had

prosecuted and censured their people for being married

according to law ; that they have thrown public and

scandalous reflections upon the Episcopal order, and

upon our laws, particularly the Sacramental Test, and
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had misapplied the royal bounty of ISQQl.per annum in

propagating their schism, and undermining the church ;

and had exercised an illegal jurisdiction in their pres

byteries and synods, &c."

To this representation of the Lords, the dissenters

remonstrate in an address to the Queen, or rather an

appeal to their own people ; in which, although it is

evident they were conscious of those crimes whereof

they stood accused, as appears by the evasions they
make to this high charge ; yet, even under these cir

cumstances, (such was their modesty,) they pressed for

a repeal of the Test Act, by the modest appellation of a

grievance, and odious mark of infamy, &c.

One particular in another address I cannot omit.

The House of Lords, in their representation, had ac

cused one dissenting teacher in particular, (well known
to Mr Boyse ;)

the charge was in these words :
" Nor

has the legislature itself escaped the censure of a bold

author of theirs, who has published in print, that the

Sacramental Test is only an engine to advance a state

faction, and to debase religion, to serve base and un

worthy purposes."

To this Mr Boyse answers, in an address to the

Queen, in the year 1712, subscribed only by himself

and five more dissenting teachers, in the following man

ner :

" As to this part of their Lordships' complaint, we

beg leave to lay before your Majesty the words of that

author ; which are these : Nor can we altogether ex

cuse those who turn the holy Eucharist into an engine

to advance a statefaction., and endeavour to confine the

communion table of our Lord., by their arbitrary en

closures, to a party : religion is thereby debased, to
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serve mean and unworthy purposes. We humbly con

ceive, that the author, in that passage, makes no men
tion of the legislature at all, &c. ; and we cannot omit,

on this occasion, to regret it, as the great unhappiness
of a kingdom, that dissenters should now be disabled

from concurring in the defence of it, in any future ex

igency and danger, and should have the same infamy

put upon them with the Irish Papists. We therefore

humbly hope, that your Majesty shall consider, how
little real grounds there are for those complaints made

by their Lordships."

What a mixture of impudence and prevarication is

this ! That one dissenting teacher, accused to his prince

of having censured the legislature, should presume,
backed only by five more of the same quality and pro

fession, to transcribe the guilty paragraph, and (to se

cure his meaning from all possibility of being mistaken)

annex another to it ; wherein they rail at that very law

for which he in so audacious a manner censured the

Queen and Parliament, and at the same time should ex

pect to be acquitted by her Majesty, because he had not

mentioned the word legislature. It is true, the word

legislature is not expressed in that paragraph ; but let

Mr Boyse* say, what other power but the legislature

could in this sense,
" turn the holy Eucharist into an

engine to advance a state faction, or confine offices of

trust, or the communion table of our Lord, by their ar-

* Mr Boyse is here and in other places, spoken of as alive, which

was the case, I presume, when the tract first appeared in the Cor

respondent. But as his funeral sermon was preached 8th December,

1728, he was certainly dead before the republication.
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bitraiy enclosures, to a party." It is plain he can from

his principles intend no others but the legislators of the

Sacramental Test ; though, at the same time, I freely

own, that this is a vile description of them ; for nei

ther have they by this law made the Sacramental Test

an engine to advance, but rather to depress, a state fac

tion ;
nor have they made any arbitrary enclosures of the

communion table of the Lord, since as many as please

may receive the sacrament with us in our churches ;

and those who will not may freely, as before, receive it

in their separate congregations : nor, in the last place,

is religion hereby debased to serve mean and unworthy

purposes ; nor is it any more than all lawgivers do, by

enjoining an oath of allegiance, and making that a re

ligious test ; for an oath is an act of religious worship,

as well as the Eucharist.

Upon the whole, is not this an instance of prodigious

boldness in Jo. Boyse, backed with only five dissenting

teachers, thus to recriminate upon the Irish House of

Lords, (as they were pleased to call them in the title of

their printed address ;)
and almost to insist with her

Majesty upon the repeal of the law, which she had

stamped with her royal authority but a few years be

fore ?

The next attempt of the dissenters against this law

was macje during the government of the Duke of

Shrewsbury,* by the whole compacted body of their

teachers and elders, with a formidable engine, caUed a

representation of grievances ; in which, after they had

reviled the Test Act with the same odious appellations,

* From September 1713, till the Queen's death.
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and insisted upon the same insolent arguments for the

repeal thereof, which they had formerly urged to the

Queen, they expressed themselves to his grace in these

words :
" We beg leave to say, that those persons must

be inexcusable, and chargeable with all the bad conse

quences that may follow, who, in such a kingdom as

this, and at such a time as this, disable, disgrace, and

divide Protestants ; a thing that ought not to be done

at any time, or in any place, much less then in this,"

&c.

Is it possible to conceive anything more provoking
than this humble supplication of these remonstrators ?

Does not this sound like a demand of the repeal of the

Test, at the peril of those who dare refuse it ? Is it

not an application with a hat in one hand, and a sword

in the other, and that too in the style of a King of Ul

ster, to a King of Connaught
"
Repeal the Test, or if

you don't
"

But to proceed in this narrative : notwithstanding
the defeat of the dissenters in England, in their late

attempt against the Test, their brethren in Ireland are

so far from being discouraged, that they seem now to

conceive greater hopes of having it repealed here than

ever. In order to prepare necessaries, and furnish to

pics for this attempt, there was a paper printed upon
the opening of last session, and now republished, en

titled,
" The Nature and Consequences of the Sacra

mental Test considered, with Reasons humbly offered

for the Repeal thereof."

It is not my intention to follow this author through
all the mazes and windings of his reasoning upon this

subject, which, in truth, seem such incoherent shreds,

that it is impossible to tie them together ; and there-
is
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fore what I propose is to answer such objections to the

Test, as are advanced either by this author or any
other, which have any appearance of reason or plausi

bility.

I know it is not prudent to despise an adversary,
nor fair to prepossess readers, before I shew this bold

and insolent writer in his proper figure and dress ; and

therefore, however I may take him to be a feeble advo

cate for the repeal of the Test in point of reasoning, yet
I freely allow him to be a most resolute champion in

point of courage, who has, with such intrepidity, at

tacked not only the first enactors of this law, but all

such who shall continue it, by giving their negatives to

the repeal.

Page 19, he says,
" the truth is the imposition of

the Test, and continuing it in such a state of the king
dom, appears (at first sight) so great an absurdity in

politics, as can never be accounted for."

Who are these absurd politicians ? are they not the

majority of both Houses of Parliament ?

But, to strengthen his reflections, page 26, he gives

the whole legislature to understand,
" that continuing

the Test, does not become the wisdom and justice of the

legislature, under the pretence of its being for the ad

vantage of the state, when it is really prejudicial to it :"

and farther tells us,
"

it infringes on the indisputable

right of the dissenters."

Page 57, he says,
" The gentlemen of the House of

Commons, who framed the bill to prevent the farther

growth of Popery, instead of approving the Test clause

which was inserted, publicly declared their dislike to

it, and their resolution to take the first opportunity of

repealing it, though at that time they unwillingly pass-

VOL. VIII. 2 B
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ed it, rather than lose a bill they were so fond of. This

resolution has not been as yet fulfilled, for what rea

sons our worthy patriots themselves know best."

I should be glad this author would inform us, who
and how many of those members joined in this resolu

tion to repeal the Test ; or where that resolution is to

be found, which he mentions twice in that same para

graph ; surely not in the books of the House of Com

mons^
If not, suppose some few gentlemen of the House of

Commons (and to be sure very few they were) who

publicly declared their dislike to it, or entered into any
resolution ; this,, I think, he should have explained, and

not insinuated so gross a reflection on a majority of the

House of Commons, who first passed this law, and have

ever since opposed all attempts to repeal it ; these are

the gentlemen whom;, in sarcasm and irony, he is

pleased to call the worthy, that is, the unworthy pa
triots themselves.

But, to mention no more, he concludes his notable

piece with these remarkable words, page 62, 63 :

" Thus it appears, with regard to the Protestant suc

cession, which has now happily taken place, how rea

sonable it is to repeal the Sacramental Test ; and that

granting that favour to the Dissenters, [which, by the

by, cannot be granted but by parliament,] can be dis

agreeable to none who have a just sense of the many

blessings we enjoy by the Protestant succession in his

Majesty's royal family."

I conceive it will be readily allowed, that, in all ap

plications from any body of men, or particular subjects,

to the legislature, the highest encomiums are to be look

ed upon as purely complimental ; but that the least in-
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sinuation of disrespect ought to be considered in the

strictest sense the expressions can bear. Now, ifwe ap

ply this observation to what this bold adventurer has

said with respect to the legislators of the Sacramental

Test, does he not directly and plainly charge them with

injustice, imprudence, gross absurdity, and Jacobitism ?

Let the most prejudiced reader, that is not predeter

mined against conviction, say, whether this libeller of

the parliament has not drawn up a high charge against

the makers and continuers of this law.

Notwithstanding my resentment, which to be sure he

does not value, I would be sorry he should bring upon
himself the resentment of those he has been so free with.

Is not this author justly to be reputed a defamer, till he

produces instances wherein the conforming nobility and

gentry of Ireland, have shewn their disaffection to the

succession of the illustrious house of Hanover ?

Did they ever refuse the oath of abjuration, or sup

port any conforming nonjuring teachers in their con

gregations ? Did ever any conforming gentlemen, or

common people, refuse to be arrayed, when the militia

was raised upon the invasion of the Pretender ? Did

any of them ever shew the least reluctance, or make any

exception against their officers, whether they were dis

senters or churchmen ?

It may be said, that, from these insinuations, I would

have it understood, that the dissenters encouraged some

of their teachers who refused the oath of abjuration ;

and that, even in the article of danger, when the Pre

tender made an attempt in Scotland, our northern Pres

byterians shewed great reluctance in taking arms upon

the array of the militia.

I freely own it is my intention ; and I must affirm
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both facts to be true, however they have the assurance

to deny it.

What can be more notorious, than the protection,

countenance, and support, which was continued to Rid-

dall, M'Bride, and M'Crackan, who absolutely refused

the oath of abjuration, and yet were continued to teach

in their congregations after they returned from Scot

land, when a prosecution was directed, and a council in

criminal causes was sent down to the county of Antrim,

to prosecute them ? With respect to the parliament ;

Did every any House of Commons shew greater alacrity

in raising money, and equipping ships in defence of the

King, than the last House did upon the expected inva

sion of the Pretender ? And did ever any parliament

give money with greater unanimity, for the support of

the Crown, than the present has done, whatever the

wants of their private families might be ? And must a

very great majority of those persons be branded with

the infamous aspersion of disaffection to the illustrious

house of Hanover, should they refuse to give their voi

ces for the repeal of the Test ?

I am fully persuaded that this author, and his fellow-

labourers, do not believe one word of this heavy charge ;

but their present circumstances are such, that they

must run all hazards.

A great number of the nonconforming gentlemen

daily leave them. Many men, whose fathers were eld

ers, or rigid nonconformists, are now constant commu

nicants, and justices of peace in their several counties ;

insomuch that it is highly probable, should the Test

continue twenty years longer, that there would not be

a gentleman left to solicit a repeal.

I shall hereafter take occasion to shew how inconsi-
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lerable they are, for their numbers and fortunes, who
can be served or obliged by this repeal, which number
is daily lessening. The dissenting teachers are sufficient

ly aware, that the general conformity of the gentlemen
will be followed by the conformity of numbers of the

people ; and, should it not be so, that they will be but

poorly supported by them ; that by the continuance of

the Test, their craft will be in danger to be set at naught,
and in all probability will end in a general conformity
of the Presbyterians to the established church. So that

they have the strongest reasons in the world to press

for a repeal of the Test ; but those reasons must have

tqual force for the continuance of it, with all that wish

the peace of the church and state, and would not have

us torn in pieces with endless and causeless divisions.

There is one short passage more I had like to have

omitted, which our author leaves as a sting in the tail

of his libel ; his words are these, p, 59-'
" The truth is,

no one party of a religious denomination, in Britain or

Ireland, were so united as they, (the dissenters,) indeed

no one but they, in an inviolable attachment to the Pro

testant succession," To detect the folly of this asser

tion, I subjoin the following letter from a person of

known integrity, and inviolably attached to the Protest

ant succession as any dissenter in the kingdom ; I mean

Mr Warreng, of Warrengstown, then a member of par

liament, and commissioner of array in the county of

Down, upon the expected invasion of the Pretender.

This letter was writ in a short time after the array of

the militia ; for the truth of which I refer to Mr War

reng himself :

"
Sir, that I may fulfil your desire, by giving you an
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account how the dissenters in my neighbourhood beha

ved themselves when we were threatened with an in

vasion of the Pretender, be pleased to know, that, upon
an alarm given of his being landed near Derry, none

were more zealous in setting watch and keeping guard
than they, to prevent such disorders as might happen
at that time by ill-designing persons passing through
and disturbing the peace of the country.

"
But, when the government thought fit to have the

kingdom arrayed, and sent commissioners into these

parts, some time after, it appeared that the dissenters

had by that time been otherwise instructed ; for several,

who were so forward before, behaved themselves after

a very different manner, some refusing, and others with

reluctancy appearing upon the array, to be enlisted and

serve in the militia.

" This behaviour surprised me so much, that I took

occasion to discourse several of them, over whom I

thought I had as much influence as any other person,

and sound them upon the common argument of having
their hands tied by a late act of parliament, &c. Where

upon I took some pains to shew the act to them, and

wherein they were mistaken. I farther pressed their

concurrence with us, in procuring the common peace

and security of our country ; and though they seemed

convinced by what I said, yet I was given to under

stand, their behaviour was according to the sentiments

of some persons, whom they thought themselves obli

ged to observe, or to be directed by," &c.
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THE

PRESBYTERIANS' PLEA OF MERIT,

IN ORDER TO TAKE OFF THE TEST, )

IMPARTIALLY EXAMINED, 1731.

WE have been told, in the common newspapers, that

all attempts are to be made this session by the Presby
terians, and their abettors, for taking off the Test

;
as a

kind of preparatory step to make it go down smoother

in England. For, if once their light would so shine, the

Papists, delighted with the blaze, would all come in and

dance about it. This I take to be a prudent method ;

like that of a discreet physician, who first gives a new
medicine to a dog, before he prescribes it to a human
creature.

The Presbyterians have, ever since the Revolution,

directed their learned casuists to employ their pens on

this subject, by shewing their merits and pretensions,

upon which they claim this justice, as founded upon the

services they did toward the restoration of King Charles

the' Second, and at the Revolution under the Prince of

Orange. Which pleas I take to be the most singular in

their kind, that ever were offered in the face of the sun,
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against the most glaring lights of truth, and against a

continuation of public facts, known to all Europe, for

twenty years together. I shall therefore impartially ex

amine the merits and conduct of the Presbyterians upon
those two great events ; and the pretensions to favour

which they challenge upon them.

Soon after the reformation in the Church in England,
under Edward the Sixth, upon Queen Mary's succeed

ing to the crown, (who restored Popery,) many Protes

tants fled out of England, to escape the persecution

raised against the Church, as her brother had left it

established. Some of these exiles went to Geneva ; which

city had received the doctrine of Calvin, and rejected

the government of bishops, with manyother refinements.

These English exiles readily embraced the Geneva sys

tem ; and having added farther improvements of their

own, upon Queen Mary's death returned to England ;

where they preached up their own opinions, inveighing

bitterly against episcopacy, and all rites and ceremonies,

however innocent and ancient in the Church : building

upon this foundation, to run as far as possible from Po

pery, even in the most minute and indifferent circum

stances. This faction, under the name of Puritan, be

came very turbulent during the whole reign of Queen

Elizabeth, and were always discouraged by that wise

queen, as well as by her two successors. However, their

numbers, as well as their insolence and perverseness,

so far increased, that soon after the death of King James

the First, many instances of their petulancy and scur

rility are to be seen in their pamphlets, written for some

years after, (which was a trade they began in the days
of Queen Elizabeth,) particularly with great rancour

against the bishops, the habits, and the ceremonies :
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such were those scurrilous libels under the title of Mar
tin Mar-prelate, and several others. Arid although the

Earl of Clarendon tells us, until the year 1640 (as I

remember) the kingdom was in a state of perfect peace
and happiness, without the least appearance of thought
or design toward making any alterations in religion or

government ; yet I have found, by often rummaging
for old books in Little Britain and Duck-Lane, a great
number of pamphlets, printed from the year 1550 to

1640, full of as bold and impious railing expressions

against the lawful power of the Crown, and the order of

bishops, as ever were uttered during the rebellion, or

the whole subsequent tyranny of that fanatic anarchy.

However, I find it manifest, that Puritanism did not

erect itself into a new, separate species of religion, till

some time after the rebellion began : for, in the latter

times of King James the First, and the former part of

his son, there were several Puritan bishops, and many
Puritan private clergymen ; while people went, as their

inclinations led them, to hear preachers of each party
in the parish churches ; for the Puritan clergy had re

ceived Episcopal orders, as well as the rest. But soon

after the rebellion broke out, the term Puritan gradual

ly dropped, and that of Presbyterian succeeded ; which

sect was, in two or three years, established in all its

forms, by what they called an ordinance of the Lords

and Commons, without consulting the King, who was

then at war against his rebels. And from this period

the church continued under persecution, until monarchy
was restored in the year 1660.

In a year or two after, we began to hear of a new

party risen, and growing in the Parliament as well as
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the army, under the name of Independent : it spread
indeed somewhat more in the latter, but not equal with

the Presbyterians, either in weight or number, until the

very time the King was murdered.

When the King, who was then a prisoner in the Isle

of Wight, had made his last concessions for a peace to

the commissioners of the Parliament, who attended him

there : upon their return to London, they reported his

Majesty's answer to the House : whereupon a number

of moderate members, who, as Ludlow says, had secu

red their own terms with that prince, managed with so

much art, as to obtain a majority, in a thin house, for

passing a vote, that the King's concessions were a ground
for future settlement. But the great officers of the army,

joining with the discontented members, came to a reso

lution of excluding all those who had consented to that

vote ; which they executed in a military way. Ireton

told Fairfax the General, a rigid Presbyterian, of this

resolution ; who thereupon issued his orders for draw

ing out the army the next morning, and placing guards
in -Westminster-hall, the Court of Requests, and the

lobby ; who, in obedience to the General, in conjunction

with those members who opposed the vote, would let

no member enter the House, except those of their own

party. Upon which, the question for bringing the King
to justice was immediately put, and carried without

opposition that I can find. Then an order was made for

his trial ; the time and place appointed ; the judges

named, of whom Fairfax himself was one ; although,

by the advice or threats of his wife, he declined sitting

among them. However, by fresh orders under his own

hand, .which I have seen in print, he appointed guards
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to attend the judges at the trial, and to keep the city in

quiet ; as he did likewise to prevent any opposition from
the people, upon the day of execution.

From what I have already deduced, it appears ma
nifest, that the differences between those two sects,

Presbyterian and Independent, did not then amount to

half so much as what there is between a Whig and Tory
at present among us. The design of utterly extirpating

monarchy and episcopacy, was equally the same in both ;

evidently the consequence of the very same principles,

upon which the Presbyterians alone began, continued,
and would have ended in the same events ; if, toward
the conclusion, they had not been bearded by that new

party with whom they could not agree about dividing
the spoil. However, they held a good share of civil and

military employments during the whole time of the

usurpation ; and their names, actions, and preferments,
are frequent in the accounts of those times. For I make
no doubt, that all the prudent Presbyterians complied
in proper seasons, falling in with the stream

; and there

by got that share in employments, which many of them
held to the Restoration ; and perhaps too many of them
after. In the same manner, we find our wisest Tories

in both kingdoms, upon the change of hands and mea
sures at the Queen's death, have endeavoured for seve

ral years, by due compliances, to recover the time they
had lost by a temporary obstinacy ; wherein they have

well succeeded, according to their degrees of merit ;

of whose names I could here make honourable mention,

if I did not fear it might offend their modesty. As to

what is alleged, that some of the Presbyterians decla

red openly against the King's murder, I allow it to be

true. But from what motives ? No other can possibly
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be assigned, than perfect spite, rage, and envy, to find

themselves wormed out of all power by a new infant

spawn of Independents, sprung from their own bowels.

It is true, the differences in religious tenets between

them are very few and trifling ; the chief quarrel, as far

as I remember, relating to congregational and national

assemblies. But whatever interest or power thinks fit to

interfere, it little imports what principles the opposite

parties think fit to charge upon each other : for we see

at this day, that the Tories are more hated by the whole

set of zealous Whigs than the very Papists themselves ;

,and in effect as much unqualified for the smallest office :

although both these parties assert themselves to be of

the same religion, in all its branches of doctrine and

discipline ; and profess the same loyalty to the same

Protestant King and his heirs.

If the reader would know what became of this Inde

pendent party, upon whom all the mischief is charged

by their Presbyterian brethren, he may please to ob

serve, that during the whole usurpation, they contend

ed by degrees with their parent sect, and, as I have al

ready said, shared in employments, and gradually, after

the Restoration,mingled with the mass of Presbyterians ;

lying ever since undistinguished in the herd of dissent

ers.

The Presbyterian merit is of as little weight, when

they allege themselves instrumental toward the King's

restoration. The kingdom grew tired with those ridi

culous models of government : first, by a House of Lords

and Commons without a king ; then, without bishops ;

afterward by a rump
* and lords temporal ; then, by a

* Tki name was given to that part of the House of Common
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rump alone ; next, by a single person for life, in con

junction with a council ; by agitators ; by major-gene
rals ; by a new kind of representatives from the three

kingdoms ; by the keepers of the liberties of England ;

with other schemes that have slipped out of my me

mory. Cromwell was dead ; his son, Richard, a weak,

ignorant wretch, who gave up his monarchy much in

the same manner with the two usurping kings of Brent

ford ;* the people harassed with taxes and other oppres
sions. The King's party, then called the Cavaliers, be

gan to recover their spirits. The few nobility scattered

through the kingdom, who lived in a most retired man
ner, observing the confusion of things, could no longer
endure to be ridden by bakers, cobblers, brewers, and the

like, at the head of armies, and plundering everywhere
like French dragoons. The rump assembly grew des

picable to those who had raised them : the city of Lon

don, exhausted by almost twenty years contributing to

their own ruin, declared against them. The rump, af

ter many deaths and resurrections, was, in the most

contemptuous manner, kicked out, and burned in effi

gy : the excluded members were let in ; a free Parlia

ment called, in as legal a manner as the times would

allow ; and the King restored.

The second claim of Presbyterian merit is founded

upon their services against the dangerous designs of

King James the Second, while that prince was using all

his endeavours to introduce Popery, which he openly

professed upon his coming to the crown : to this they

which remained after the moderate men had been expelled by military

force.
*
In the Rehearsal.
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add their eminent services at the Revolution, under the

Prince of Orange.

Now, the quantum of Presbyterian merit during the

four years' reign of that weak, bigotted, and ill-advised

prince, as well as at the time of the Revolution, will

easily be computed, by a recourse to a great number of

histories, pamphlets, and public papers, printed in those

times, and some afterward ; beside the verbal testimo

nies of many persons yet alive, who are old enough to

have known and observed the dissenters' conduct in

that critical period.

It is agreed, that upon King Charles the Second's

death, soon after his successor had publicly owned him

self a Roman Catholic, he began with his first caresses

to the church party ; from whom having received very

cold, discouraging answers, he applied to the Presby
terian leaders and teachers ; being advised by the priests

and Popish courtiers, that the safest method toward in

troducing his own religion would be, by taking off the

Sacramental Test, and giving a full liberty of conscience

to all religions, I suppose, that professed Christianity.

It seems that the Presbyterians, in the latter years of

King Charles the Second, upon account of certain plots,

(allowed by Bishop Burnet to be genuine,) had been for

a short time forbidden to hold their conventicles : where

upon these charitable Christians, out of perfect resent

ment against the church, received the gracious offers of

King James, with the strongest professions of loyalty,

and highest acknowledgments for his favour. I have

seen several of their addresses, full of thanks and praises,

with bitter insinuations of what they had suffered ;

putting themselves and the Papists upon the same foot,

as fellow-sufferers for conscience ; and with the style
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of our brethren the Roman Catholics. About this time

began the project of closeting, which has since been

practised many times with more art and success, where
the principal gentlemen of the kingdom were privately
catechised by his Majesty, to know whether, if a new

parliament were called, they would agree to pass an act

for repealing the Sacramental Test, and establishing a

general liberty of conscience. But he received so little

encouragement, that, despairing of success, he had re

course to his dispensing power, which the judges had

determined to be part of his prerogative. By colour of

this determination, he preferred several Presbyterians,

and many Papists, to civil and military employments.
While the king was thus busied, it is well known that

Monsieur Fagel, the Dutch envoy in London, delivered

the opinion of the Prince and Princess of Orange con

cerning the repeal of the Test ; whereof the king had

sent an account to their highnesses, to know how far

they approved of it. The substance of their answer, as

reported by Fagel, was this
" That their highnesses

thought very well of a liberty of conscience ; but by
no means of giving employments to any other persons,

than those who were of the national church." This

opinion was confirmed by several reasons : I cannot be

more particular, not having the paper by me, although

it has been printed in many accounts of those times.

And thus much every moderate churchman would per

haps submit to : but to trust any part of the civil power
in the hands of those, whose interest, inclination, con

science, and former practices, have been wholly turned

to introduce a different system of religion and govern

ment, has very few examples in any Christian state ;
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nor any at all in Holland, the great patroness of uni

versal toleration.

Upon the first intelligence King James received of an

intended invasion by the Prince ofOrange, among great

numbers of Papists, to increase his troops, he gave com

missions to several Presbyterians ; some of whom had

been officers under the rump ; and particularly he placed

one Richards, a noted Presbyterian, at the head of a

regiment, who had been governor of Wexford in Crom
well's time, and is often mentioned by Ludlow in his

Memoirs. This regiment was raised in England against

the Prince of Orange : the colonel made his son a cap

tain, whom I knew, and who was as zealous a Presby
terian as his father. However, at the time of the prince's

landing, the father, easily foreseeing how things would

go, went over, like many others, to the prince, who con

tinued him in his regiment ; but coming over a year

or two after, to assist in raising the siege of Derry, he

behaved himself so like either a coward or a traitor,

that his regiment was taken from him.

I will now consider the conduct of the church party,

during the whole reign of that unfortunate king. They
were so unanimous against promising to pass an act for

repealing the Test, and establishing a general liberty of

conscience, that the king durst not trust a parliament;

but, encouraged by the professions of loyalty given him

by his Presbyterian friends, went on with his dispen

sing power.
The church clergy, at that time, are allowed to have

written the best collection of tracts, against Popery,
that ever appeared in England ; which are to this day
in the highest esteem. But, upon the strictest inquiry,

I could never hear of above one or two papers publish-
14
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ed by the Presbyterians at that time upon the same

subject. Seven great prelates (he of Canterbury among
the rest) were sent to the Tower for presenting a pe
tition, wherein they desired to be excused in not obey

ing an illegal command from the King. The Bishop of

London, Dr Compton, was summoned to answer before

the commissioners for ecclesiastical affairs, for not sus

pending Dr Sharp (afterward Archbishop of York) by
the King's command. If the Presbyterians expressed
the same zeal upon any occasion, the instances of it are

not, as I can find, left upon record, or transmitted by
tradition. The proceedings against Magdalen College
in Oxford, for refusing to comply with the King's man
date for admitting a professed Papist upon their foun

dation, are a standing proof of the courage 'and firm

ness in religion shewn by that learned society, to the

ruin of their fortunes. The Presbyterians know very

well, that I could produce many more instances of the

same kind. But these are enough in so short a paper
as I intend at present.

It is indeed very true, that after King William was

settled on the English throne, the Presbyterians began
to appear, and offer their credentials, and demand fa

vour : and the new King, having been originally bred a

Calvinist, was desirous enough to make them easy (if

that would do it) by a legal toleration ; although in his

heart he never bore much affection to that sect ; nor

designed to favour them farther than it stood with the

present scheme of politics ; as I have long since been

assured by the greatest men of Whig principles at that

time in England.
It is likewise true, nor will it be denied, that when

the King was possessed of the English crown, and the

VOL. VIII. 2 C
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remainder of the quarrel was left to be decided in this

kingdom ; the Presbyterians wisely chose to join with

the Protestant army, rather than with that of King
James their old friend, whose affairs were then in a

manner desperate. They were wise enough to know,
that this kingdom, divided against itself, could never

prevail against the united power of England. They

fought pro aris etfocis; for their estates and religion ;

which latter will never suffer so much by the church

of England as by that of Rome, where they are count

ed heretics as well as we : and consequently they have

no other game to play. But what merit they can build

upon having joined with a Protestant army, under a

King they acknowledged, to defend their own liberties

and properties against a Popish enemy, under an abdi

cated King, is, I confess, to me absolutely inconceivable ;

and I believe will equally be so for ever to any reason

able man.

When these sectaries were several years ago making
the same attempt for abolishing the Test, many ground

less reports were industriously and seasonably spread,

of an invasion threatened by the Pretender on the north

of Ireland. At which time, the Presbyterians, in their

pamphlets, argued in a menacing manner, that if the

Pretender should invade those parts of the kingdom,

where the numbers and estates of dissenters chiefly lay,

they would sit still, and let us fight our own battles ;

since they were to reap no advantage, whichever side

should be victors. If this were the course they intend

ed to take in such a case, I should desire to know, how

they could contrive safely to stand neuters, otherwise

than by a compact with the Pretender and his army,

to support their neutrality, and protect them against
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the forces of the Crown ? This is a necessary supposi
tion ; because they must otherwise have inevitably
been a prey to both. However, by this frank declara

tion, they sufficiently shewed their good-will, and con

firmed the common charge laid at their door, that- a

Scottish or northern Presbyterian hates our Episcopal
established church more than Popery itself. And the

reason for this hatred is natural enough ; because it is

the church alone that stands in the way between them

and power, which Popery does not.

Upon this occasion, I am in some doubt whether the

political spreaders of those chimerical invasions, made

a judicious choice, in fixing the northern parts of Ire

land for that romantic enterprize. Nor can I well un

derstand the wisdom of the Presbyterians, in counte

nancing and confirming those reports ; because it seems

to cast a most infamous reflection upon the loyalty and

religious principles of their whole body : for, if there

had been any truth in the matter, the consequence must

have been allowed, that the Pretender counted upon
more assistance from his father's friends the Presbyte

rians, by choosing to land in those very parts where

their number, wealth, and power, most prevailed, rather

than among those of his own religion. And therefore,

in charity to this sect, I rather incline to believe, that

those reports of an invasion were formed and spread

by the race of small politicians, in order to do a sea

sonable job.

As to Popery in general, which for a thousand years

past has been introducing and multiplying corruptions

both in doctrine and discipline ; I look upon it to be the

most absurd system of Christianity professed by any

nation. But I cannot apprehend this kingdom to be in
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much danger from it. The estates of Papists are very

few, crumbling into small parcels, and daily diminish

ing ; their common people are sunk in poverty, igno

rance, and cowardice, and of as little consequence as

women and children. Their nobility and gentry are at

least one-half ruined, banished, or converted : they all

soundly feel the smart of what they suffered in the last

Irish war ; some of them are already retired into fo

reign countries ; others, as I am told, intend to follow

them ; and the rest, I believe, to a man, who still pos
sess any lands, are absolutely determined never to ha

zard them again, for the sake of establishing their su

perstition. If it had been thought fit, as some observe,

to abate of the law's rigour against Popery in this king

dom, I am confident it was done for very wise reasons,

considering the situation of affairs abroad at different

times, and the interest of the Protestant religion in ge
neral. And as I do not find the least fault in this pro

ceeding, so I do not conceive, why a sunk discarded

party, who neither expect nor desire anything more

than a quiet life, should, under the names of highflyers,

Jacobites, and many other vile appellations, be charged
so often, in print and at common tables, with endea

vouring to introduce Popery and the Pretender ; while

the Papists abhor them above all other men, on account

of severities against their priests in her late Majesty's

reign, when the now disbanded reprobate party was in

power. This I was convinced of some years ago by a

long journey into the southern parts ; where I had the

curiosity to send for many priests of the parishes I

passed through, and to my great satisfaction found them

everywhere abounding in professions of loyalty to the

late King George ; for which they gave me the reason-
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above-mentioned ; at the same time complaining bitter

ly of the hardships they suffered under the Queen's last

ministry.

I return from this digression to the modest demands
of the Presbyterians for a repeal of the Sacramental

Test, as a reward for their merits at the Restoration and
the Revolution ; which merits I have fairly represented,
as well as my memory would allow me. If I have com
mitted any mistakes, they must be of little moment.
The facts and principal circumstances are what I have

obtained and digested from reading the histories of

those times written by each party ; and many thousands

have done the same as well as I, who I am sure have

in their minds drawn the same conclusions.

This is the faction, and these the men, who are now

resuming their applications, and giving in their bills of

merit to both kingdoms, upon two points, which, of all

others, they have the least pretensions to offer. I have

collected the facts, with all possible impartiality, from

the current histories of those times ; and have shewn,

although very briefly, the gradual proceedings of those

sectaries, under the denomination of Puritans, Presby

terians, and Independents, for about the space of an

hundred and eighty years, from the beginning of Queen
Elizabeth to this present time. But, notwithstanding-
all that can be said, these very schismatics (for such

they are in temporals as well as spirituals) are now

again expecting, soliciting, and demanding, (not with

out insinuating threats, according to their custom,)

that the Parliament should fix them upon an equal foot

with the church established. I would fain know to

what branch of the legislature they can have the fore

head to apply. Not to my lords the bishops, who must
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have often read how the predecessors of this very fac

tion, acting upon the same principles, drove the whole

bench out of the house, who were then, and hitherto

continue, one of the three estates : not to the temporal

peers, the second of the three estates, who" must have

heard, that, immediately after those rebellious fanatics

had murdered their king, they voted a House of Lords

to be useless and dangerous, and would let them sit no

longer, otherwise than when elected as commoners :

not to the House of Commons, who must have heard

that, in those fanatic times, the Presbyterian and Inde

pendent commanders in the army by military power

expelled all the moderate men out of the house, and

left a Rump to govern the nation ; lastly, not to the

Crown, which those very saints, destined to rule the

earth, trampled under their feet, and then in cold blood

murdered the blessed wearer.

But, the session now approaching, and a clan of dis

senting teachers being come up to town from their

northern head-quarters, accompanied by many of their

elders and agents, and supported by a general contri

bution, to solicit their establishment, with a capacity

of holding all military as well as civil employments, I

think it high time that this paper should see the light.

However, I cannot conclude without freely confessing,

that if the Presbyterians should obtain their ends, I

could not be sorry to find them mistaken in the point

which they have most at heart by the repeal of the

Test, I mean, the benefit of employments. For, after all,

what assurance can a Scottish northern dissenter born

on Irish ground have, that he shall be treated with as

much favour as a true Scot born beyond the Tweed ?

I am ready enough to believe, that all I have >ai<!
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will avail but little. I have the common excuse of

other men, when I think myself bound by all religious
and civil ties to discharge my conscience, and to warn

my countrymen upon this important occasion. It is

true, the advocates for this scheme promise a new world
after this blessed work shall be completed ; that all ani

mosity and faction must immediately drop ; that the

only distinction in this kingdom will then be of Papist
and Protestant : for, as to Whig and Tory, High Church
and Low Church, Jacobite and Hanoverian, court and

country party, English and Irish interests, Dissenters

and Conformists, New Light and Old Light, Anabaptist
and Independent, Quaker and Muggletonian : they will

all meet and jumble together into a perfect harmony,
at the sessions and assizes, on the bench and in the re

venues ; and, upon the whole, in all civil and military

trusts, not excepting the great councils of the nation.

Por it is wisely argued thus : that a kingdom being no

more than a larger knot of friends met together, it is

against the rules of good manners to shut any person
out of the company, except the Papists, who profess

themselves of another club.

I am at a loss to know, what arts the Presbyterian

sect intends to use, in convincing the world of their

loyalty to kingly government, which, (long before the

prevalence, or even the birth, of their independent ri

vals,) as soon as the King's forces were overcome, decla

red their principles to be against monarchy, as well as

Episcopacy and the House of Lords, even until the King
was restored : at which event, although they were for

ced to submit to the present power, yet I have not heard

that they ever, to this day, renounce any one principle
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by which their predecessors then acted ; yet this they
have been challenged to do, or at least to shew that

others have done it for them, by a certain doctor,* who,
as I am told, has much employed his pen in the like

disputes. I own they will be ready enough to insinu

ate themselves into any government ; but if they mean

to be honest and upright, they will and must endeavour,

by all means which they shall think lawful, to intro

duce and establish their own scheme of religion, as near

est approaching to the word of God, by casting out all

superstitious ceremonies, ecclesiastical titles, habits, dis

tinctions, and superiorities, as rags of Popery, in order

to a thorough reformation ; and as in charity bound to

promote the salvation of their countrymen, wishing,
with St Paul, that the whole kingdom were as they are.

But what assurance will they please to give, that when

their sect shall become the national established worship,

they will treat Us Dissenters as we have treated them ?

Was this their course of proceeding during the domi

nion of the saints ? Were not all the remainders of the

Episcopal church in those days, especially the clergy,

under a persecution for above a dozen years, equal to

that of the primitive Christians under heathen empe
rors ? That this proceeding was suitable to their prin

ciples, is known enough ; for many of their preachers

then writ books against allowing any liberty of con

science in a religion different from their own ; produ

cing many arguments to prove that opinion, and among
the rest one frequently insisted on, that allowing such

* Dr Tisdal, in a tract entitled,
" The Case of the Sacramental

Test stated and argued."
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a liberty would be to establish iniquity by a law.*

Many of these writings are yet to be seen, and I hear

have been quoted by the doctor above mentioned.

As to their great objection of prostituting that holy
institution, the blessed Sacrament, by way of a test be

fore admittance into any employment ; I ask, whether

they would not be content to receive it after their own
manner for the office of a judge, for that of a commis
sioner in the revenue, for a regiment of horse, or to be

a lord justice ? I believe they would scruple it as little

as a long grace before and after dinner, which they can

say without bending a knee ; for, as I have been told,

their manner of taking bread and wine in their conven

ticles is performed with little mope solemnity than at

their common meals. And, therefore, since they look

upon our practice in receiving the elements to be idola

trous, they neither can nor ought in conscience to allow

us that liberty, otherwise than by connivance and a

bare toleration, like what is permitted to the Papists.

But, lest we should offend them, I am ready to change
this test for another ; although I am afraid, that sanc

tified reason is by no means the point where the diffi

culty pinches, and is only offered by pretended church

men ; as if they could be content with our believing

that the impiety and profanation of making the Sacra

ment a test were the only objection. I therefore pro

pose that, before the present law be repealed, another

may be enacted ; that no man shall receive any em

ployment, before he swears himself to be a true mem-

* See many hundred quotations to prove this, in the treatise call

ed,
" Scotch Presbyterian Eloquence.''
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ber of the church of Ireland, in doctrine and discipline,

&c., and that he will never frequent or communicate

with any other form of worship. It shall likewise be

farther enacted, that whoever offends, &c., shall be fined

five hundred pounds, imprisoned for a year and a day,
and rendered incapable of all public trust for ever.

Otherwise I do insist, that those pious, indulgent, ex

ternal professors of our national religion, shall either

give up that fallacious, hypocritical reason for taking
off the Test, or freely confess that they desire to have a

gate wide open for every sect, without any test at all,

except that of swearing loyalty to the King ; which,

however, considering their principles with regard to

monarchy yet unrenounced, might, if they would please

to look deep enough into their own hearts, prove a more

bitter test than any other that the law has yet invented.

.For, from the first time that these sectaries appeared
in the world, it has been always found, by their whole

proceedings, that they professed an utter hatred to king

ly government. I can recollect at present three civil

establishments, where Calvinists, and some other refor

mers who rejected Episcopacy, possess the supreme

power ; and these are all republics : I mean Holland,

Geneva, and the reformed Swiss cantons. I do not

say this in diminution or disgrace to commonwealths;
wherein I confess I have much altered many opinions

under which I was educated, having been led by some

observation, long experience, and a thorough detesta

tion for the corruptions of mankind : insomuch that I

am now justly liable to the censure of Hobbes, who

complains, that the youth of England imbibe ill opi

nions from reading the histories of ancient Greece and
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Rome, those renowned scenes of liberty and every vir

tue.

But as to monarchs, who must be supposed well to

study and understand their own interest ; they will best

consider, whether those people, who, in all their actions,

preachings, and writings, have openly declared them

selves against regal power, are to be safely placed in an

equal degree of favour and trust with those who have

been always found the truest and only friends to the

English establishment. From which consideration, I

could have added one more article to my new test, if

I had thought it worth my time.

I have been assured, by some persons who were pre

sent, that several of these dissenting teachers, upon
their first arrival hither to solicit the repeal of the Test,

were pleased to express their gratitude by publicly

drinking the healths of certain eminent patrons, whom

they pretend to have found among us. If this be true,

and that the Test must be delivered up by the very su

periors appointed to defend it, the affair is already, in

effect, at an end. What secret reasons those patrons

may have given for such a return of brotherly love, I

shall not inquire :
"
For, O my soul, come not thou in

to their secret ; unto their assembly, mine honour, be

not thou united ; for in their anger they slew a man,

and in their self-will they digged down a wall. Cursed

be their anger, for it was fierce, and their wrath, for it

was cruel. I will divide them in Jacob, and scatter

them in Israel."*

*
Upon this text, as applicable to the conduct of the Presbyte

rians during the great Civil War, the Dean preached a sermon.



THE ADVANTAGES

PROPOSED BY REPEALING THE SACRAMENTALTEST,

IMPARTIALLY CONSIDERED. 1732.

\THOEVER writes impartially upon this subject, must

do it not only as a mere secular man, but as one who is

altogether indifferent to any particular system of Chris

tianity. And I think, in whatever country that reli

gion predominates, there is one certain form of worship
and ceremony, which is looked upon as the established ;

and, consequently, only the priests of that particular

form are maintained at the public charge ; and all civil

employments bestowed among those who comply (at

least outwardly) with the same establishment.

This method is strictly observed, even by our neigh

bours the Dutch, who are confessed to allow the fullest

liberty of conscience of any Christian state, and yet

are never known to admit any persons into civil offi

ces, who do not conform to the legal worship. As to

their military men, they are indeed not so scrupulous ;

being, by the nature of their government, under a ne

cessity of hiring foreign troops of whatever religious

denomination, upon every great emergency, and main

taining no small number in time of peace.

This caution, therefore, of making one established
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faith, seems to be universal, and founded upon the

strongest reasons ; the mistaken or affected zeal of ob

stinacy and enthusiasm having produced such a num
ber of horrible destructive events throughout all Chris

tendom. For, whoever begins to think the national

worship is wrong in any important article of practice
or belief, will, if he be serious, naturally have a zeal to

make as many proselytes as he can : and a nation may
possibly have a hundred different sects with their lead

ers ; every one of which has an equal right to plead,

that they must "
obey God rather than man ;" must

"
cry aloud and spare not ;" must "

lift up their voice

like a trumpet."
This was the very case of England during the fana

tic times. And against all this there seems to be no

defence, but that of supporting one established form

of doctrine and discipline ; leaving the rest to a bare

liberty of conscience, but without any maintenance or

encouragement from the public.

Wherever this national religion grows so corrupt, or

is thought to do so by a very great majority of landed

people joined to the governing party, whether prince or

senate, or both, it ought to be changed, provided the

work may be done without blood or confusion. Yet,

whenever such a change shall be made, some other

establishments must succeed, although for the worse ;

allowing all deviations, that would break the union, to

be only tolerated. In this sense, those who affirm that

every law, which is contrary to the law of God, is void

in itself, seem to be mistaken ; for many laws in Po

pish kingdoms and states, many more among the Turks,

and perhaps not a few in other countries, are directly

against the divine laws ; and yet, God knows, are very

far from being void in the executive part.
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Thus, for instance, if the three estates of Parliament

in England (whereof the lords spiritual, who represent

the church, are one) should agree and obtain the royal
assent to abolish Episcopacy, together with the liturgy,

and the whole frame of the English church, as burden

some, dangerous, and contrary to Holy Scripture ; and

that Presbytery, Anabaptism, Quakerism, Independ

ency, Muggletonianism, Brownism, Familism, or any
other subdivided sect among us, should be established

in its place: without question, all peaceable subjects

ought passively to submit, and the predominant sect

must become the religion established ; the public main

taining no other teachers, nor admitting any persons of

a different religious profession into civil offices, at least

if their intention be to preserve the nation in peace.

Supposing then that the present system of religion

were abolished ; and Presbytery, which I find stands

the fairest, with its synods and classes, and all its forms

and ceremonies, essential or circumstantial, were erect

ed into the national worship ; their teachers, and no

others, could have any legal claim to be supported at the

public charge, whether by stipends or tithes ; and only

the rest of the same faith to be capable of civil employ
ments.

If there be any true reasoning in what I have laid

down, it should seem, that the project how in agitation

for repealing the Test Act, and yet leaving the name of

an establishment to the present national church, is al

together inconsistent ; and may admit of consequences,

which those who are the most indifferent to any reli

gion at all, are possibly not aware of.

I presume,whenever the Test shall be repealed, which

obliges all men, who enter into office under the Crown,
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to receive the sacrament according to the rites of the

church of Ireland
; the way to employments will im

mediately be left open to all dissenters, (except Papists,)
whose consciences can suffer them to take the common
oaths in such cases prescribed ; after which, they are

qualified to fill any lay station in this kingdom, from

that of chief governor to an exciseman.

Thus, of the three judges on each bench, the first

may be a Presbyterian, the second a Free-will Baptist,
and the third a Churchman ; the Lord Chancellor may
be an Independent ; the revenues may be managed by
seven commissioners of as many different sects ; and

the like of all other employments ; not to mention the

strong probability, that the lawfulness of taking oaths

may be revealed to the Quakers, who then will stand

upon as good a foot for preferment as any other loyal

subjects. It is obvious to imagine, that under such a

motley administration of affairs, what a clashing there

will be of interest and inclinations ; what pullings and

haulings backward and forward ; what a zeal and bias

in each religionist, to advance his own tribe, and de

press the others. For I suppose nothing will be readier

granted, than that how indifferent soever most men are

in faith and morals, yet, whether out of artifice, natu

ral complexion, or love of contradiction, none are more

obstinate in maintaining their own opinions, and wor

rying all who differ from them, than those who public

ly shew the least sense either of religion or common

honesty.

As to the latter, Bishop Burnet tells us, that the

Presbyterians, in the fanatic times, professed themselves

to be above morality ; which, as we find in some of

their writings, was numbered among the beggarly ele-
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ments : and accordingly at this day, no scruples of con

science, with regard to conformity, are, in any trade or

calling, inconsistentwith the greatest fraud, oppressions,

perjury, or any other vice.

.
This brings to my memory a passage in Montaigne,

of a common prostitute, who, in the storming of a town,

when a soldier came up to her chamber and offered vio

lence to her chastity, rather chose to venture her neck

by leaping out of the window, than suffer a rape ; yet

still continued her trade of lewdness, while she had any
customers left.

I confess, that, in my private judgment, an unlimit

ed permission of all sects whatsoever, (except Papists,)

to enjoy employments, would be less pernicious to the

public, than a fair struggle between two contenders ;

because, in the former case, such a jumble of principles

might possibly have the effect of contrary poisons ming
led together, which a strong constitution might perhaps
be able for some time to survive.

But, however, I shall take the other and more pro
bable supposition, that this battle for employments is

to be fought only between the Presbyterians, and those

of the church yet established. I shall not enter into

the merits of either side, by examining which of the

two is the better spiritual economy, or which is most

suited to our civil constitution : but the question turns

upon this point ; when the Presbyterians shall have got
their share of employments, (which must be one full

half, or else they cannot look upon themselves as fairly

dealt with,) I ask, whether they ought not, by their own

principles, and by the strictest rules of conscience, to

use the utmost of their skill, power, and influence, in

order to reduce the whole kingdom to an uniformity in

13
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religion, both as to doctrine and discipline, most agree
able to the word of God. Wherein if they can succeed

without blood, (as under the present disposition of things
it is very possible they may,) it is to be hoped they will

at last be satisfied : only I would warn them of a few
difficulties. The first is, of compromising among them

selves, that important controversy about the Old Light
and the New; which otherwise may, after this establish

ment, split them as wide as Papist and Protestant,

Whig and Tory, or Churchman and Dissenter ; and

consequently the work will be to begin again : for, in

religious quarrels, it is of little moment how few or

small the differences are ; especially when the dispute
is only about power. Thus, the zealous Presbyterians
of the north are more alienated from the established

clergy, than from the Romish priests ; taxing the for

mer with idolatrous worship, as disguised Papists, cere

mony-mongers, and many other terms of art ; and this

for a very powerful reason ; because the clergy stand

in their way, which the Popish priests do not. Thus,

I am assured, that the quarrel between Old and New

Light men is managed with more rage and rancour,

than any other dispute of the highest importance ; and

this, because it serves to lessen or increase their seve

ral congregations, from whom they receive their con

tributions.

Another difficulty, which may embarrass the Pres

byterians after their establishment, will be, how to ad

just their claim of the kirk's independency on the civil

power, with the constitution of this monarchy ? a point

so delicate, that it has often filled the heads of great

patriots with dangerous notions of the church-clergy

without the least ground of suspicion.

VOL. VIII. 2 D
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As to the Presbyterians allowing liberty of conscience

to those Episcopal principles, when their own kirk shall

be predominant ; the writers are so universally agreed
in the negative, as well as their practice during Oliver's

reign, that I believe no reasonable Churchman (who
must then be dissenter) will expect it.

I shall here take notice, that in the division of em

ployments among the Presbyterians, after this approach

ing repeal of the Test Act, supposing them in proper
time to have an equal share, the odds will be three or

four to one on their side, in any farther scheme they
have toward making their religion national. For I

reckon all those gentlemen sent over from England,
whatever religion they profess, or have been educated

in, to be of that party ; since it is no mark of prudence
for any persons to oppose the.'current of a nation, where

they are in some sort only sojourners ; unless they have

it in direction.

If there be any maxim in politics not to be controlled,

it must be the following : that those, whose private in

terest is united with the interest of their country, sup

posing them to be of equal understanding with the rest

of their neighbours, will heartily wish that the nation

should thrive. Out of these are indubitably excepted,

all persons who are sent from another kingdom to be

employed in places of profit or power ; because they can

not possibly bear any affection to the place where they

sojourn, even for life ; their sole business being to ad

vance themselves, by following the advice of their prin

cipals. I except likewise those persons who are taken

into office, although natives of the land ; because they
are greater gainers, while they keep their offices, than
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they could possibly be, by mending the miserable con

dition of their country.
I except, thirdly, all hopers, who, by balancing ac

counts with themselves, turn the scale on tne same side ;

because the strong expectation of a good certain salary
will outweigh the loss by bad rents, received out of the

lands in moneyless times.

If my lords the bishops, who I hear are now employ
ed in a scheme for regulating the conduct and mainten

ance of the inferior clergy, shall, in their wisdom, and

piety, and love of the church, consent to this repeal of

the Test, I have not the least doubt that the whole re

verend body will cheerfully submit to their spiritual

fathers ; of whose paternal tenderness for their welfare,

they have found so many amazing instances.

I am not, therefore, under the least concern about

the clergy on this account. They will (for some time)

be no great sufferers by this repeal ; because I cannot

recollect, among all our sects, any one, that gives la

titude enough to take the oaths required at an insti

tution to a church-living : and until that bar shall be

removed, the present Episcopal clergy are safe for two

years. Although it may be thought somewhat un

equal, that in the northern parts, where there may be

three Dissenters to one Churchman, the whole revenue

shall be engrossed by him, who has so small a part of

the cure.

It is true indeed, that this disadvantage, which the

Dissenters at present lie under, of a disability to receive

church-preferments, will be easily remedied by the re

peal of the Test. For, the dissenting teachers are un

der no incapacity of accepting civil and military em

ployments ; wherein they agree perfectly with the Po-
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pish clergy ; among whom, great cardinals and prelates

have been commandersof armies,chief ministers, knights
of many orders, ambassadors, secretaries of state, and

in most high offices under the Crown ; although they
assert the indelible character, which no secretaries

among us did ever assume. But that many, both Pres

byterians and Independents, commanders as well as pri

vate soldiers, were professed teachers in the time of

their dominion, is allowed by all. Cromwell himself

was a preacher ; and has left us one of his sermons in

print, exactly in the same style and manner with those

of our modern Presbyterian teachers ; so was Colonel

Howard, Sir -George Downing, and several others,

whose names are on record. I can therefore see no rea

son, why a painful Presbyterian teacher, as soon as the

Test shall be repealed, may not be privileged to hold,

along with the spiritual office and stipend, a commis

sion in the army or the civil list, in commendam : for,

as I take it, the Church of England is the only body of

Christians, which in effect disqualifies those who are

employed to preach its doctrine, from sharing in the

civil power, farther than as senators ; yet this was a

privilege begun in times of Popery, many hundred

years before the Reformation, and woven with the very
institution of our limited monarchy.

There is indeed another method, whereby the sti

pends of dissenting teachers may be raised, and the

farmer much relieved ; if it should be thought proper

to reward a people so deserving, and so loyal by their

principles. Every bishop, upon the vacancy of a church-

living, can sequester the profits for the use of the next

incumbent. Upon a lapse of half a year, the donation

falls to the archbishop, and after a full year to the
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Crown, during pleasure. Therefore it would be no

hardship for any clergyman alive, if (in those parts of

Ireland, where the number of sectaries much exceeds

that of the conformists) the profits, when sequestered,

might be applied to the support of the dissenting

teacher, who has so many souls to take care of : where

by the poor tenants would be much relieved in those

hard times, and in a better condition to pay their rents.

But there is another difficulty in this matter, against

which a remedy does not so readily occur. For, sup

posing the Test Act repealed, and the Dissenters, in con

sequence, fully qualified for all secular employments ;

the question may still be put, whether those of Ireland

will be often the persons on whom they shall be bestow

ed ; because it is imagined there may be another semi

nary* in view, more numerous, and more needy, as well

as more meriting, and more easily contented with such

low offices ; which some nearer neighbours hardly think

it worth stirring from their chimney-sides to obtain.

And I am told, it is the common practice of those who

are skilled in the management of bees, that when they

see a foreign swarm at some distance, approaching with

an intention to plunder their hives, these artists have

a trick to divert them into some neighbouring apiary,

there to make what havoc they please. This I should

not have hinted, if I had not known it already to have

gotten ground in many suspecting heads : for it is the

peculiar talent of this nation to see dangers afar off;

to all which I can only say, that our native Presbyte

rians must, by pains and industry, raise such a fund of

*
Scotland.
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merit, as will answer to a birth six degrees more to the

north. If they cannot arrive at this perfection, as se

veral of the established church have compassed by in

defatigable pains, I do not well see how their affairs

will much mend by repealing the Test : for, to be qua
lified by law to accept an employment, and yet to be

disqualified in fact, as it will much increase the morti

fication, so it will withdraw the pity of many among
their well-wishers, and utterly deprive them of that

merit they have so long made, of being a loyal, true,

Protestant people, persecuted only for religion.

If this happen to be their case, they must wait ma

turity of time, until they can, by prudent gentle steps,

make their faith become the religion established in the

nation ; after which, I do not in the least doubt that

they will take most effectual methods to secure their

power, against those who must then be Dissenters in

their turn ; whereof, if we may form a future opinion

from present times, and the dispositions of Dissenters,

who love to make a thorough reformation, the number

and qualities will be very inconsiderable.

Thus I have with the utmost sincerity, after long

thinking, given my judgment upon this arduous affair ;

but with the utmost deference and submission to pub
lic wisdom and power.
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QUEKIES

RELATING TO THE SACRAMENTAL TEST, 1732.

Query,

WHETHER hatred and violence between parties in a

state, be not more inflamed by different views of inte

rest, than by the greater or lesser differences between

them, either in religion or government ?

Whether it be any part of the question at this time,

which of the two religions is worse, Popery or Fanati

cism ; or not rather which of the two (having both the

same good-will) is in the hopefullest condition to ruin

the church ?

Whether the sectaries, whenever they come to pre

vail, will not ruin the church as infallibly and effectu

ally as the Papists ?

Whether the prevailing sectaries could allow liberty

of conscience to Dissenters, without belying all their

former practice, and almost all their former writings ?

Whether many hundred thousand Scotch Presbyte-

riaas are not fully as virulent against the Episcopal

Church, as they are against the Papists ; or as they

would have us think the Papists are against them ?

Whether the Dutch, who are most distinguished for
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allowing liberty of conscience, do ever admit any per

sons, who profess a different scheme of worship from

their own, into civil employments, although they may
be forced by the nature of their government to receive

mercenary troops of all religions ?

Whether the Dissenters ever pretended, until of late

years, to desire more than a bare toleration ?

Whether, if it be true, what a sorry pamphleteer as

serts, who lately writ for repealing the Test, that the

Dissenters in this kingdom are equally numerous with

the Churchmen, it would not be a necessary point of

prudence, by all proper and lawful means, to prevent
their farther increase ?

The great argument given, by those whom they call

Low-Churchmen, to justify the large tolerations allowed

to Dissenters, has been ; that by such indulgences, the

rancour of those sectaries would gradually wear off,

many of them would come over to us, and their par

ties, in a little time, crumble to nothing.

Query, Whether, if what the above pamphleteer as

serts, that the sectaries are equal in number with con

formists, be true, it does not clearly follow, that those

repeated tolerations have operated directly contrary to

what those Low-Church politicians pretended to foresee

and expect ?

Whether any clergyman, however dignified or dis

tinguished, if he think his own profession most agree
able to Holy Scripture and the primitive church, can

really wish in his heart, that all sectaries should be

upon an equal foot with the Churchmen, in the point

of civil power and employments ?

Whether Episcopacy, which is held by the church

to be a divine and apostolical institution, be not a fun-
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damental point of religion, particularly in that essential

one of conferring holy orders ?

Whether, by necessary consequences, the several ex

pedients among the sectaries to constitute their teach

ers, are not absolutely null and void ?

Whether the sectaries will ever agree to accept or

dination only from bishops ?

Whether the bishops) and clergy will be content to

give up Episcopacy, as a point indifferent, without

which the Church can well subsist ?

Whether that great tenderness toward sectaries,

which now so much prevails, be chiefly owing to the

fears of Popery, or to that spirit of atheism, deism,

scepticism, and universal immorality, which all good
men so much lament ?

Granting Popery to have many more errors in reli

gion, than any one branch of the sectaries, let us exa

mine the actions of both, as they have each affected the

peace of these kingdoms, with allowance for the short

time which the sectaries had to act in, who are in a

manner but of yesterday. The Papists, in the time

of King James the Second, used all endeavours to es

tablish their superstition, wherein they failed by the

united power of English Church Protestants, with the

Prince of Orange's assistance. But it cannot be as

serted, that these bigotted Papists had the least design

to oppose or murder their King, much less to abolish

kingly government ; nor was it their interest or incli

nation to attempt either.

On the other side, the Puritans, who had almost

from the beginning of Queen Elizabeth's reign been a

perpetual thorn in the Church's side, joining with the

Scotch enthusiasts, in the time of King Charles the First,
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were the principal cause of the Irish rebellion arid mas

sacre, by distressing that Prince, and making it impos
sible for him to send over timely succours. And after

that Prince had satisfied his Parliament in eveiy single

point to be complained of, the same sectaries, by poi

soning the minds and affections of the people, with the

most false and wicked representations of their King,
were able, in the compass of a few years, to embroil the

three nations in a bloody rebellion, at the expense of

many thousand lives ; to turn the kingly power into

anarchy ; to murder their Prince in the face of the

world ; and (in their own style) to destroy the church,

root and branch.

The account therefore stands thus. The Papists

aimed at one pernicious act, which was to destroy the

Protestant religion ; wherein, by God's mercy, and the

assistance of our glorious King William, they absolute

ly failed. The sectaries attempted the three most in

fernal actions that could possibly enter into the hearts

of men forsaken by God ; which were the murder of a

most pious King, the destruction of the monarchy, and

the extirpation of the church ; and succeeded in them

all.

Upon which I put the following queries ; Whether

any of those sectaries have ever yet, in a solemn pub
lic manner, renounced any one of those principles upon
which their predecessors then acted ?

Whether, considering the cruel persecutions of the

Episcopal Church during the course of that horrid re

bellion, and the consequences of it until the happy Re

storation, it is not manifest, that the persecuting spirit

lies so equally divided between the Papists and the sec-
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taries, that a feather would turn the balance on either

side ?

And therefore, lastly, Whether any person of com
mon understanding, who professes himself a member
of the church established, although perhaps with little

inward regard to any religion, (which is too often the

case,) if he loves the peace and welfare of his country,

can, after cool thinking, rejoice to see a power placed

again in the hands of so restless, so ambitious, and so

merciless a faction, to act over all the same parts a se

cond time ?

Whether the candour of that expression, so frequent
of late in sermons and pamphlets, of the strength and

number of the Papists in Ireland, can be justified ? for

as to their number, however great, it is always magni
fied in proportion to the zeal or politics of the speaker

or writer : but it is a gross imposition upon ^common

reason, to terrify us with their strength. For Popery,
under the circumstances it lies in this kingdom, al

though it be offensive and inconvenient enough from

the consequences it has to increase the rapine, sloth, and

ignorance, as well as poverty of the natives, is not pro

perly dangerous in that sense, as some would have us

take it ; because it is universally hated by every party

of a different religious profession. It is the contempt

of the wise : the best topic for clamours of designing

men ; but the real terror only of fools. The landed

Popish interest in England far exceeds that among us,

even in proportion to the wealth and extent of each

kingdom. The little that remains here is daily drop

ping into Protestant hands, by purchase or descent ;

and that affected complaint of counterfeit converts, will

fall with the cause of it in half a generation, unless it
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be raised or kept alive as a continual fund of merit and

eloquence. The Papists are wholly disarmed : they
have neither courage, leaders, money, nor inclinations

to rebel : they want every advantage which they for

merly possessed, to follow their trade ; and wherein,

even with those advantages, they always miscarried :

they appear very easy and satisfied under that conni

vance, which they enjoyed during the whole last reign ;

nor even scrupled to reproach another party, under

which they pretend to have suffered so much severity.

Upon these considerations, I must confess to have

suspended much of my pity toward the great dreaders

of Popery, many of whom appear to be hale, strong, ac

tive young men, who, as I am told, eat, drink, and sleep

heartily ; and are very cheerful (as they have exceed

ing good reason) upon all other subjects. However, I

cannot too much commend the generous concern which

our neighbours, and others who come from the same

neighbourhood, are so kind to express for us upon this

account, although the former be farther removed from

the danger of Popery, by twenty leagues of salt water ;

but this, I fear, is a digression.

When an artificial report was raised here many years

ago, of an intended invasion by the Pretender, (which

blew over after it had done its office,) the Dissenters ar

gued, in their talk and in their pamphlets, after this

manner, applying themselves to those of the church :

"
Gentlemen, if the Pretender had landed, as the law

now stands, we durst not assist you ; and therefore, un

less you take offthe Test, whenever you shall happen to

be invaded in earnest, if we are desired to take up arms

in your defence, our answer shall be, Pray, gentlemen,

fight your own battles ; we will lie by quietly ; conquer
10
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your enemies by yourselves, if you can ; we will not do

your drudgery." This way of reasoning I have heard

from several of their chiefs and abettors, in a hundred

conversations ; and have read it in twenty pamphlets :

and I am confident it will be offered again, if the pro

ject should fail to take off the Test.

Upon which piece of oratory and reasoning I form

the following query : Whether, in case of an invasion

from the Pretender, (which is not quite so probable as

from the Grand Signior,) the Dissenters can, with pru
dence and safety, offer the same plea, except they shall

have made a previous stipulation with the invaders ?

And whether the full freedom of their religion and

trade, their lives, properties, wives and children, are

not, and have not always been reckoned, sufficient mo
tives for repelling invasion, especially in our sectaries,

who call themselves the truest Protestants, by virtue of

their pretended or real fierceness against Popery ?

Whether omitting or neglecting to celebrate the day

of the martyrdom of the blessed King Charles the First,

enjoined by act of Parliament, can be justly reckoned a

particular and distinguishing mark of good affection to

the present government ?

Whether, in those churches where the said day is

observed, it will fully answer the intent of the said act,

if the preacher shall commend, excuse, palliate, or exte

nuate the murder of that royal Martyr, and place the

guilt of that horrid rebellion, with all its consequences,

the following usurpations, the entire destruction of the

church, the cruel and continual persecutions of those

who could be discovered to profess its doctrines with

the ensuing Babel of fanaticism, to the account of that

blessed king ; who, by granting the petition of right,
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and passing every bill that could be asked for the secu

rity of the subject, had, by the confession of those wick

ed men before the war began, left them nothing more

to demand ?

Whether such a preacher as I have named, (whereof

there have been more than one, not many years past,

even in the presence of viceroys,) who takes that course

as a means for promotion, may not be thought to step

a little out of the common road, in a monarchy, where

the descendants of that most blessed Martyr have reign

ed to this day ?

I ground the reason of making these queries on the

title of the act ; to which I refer the reader.



SOME FEW THOUGHTS

CONCERNING THE REPEAL OF THE TEST.

THOSE of either side who have written upon this sub

ject of the Test, in making or answering objections,

seem to fail, by not pressing sufficiently the chief point

upon which the controversy turns. The arguments
used by those who write for the church, are very good
in their kind ; but will have little force under the pre
sent corruptions of mankind, because the authors treat

this subject tanquam in republicd Platonis, et non in

fcece Romuli.

It must be confessed, that, considering how few em

ployments of any consequence fall to the share of those

English who are born in this kingdom, and those few

very dearly purchased, at the expense of conscience, li

berty, and all regard for the public good, they are not

worth contending for ; and if nothing but profit were

in the case, it would hardly cost me one sigh, when I

should see those few scraps thrown among every species

of fanatics, to scuffle for among themselves.

And this will infallibly be the case, after repealing

the Test. For every subdivision of sect will, with equal

justice, pretend to have a share ; and, as it is usual with
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sharers, will never think they have enough, while any

pretender is left unprovided. I shall not except the

Quakers ; because, when the passage is once let open
for sects to partake in public emoluments, it is very

probable the lawfulness of taking oaths, and wearing
carnal weapons,* may be revealed to the brotherhood :

which thought, I confess, was first put into my head by
one of the shrewdest Quakers in this kingdom.f

* The Quakers were more likely to admit this relaxation of their

peculiar tenets, as, upon their first appearance as a sect, they did

not by any means profess the principle of non-resistance, which they
afterwards adopted.

t The Quaker hinted at by Dr Swift was Mr George Rooke, a

linen-draper. In a letter to Mr Pope, Aug. 30, \1\6, Dr Swift says,
" There is a young ingenious Quaker in this town, who writes verses

to his mistress, not very correct, but in a strain purely what a poeti

cal Quaker should do, commending her look and habit, &c. It gave
me a hint, that a set of Quaker pastorals might succeed, if our friend

Gay would fancy it ; and I think it a fruitful subject : pray hear

what he says." Accordingly Gay wrote " The Espousal, a sober

Eclogue, between two of the People called Quakers."
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OBSERVATIONS

HEYLIN'S HISTORY OF THE PRESBYTERIANS.*

THIS book, by some errors and neglects in the style,

seems not to have received the author's last correction.!

It is written with some vehemence, very pardonable in

one who had been an observer and a sufferer, in Eng
land, under that diabolical fanatic sect, which then de

stroyed church and state. But by comparing, in my
memory, what I have read in other histories, he neither

aggravates nor falsifies any facts. His partiality ap

pears chiefly in setting the actions of Calvinists in the

strongest light, without equally dwelling on those of

the other side ; which, however, to say the truth, was

not his proper business. And yet he might have spent

some more words on the inhuman massacre of Paris,

and other parts of France, which no provocation (and

yet the King had the greatest possible) could excuse,

or much extenuate. The author, according to the cur

rent opinion of the age he lived in, had too high notions

of regal power ; led by the common mistake of the term

* Written by the Dean in the beginning of the book, on one of the

blank leaves.

+ It was published in 1670.

VOL. VIII. 2 E
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Supreme Magistrate, and not rightly distinguishing

between the legislature and the administration : into

which mistake the clergy fell or continued, in the reign
of Charles II. as I have shewn and explained in a trea

tise, &c.

J. SWIFT.
March 6, 1727-8.
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REASONS,
HUMBLY OFFERED TO THE PARLIAMENT OF IRELAND,

FOR REPEALING THE SACRAMENTAL TEST, IN

FAVOUR OF THE CATHOLICS,

OTHERWISE CALLED ROMAN CATHOLICS, AND, BY

THEIR ILL-WILLERS, PAPISTS.

DRAWN PARTLY FROM ARGUMENTS AS THEY ARE CATHOLICS, AND

PARTLY FROM ARGUMENTS COMMON TO THEM WITH THEIR

BRETHREN THE DISSENTERS. 1733.

IT is well known, that the first conquerors of this king
dom were English Catholics, subjects to English Catho

lic kings, from whom, by their valour and success, they

obtained large portions of land, given them as a reward

for their many victories over the Irish; to which merit

our brethren the Dissenters, of any denomination what

soever, have not the least pretension.

It is confessed, that the posterity of those first victo

rious Catholics were often forced to rise in their own
defence against new colonies from England, who treat

ed them like mere native Irish, with innumerable op

pressions, depriving them of their lands, and driving

them by force of arms into the most desolate parts of

the kingdom ; till, in the next generation, the children
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of these tyrants were used in the same manner by new

English adventurers ; which practice continued for

many centuries. But it is agreed on all hands, that no

insurrections were ever made, except after great oppres

sions by fresh invaders : whereas all the rebellions of

Puritans, Presbyterians, Independents, and other sec

taries, constantly began before any provocations were

given, except that they were not suffered to change the

government in church and state, and seize both into

their own hands ; which, however, at last they did,

with the murder of their King, and of many thousands

of his best subjects.

The Catholics were always defenders of monarchy, as

constituted in these kingdoms ; whereas, our brethren

the Dissenters were always republicans, both in prin

ciple and practice.

It is well known, that all the Catholics of these king

doms, both priests and laity, are true Whigs, in the

best and most proper sense of the word : bearing as

well in their hearts, as in their outward profession, an

entire loyalty to the royal house of Hanover, in the per

son and posterity of George II., against the Pretender

and all his adherents ; to which they think themselves

bound in gratitude, as well as conscience, by the lenity

wherewith they have been treated since the death of

Queen Anne, so different from what they suffered in

the four last years of that Princess, during the admini

stration of that wicked minister the Earl of Oxford.

The Catholics of this kingdom humbly hope, that

they have at least as fair a title, as any of their brother

Dissenters, to the appellation of Protestants. They have

always protested against the selling, dethroning, or

murdering their Kin^s; against the usurpations andava-
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rice of the court of Rome ; against Deism, Atheism,

Socinianism, Quakerism, Muggletonianism, Fanaticism,

Brownism, as well as against all Jews, Turks, Infidels,

and Heretics. Whereas the title of Protestants, assumed

by the whole herd of Dissenters, (except ourselves,) de

pends entirely upon their protesting against archbishops,

bishops, deans, and chapters, with their revenues, and

the whole hierarchy ; which are the very expressions

used in the Solemn League and Covenant * where the

word Popery is only mentioned ad invidiam; because

the Catholics agree with the Episcopal church in those

fundamentals.

Although the Catholics cannot deny, that in the great

rebellion against King Charles I. more soldiers of their

religion were in the Parliament army than in his Ma
jesty's troops ; and that many Jesuits and friars went

about, in the disguise of Presbyterian and Independent

ministers, to preach up rebellion, as the best historians

of those times inform us ; yet the bulk of Catholics in

both kingdoms preserved their loyalty entire.

The Catholics have some reason to think it a little

hard, when their enemies will not please to distinguish

between the rebellious riot committed by that brutal

ruffian Sir Phelim O'Neal, with his tumultuous crew of

rabble, and the forces raised afterward by the Catholic

lords and gentlemen of the English pale, in defence of

the King, after the English rebellion began. It is well

* The Solemn League and Covenant, in the rebellion against King
Charles I. 1643 ; of which it was a principal object,

" to endeavour

the extirpation of prelacy, that is, church government by arch

bishops, bishops, deans, archdeacons, and all other Episcopal officers

depending on that hierarchy."
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known that his Majesty's affairs were in great distrac

tion some time before, by an invasion of the covenant

ing Scottish kirk rebels, and by the base terms the King
was forced to accept, that they might be kept in quiet,

at a juncture when he was every hour threatened at

home by that fanatic party, which soon after set all in

a flame. And if the Catholic army in Ireland fought
for their King, against the forces sent over by the Par

liament, then in actual rebellion against him,what person
of loyal principles can be so partial as to deny that they
did their duty by joining with the Marquis of Ormond
and other commanders,who bore their commissions from

the King ? For which great numbers of them lost their

lives and forfeited their estates ; a great part of the lat

ter being now possessed by many descendants from those

very men, who had drawn their swords in the service

of that rebellious Parliament, which cut off his head

and destroyed monarchy. And what is more amazing^

although the same persons, when the Irish were entire

ly subdued, continued in power under the Rump, were

chief confidants and faithful subjects to Cromwell, yet,

being wise enough to foresee a restoration, they seized

the forts and castles here out of the hands of their

brethren in rebellion, for the service of the King ; just

saving the tide, and putting in a stock of merit suffi

cient not only to preserve the land which the Catholics

lost by their loyalty, but likewise to preserve their civil

and military employments, or be higher advanced.

Those insurrections wherewith the Catholics are

charged, from the beginning of the seventeenth century

to the great English rebellion, were occasioned by many

oppressions they lay under. They had no intention to

introduce a new religion, but to enjoy the liberty of
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preserving the old ; the very same which their ances

tors professed from the time that Christianity was first

introduced into this island, which was by Catholics ;

but whether mingled with corruptions, as some pre

tend, does not belong to the question. They had no de

sign to change the government ; they never attempted
to fight against, to imprison, to betray, to sell, to bring
to a trial, or to murder their King. The schismatics

acted by a spirit directly contrary ; they united in a So

lemn League and Covenant to alter the whole system of

spiritual government, established in all Christian na

tions, and of apostolic institution ; concluding the tra

gedy with the murder of the King, in cold blood, and

upon mature deliberation ; at the same time changing
the monarchy into a commonwealth.

The Catholics of Ireland, in the great rebellion, lost

their estates for fighting in defence of their King. The

schismatics, who cut off the father's head, forced the

son to fly for his life, and overturned the whole ancient

frame of government, religious and civil ; obtained

grants of those very estates which the Catholics lost in

defence of the ancient constitution, many of which

estates are at this day possessed by the posterity of

those schismatics : and thus they gained by their re

bellion, what the Catholics lost by their loyalty.

We allow the Catholics to be brethren of the Dissent-

jers ; some people indeed (which we cannot allow) would

have them to be our children, because we both dissent

from the church established, and both agree in abolish

ing this persecuting Sacramental Test : by which nega

tive discouragement, we are both rendered incapable of

civil and military employments. However, we cannot

but wonder at the bold familiarity of these schismatics,
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in calling the members of the national church their bre

thren and fellow Protestants. It is true that all these

sects (except the Catholics) are brethren to each other

in faction, ignorance, iniquity, perverseness, pride, and

(if we except the Quakers) in rebellion. But how the

churchmen can be styled their fellow Protestants, we
cannot comprehend : because, when the whole Babel of

sectaries joined against the Church, the King, and the

nobility, for twenty years, in a match at football, where

the proverb expressly tells us that all are fellows ; while

the three kingdoms were tossed to and fro, the church

es, and cities, and royal palaces, shattered to pieces by
their balls, their buffets, and their kicks ; the victors

would allow no more fellows at football ; but murder

ed, sequestered, plundered, deprived, banished to the

plantations, or enslaved all their opposers, who had lost

the game.
It is said the world is governed by opinion ; and po

liticians assure us, that all power is founded thereupon.

Wherefore, as all human creatures are fond to distrac

tion of their own opinions, and so much the more as

those opinions are absurd, ridiculous, or of little mo

ment, it must follow, that they are equally fond of

power. But no opinions are maintained with so much

obstinacy as those in religion, especially by such zealots,

who never bore the least regard to religion, conscience,

honour, justice, truth, mercy, or common morality, far

ther than in outward appearance, under the mask of

hypocrisy, to promote their diabolical designs. And
therefore Bishop Burnet, one of their oracles, tells us

honestly, that the saints of those fanatic times pronoun
ced themselves above morality, which they reckoned

among beggarly elements ; but the meaning of these
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two last words, thus applied, we confess to be above

our understanding.

Among those kingdoms and states which first em
braced the Reformation, England appears to have re

ceived it in the most regular way : where it was intro

duced in a peaceable manner, by the supreme power of

a King* arid the three estates in Parliament ; to which,

as the highest legislative authority, all subjects are

bound passively to submit. Neither was there much
blood shed on so great a change of religion. But a con

siderable number of lords, and other persons of quality,

through the kingdom, still continued in their old faith,

and were, notwithstanding their difference in religion,

employed in offices civil as well as military, more or less,

in every reign, until the Test Act in the time of King
Charles II. However, from the time of the Reformation,

the number of Catholics gradually and considerably les

sened. So that in the reign of King Charles I., England
became in a great degree a Protestant kingdom, with

out taking the sectaries into the number ; the legality

whereof, with respect to human laws, the Catholics ne

ver disputed ; but the Puritans, and other schismatics,

without the least pretence to any such authority, by an

open rebellion destroyed that legal Reformation, as we

observed before, murdered their King, and changed the

monarchy into a republic. It is therefore not to be won

dered at, if the Catholics, in such a Babel of religions,

chose to adhere to their own faith left them by their

ancestors, rather than seek for a better among a rabble

Henry VIII.
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of hypocritical, rebellious, deluding knaves, or deluded

enthusiasts.

We repeat once more, that if a national religion be

changed by the supreme legislative power, we cannot

dispute the human legality of such a change. But we

humbly conceive, that if any considerable party of men,

which differs from an establishment either old or new,

can deserve liberty of conscience, it ought to consist of

those, who, for want of conviction, or of right under

standing the merits of each cause, conceive themselves

bound in conscience to adhere to the religion of their

ancestors ;
because they are, of all others, least likely

to be authors of innovations, either in church or state.

On the other side ; if the reformation of religion be

founded upon rebellion against the King, without whose

consent, by the nature of our constitution, no law can

pass ; if this reformation be introduced by only one of

the three estates, I mean the commons, and not by one

half even of those commons, and this by the assistance

of a rebellious army ; again, if this reformation were

carried on by the exclusion of nobles both lay and spi

ritual, (who constitute the other part of the three estates,)

by the murder of their King, and by abolishing the

whole system of government ;
the Catholics cannot see

why the successors of those schismatics, who are uni

versally accused by all parties, except themselves and

a few infamous abettors, for still retaining the same

principles in religion and government under which their

predecessors acted, should pretend to a better share of

civil or military trust, profit, and power, than the Ca

tholics ; who, during all that period of twenty years,

were continually persecuted with the utmost severity,
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merely on account of their loyalty and constant adhe
rence to kingly power.
We now come to those arguments for repealing the

Sacramental Test, which equally affect the Catholics,
and their brethren the Dissenters.

First, we agree with our fellow Dissenters, that per
secution merely for conscience' sake, is against the ge
nius of the gospel. And so likewise is any law for de

priving men of their natural and civil rights, which

they claim as men. We are also ready enough to allow,

that the smallest negative discouragements for unifor

mity's sake, are so many persecutions ; because it can

not be denied, that the scratch of a pin is in some de

gree a real wound, as much as a stab through the heart.

In like manner, an incapacity by law for any man to

be made, a judge, a colonel, or justice of the peace, mere

ly on a point of conscience, is a negative discourage

ment, and consequently a real persecution : for in this

case, the author of the pamphlet quoted in the margin*

puts a very pertinent and powerful question :
"
If God

be the sole lord of the conscience, why should the rights

of conscience be subject to human jurisdiction ?" Now
to apply this to the Catholics ; the belief of transubstan-

tiation is a matter purely of religion arid conscience,

which does not affect the political interest of society, as

such : therefore, why should the rights of conscience,

whereof God is the sole lord, be subject to human ju

risdiction ? And why should God be deprived of this

right over a Catholic's conscience, any more than over

that of any other Dissenter ?

Reasons for the repealing of the Sacramental Test.
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And whereas another author among our brethren the

Dissenters, has very justly complained, that by this per

secuting Test Act, great numbers of true Protestants

have been forced to leave the kingdom, and fly to the

plantations, rather than stay here, branded with an in

capacity for civil and military employments ; we do af

firm, that the Catholics can bring many more instances

of the same kind ; some thousands of their religion have

been forced by the Sacramental Test to retire into other

countries, rather than live here under the incapacity of

wearing swords, sitting in Parliament, and getting that

share of power and profit which belongs to them as fel

low Christians, whereof they are deprived merely upon
account of conscience, which would not allow them to

take the sacrament after the manner prescribed in the

liturgy. Hence it clearly follows, in the words of the

same author,
* " That if we Catholics are incapable of

employment, we are punished for our dissent, that is,

for our conscience, which wholly turns upon political

considerations."

The Catholics are willing to acknowledge the King's

supremacy, whenever their brethren the Dissenters shall

please to shew them an example.

Farther, the Catholics, whenever their religion shall

come to be the national established faith, are willing to

undergo the same test offered by the author already

quoted. His words are these :
" To end this debate,

by putting it upon a foot which I hope will appear to

every impartial person a fair and equitable one, we Ca

tholics propose, with submission to the proper judges,

* cSee Reasons ajrainst the Test.
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that effectual security be taken against persecution,

by obliging all who are admitted into places of power
and trust, whatever their religious profession be, in the

most solemn manner to disclaim persecuting principles."

It is hoped the public will take notice of these words,
" Whatever their religious profession be ;" which plain

ly include the Catholics ; and for which we return

thanks to our dissenting brethren.

And whereas it is objected by those of the establish

ed church, that if the schismatics and fanatics were once

put into a capacity of possessing civil and military em

ployments, they would never be at ease, till they had

raised their own way of worship into the national reli

gion, through all his Majesty's dominions, equal with

the true orthodox Scottish kirk ; which when they had

once brought to pass, they would no more allow liberty

of conscience to Episcopal Dissenters, than they did in

the time of the great English rebellion, and in the suc

ceeding fanatic anarchy, till the King was restored :

there is another very learned schismatical pamphlet

eer,
* who, in answer to a malignant libel, called The

Presbyterian Plea ofMerit, <%c., clearly wipes off this

aspersion, by assuring all Episcopal Protestants of the

present church, upon his own word, and to his know

ledge, that our brethren the Dissenters will never offer

at such an attempt. In like manner, the Catholics, when

legally required, will openly declare, upon their words

and honours, that as soon as their negative discourage

ments and their persecution shall be removed, by re

pealing the Sacramental Test, they will leave it entirely

Vindication of the Protestant Dissenters.
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to the merit of the cause, whether the kingdom shall

think fit to make their faith the established religion or

not.

And again, whereas our Presbyterian brethren, in

many of their pamphlets, take much offence, that the

great rebellion in England, the murder of the King,
with the entire change of religion and government, are

perpetually objected against them, both in and out of

season, by our common enemy, the present conformists ;

we do declare, in the defence of our said brethren, that

the reproach aforesaid is an old, wornout, threadbare

cant, which they always disdained to answer : and I

very well remember, that having once told a certain

conformist, how much I wondered to hear him and his

tribe dwelling perpetually on so beaten a subject, he was

pleased to divert the discourse with a foolish story,

which I cannot forbear telling to his disgrace. He said,

there was a clergyman in Yorkshire, who, for fifteen

years together, preached every Sunday against drunk

enness : whereat the parishioners being much offend

ed, complained to the archbishop ; who, having sent for

the clergyman, and severely reprimanded him, the mi

nister had no better an answer than by confessing the

fact ; adding, that all the parish were drunkards ; that

he desired to reclaim them from one vice before he

would begin upon another ; and since they still conti

nued to be as great drunkards as before, he resolved to

go on, except his grace would please to forbid him.

We are very sensible how heavy an accusation lies

upon the Catholics of Ireland ; that some years before

King Charles II. was restored, when theirs and the

King's forces were entirely reduced, and the kingdom
declared by the Rump to be settled ; after all his Majes-
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ty's generals were forced to fly to France, or other coun

tries, the heads of the said Catholics, who remained

here in an enslaved condition, joined to send an invita

tion to the Duke of Lorrain ; engaging, upon his ap

pearing here with his forces, to deliver up the whole

island to his power, and declare him their sovereign ;

which, after the Restoration, was proved against them by
Dean Boyle, since primate, who produced the very ori

ginal instrument at the board. The Catholics freely ac

knowledge the fact to be true ; and at the same time

appeal to all the world, whether a wiser, a better, a

more honourable, or a more justifiable project, could

have been thought of. They were then reduced to sla- ,

very and beggary by the English rebels, many thou

sands of them murdered, the rest deprived of their

estates, and driven to live on a small pittance in the

wilds of Connaught ; at a time when either the Rump,
or Cromwell, absolutely governed the three kingdoms.
And the question will turn upon this, whether the Ca

tholics, deprived of all their possessions, governed with

a rod of iron, and in utter despair of ever seeing the

monarchy restored, for the preservation of which they

had suffered so much, were to be blamed for calling in

a foreign prince of their own religion, who had a con

siderable army to support them, rather than submit to

so infamous a usurper as Cromwell, or such a bloody

and ignominious conventicle as the Rump. And I have

often heard not only our friends the Dissenters, but

even our common enemies the Conformists, who are

conversant in the history of those times, freely confess

that, considering the miserable situation the Irish were

then in, they could not have thought of a braver or

more virtuous attempt ; by which they might have been
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instruments of restoring the lawful monarch, at least

to the recovery of England and Scotland, from those

betrayers, and sellers, and murderers of his royal father.

To conclude : whereas the last quoted author com

plains very heavily and frequently of a brand that lies

upon them, it is a great mistake : for the first original

brand has been long taken off; only we confess the

scar will probably remain, and be visible for ever to

those who know the principles by which they acted,

and until those principles shall be openly renounced :

else it must continue to all generations, like the mark

set upon Cain, which some authors say descended to all

his posterity ; or like the Roman nose and Austrian

lip, or like the long bag of flesh hanging down from the

gills of the people in Piedmont. But as for any brands

fixed on schismatics for several years past, they have

been all made with cold iron ; like thieves, who by the

benefit of the clergy are condemned to be only burned

in the hand ; but escaped the pain and the mark by

being in fee with the jailor. Which advantage the schis-

matical teachers will never want, who, as we are assu

red, and of which there is a very fresh instance, have

the souls and bodies and purses of the people an hun

dred times more at their mercy than the Catholic priests

could ever pretend to.

Therefore upon the whole, the Catholics do humbly
petition (without the least insinuation of threatening)
that upon this favourable juncture, their incapacity for

civil and military employments may be wholly taken

off, for the very same reasons (besides others more co

gent) that are now offered by their brethren the Dis

senter.^.

8
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And your petitioners, as in duty bound, shall ever

pray, &c.*

Dublin, Nov. 1733.

* In this controversy the author was again victorious, for the Test

was not repealed.
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PREDICTIONS

FOR

THE YEAR 1708.

WHEREIN THE MONTH, AND THE DAY OF THE MONTH, ARE SET
DOWN, THE PERSONS NAMED, AND THE GREAT ACTIONS AND
EVENTS OF NEXT YEAR PARTICULARLY RELATED, AS THEY
WILL COME TO PASS. WRITTEN TO PREVENT THE PEOPLE OF
ENGLAND FROM BEING FARTHER IMPOSED ON BY THE VULGAR
ALMANACK-MAKERS.

By ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, ESQ.

EVERY age has its appropriate follies; and one by which the

opening of the eighteenth century was peculiarly marked, was the

general credit given to the predictions of almanack-makers, or, as

they chose more learnedly to design themselves, Philomaths. In

the seventeenth century this character had been assumed by men,
whose learning ought to have placed them above such scandalous

imposition ; and believed in by others, whose unquestioned talents

renders their credulity almost miraculous. Among the latter we

may rank Dryden, and among the former Ashmole and Lilly. Even
the sceptical Sir Thomas Brown, while he denies the capacity of

astrologers, does not venture to dispute the reality of the science.
" Nor do we hereby reject a sober and regulated astrology ; we

hold there is more truth therein than in astrologers ; in some, more

than many allow, yet in none so much as some pretend. We deny
not the influence of the stars, but often suspect the due application
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thereof; for though we should affirm that all things were in all

things ; that heaven were but earth celestified, and earth but heaven

terrestrified, or that each part above had an influence upon its divided

affinity below ; yet how to single out these relations, and duly to

apply their actions, is a work ofttiraes to be effected by some revela

tion and cabala from above, rather than any philosophy or specula

tion here below." BROWN'S Vulgar Errors, Book iv. p. 195, edit. 2.

1650.

The art, however, about 1708, was gradually passing into con

tempt, and its professors, although their lucubrations continued to

interest the community at large, had only impudence and cant to

sustain their stately pretensions to vaticination. The solemn, ambi

guous, and authoritative style assumed by these astrologers, afford

ed an ample fund for the exercise of Swift's irony, who has imitated,

with exquisite dexterity, the mysterious style of their annual pre
dictions.

It is said that his choice of Isaac Bickerstaff, a name since so well

known, was owing to his finding the surname upon a locksmith's

sign.

The predictions are placed before the Periodical Essays, becaitee

they gave rise to the Tatler, to which Swift made frequent contri

butions.

I HAVE considered the gross abuse of astrology in this

kingdom, and upon debating the matter with myself,
I could not possibly lay the fault upon the art, but

upon those gross impostors, who set up to be the artists.

I know several learned men have contended, that the

whole is a cheat ; that it is absurd and ridiculous to

imagine, the stars can have any influence at all upon
human actions, thoughts, or inclinations ; and whoever

has not bent his studies that way may be excused for

thinking so, when he sees in how wretched a manner

that noble art is treated, by a few mean, illiterate tra-
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ders between us and the stars ; who import a yearly
stock of nonsense, lies, folly, and impertinence, which

they offer to the world as genuine from the planets,

though they descend from no greater a height than their

own brains.

I intend, in a short time, to publish a large and ra

tional defence of this art, and therefore shall say no

more in its justification at present, than that it has

been in all ages defended by many learned men, and

among the rest by Socrates himself ; whom I look upon
as undoubtedly the wisest of uninspired mortals : to

which if we add, that those who have condemned this

art, though otherwise learned, have been such as either

did not apply their studies this way, or at least did not

succeed in their applications, their testimony will not

be of much weight to its disadvantage, since they are

liable to the common objection, of condemning what

they did not understand.

Nor am I at all offended, or do I think it an injury

to the art, when I see the common dealers in it, the

students in astrology, the philomaths, and the rest of

that tribe, treated by wise men with the utmost scorn

and contempt ; but I rather wonder, when I observe

gentlemen in the country, rich enough to serve the na

tion in Parliament, poring in Partridge's Almanack, to

find out the events of the year, at home and abroad :

not daring to propose a hunting match, till Gadbury*
or he have fixed the weather.

* John Gadbury, bred a tailor, but an Oxford tailor, long pub

lished an Almanack, which vied in reputation with that of Partridge,

who, being a mean London shoemaker, could hardly be supposed to

possess .equal science. He made it up, however, in effrontery ; and
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I will allow either of the two I have mentioned, or

any other of the fraternity, to be not only astrologers,

but conjurers too, if I do not produce an hundred in

stances in all their Almanacks, to convince any reason

able man, that they do not so much as understand com

mon grammar and syntax ; that they are not able to

spell any word out of the usual road, nor, even in their

prefaces, to write common sense, or intelligible English.

Then, for their observations and predictions, they are

such as will equally suit any age or country in the

world,
" This month a certain great person will be

threatened with death or sickness." This the newspa

pers will tell them ; for there we find at the end of the

year, that no month passes without the death of some

person of note ; and it would be hard, if it should be

otherwise, when there are at least two thousand per

sons of note in this kingdom, many of them old, and

the Almanack-maker has the liberty of choosing the

sickliest season of the year, where he may fix his pre
diction. Again,

" This month an eminent clergyman
will be preferred ;" of which there may be many hun

dreds, half of them with one foot in the grave. Then,
" Such a planet in such a house shews great machina

tions, plots, and conspiracies, that may in time be brought
to light :" after which, if we hear of any discovery, the

astrologer gets the honour ; if not, his predictions still

stand good. And at last,
" God preserve King William

from all hjs open and secret enemies, Amen." When if

this shoemaker and tailor found partizans, who ranked in their se

parate factions ; while they disputed each other's claims to prophe
tical accuracy, and to knowledge of the hidden influence of the ce

lestial bodies.
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the king should happen to have died, the astrologer

plainly foretold it ; otherwise it passes but for the pious

ejaculation of a loyal subject : though it unluckily hap

pened in some of their Almanacks, that poor King Wil
liam was prayed for many months after he was dead,

because it fell out, that he died about the beginning of

the year.

To mention no more of their impertinent predictions,

what have we to do with their advertisements about

pills and drinks for the venereal disease ?" or their

mutual quarrels in verse and prose of Whig and Tory,
wherewith the stars have little to do ?

Having long observed and lamented these, and an

hundred other abuses of this art too tedious to repeat,

I resolved to proceed in a new way, which I doubt not

will be to the general satisfaction of the kingdom : I

can this year produce but a specimen of what I design
for the future ; having employed most part of my time,

in adjusting and correcting the calculations I made for

some years past, because I would offer nothing to the

world, of which I am not as fully satisfied, as that I am
now alive. For these two last years I have not failed

in above one or two particulars, and those of no very

great moment. I exactly foretold the miscarriage at

Toulon,* with all its particulars ; and the loss of Ad
miral Shovel,f though I was mistaken as to the day,

placing that article about thirty-six hours sooner than

it happened ; but upon reviewing my schemes, I quick-

* An attempt was made to besiege Toulon in 1707, by Prince Eu

gene and the Duke of Savoy, supported by the English fleet, under

Sir Cloudesly Shovel, but it miscarried.

f Sir Cloudesly Shovel's fleet was wrecked Oct. 22, 1707-
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ly found the cause of that error. I likewise foretold the

battle of Almanza* to the very day and hour, with the

loss on both sides, and the consequences thereof. All

which I shewed to some friends many months before

they happened ; that is, I gave them papers sealed up,

to open at such a time, after which they were at liberty

to read them ; and there they found my predictions

true in every article, except one or two very minute.

As for the few following predictions I now offer the

world, I forebore to publish them, till I had perused

the several Almanacks for the year we are now entered

upon. I found them all in the usual strain, and I beg
the reader will compare their manner with mine : and

here I make bold to tell the world, that I lay the whole

credit of my art upon the truth of these predictions ;

and I will be content, that Partridge, and the rest of

his clan, may hoot me for a cheat and impostor, if I fail

in any single particular of moment. I believe, any man
who reads this paper, will look upon me to be at least

a person of as much honesty and understanding, as a

common maker of Almanacks. I do not lurk in the

dark ; I am not wholly unknown in the word ; I have

set my name at length to be a mark of infamy to man

kind, if they shall find I deceive them.

In one thing I must desire to be forgiven, that I talk

more sparingly of home affairs ; as it would be impru
dence to discover secrets of state, so it might be dan

gerous to my person ; but in smaller matters, and such

as are not of public consequence, I shall be very free :

and the truth of my conjectures will as much appear

* The battle of Almaiiza M-as fought April 25, 1707-
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from these as the other. As for the most signal events

abroad in France, Flanders, Italy, and Spain, I shall

make no scruple to predict them in plain terms : some

of them are of importance, and I hope I shall seldom

mistake the day they will happen ; therefore, I think

good to inform the reader, that I shall all along make
use of the old style observed in England, which I desire

he will compare with that of the newspapers, at the time

they relate the actions I mention.

I must add one word more ; I know it has been the

opinion of several learned persons, who think well

enough of the true art of astrology, that the stars do

only incline, and not force, the actions or wills of men ;

and therefore, however I may proceed by right rules,

yet I cannot in prudence so confidently assure the events

will follow exactly as I predict them.

I hope I have maturely considered this objection,

which in some cases is of no little weight. For exam

ple ; a man may, by the influence of an over-ruling

planet, be disposed or inclined to lust, rage, or avarice,

and yet by the force of reason overcome that evil influ

ence ; and this was the case of Socrates ; but the great
events of the world, usually depending upon numbers

of men, it cannot be expected they should all unite to

cross their inclinations, for pursuing a general design,

wherein they unanimously agree. Besides, the influence

of the stars reaches to many actions and events, which

are not anyway in the power of reason ; as sickness,

death, and what we commonly call accidents, with many
more needless to repeat.

But now it is time to proceed to my predictions,

which I have begun to calculate from the time that the

sun enters into Aries. And this I take to be properly
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the beginning of the natural year. I pursue them to

the time that he enters Libra, or somewhat more, which

is the busy period of the year. The remainder I have

not yet adjusted, upon account of several impediments

needless here to mention : besides, I must remind the

reader again, that this is but a specimen of what I de

sign in succeeding years to treat more at large, if I

may have liberty and encouragement.

My first prediction is but a trifle, yet I will mention

it, to shew how ignorant those sottish pretenders to

astrology are in their own concerns : it relates to Par

tridge the Almanack-maker. I have consulted the star

of his nativity by my own rules, and find he will in

fallibly die upon the 29th of March next, about eleven

at night, of a raging fever ; therefore I advise him to

consider of it, and settle his affairs in time.

The month of April will be observable for the death

of many great persons. On the 4th will die the Cardi

nal de Noailles, Archbishop of Paris : on the llth, the

young Prince of Asturias, son to the Duke of Anjou :

on the 14th, a great peer of this realm will die at his

country-house : on the 19th, an old layman of great

fame for learning : and on the 23d, an eminent gold

smith in Lombard-Street. I could mention others, both

at home and abroad, if I did not consider such events

of very little use or instruction to the reader, or to the

world.

As to public affairs : on the 7th of this month there

will be an insurrection in Dauphine, occasioned by the

oppressions of the people, which will not be quieted in

some months.

On the 15th will be a violent storm on the south-east
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coast of France, which will destroy many of their ships,
and some in the very harbour.

The 19th will be famous for the revolt of a whole

province or kingdom, excepting one city, by which the

affairs of a certain prince in the alliance will take a bet

ter face.

May, against common conjectures, will be no very
busy month in Europe, but very signal for the death of

the Dauphin, which will happen on the 7th, after a short

fit of sickness, and grievous torments with the strangu

ry. He dies less lamented by the court than the king
dom
On the 9th, a Mareschal of France will break his leg

by a fall from his horse. I have not been able to disco

ver whether he will then die or not.

On the llth will begin a most important siege, which
the eyes of all Europe will be upon : I cannot be more

particular ; for, in relating affairs that so nearly concern

the confederates, and consequently this kingdom, I am
forced to confine myself, for several reasons very obvi

ous to the reader.

On the 15th, news will arrive of a very surprising

event, than which, nothing can be more unexpected.
On the 19th, three noble ladies of this kingdom will,

against all expectation, prove with child, to the great

joy of their husbands.

On the 23d, a famous buffoon of the playhouse will

die a ridiculous death, suitable to his vocation.

June. This month will be distinguished at home by
the utter dispersing of those ridiculous deluded enthu

siasts, commonly called the Prophets ;* occasioned chief-

* The Protestants in Dauphine, called Casimars, being driven mad
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ly by seeing the time come, when many of their prophe
cies should be fulfilled, and then finding themselves de

ceived by contrary events. It is indeed to be admired,

how any deceiver can be so weak to foretel things near

at hand, when a very few months must, of necessity,

discover the imposture to all the world ; in this point
less prudent than common almanack-makers, who are

so wise to wander in generals, and talk dubiously, and

leave to the reader the business of interpreting.

On the 1st of this month, a French General will be

killed by a random shot of a cannon-ball.

On the 6th, a fire will break out in the suburbs of

Paris, which will destroy above a thousand houses ;

and seems to be the foreboding of what will happen, to

the surprise of all Europe, about the end of the follow

ing month.

On the 10th, a great battle will be fought, which

will begin at four of the clock in the afternoon, and last

till nine at night, with great obstinacy, but no very de

cisive event. I shall not name the place, for the reasons

by persecution, became of course enthusiasts, and mingled miracles

and prophecies with their religious fervour. Those who took re

fuge in England attracted great attention under the title of the

French prophets, and were subject of much discussion, both from

the press and pulpit. In 1707-8, John Lacy, Esq. became a con

vert ; and, in the preface to one of these nonsensical books, called
" A Cry from the Desert," he confidently appeals to the "

subject

matter and economy of four or five hundred prophetic warnings, given

under ecstacy in London." As impostors mingled among the enthu

siasts, the consequences began to assume rather an alarming appear

ance. But they were rash enough to undertake to raise a man from

the dead, and, having of course failed, were exposed to general ridi

cule, to which a play, called
" The Modern PropheU," written by

Durfy, Hot a little contributed.
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aforesaid : but the commanders on each left wing will

be killed. I see bonfires, and hear the noise of guns for

a victory.

On the 14th, there will be a false report of the French

King's death.

On the 20th, Cardinal Portocarero will die of a dy
sentery, with great suspicion of poison ; but the report
of his intention to revolt to King Charles will prove
false.

July. The 6th of this month, a certain General will,

by a glorious action, recover the reputation he lost by
former misfortunes.

On the 12th, a great commander will die a prisoner

in the hands of his enemies.

On the 14th, a shameful discovery will be made of a

French Jesuit, giving poison to a great foreign general ;

and when he is put to the torture, he will make won
derful discoveries.

In short, this will prove a month of great action, if

I might have liberty to relate the particulars.

At home, the death ofan old famous senator will hap

pen on the 15th, at his country-house, worn out with

age and diseases.

But that which will make this month memorable to

all posterity, is the death of the French king, Louis the

Fourteenth, after a week's sickness, at Marli, which will

happen on the 29th, about six o'clock in the evening. It

seems to be an effect of the gout in the stomach, follow

ed by a flux. And, in three days after, Monsieur Cha-

millard will follow his master, dying suddenly of an

apoplexy.

In this month likewise an ambassador will die in

London ; but I cannot assign the day.
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August The affairs of France will seem to suffer no

change for a while under the Duke of Burgundy's ad

ministration ; but the genius that animated the whole

machine being gone, will be the cause of mighty turns

and revolutions in the following year. The new King
makes yet little change either in the army or the mini

stry ; but the libels against his grandfather, that fly

about his very court, give him uneasiness.

I see an express in mighty haste, with joy and won

der in his looks, arriving by break of day on the 26th

of this month, having travelled in three days a prodi

gious journey by land and sea. In the evening I hear

bells and guns, and see the blazing of a thousand bon

fires.

A young admiral of noble birth does likewise this

month gain immortal honour by a great achievement.

The affairs of Poland are this month entirely settled :

Augustus resigns his pretensions, which he had again
taken up for some time; Stanislaus is peaceably possess

ed of the throne ; and the King of Sweden declares for

the Emperor.
I cannot omit one particular accident here at home ;

that near the end of this month much mischief will be

done at Bartholomew Fair, by the fall of a booth.

September. This month begins with a very surpri

sing fit of frosty weather, which will last near twelve

days.

The Pope having long languished last month, the

swellings in his legs breaking, and the flesh mortifying,
will die on the llth instant : and in three weeks time,

after a mighty contest, be succeeded by a Cardinal of the

imperial faction, but a native of Tuscany, who is now
about sixty-one years old.

14
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The French army now acts wholly on the defensive,

strongly fortified in their trenches : and the young
French King sends overtures for a treaty of peace by
the Duke of Mantua, which, because it is a matter of
state that concerns us here at home, I shall speak no far

ther of.

I shall add but one prediction more, and that in mys
tical terms, which shall be included in a verse out of

Virgil

Alter eritjam Tethys, et altera, quce vehat, Argo,
Delectos herons.

Upon the 25th day of this month, the fulfilling of

this prediction will be manifest to everybody.
This is the farthest I have proceeded in my calcula

tions for the present year. I do not pretend that these

are all the great events which will happen in this pe
riod, but that those I have set down will infallibly come
to pass. It will perhaps still be objected, why I have not

spoke more particularly of affairs at home, or of the suc

cess of our armies abroad, which I might, and could

very largely have done ; but those in power have wise

ly discouraged men from meddling in public concerns,

and I was resolved by no means to give the least of

fence. This I will venture to say, that it will be a glo

rious campaign for the allies, wherein the English

forces, both by sea and land, will have their full share

of honour : that her Majesty Queen Anne will continue

in health and prosperity : and that no ill accident will

arrive to any in the chief ministry.

As to the particular events I have mentioned, the

reader may judge, by the fulfilling of them, whether I

am on the level with common astrologers ; who, with

VOL. VIII. 2 G
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an old paltry cant, and a few pot-hooks for planets to

amuse the vulgar, have, in my opinion, too long been

suffered to abuse the world : but an honest physician

ought not to be despised, because there are such things

as mountebanks. I hope I have some share of reputa

tion, which I would not willingly forfeit for a frolic or

humour : and I believe no gentleman who reads this

paper, will look upon it to be of the same cast or mould

with the common scribbles that are every day hawked

about. My fortune has placed me above the little regard

of writing for a few pence, which I neither value or

want : therefore let not wise men too hastily condemn

this essay, intended for a good design, to cultivate and

improve an ancient art, long in disgrace by having fall

en into mean unskilful hands. A little time will deter

mine whether I have deceived others or myself: and I

think it no very unreasonable request, that men would

please to suspend their judgments till then. I was once

of the opinion with those who despise all predictions

from the stars, till, in the year 1686, a man of quality

shewed me, written in his album.* that the most learn

ed astronomer, Captain Halley, assured him, he would

never believe anything of the stars' influence, if there

were not a great revolution in England in the year

1688. Since that time I began to have other thoughts,

and after eighteen years diligent study and application,

I think I have no reason to repent of my pains. I shall

* Album is the name of a paper book, in which it was usual for a

man's friends to write down a sentence, with their names, to keep

them in his remembrance ; it is still common in some of the foreign

universities.
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detain the reader no longer than to let him know, that

the account I design to give of next year's events, shall

take in the principal affairs that happen in Europe ; and

if I be denied the liberty of offering it to my own coun

try, I shall appeal to the learned world, by publishing
it in Latin, and giving order to have it printed in Hol

land.



AN ANSWER

TO

BICKERSTAFF.

SOME REFLECTIONS UPON MR BICKEHSTAFF's PREDICTIONS

FOR THE YEAR MDCCVIII.

BY A PERSON OF QUALITY.

1 HAVE not observed, for some years past, any insig

nificant paper to have made more noise, or be more

greedily bought, than that of these Predictions. They
are the wonder of the common people, an amusement

for the better sort, and a jest only to the wise ; yet

among these last, I have heard some very much in

doubt, whether the author meant to deceive others, or

is deceived himself. Whoever he was, he seems to have

with great art adjusted his paper both to please the rab

ble, and to entertain persons of condition. The writer

is, without question, a gentleman of wit and learning,

although the piece seems hastily written in a sudden

frolic, with the scornful thought of the pleasure he will

have, in putting this great town into a wonderment

about nothing : nor do I doubt but he, and his friends

in the secret, laugh often and plentifully in a corner, to

reflect how many hundred thousand fools they have al

ready made. And he has them fast for some time : for

so they are likely to continue until his prophecies be-
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gin to fail in the events. Nay, it is a great question
whether the miscarriage of the two or three first will

so entirely undeceive people, as to hinder them from

expecting the accomplishment of the rest. I doubt not

but some thousands of these papers are carefully pre
served by as many persons, to confront with the events,

and try whether the astrologer exactly keeps the day
and hour. And these I take to be Mr Bickerstaff's

choicest cullies, for whose sake chiefly he writ his amuse

ment. Meanwhile he has seven weeks good, during
which time the world is to be kept in suspense : for it

is so long before the almanack-maker is to die, which

is the first prediction ; and, if that fellow happens to be

a splenetic visionary fop, or has any faith in his own

art, the prophecy may punctually come to pass, by very
natural means. As a gentleman of my acquaintance,

who was ill used by a mercer in town, wrote him a let

ter in an unknown hand, to give him notice that care

had been taken to convey a slow poison into his drink,

which would infallibly kill him in a month ; after

which, the man began in earnest to languish and de

cay, by the mere strength of imagination, and would

certainly have died, if care had not been taken to unde

ceive him, before the jest went too far. The like effect

upon Partridge would wonderfully rise Mr Bickerstaff's

reputation for a fortnight longer, until we could hear

from France, whether the Cardinal de Noailles were

dead or alive upon the fourth of April, which is the

second of his predictions.

For a piece so carelessly written, the observations up

on astrology are reasonable and pertinent, the remarks

just ; and as the paper is partly designed, in my opi

nion, for a satire upon the credulity of the vulgar, and
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that idle itch of peeping into futurities ; so it is no

more than what we all of us deserve. And, since we
must be teazed with perpetual hawkers of strange and

wonderful things, I am glad to see a man of sense find

leisure and humour to take up the trade, for his own

and our diversion. To speak in the town phrase, it is

a bite ; he has fully had his jest, and may be satisfied.

I very much approve the serious air he gives him

self in his introduction and conclusion, which has gone
far to give some people, of no mean rank, an opinion

that the author believes himself. He tells us,
" He

places the whole credit of his art on the truth of these

predictions, and will be content to be hooted by Par

tridge and the rest for a cheat, if he fails in any one par

ticular ;" with several other strains of the same kind,

wherein I perfectly believe him ; and that he is very in

different whether Isaac Bickerstaff be a mark of in

famy or not. But it seems, although he has joined an

odd surname to no very common Christian one, that in

this large town there is a man found to own both the

names, although, I believe, not the paper.

I believe it is no small mortification to this gentle

man astrologer, as well as his bookseller, to find their

piece, which they sent out in a tolerable print and pa

per, immediately seized on by three or four interloping

printers of Grub Street, the title stuffed with an ab

stract of the whole matter, together with the standard

epithets of strange and wonderful, the price brought

down a full half, which was but a penny in its prime,

and bawled about by hawkers of the inferior class, with

the concluding cadence of " a halfpenny a piece." But

sic cecidit Phaeton ; and, to comfort him a little, this

production of mine will have the same fate ; to-morrow
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will my ears be grated by the little boys and wenches

in straw hats ; and I must a hundred times undergo the

mortification to have my own work offered me to sale

at an under value. Then, which is a great deal worse,

my acquaintance in the coffeehouse will ask me whether

I have seen the " Answer to 'Squire Bickerstaff 's Pre

dictions," and whether I knew the puppy that writ it ;

and how to keep a man's countenance in such a junc

ture, is no easy point of conduct. When, in this case,

you see a man shy either in praising or condemning,

ready to turn off the discourse to another subject, stand

ing as little in the light as he can to hide his blushing,

pretending to sneeze, or take snuff, or go off as if sud

den business called him ; then ply him close, observe

his look narrowly, see whether his speech be constrain

ed or affected, then charge him suddenly, or whisper

and smile, and you will soon discover whether he be

guilty. Although this seem not the purpose I am dis

coursing on, yet I think it to be so ;
for I am much de

ceived if I do not know the true author of Bickerstaff's

Predictions, and did not meet with him some days ago

in a coffeehouse at Covent Garden.

As to the matter of the Predictions themselves, I shall

not enter upon the examination of them ; but think it

very incumbent upon the learned Mr Partridge to take

them into his consideration, and lay as many errors in

astrology as possible to Mr Bickerstaff's account. He

may justly, I think, challenge the 'squire to publish the

calculation he has made of Partridge's nativity, by the

credit of which, he so determinately pronounces the

tim'e and manner of his death ; and Mr Bickerstaff can

do no less, in honour, than give Mr Partridge the same

advantage of calculating his, by sending him an ac-
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count of the time and place of his birth, with other par
ticulars necessary for such a work. By which, no doubt,
the learned world will be engaged in the dispute, and
take part on each side according as they are inclined.

I should likewise advise Mr Partridge to inquire,

why Mr Bickerstaff does not so much as offer at one

prediction to be fulfilled, until two months after the

time of publishing his paper. This looks a little sus

picious, as if he were desirous to keep the world in play
as long as he decently could ; else it were hard he could

not afford us one prediction between this and the 29th
of March ; which is not so fair dealings as we have even

from Mr Partridge and his brethren, who give us their

predictions (such as they are indeed) for every month
in the year.

There is one passage in Mr Bickerstaffs paper, that

seems to be as high a strain of assurance, as I have any
where met with. It is that prediction for the month
of June, which relates to the French prophets here in

town ; where he tells us,
"
They will utterly disperse,

by seeing the time come, wherein their prophecies should

be fulfilled, and then finding themselves deceived by con

trary events." Upon which he adds, with great reason,
" his wonder how any deceiver can be so weak, to fore-

tel things near at hand, when a very few months must
discover the imposture to all the world." This is spo
ken with a great deal of affected unconcernedness, as if

he would have us think himself to be not under the

least apprehension, that the same in two months will

be his own case. With respect to the gentleman, I do

not remember to have heard of so refined and pleasant
a piece of impudence ; which I hope the author will not

resent as an uncivil word, because I am sure I enter in-
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to his taste, and take it as he meant it. However, he
)

half deserves a reprimand, for writing with so much ;

scorn and contempt for the understandings of the ma-/

jority.

For the month of July, he tells us,
" of a General,

who, by a glorious action, will recover the reputation
he lost by former misfortunes." This is commonly un
derstood to be Lord Galway ; who, if he be already dead,

as some newspapers have it, Mr Bickerstaff has made
a trip. But this I do not much insist on ; for it is hard

if another general cannot be found under the same cir

cumstances, to whom this prediction may be as well ap

plied.

The French King's death is very punctually related ;

but it was unfortunate to make him die at Marli, where

he never goes at that season of the year, as I observed

myself during three years I passed in that kingdom :

and, discoursing some months ago with Monsieur Tal-

lard, about the French court, I find that King never

goes to Marli for any time, but about the season of

hunting there, which is not till August. So that there

was an unlucky slip of Mr Bickerstaff, for want of fo

reign education.

He concludes with resuming his promise, of publish

ing entire predictions for next year ; of which the other

astrologers need not be in very much pain. I suppose

we shall have them much about the same time with
" The General History of Ears." I believe we have

done with him for ever in this kind ; and though I am

no astrologer, may venture to prophesy, that Isaac

Bickerstaff, Esquire, is now dead, and died just at the

time his Predictions were ready for the press : that he

dropped out of the clouds about nine days ago, and, in
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about four hours after, mounted up thither again like

a vapour ; and will, one day or other, perhaps, descend

a second time, when he has some new, agreeable, or

amusing whimsy to pass upon the town ; wherein, it

is very probable, he will succeed as often as he is dis

posed to try the experiment ; that is as long as he can

preserve a thorough contempt for his own time, and

other people's understandings, and is resolved not to

laugh cheaper than at the expense of a million of peo

ple.
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THE

ACCOMPLISHMENT

OF THE FIRST OF

MR BICKERSTAFF's PREDICTIONS,

BEING

AN ACCOUNT

OF THE DEATH OF

MR PARTRIDGE, THE ALMANACK-MAKER,

UPON THE 29TH INSTANT,

IN A LETTER TO A PERSON OF HONOUR.

WRITTEN IN THE YEAR 1708.

MY LORD,

IN obedience to" your Lordship's commands, as well

as to satisfy my own curiosity, I have some days past

inquired constantly after Partridge the almanack-maker,

of whom it was foretold in Mr Bickerstaff's Predic

tions, published about a month ago, that he should die

the 29th instant, about eleven at night, of a raging fe

ver. I had some sort of knowledge of him, when I was

employed in the revenue, because he used every year to

present me with his almanack, as he did other gentle

men, upon the score of some little gratuity we gave
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him. I saw him accidentally once or twice, about ten

days before he died, and observed he began very much
to droop and languish, though, I hear, his friends did

not seem to apprehend him in any danger. About two

or three days ago he grew ill, was confined first to his

chamber, and in a few hours after to his bed, where

Dr Case* and Mrs Kirleus f were sent for to visit, and

to prescribe to him. Upon this intelligence I sent thrice

every day one servant or other to inquire after his

health ; and yesterday about four in the afternoon,

word was brought me,
" that he was past hopes :"

upon which I prevailed with myself to go and see him,

partly out of commiseration, and, I confess, partly out

of curiosity. He knew me very well, seemed surprised

at my condescension, and made me compliments upon

it, as well as he could in the condition he was. The

people about him said,
" he had been for some time de

lirious ;" but when I saw him he had his understand

ing as well as ever I knew, and spoke strong and hearty,

without any seeming uneasiness or constraint. After

I had told him " how sorry I was to see him in those

melancholy circumstances," and said some other civilities

* John Case was many years a noted practitioner in physic and

astrology. He was looked upon as the successor of Lilly and of Saf-

fold, and possessed the magical utensils of both. He erased the verses

of his predecessor from the sign-post, and substituted in their stead

this distich, by which he is said to have got more than Dryden did

by all his works,
" Within this place

Lives Doctor Case."

f Mary Kirleus, widow of John Kirleus, son of Dr Thomas Kir

leus, a collegiate physician of London.
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suitable to the occasion, I desired him "
to tell me free

ly and ingenuously, whether the predictions Mr Bicker-

staff had published relating to his death, had not too

much affected and worked on his imagination." He
confessed,

" he had often had it in his head, but never

with much apprehension, till about a fortnight before ;

since which time it had the perpetual possession of his

mind and thoughts, and he did verily believe was the

true natural cause of his present distemper : for," said

he,
" I am thoroughly persuaded, and I think I have

very good reasons, that Mr Bickerstaff spoke altogether

by guess, and knew no more what will happen this

year than I did myself."

I told him,
" his discourse surprised me ; and I

would be glad he were in a state of health to be able

to tell me what reason he had to be convinced of Mr

Bickerstaff's ignorance." He replied,
" I am a poor

ignorant fellow, bred to a mean trade, yet I have sense

enough to know, that all pretences of foretelling by as

trology are deceits, for this manifest reason : because

the wise and the learned, who can only judge whether

there be any truth in this science, do all unanimously

agree to laugh at and despise it ; and none but the poor

ignorant vulgar give it any credit, and that only upon

the word of such silly wretches as I and my fellows

who can hardly write or read." I then asked him,

"
why he had not calculated his own nativity, to see

whether it agreed with Bickerstaff's prediction ?" At

which he shook his head, and said,
" Oh ! sir, this

is no time for jesting,
but for repenting those fool

eries, as I do now from the very bottom of my heart."

By what I can gather from you," said I,
" the obser

vations and predictions you printed with your alma-
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nacks, were mere impositions on the people." He re

plied,
" If it were otherwise, I should have the less to

answer for. We have a common form for all those

things : as to foretelling the weather, we never meddle

with that, but leave it to the printer, who takes it out

of any old almanack, as he thinks fit ; the rest was my
own invention, to make my almanack sell, having a

wife to maintain, and no other way to get my bread ;

for mending old shoes is a poor livelihood ; and," add

ed he, sighing,
"

I wish I may not have done more

mischief by my physic, than my astrology ; though
I had some good receipts from my grandmother, and

my own compositions were such, as I thought could at

least do no hurt."

I had some other discourse with him, which I now
cannot call to mind ; and I fear have already tired your

lordship. I shall only add one circumstance, that on

his death-bed he declared himself a nonconformist, and

had a fanatic preacher to be his spiritual guide. After

half an hour's conversation I took my leave, being al

most stifled with the closeness of the room. I imagined
he could not hold out long, and therefore withdrew to

a little coffeehouse hard by, leaving a servant at the

house with orders to come immediately and tell me, as

near as he could, the minute when Partridge should

expire, which was not above two hours after ; when

looking upon my watch, I found it to be above five mi

nutes after seven ; by which it is clear that Mr Bick-

erstaff was mistaken almost four hours in his calcula

tion. In the other circumstances he was exact enough.
But whether he has been the cause of this poor man's

death, as well as the predictor, may be very reasonably

disputed. However, it must be confessed, the matter is
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odd enough,whether we should endeavour to account for

it by chance, or the effect of imagination : for my own

part, though I believe no man has less faith in these

matters, yet I shall wait with some impatience, and not

without some expectation, the fulfilling of Mr Bicker-

staff's second prediction, that the Cardinal de Noailles

is to die upon the fourth of April ; and if that should

be verified as exactly as this of poor Partridge, I must

own I should be wholly surprised, and at a loss, and

should infallibly expect the accomplishment of all the

rest.
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'SQUIRE BICKERSTAFF DETECTED

OK, THE

ASTROLOGICAL IMPOSTOR CONVICTED.

BY

JOHN PARTRIDGE,

STUDENT IN PHYSIC AND ASTROLOGY.*

IT is hard, my dear countrymen of these united na

tions, it is very hard, that a Briton born, a Protestant

astrologer, a man of revolution principles, an assertor

of the liberty and property of the people, should cry out

in vain for justice against a Frenchman, a Papist, and

an illiterate pretender to science, that would blast my
reputation, most inhumanly bury me alive, and defraud

my native country of those services, which, in my dou

ble capacity, I daily offer the public.

* This piece being on the same subject, and the original of it very

rare, we have thought fit to add it, though not written by the same

hand. In the Dublin edition it is said to be written by the late

N. Rowe, Esq., which is a mistake ; for the Reverend Dr Yalden,

preacher of Bridewell, Mr Partridge's near neighbour, drew it up
for him.

7
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What great provocations I have received, let the im
partial reader judge, and how unwillingly, even in my
own defence, I now enter the lists against falsehood,

ignorance and envy : but I am exasperated, at length,
to drag out this Cacus from the den of obscurity where
he lurks, detect him by the light of those stars he has
so impudently traduced, and shew there is not a mon
ster in the skies so pernicious and malevolent to man
kind as an ignorant pretender to physic and astrology.
I shall not directly fall on the many gross errors, nor

expose the notorious absurdities of this prostitute libel

ler, till I have let the learned world fairly into the con

troversy depending, and then leave the unprejudiced to

judge of the merits and justice of my cause.

It was toward the conclusion of the year 1707, when
an impudent pamphlet crept into the world, entitled,

Predictions, fyc. by Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq. Among the

many arrogant assertions laid down by that lying spi

rit of divination, he was pleased to pitch on the Cardinal

de Noailles and myself, among many other eminent and

illustrious persons, that were to die within the compass
of the ensuing year ; and peremptorily fixes the month,

day, and hour, of our deaths : this, I think, is sporting
with great men, and public spirits, to the scandal of re

ligion, and reproach of power ; and if sovereign princes

and astrologers must make diversion for the vulgar

why then farewell, say I, to all governments, ecclesias

tical and civil. But, I thank my better stars, I am
alive to confront this false and audacious predictor, and

to make him rue the hour he ever affronted a man of

science and resentment. The cardinal may take what

measures he pleases with him ; as his excellency is a

foreigner, and a Papist, he has no reason to rely on me
VOL. VIII. 2 H
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for his justification ; I shall only assure the world he

is alive : but as he was bred to letters and is master

of a pen, let him use it in his own defence. In the

meantime I shall present the public with a faithful

narrative of the ungenerous treatment and hard usage
I have received, from the virulent papers, and malicious

practices, of this pretended astrologer.

A TRUE AND IMPARTIAL ACCOUNT OF THE PRO

CEEDINGS OF ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, ESQ., AGAINST
ME.

The 28th of March, anno Dom. 1708, being the night

this sham prophet had so impudently fixed for my last,

which made little impression on myself ; but I cannot

answer for my whole family ; for my wife, with con

cern more than usual, prevailed on me to take some

what to sweat for a cold ; and between the hours of

eight and nine, to go to bed : the maid, as she was

warming my bed, with a curiosity natural to young
wenches, runs to the window, and asks of one passing

the street, who the bell tolled for ? Dr Partridge, says

he, the famous almanack-maker, who died suddenly

this evening : the poor girl, provoked, told him he lied

like a rascal ; the other very sedately replied, the sex

ton had so informed him, and if false, he was to blame

for imposing upon a stranger. She asked a second,

and a third, as they passed, and every one was in the

same tone. Now, I do not say these are accomplices

to a certain astrological 'squire, and that one Bicker-
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staff might be sauntering thereabout, because I will as

sert nothing here, but what I dare attest for plain mat
ter of fact. My wife at this fell into a violent disorder,

and I must own I was a little discomposed at the odd-

ness of the accident. In the meantime one knocks at

my door ; Betty runs down, and opening, finds a sober

grave person, who modestly inquires if this was Dr

Partridge's ? She, taking him for some cautious city pa
tient, that came at that time for privacy, shews him
into the dining-room. As soon as I could compose my
self, I went to him, and was surprised to find my gen
tleman mounted on a table with a two-foot rule in his

hand, measuring my walls, and taking the dimensions

of the room. Pray, sir, says I, not to interrupt you,
have you any business with me ? Only, sir, replies he,

order the girl to bring me a better light, for this is but

a very dim one. Sir, says I, my name is Partridge.

! the doctor's brother, belike, cries he ; the staircase,

1 believe, and these two apartments hung in close

mourning, will be sufficient, and only a strip of bays
round the other rooms. The doctor must needs die rich,

he had great dealings in his way for many years ; if he

had no family coat, you had as good use the escutcheons

of the company, they are as showish, and will look as

magnificent, as if he was descended from the blood

r0yal. With that I assumed a greater air of authori

ty, and demanded who employed him, or how he came

there ? Why, I was sent, sir, by the company of un

dertakers, says he, and they were employed by the ho

nest gentleman, who is executor to the good doctor de

parted ; and our rascally porter, I believe, is fallen fast

asleep with the black cloth and sconces, or he had been

here, and we might have been tacking up by this time.
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Sir, says I, pray be advised by a friend, and make the

best of your speed out of my doors, for I hear my wife's

voice, (which, by the by, is pretty distinguishable,) and
in that corner of the room stands a good cudgel, which

somebody has felt before now ; if that light in her

hands, and she know the business you come about,

without consulting the stars, I can assure you it will be

employed very much to the detriment of your person.

Sir, cries he, bowing with great civility, I perceive ex

treme grief for the loss of the doctor, disorders you a

little at present, but early in the morning I will wait

on you with all the necessary materials. Now, I men
tion no Bickerstaff ; nor do I say, that a certain star

gazing 'squire has been playing my executor before his

time ; but I leave the world to judge, and he that puts

things and things fairly together, will not be much wide

of the mark.

Well, once more I got my doors closed, and prepared

for bed, in hopes of a little repose after so many ruffling

adventures ; just as I was putting out my light in or

der to it, another bounces as hard as he can knock;

I open the window, and ask who is there, and what he

wants ? I am Ned the sexton, replies he, and come to

know whether the doctor left any orders for a funeral

sermon, and where he is to be laid, and whether his

grave is to be plain or bricked ? Why, sirrah, says I,

you know me well enough ; you know I am not dead,

and how dare you affrontme after this manner? Alack-

aday, sir, replies the fellow, why it is in print, and the

whole town knows you are dead ; why, there is Mr
White the joiner is but fitting screws to your coffin, he

will be here with it in an instant : he was afraid you
would have wanted it before this time. Sirrah, sirrah,
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says I, you shall know to-morrow, to your cost, that I

am alive, and alive like to be. Why, it is strange, sir,

says he, you should make such a secret of your death to

us that are your neighbours ; it looks as if you had a de

sign to defraud the church of its dues ; and, let me tell

you, for one that has lived so long by the heavens, that

is unhandsomely done. Hist, hist, says another rogue
that stood by him ; away, doctor, into your flannel gear
as fast as you can, for here is a whole pack of dismals

coming to you with their black equipage, and how in

decent will it look for you to stand frightening folks at

your window, when you should have been in your coffin

these three hours ? In short, what with undertakers,

embalmers, joiners, sextons, and your damned elegy

hawkers upon a late practitioner in physic and astro

logy, I got not one wink of sleep the whole night, nor

scarce a moment's rest ever since. Now, I doubt not

but this villainous 'squire has the impudence to assert,

that these are entirely strangers to him ; he, good man,

knows nothing of the matter, and honest Isaac Bicker-

staff, I warrant you, is more a man of honour, than to

be an accomplice with a pack of rascals, that walk the

streets on nights, and disturb good people in their beds ;

but he is out, if he thinks the whole world is blind ;

for there is one John Partridge can smell a knave as

far as Grub-street, although he lies in the most exalt

ed garret, and writes himself 'squire : but I will keep

my temper, and proceed in the narration.

I could not stir out of doors for the space of three

months after this, but presently one comes up to me in

the street, Mr Partridge, that coffin you was last buried

in, I have not yet been paid for : Doctor, cries another
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dog, how do you think people can live by making of

graves for nothing ? next time you die, you may even

toll out the bell yourself for Ned. A third rogue tips

me by the elbow, and wonders how I have the con

science to sneak abroad without paying my funeral ex

penses. Lord, says one, I durst have swore that was

honest Dr Partridge, my old friend ; but, poor man, he

is gone. I beg your pardon, says another, you look so

like my old acquaintance, that I used to consult on

some private occasions : but, alack, he is gone the way
of all flesh. Look, look, look, cries a third, after a com

petent space of staring at me, would not one think our

neighbour the almanack-maker was crept out of his

grave, to take the other peep at the stars in this world,

and shew how much he is improved in fortune-telling,

by having taken a journey to the other ?

Nay, the very reader of our parish, a good, sober,

discreet person, has sent two or three times for me to

come and be buried decently, or send him sufficient rea

sons to the contrary ; or, if I have been interred in any
other parish, to produce my certificate, as the act* re

quires. My poor wife is run almost distracted with

being called widow Partridge, when she knows it is

false ; and once a term she is cited into the court to

take out letters of administration. But the greatest

grievance is, a paltry quack, that takes up my calling

just under my nose, and in his printed directions, with

* The statute of 30 Car. II. for burying in woollen, requires, that

oath shall be made of the compliance with this act, and a certificate

thereof lodged with the minister of the parish, within eight d;i\>

after interment.
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N. B, says, he lives in the house of the late ingenious
Mr John Partridge, an eminent practitioner in leather,

physic, and astrology.

But to shew how far the wicked spirit of envy, ma
lice, and resentment, can hurry some men, my name
less old persecutor had provided me a monument at the

stone-cutter's, and would have erected it in the parish
church ; and this piece of notorious and expensive vil

lainy had actually succeeded, if I had not used my ut

most interest with the vestry, where it was carried at

last but by two voices, that I am alive. That strata

gem failing, out comes a long sable elegy, bedecked with

hour-glasses, mattocks, skulls, spades, and skeletons,

with an epitaph as confidently written to abuse me and

my profession, as if I had been under ground these

twenty years.

And after such barbarous treatment as this, can the

world blame me, when I ask, what is become of the

freedom of an Englishman ? and where is the liberty

and property, that my old glorious friend came over to

assert ? we have drove Popery out of the nation, and

sent slavery to foreign climes. The arts only remain in

bondage, when a man of science and character shall be

openly insulted, in the midst of the many useful servi

ces he is daily paying the public. Was it ever heard,

even in Turkey or Algiers, that a state astrologer was

bantered out of his life by an ignorant impostor, or

bawled out of the world by a pack of villainous deep-

mouthed hawkers ? though I print almanacks, and pub
lish advertisements; though I produce certificates under

the minister's and churchwardens' hands that I am alive,

and attest the same on oath at quarter-sessions, out
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comes a full and true relation of the death and inter

ment of John Partridge ; truth is bore down, attesta

tions neglected, the testimony of sober persons despised,

and a man is looked upon by his neighbours as if he

had been seven years dead, and is buried alive in the

midst of his friends and acquaintance.

Now, can any man of common sense think it consist

ent with the honour of my profession, and not much
beneath the dignity of a philosopher, to stand bawling
before his own door Alive ! alive ! ho ! the famous Dr

Partridge ! no counterfeit, but all alive ! as if I had

the twelve celestial monsters of the zodiac to shew

within, or was forced for a livelihood to turn retailer

to May and Bartholomew fairs ? Therefore, if her Ma
jesty would but graciously be pleased to think a hard

ship of this nature worthy her royal consideration, and

the next Parliament, in their great wisdom, cast but an

eye toward the deplorable case of their old philomath,
that annually bestows his good wishes on them, I am
sure there is one Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq. would soon be

trussed up for his bloody predictions, and putting good

subjects in terror of their lives : and that hencefor

ward to murder a man by way of prophecy, and bury
him in a printed letter, either to a lord or commoner,
shall as legally entitle him to the present possession of

Tyburn, as if he robbed on the highway, or cut your
throat in bed.

I shall demonstrate to the judicious that France and

Rome are at the bottom of this horrid conspiracyagainst
me ; and that culprit aforesaid is a Popish emissary,

has paid his visits to St Germain's, and is now in the

measures of Lewis XIV. That, in attempting rny re-
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putation, there is a general massacre of learning design
ed in these realms : and through my sides there is a
wound given to all the Protestant almanack-makers in
the universe.

VIVAT REGINA.
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OF

ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, Esci.

AGAINST

WHAT IS OBJECTED TO HIM BY MR PARTRIDGE, IN HIS

ALMANACK FOR THE PRESENT YEAR, 1709-

BY THE SAID ISAAC BICKERSTAFF, ESQ.

MR PARTRIDGE has been lately pleased to treat me

after a very rough manner, in that which is called his

almanack for the present year : such usage is very in

decent from one gentleman to another, and does not at

all contribute to the discovery of truth, which ought to

be the great end in all disputes of the learned. To call

a man a fool and villain, an impudent fellow, only for

differing from him in a point merely speculative, is, in

my humble opinion, a very improper style for a person

of his education. I appeal to the learned world, whe

ther, in my last year's predictions, I gave him the least

provocation for such unworthy treatment. Philoso

phers have differed in all ages : but the discreetest
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among them have always differed as became philoso

phers. Scurrility and passion, in a controversy among
scholars, is just so much of nothing to the purpose,
and at best a tacit confession of a weak cause : my con

cern is not so much for my own reputation, as that of

the republic of letters, which Mr Partridge has endea

voured to wound through my sides. If men of public

spirit must be superciliously treated for their ingenious

attempts, how will true useful knowledge be ever ad

vanced? I wish Mr Partridge knew the thoughts which

foreign universities have conceived of his ungenerous

proceedings with me ; but I am too tender of his repu
tation to publish them to the world. That spirit of

envy and pride, which blasts so many rising geniuses

in our nation, is yet unknown among professors abroad:

the necessity ofjustifying myself will excuse my vanity,

when I tell the reader, that I have near a hundred ho

norary letters from several parts of Europe, (some as

far as Muscovy,) in praise of my performance. Besides

several others, which, as I have been credibly informed,

were opened in the post office, and never sent me. It

is true, the inquisition in Portugal was pleased to burn

my predictions,* and condemn the author and the read

ers of them : but I hope at the same time, it will be con

sidered, in how deplorable a state learning lies at pre

sent in that kingdom : and with the profoundest vene

ration for crowned heads, I will presume to add, that

it a little concerned his Majesty of Portugal to inter

pose his authority in behalf of a scholar and a gentle

man, the subject of a nation with which he is now in

This is fact.
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so strict an alliance. But the other kingdoms and states

of Europe have treated me with more candour and ge
nerosity. If I had leave to print the Latin letters trans

mitted to me from foreign parts, they would fill a vo

lume, and be a full defence against all that Mr Par

tridge, or his accomplices of the Portugal inquisition,
will be ever able to object ; who, by the way, are the

only enemies my predictions have ever met with at

home or abroad. But I hope I know better what is

due to the honour of a learned correspondence, in so

tender a point. Yet some of those illustrious persons
will perhaps excuse me, for transcribing a passage or

two in my vindication.* The most learned Monsieur

Leibnitz thus addresses to me his third letter :
"

II-

lustrissimo Bickerstaffio astrologice instauratori? &c.

Monsieur Le Clerc, quoting my predictions in a trea

tise he published last year, is pleased to say,
" Ita nu-

perrime Bickerstaffius, magnum illud Anglice sidus"

Another great professor writing of me, has these words :

*'

Bickerstaffius, nobilis Anglus, astrologorum hujusce
seeculifacileprinceps" Signior Magliabecchi, the Great

Duke's famous library-keeper, spends almost his whole

letter in compliments and praises. It is true, the re

nowned professor of astronomy at Utrecht seems to

differ from me in one article ; but it is after the modest

manner that becomes a philosopher; as, "pace tanti riri

dixerim :" and, page 55, he seems to lay the error upon
the printer, (as indeed it ought,) and says,

"
velforsan

error typography, cum alioquin Bicker-staffing vir doc-

tissimus" SKC.

' The quotations here inserted are in imitation of Dr Bentley, in

some part of the famous controrersy between him and Mr Boyle.
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If Mr Partridge had followed these examples in the

controversy between us, he might have spared me the
trouble of justifying myself in so public a manner. I

believe no man is readier to own his errors than I, or

more thankful to those who will please to inform him
of them. But, it seems, this gentleman, instead of en

couraging the progress of his own art, is pleased to

look upon all attempts of that kind as an invasion of

his province. He has been indeed so wise as to make
no objection against the truth of my predictions, except
in one single point relating to himself : and to demon
strate how much men are blinded by their own partial

ity, I do solemnly assure the reader, that he is the only

person from whom I ever heard that objection offered,

which consideration alone, I think, will take off all its

weight.
With my utmost endeavours I have not been able to

trace above two objections ever made against the truth

of my last year's prophecies : the first was, of a French

man, who was pleased to publish to the world,
" that

the Cardinal de Noailles was still alive, notwithstand

ing the pretended prophecy of Monsieur Biquerstaffe :"

but how far a Frenchman, a Papist, and an enemy,

is to be believed in his own cause, against an English

Protestant, who is true to the government, I shall leave

to the candid and impartial reader.

The other objection is the unhappy occasion of this

discourse, and relates to an article in my predictions,

which foretold the death of Mr Partridge to happen on

March 29, 1708. This he is pleased to contradict ab

solutely in the almanack he has published for the pre

sent year, and in that ungentlemanly manner (pardon

the expression) as I have above related. In that work
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he very roundly asserts, that he "
is not only now alive,

but was likewise aliye upon that very 29th of March,

when I had foretold he should die." This is the sub

ject of the present controversy between us ; which I

design to handle with all brevity, perspicuity, and calm

ness. In this dispute, I am sensible the eyes, not only
of England, but of all Europe, will be upon us ; and

the learned in every country will, I doubt not, take

part on that side where they find most appearance of

reason and truth.

Without entering into criticisms of chronology about

the hour of his death, I shall only prove that Mr Par

tridge is not alive. And my first argument is this : about

a thousand gentlemen having bought his almanacks for

this year, merely to find what he said against me, at

every line they read, they would lift up their eyes, and

cry out, betwixt rage and laughter,
"
they were sure

no man alive ever writ such damned stuff as this." Nei

ther did I ever hear that opinion disputed ; so that Mr

Partridge lies under a dilemma, either of disowning his

almanack, or allowing himself to be no man alive. Se

condly, Death is defined by all philosophers, a separa

tion of the soul and body. Now it is certain, that the

poor woman, who has best reason to know, has gone
about for some time to every alley in the neighbourhood,
and sworn to the gossips, that her husband had neither

life nor soul in him. Therefore, if an uninformed car

case walks still about, and is pleased to call itself Par

tridge, Mr Bickerstaff does not think himself anyway
answerable for that. Neither had the said carcase any

right to beat the poor boy, who happened to pass by it

in the street, crying,
" A full and true account of Dr

Partridge's death," &c.
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Thirdly, Mr Partridge pretends to tell fortunes, and
recover stolen goods ; which all the parish says, he must
do by conversing with the devil, and other evil spirits :

and no wise man will ever allow he could converse per

sonally with either till after he was dead.

Fourthly, I will plainly prove him to be dead, out of

his own almanack for this year, and from the very pass

age which he produces to make us think him alive. He
there says,

" he is not only now alive, but was also alive

upon that very 29th of March, which I foretold he

should die on :" by this, he declares his opinion, that a

man may be alive now who was not alive a twelvemonth

ago. And, indeed there lies the sophistry of his argu
ment. He dares not assert he was alive ever since that

29th of March, but that he "
is now alive, and was so

on that day :" I grant the latter ; for he did not die till

night, as appears by the printed account of his death, in

a letter to a lord ;
and whether he be since revived, I

leave the world to judge. This indeed is perfect cavil

ling, and I am ashamed to dwell any longer upon it.

Fifthly, I will appeal to Mr Partridge himself, whe

ther it be probable I could have been so indiscreet,

to begin my predictions with the only falsehood that

ever was pretended to be in them ? and this in an affair

at home, where I had so many opportunities to be ex

act ; and must have given such advantages against me

to a person of Mr Partridge's wit and learning, who,

if he could possibly have raised one single objection

more against the truth of my prophecies, would hardly

have spared me.

And here I must take occasion to reprove the above-

mentioned writer of the relation ofMr Partridge's death,

in a letter to a lord ; who was pleased to tax me with
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a mistake of four whole hours in my calculation of that

event. I must confess, this censure, pronounced with an

air of certainty, in a matter that so nearly concerned

me, and by a grave, judicious author, moved me not a

little. But though I was at that time out of town, yet
several of my friends, whose curiosity had led them to

be exactly informed, (for as to my own part, having no

doubt at all in the matter, I never once thought of
it,)

assured me, I computed to something under half an

hour ; which (I speak my private opinion) is an error

of no very great magnitude, that men should raise a

clamour about it. I shall only say, it would not be

amiss, if that author would henceforth be more tender

of other men's reputation, as well as his own. It is well

there were no more mistakes of that kind ; if there had,

I presume he would have told me of them with as little

ceremony.
There is one objection against Mr Partridge's death,

which I have sometimes met with, though, indeed, very

slightly offered, that he still continues to write alma

nacks. But this is no more than what is common to all

of that profession. Gadbury, Poor Robin, Dove, Wing,
and several others, do yearly publish their almanacks,

though several of them have been dead since before the

Revolution. Now, the natural reason of this I take to

be, that, whereas it is the privilege of authors to live

after their death, almanack-makers are alone excluded ;

because their dissertations, treating only upon the mi

nutes as they pass, become useless as those go off. In

consideration of which, Time, whose registers they are,

gives them a lease in reversion, to continue their works

after death.

I should not have given the public, or myself, the
7
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trouble of this vindication, if my name had not been

made use of by several persons to whom I never lent

it ; one of which, a few days ago, was pleased to father

on me a new set of predictions. But I think these are

things too serious to be trifled with. It grieved me to

the heart, when I saw my labours, which had cost me so

much thought and watching, bawled about by the com
mon hawkers of Grub-Street, which I only intended for

the weighty consideration of the gravest persons. This

prejudiced the world so much at first, that several of

my friends had the assurance to ask me whether I were

in jest ? to which I only answered coldly,
" that the

event would shew." But it is the talent of our age and

nation, to turn things of the greatest importance into

ridicule. When the end of the year had verified all my
predictions, out comes Mr Partridge's almanack, dispu

ting the point of his death ; so that I am employed,

like the general who was forced to kill his enemies twice

over, whom a necromancer had raised to life. If Mi-

Partridge have practised the same experiment upon

himself, and be again alive, long may he continue so ;

that does not the least contradict my veracity: but I

think I have clearly proved, by invincible demonstra

tion, that he died, at farthest, within half an hour of

the time I foretold, and not four hours sooner, as the

above-mentioned author, in his letter to a lord, has ma

liciously suggested, with a design to blast my credit, by

charging me with so gross a mistake.

VOL. VIII. 2 I
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A

FAMOUS PREDICTION

OP

MERLIN,

THE BRITISH WIZARD.

WRITTEN ABOVE A THOUSAND YEARS AGO, AND RELATING
TO THE YEAR 1709.

WITH EXPLANATORY NOTES,

BY T. N. PHILOMATH.

LAST year was published a paper of Predictions, pre
tended to be written by one Isaac Bickerstaff, Esq., but

the true design of it was to ridicule the art of astrolo

gy, and expose its professors as ignorant or impostors.

Against this imputation Dr Partridge has learnedly
vindicated himself in his almanack for that year.

For a farther vindication of this famous art, I have

thought fit to present the world with the following pro

phecy. The original is said to be of the famous Merlin,

who lived about a thousand years ago ; and the follow

ing translation is two hundred years old, for it seems

to be written near the end of Henry the Seventh's reign.

I found it in an old edition of Merlin's prophecies, im-
15
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printed at London by Johan Haukyns, in the year 1530,

page 39- I set it down word for word in the old ortho

graphy, and shall take leave to subjoin a few explana

tory notes.

J^efoen antr Cen a&Hg& to nine,

tftmntt tyv Woe tf)is is

Camps &ibere ttogs i)--(ro^tn,

sans toetyng J^fjoes tie

comgtj foortje, $cj nntrerstontie,

Coiwnt of j^tofte to fatten

fprfti* CJgftan, Mot
Co dfraunce, tjat eber !)t toas

CJen sjall t^e ffgzfyt fatotQit tys 3$osse ;

Kor s^all grin Betrps mafee up tjje ilosse*

sljali again

Korbags Prptr again s^all

from tje Cret iJerr 3Slossums fttit,

aaipe dfruit sfjall fomr, antr all is

iEUaums sjall Kamitt ^onUe in

it sijall 6e mmge in oltf

Snglontrt s^ail iie no more,
no man sjall fce sorie therefore*

sjali fmtoe t^ree Metres agagne,

mafegtj) t^em tiut
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EXPLANATORY NOTES.

Cm, &c. This line describes the year
when these events shall happen. Seven and ten make

seventeen, which I explain seventeen hundred, and this

number added to nine, makes the year we are now in ;

for it must be understood of the natural year, which

begins the first of January.

CamgB &ibtre tto0, &c. The River Thames fro

zen twice in one year, so as men to walk on it, is a very

signal accident, which perhaps hath not fallen out for

several hundred years before, and is the reason why
some astrologers have thought that this prophecy could

never be fulfilled, because they imagined such a thing
would never happen in our climate.

jFfOm Cflfom Of J^tOfft, &c. This is a plain de

signation of the Duke of Marlborough : one kind of

stuff used to fatten and is called marie, and everybody
knows that borough is a name fora town ; and this way
of expression is after the usual dark manner of old

astrological predictions.

3)ttt Jrfjall ft)* dfBStf)*, &c. By the fish is under-

derstood the Dauphin of France, as their kings' eldest

sons are called : it is here said, he shall lament the loss

of the Duke of Burgundy, called the Bosse, which is an

old English word for hump-shoulder, or crook-back, as

that Duke is known to be ; and the prophecy seems to

mean that he should be overcome or slain. By the green

berrys, in the next line, is meant the young Duke of

Berry, the Dauphin's third son, who shall not have va-
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lour or fortune enough to supply the loss of his eldest

brother.

INttflt J^gmitele, &c. By Symnele, is meant the

pretended Prince of Wales, who, if he offers to attempt

anything against England, shall miscarry, as he did be

fore. Lambert Symnele is the name of a young man,
noted in our histories for personating the son (as I re

member) of Edward the Fourth.

&TtfJ NortoagS $tgfc, &c. I cannot guess who is

meant by Norway's pride ;* perhaps the reader may, as

well as the sense of the two following lines.

Sfyall, &c. Reaums, or, as the word is

now, realms, is the old name for kingdoms : and this is

a very plain prediction of our happy union, with the

felicities that shall attend it. It is added that Old Eng
land shall be no more, and yet no man shall be sorry for

it. And indeed, properly speaking, England is now no

more, for the whole island is one kingdom, under the

name of Britain.

&Wgfltt Sfjall, &c. This prediction, though some

what obscure, is wonderfully adapt. Geryon is said to

have been a king of Spain, whom Hercules slew. It was

a fiction of the poets, that he had three heads, which the

author says he shall have again ; that is, Spain shall

have three kings, which is now wonderfully verified ;

for, beside the King of Portugal, which properly is part

of Spain, there are now two rivals for Spain, Charles

and Philip ; but Charles being descended from the Count

of Hapsburg, founder of the Austrian family, shall soon

make those heads but two,,by overturning Philip, and

driving him out of Spain.

* Queen Anne.
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Some of these predictions are already fulfilled, and it

is highly probable the rest may be in due time ; and I

think, I have not forced the words, by my explication,

into any other sense, than what they will naturally
bear. If this be granted, I arn sure it must be also al

lowed, that the author (whoever he were) was a person
of extraordinary sagacity ; arid that astrology, brought
to such perfection as this, is by no means an art to be

despised, whatever Mr Bickerstaff, or other merry gen
tlemen, are pleased to think. As to the tradition of

these lines having been writ in the original by Merlin, I

confess I lay not much weight upon it ; but it is enough
to justify their authority, that the book whence I have

transcribed them, was printed 170 years ago, as appears

by the title-page. For the satisfaction of any gentle

man, who may be either doubtful of the truth, or curi

ous to be informed, I shall give order to have the very
book sent to the printer of this paper, with directions to

let anybody see it that pleases, because I believe it is

pretty scarce.

END OF VOLUME EIGHTH.

EDINBURGH:
Printed by James Ballantyne and Co.
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